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Chapter One
On the day of the biggest heist in Detroit’s career, Governor Comstock declared a
statewide bank holiday, and Detroit’s heart momentarily stopped beating. He knew what
this meant for him, a safe man, a lock magician, what it would do to the hands he’d
always prided himself on. They required a certain income to keep their delicacy.
Detroit was not the only person who left the house to verify what he’d heard. The
streets were crowded with curious disbelievers, out to verify that the sky was still blue,
the ground still hard, the banks still open. Even if Detroit decided to pass the Guardian
Trust—which he would never, not the day before a hit—it wouldn’t have been necessary.
There were plenty of smaller banks he passed on the way, each with a little sign taped up
in the window.
BANK HOLIDAY declared for the next eight days, minimum.
Eight days. It was worse than prison. At least on the inside you had someone you
could blame, someone to rail against. Even if all the banks reopened with polished brass
handles and waxed mustaches on the 22nd, a heist isn’t the kind of thing you can just
move down the line. You don’t postpone a heist.
“What a day,” said an old man who was missing a piece of his nose. There was a
gash from the top of his eyebrow to the bottom of his chin. He was shaking his head and
absently keeping pace with Detroit. Detroit looked at the old man. “What a day, of all
days, Valentine’s Day!!” The man howled.
Detroit looked around for a diner, somewhere he could get a cup of coffee, sit,
and gather his thoughts. Up ahead he saw a sign, Copper Penny. He fell in through the
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door and sat himself at the counter. A woman dressed in maroon walked over and poured
a cup without him even having to ask. The diner was packed busy, mostly jobless men,
sharing the day’s grand news, buying breakfasts on credit. They seemed happy, like a
weight had been lifted off their shoulders. The burden had been shifted to America in
general. See, they seemed to want to say, it’s not me. Fucking reds, damned out of work
shits, Detroit thought. With a shudder he realized he was among them. Detroit had been
transformed from a sophisticated man of delicate artistry into a common, petty thief. He
would have to start selling apples on the street and knocking over old ladies for their
handbags, hoping their husbands had sent them out to cash their veteran pensions. Not
even that, because there was nowhere to cash them. The weight of his overcoat seemed to
be the only thing keeping him in his seat. When the ceiling disappeared—like the ground
beneath his feet—then he would just keep floating until his body burnt up against the sun,
or withered away in space.
The coffee gave Detroit courage. Still, he wished he were dead.
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Chapter Two
It was now the last days of summer. And from the smell of fat that reached even
into Detroit’s underground room, it was Thursday. Beth always made bacon on Thursday.
“You’ve got two full days work to go before the weekend,” Beth would tell her husband,
Dick, “I want you to have enough energy to make the most of them.” Dick worked in a
law firm in the County Building on Cadillac Square, and they still had enough clients to
afford everyone a comfortable chair to sit in, and bacon on Thursdays. After Dick left for
work, Beth would begrudgingly sneak Detroit one strip of bacon, and a biscuit or slice of
bread. “I’m not here to let you starve,” she would say, “but I can’t give you what Dick
works so hard to get, either.”
Detroit used to take care of Beth for years after their father died; their mother was
only sober for one meal a day, whichever came between waking up and finding her way
to the loose brick behind the stove. He walked her to school, helped keep her clothes
clean enough not to notice the wearing of the second-hand fabrics, cooked what he could.
Now he slept in the sepulchre of his sister’s basement, and spent his time hating her
husband. Beth owed him this kindness, but when she married Dick, she had hoped to
enter the marriage contract untarnished by the sins of a family she had no part in
choosing. Detroit did as much as he could to honor that wish: he did not attended the
wedding, and told Beth early on that she had his permission to say her older brother had
died in a terrible accident on the docks. But, after he lost everything, well, “family is
family is family,” he had said the first night he came knocking on their heavy oak door.
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In the cool and dim basement tomb Detroit admired himself in the scrap of broken
mirror on the wall. He still tried to keep an appearance, with short trimmed, dirty blond
hair that accented his sharp, diamond-cutter eyes. His cheeks and chin were peppered
with goldenrod stubble, longer than he liked, but razors were in short supply, and he
could only afford to shave once a week. His worn blazer still kept its shape well enough,
in a way. His shirt was basically white. Detroit took a thin metal chain—that his father
had given him two nights before putting a gun into his mouth and giving his brains some
fresh air—from the card table next to his bed and looped it over his neck. He tucked it
under his shirt and stared into the glass, running fingers through his hair, and along the
wound on his face. He had a deep, dark scrape that ran between his eyes down to the tip
of his pug nose and a split upper lip. Three nights earlier, he picked the lock on a
pharmacy, just to keep his hand in the game, his chops up. If he had known that the
pharmacist lived with his wife in an apartment just over the shop he would never have
even bothered, would have just gone back to practicing on the door to Beth’s house and
working over Dick’s safe. For that, he had the perfect system. Every time he got the safe
open, he would leave it that way, gaping wide. Dick would go into a rage, as if Detroit
wanted any of the two-bit souvenirs his brother-in-law kept in there—some tie clip the
mayor gave him at a charity function, a useless bar of gold—and curse Detroit up and
down. But Dick also changed the combination on the safe, providing Detroit with a new
challenge.
Three days earlier, Detroit had eased the door to the pharmacy open when, before
he could close it again, a redwood of a man, thicker than a drunk’s tongue, came
lumbering down the stairs at the back of the shop and bulldozed towards him. Detroit ran
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as fast as he could, and made a decent enough escape, but slipped in a pile of dog mess at
the end of an alley and went face first into the gravel. Beth gave him a cold compress and
he told her he had been chased down by a negro who was trying to stick him with a knife.
She smiled thinly, a touch of disbelief in her creased brow, as she dabbed iodine along
the oozing scrape that was his nose. Dick waited until Beth had gone back to bed and told
Detroit his face looked like a split open vagina. “Oh yeah,” Detroit said, “pull down your
trousers and let me see.” Dick took a swing at him that went wild and his hand connected
with the hard wood of the icebox. Detroit wanted to get him a good one in the kidneys,
but he was a man who liked to throw himself out, lest he land on his ear.
Detroit climbed the cellar stairs up to the kitchen. Beth was standing over the
stove watching the bacon crackle. Dick sat at the table, reading the newspaper, working
hard to ignore him. “Mornin’ Sis,” Detroit called out. She turned to look at him, and he
could see the subtle wince when she remembered his broken face. It was only four steps
to the front door but he barely made two before Beth called to him. “Where are you
going?”
Out, he told her.
“Beth, let the man go. It’s probably hard for him to sit around watching us eat
breakfast like human beings. Let him go,” Dick said from behind his paper. Beth looked
at Detroit, her eyes holding hope that he would stay for his slice of bacon. It was
important for her, he knew that. Even if it was nothing, it was the only nothing she felt
she could spare. But Detroit was sick of her impoverished hospitality, and sicker of Dick,
and sick of Detroit. On the front step, he tipped his hat, then pivoted on his toe and was
gone.
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It would have been a quick ride on the Division tramway, switch to the Brush
tramway, and then off at Grand Circus park, but Detroit preferred walking. The sun was
full, the sky was empty, and he appreciated the true sound of his own feet on the ground.
He took Gratiot, admiring shop windows and ladies out doing the things ladies did on a
busy street. Two men in shirts and ties, with stethoscopes wrapped around their necks,
walked towards the tobacco shop, on a break from St. Mary’s, and a man in all white
cotton, unshaven and wide-eyed, followed a few steps behind them, rubbing his hands
tightly together and beading his eyes on the doctors’ backs. Detroit followed the curve of
the road to Woodward, and then turned right, walking North to Grand Circus park, the bifold of grass that encapsulated the city center, the still beating heart of the dying world in
perfect, little sodded quarter circles. Cars zipped here, people hurried through. Detroit
found a bench and sat. On a clear day, standing on one of these benches and staring
straight south down Woodward, you could pretend you saw the River, and with a little
squinting it was easy to put Canada in your sights. Only place in America where Canada
was to the South, the very top of the damned country as far as Detroit was concerned.
At lunch time the city truly hummed. The Midland Steel men, Ford’s men, the
Aluminum Company men, Kelsey-Hayes’ men, all of them flooded the diners and eating
halls, jostling with the suits for stools and tables. There was dirt on their collars, and
grime under their nails, and they had black, heavy tools hanging off stripped, worn belt
loops. Some of the tools were recognizable to Detroit from his three days in the Ford
factory. He had taken a job, thinking he would help Beth out, after he had already sold
and hocked everything in the old Beaubien apartment, thinking it would do him some
good to go out and earn a scrap of bread. Dick even pulled a string for him, a thin thread
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that quickly unraveled; the foolishness of Detroit’s decision to work straight was quickly
made apparent. First of all, he was out the three dollars he had laid down for his own belt
and tool kit. “Man’s gotta have his own tools,” the old-timers kept telling him, “Man’s
gotta’ take pride in the work he does, and what he uses to do that work.”
But Detroit was already proud. He had his perfect hands, with long, slender
fingers, fingers that could finesse any can, twist any bolt, fingers that could open any
damned door in the whole damned world. After one day of work these beautiful tools
were a mess of pustulous blisters and deep gashes. No one could know the depths of
Detroit’s resolve when he dragged himself back for a second tortuous day, where he
nearly lost a finger by an absent minded drill-tender. No one saw the inhuman strength of
will that Detroit exuded on a third day in which he saw even the backs of his hands
marred by the cutting steel and bending of iron. No matter how much he scrubbed, he had
been unable to get the deep-set black rot out of his wounds. The flesh simply turned gray
and withered. But on the fourth day, when Detroit clapped his broken hands together and
decided enough was enough, shiftless lack of will was the first thing on everybody’s lips.
Dick told him the next time he needed a favor he would have to wait until Christmas like
all the other crybabies and sit on Santa’s lap.
“Go fuck yourself, Dick,” Detroit said to himself.
“What was that? You say somethin’?” A passing policeman had stopped, hands
on his hips.
“No, sir. Nothing. Just a thought out loud,” Detroit said.
“Best to keep your thoughts in your head, specially when they could get a man
into a world of trouble.”
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“Yes, sir,” Detroit said, nodding. There’s another world of trouble besides this
one? Detroit wanted to ask.
After the lunch rush, the city emptied out again. Detroit picked up his hat, placed
it on his head, and rode the Michigan Avenue bus to the train station. It was a tall, royal
building, designed by the same architects who did New York’s Grand Central Station,
and it was Detroit’s favorite spot in the city. Just the feeling of travel, and that he could
get it without going anywhere by watching people grip their suitcases tightly and rush
through marble hallways, this he loved. In the grand main-room, Detroit sat on a bench
and watched the arrivals board. A tiny man in a green suit dropped a dollar on the
ground, but before he could reach down and retrieve it the bill was gone, snatched up by
a shifty-eyed kid with a riding cap cocked tight to the side of his head, and before the
man could cry out ‘thief,’ the thief was gone. Detroit hated his kind, these bums who
hung around the station for no good reason other than laziness and boredom. Not a one of
them ever stopped to consider the beauty of the well-oiled machine that was rail travel.
Train leaves when it says, arrives when it says, picks someone up, drops someone off,
picks up someone new. If a man could get his heart beating in line with the rhythms of
the station, he could live forever.
The board had stopped turning and there was an hour-long lull when nobody
moved. Couples sat close together, squeezing their matching luggage between their
knees, and men in three piece suits leaned up against marble walls, marble pillars. These
men moved like the marble, and smoked pipes. Detroit wandered, hands shoved in his
pockets, from one end of the hall to the other, down to the tracks, which he peered down,
one-by-one, seeing Chicago, New York, California. They were all there, just over that
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horizon. He moved back to the main hall, trying to decide whether to wait for the next big
burst of traffic, or if he should just hop the bus and head back to the basement, or the bar,
get a drink before being relegated to the dungeons of the Dequindre Dumps.
Just then, a soft breeze pushed his coat and Detroit whipped around, grinding his
heel hard into the floor for a tight pivot. His hand was outstretched and tightly gripping
the skinny neck of a kind in dungaree from head to toe. Human breezes are a special
brand, and only recognizable to the limited few who know how to blow themselves.
There was strength in his fingers yet, he could see it in the way the body squirmed under
his clutch.
“Give it,” Detroit said calmly.
The body squirmed harder.
“Give it,” Detroit repeated, more firm now. People had begun to stare.
There was a light smacking sound, like a fist in a hand, and Detroit’s wallet lay
still on the marble. He bent to pick it up, pushing the kid farther down by his neck.
“Who’s jostling for you?” Detroit hissed in his ear.
The kid tried to shake his head.
“You work alone?” Detroit asked.
The kid nodded. He was brave, Detroit thought, to work the station without a
decoy, brave and a touch stupid. Detroit tightened his grip on the kid’s neck and lead him
towards tall, gilded doors of the entrance.
“Where we going?” the kid wheezed.
“Everybody was watching us back there, and station’s full of cops, as I’m sure a
bright boy like you has figured out by now. So, you can either follow me and quit your
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barbering, or we can go back inside and find one of our men in blue with the silver
nametags who can grab you by the balls instead of your neck.”
The kid was silent.
“Copper-shy, are we? First rule: fear the police and you might as well book
yourself a trip downriver. Never think twice about them. That way, if you’re lucky,
they’ll show you the same courtesy.”
Detroit moved his hand from off the kid’s neck to his upper back, lightly pushing
him toward the bus stop.
Detroit paid the driver for two fares and quietly maneuvered the kid down the
aisle. Detroit gripped one of the dangling leather handles, and The Kid leaned against a
wooden bar that reached from floor to ceiling. Detroit leaned back and got a good look at
him. His face was thin, with a rigid nose, heavy shadowing eyebrows over deep, brown
eyes, thick, almost Negroid lips, and dark hair forming tight curls around his head.
Detroit felt bad for him. He didn’t look like he could even take a punch. Detroit swayed
with the movement of the bus, but the kid was rigid.
“Where we goin’?” he asked.
“We? We’re not goin’ anywhere,” Detroit answered.
“What’s with the bus?”
“I was just helping you out of a pickle.”
“Where’s this bus go?”
“Does it matter?”
The kid looked down at the wooden floorboards. Detroit stared out the window.
The bus ran quickly down Michigan Avenue and they descended in front of City Hall, on
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Cadillac Square. To their right was the First National building, the husk of a true pearl of
a bank, and across the intersection, past the Soldiers Monument, was the County
Building, seat of Dick’s power. This spot, Detroit thought, right here, is the center of all
that is evil and wrong in the world. The queer, sword-swinging Indian loomed over him,
atop a plinth flanked by greened-bronze effigies of truth, emancipation, union, and so
many foot soldiers. It was the most oppressive sight that Detroit knew. The kid was
standing next to him, his body still but his head twisting in every direction. Detroit started
to walk back up Gratiot. He’d pop in for a wetter on the way. It was impossible to ignore
the kid walking tightly to his pace, two steps behind. Detroit turned and stood, looking at
him. He was skinny, a wisp, and his dungarees hung loose on his body. The kid pretended
to examine the cars driving by.
“Quit your followin’,” Detroit said.
“I ain’t followin’.”
“Are too. Quit.”
“Where’m I supposed to go? Train station’s only place I know in this damned
city.”
A breeze blew through, pushing the blues around the kid’s legs, his arms,
threatening to blow him over. Detroit pointed, his arm stretched stiff, down Woodward.
“Walk that way.” The kid looked where he was pointing, back at Detroit, and then turned,
hands shoved in his pockets, and started walking. He would find his way, Detroit knew,
hard scrabble kids always do. That or they end up dead, floating face down in the river, or
strung up in some basement somewhere. Detroit could use a stiff one.
***
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He was good and drunk, stinking, when he walked through the front door at 355
Dequindre. Beth and Dick were sitting in the living room, staring at the radio. Detroit
grunted, tossed a hand in the air and watched it fall slack against the side of his leg. He
walked down to the basement and dropped his hat on the floor. Detroit kept the few
belongings he still possessed in a tiny, crackled blue leather trunk in the corner. There
were some socks and skivs, and two shirts all crumpled up. He kept three photographs in
the bottom, the jammed, rusted gun that his father had used to resign from fatherhood, an
extra pair of shoe laces—which he jokingly referred to as ‘emergency nooses,’ if things
got too bad—and a handkerchief in a brown, cardboard gift box, which his mother had
given to him for Christmas the year before she died. It had his Christian initials
monogrammed in red thread. Every December, he made a list of people he knew, trying
to find one with the same initials, hoping to get rid of the thing. But most of his
acquaintances had names like Ox, or Bullet, and he didn’t know their last names.
Detroit ignored the trunk and moved to the coal stove. He dug through the cinders
until his fingers struck metal. The old cookie tin was black with soot. Detroit ran his
fingers through the dead dust along the edges, prying open the lid. Even in the winter he
had kept the stove dampened, preferring a secure hiding spot to the temporary warmth of
a dull fire. Dick would have rationed out the coal like a Russian miser anyhow. Detroit
sat back against the wall and counted the money out of the tin, which was now close to
empty. He used to call it his cookie money. There had been a box for suit money, and one
for whiskey money, ten boxes of future money, all of them bursting with beautiful green
bills. Now, he was scraping the bottom of the jar, so to speak, and it rattled with the
empty bones of a few silver dollars, and the silent hiss of the meager pile of cast that
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wasn’t worth the ante of a decent poker game. Detroit shoved half the roll into his pocket,
along with the coins, and wrapped the other half around his ankle, under his sock. It was
hard to stand. He was drunker than he thought.
Up the stairs, hand running along the wall, the other hand fumbling with the coins
in his pocket. Three of his fingers had no more feeling after the hard earned calluses of
training with the best box men in the business. Like blindness, he had worked to dull the
senses in three fingers to give the other two perfect pitch, finely tuned to the music of a
tumbling counter-weight. At the door, Detroit stopped and adjusted his tie, the cuffs of
his coat sleeves, ran a hand through his hair. Through the door, a slight slip in the step
that he was able to adjust without losing much balance, and then leaning against the entry
to the living room, steady as the wall itself. Dick, look, his hair all greased back, and the
teeth slowly turning yellow. Once a month, Detroit knew, his rotting brother-in-law
snuck down to a guy in Royal Oak who painted them over.
They were sitting on the couch, just the two of them.
Detroit felt like making Dick swallow some of his painted teeth, this man who
law had deemed brotherly. He cleared his throat. They looked up. Beth moved to stand
but Dick held his hand out and kept her sitting.
“Stand up, Beth,” Detroit said.
“You don’t tell her what to do,” Dick said.
“Why? You do. Is it too much to ask to kiss my sister before I go?”
“You’re leaving?” Beth said, her voice choked. Detroit knew she was as happy as
Dick to see him gone, but she felt guilty. Their mother had taught her that.
“You’re leaving?” Dick asked, his hand retracting from Beth.
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“Yeah, Dick...Beth? No? Fine.” Detroit turned and moved to the front door.
Before he could walk out, Beth was touching his shoulder.
“Where are you going to go?” Beth asked.
“Does it matter?”
“I’d like to know...you...to know you’re safe.”
“You got any money?”
“Goddamn it, Detroit,” Beth said, and then quickly crossed herself.
“What? I need money. You want me to be safe, don’t ya?”
Beth shook her head and then disappeared upstairs. Detroit waited, tapping his
fingers on the doorframe. Dick was staring at him, his thumbs pulling against his red
suspenders.
“Aw, Dick, come off it. You look ridiculous,” Detroit said, coughing into his
hand.
Dick plucked his thumbs out, letting the straps snap back against his chest,
examining the thumbs like they were to blame for his embarrassment.
“Where are you going, then?”
Detroit shrugged. Beth had returned, she pressed her hand against his and as he
was pushing him through the door, out onto the front step, he grasped the bills. Beth
looked terrified. “Bye,” she said, using his childhood name. He hoped it was the last time
he’d ever hear of it. “Bye, bye, bye...bye...” she kept repeating, pushing him down the
front steps. Dick was following after them.
“Beth, what are you...what did you give him?” Dick grabbed her upper arm,
trying to simultaneously pull her back inside and wrench free the hand that was gripped
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in Detroit’s, money between them. “God damn, Beth, what do you think you’re doing?”
Dick’s face was reddening, even in the dark. He yanked hard on Beth, just as Detroit let
go of her hand. Beth went back against the front door. Detroit quickly shifted the money
to his pocket. When he moved again it was to grab Dick around the neck and pull him to
the ground. The air went out of him for a moment, but not as hard as it went out of Dick,
who choked on his empty lungs, coughed, wheezed, and then choked some more. Beth
stood, mouth agape, hand to her cheek. Dick got his breath back and hollered until lights
came on in neighboring houses. Detroit stood, debated the merits of comforting his sister,
and kicked Dick in the side. He felt the hollow of Dick’s ribcage give beneath his worn
out leather toe.
A door slammed, and the Onkowksis were out on their steps, watching. Beth
remained mute, her hand had dropped from her cheek, and her eyes affixed themselves to
a point in the distance where she saw herself, in another life, where her husband’s cries
did not reach her. Detroit looked at his sister, tried to think of something to say, and
failed.
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Chapter Three
Detroit was hungry. He had slept on an associate’s couch, and stolen his money
from an old ammunition case hidden under the floorboards of the closet. But there was no
food to steal. The associate was passed out across his bedspread in cigarette-burned
pajamas. Detroit left a note: Thanks for the couch, and took the stairs three at a time to hit
the street. Around the corner he hopped on the Lafayette tram downtown. He got down at
the corner of Lafayette and Randolph and walked to the Copper Penny. Detroit took a
stool at the counter. There was a large Ukrainian with a dirty towel draped through the
string of his dirty apron, egg on his collar and spots of something white in the whiskers of
his moustache. He had a pen stuck behind one ear and a cigarette behind the other. Three
of the fingers on his left hand were missing, and he was flipping eggs on the griddle with
the right. A woman in maroon walked over and set a cup of coffee in front of Detroit.
“Hey handsome,” she said.
“Hey Rhondelle,” he replied.
“Same?” she asked.
“Same,” he said. Then added, “Yes’m.”
She called out his order of three eggs over easy, side order bacon, side order
sausage, side order Canadian bacon, side order potatoes, side order toast, and then walked
down the length of the counter to pour him a glass of tomato juice.
It was the usual crowd, a mix of regulars and nobodies, equal parts fedora and
straw, a few worn out flapper helmets, donned by older women who vainly tried to catch
up with the fashions of the day. Rhondelle had her hair tied back, as always, and covered
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in a thin, black veil of netting. The talkers were at the tables, and the quiet ones sat at the
bar, usually alone, occasionally in a silent pair. Rhondelle walked back with the red juice.
“Some fellas was in here lookin’ for you,” Rhondelle said.
“What kind of fellas?” Detroit asked.
“Broad shoulders, guns, you know, fellas who like a lot of starch in their collars.”
“No kidding.”
“Said your brother was asking about your well-being. Said to call them if I saw
you.”
“Brother-in-law,” Detroit said.
“Well, Billy already showed your picture around last time, said you better not
show your ass in here again, unless you were wearing solid gold trousers. So, if you ain’t
got the money to pay, I can’t loan you no more, and I’m sure Billy wouldn’t mind me
taking a dime out of the till and letting the proper authorities—“
“Don’t worry about it, doll, I got the money. Want me to pay in advance? Or
maybe I could just put a deposit down now and pay the rest when I’m done eatin’ it?”
Detroit smirked.
“I’d make myself scarce, if I was you, Detroit. Them men that came in were
young and fresh-faced, and they drank coffee. They’ll be around again.”
“I’m lookin’ to find a new postal code anyway,” Detroit said.
A man in a worsted wool suit sat two stools to Detroit’s left, with his briefcase set
between them. He leaned in close, his breath smelling of cheap still liquor and cheaper
cigars. There was a shimmy in his blue eyes like a wheel about to pop its axle, and a
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feverish aspect to the lank hair pressed against his forehead, like he had just been cooling
it off with a damp towel.
“What’s in the case?” Detroit asked. The man’s face dropped.
“Come on, then, what’s in there, guy?”
“No, no. No...” The man shook his head.
“Top secret file for an important business meeting, I suppose,” Rhondelle
interjected. Detroit couldn’t decide whether she was trying to defuse the situation or just
wind the man up tighter. But something seemed to break inside of him, and his face
widened into a grin.
“Okay, okay. Okay. You want to see. Okay. Sure.” The man clicked open the two
brass clasps and slowly opened the briefcase. Rhondelle splayed her hands against the
counter and raised on her toes to see over. The man beamed at both of them, grinning
always, and they saw the banana sitting in the case. It was a small banana, with a thick
brown nub. The man closed the case. Detroit sipped his tomato juice. Rhondelle walked
away.
The potatoes were steaming hot, but the eggs and sausage were cold. The bacon
was the same lukewarm that bacon always was. Detroit ate quickly. When the food was
gone he would walk out to Grand Circus Park, sit on his old bench, and write a wire to
Fence, a paper-hanger he knew in California. Then he would buy a train ticket and a beer.
There was sure to be some work for a handy man in Cally. Someone who could get the
job done was very useful, especially when there were jobs that needed doing,
Rhondelle was back, standing over Detroit. He looked up and smiled, motioning
to the food with his fork, mmm-mmm. She was busy staring out the window. She swore
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under her breath and ran out from around the counter, towards the front door. Detroit
swiveled on his stool to watch as Rhondelle burst through the door and chased off a
loiterer hanging around, his back against the glass. Detroit’s brow furrowed. Rhondelle
came back huffing, and positioned herself behind the counter. “I tell you,” she said, “we
lose more business from these loafers and pick-pockets—“
Detroit stood. Rhondelle looked at him, and the man with the banana case looked
up from his oatmeal. “Damn, Rhondelle,” Detroit said. “That was my friend, he was
probably just looking for me.”
“Your friend? Oh no you don’t, Detroit, don’t be bringin’ him in here. You’re
already luck Billy’s not in today, I told you already, don’t go trailin’ riff-raff behind you.
Your trail is slimy enough already.” But Detroit was already out the door, looking for the
kid. He found him easily enough, pacing in front of a closed storefront, three doors down,
eyeing marks, his hands shoved deep in the pockets of his worn denim jacket. One of his
shoes was missing its laces. Detroit walked right up to the kid. People didn’t usually walk
up to him, they weren’t even supposed to notice that he was there. As he approached the
kid, Detroit saw an old man in dungarees, a wiry thing too tired to stand after years of
difficult work, and it reminded him of himself, and he was starving.
“You hungry?” Detroit asked. The kid shrugged. Detroit nodded. “Last time you
ate was two days ago or so?” The kid nodded, looking off across the street. Detroit put a
hand on his shoulder and pulled him back towards the Copper Penny.
Inside, Rhondelle was at the counter shaking her head, and the crazed man with
the briefcase had moved it between his feet and was wiping the now empty stool off with
his hand.
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“Save it, Mister,” Detroit said to him, and moved the kid onto the stool to his
right.
“Must be hard pick-pocketing with so many empty pockets around,” Detroit said
as he ordered the kid food. The kid just stared down at the dirt under his fingernails.
Rhondelle set down a glass of tomato juice and filled the kid’s coffee. She filled
Detroit’s, too, and then walked away.
“What do they call you, anyway?”
“Who?”
“People.”
“I don’t know anybody.”
“You don’t even just have a regular name?”
“Sure. Don’t use it though.”
“Worthless.”
“That’s right, worthless.”
“I’m calling you The Kid. How do you like it?”
“Does it matter?”
“No.”
“Okay.”
Rhondelle was back, setting a plate before The Kid, whose hands shook as he ran
his fingers along the silverware. “Oh, now come on now, Kid,” Detroit said, “don’t have
to get their buttons off, just eat.” The Kid picked up a fork and went to it.
***
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All the dishes had been cleared except for the cups and saucers, which were filled
with the thin brown of their sixth cups of coffee. Detroit’s fingers rolled carefully over
the papers, smoothing them, and when he finished, he stuck one smoke in his mouth and
passed the other to The Kid, who held it up for a moment before sticking it in his mouth.
“You sure have a way about making everything take a long time with looking and
touching, Kid,” Detroit said. “Just smoke the damned thing.” They blew smoke out in
unison, and sipped their coffees together. Detroit watched as The Kid tugged lightly at his
own cuffs, which were worn and missing buttons. He did see something of himself in the
wisp of a body that barely indented the padding of the stool. His was a long road, Detroit
knew, but perhaps it didn’t have to be as lonesome and solitary as he had anticipated.
Someone might even learn something. “Ever been to California?” Detroit asked.
The Kid shook his head, no. “I got a uncle lives in California,” The Kid said.
“Might be dead. Don’t know.”
“I got a paper-hanger lives in California,” Detroit said. “Might be he’s the kind of
man could fix another man up with some work.”
“Doin’ what?”
“Well, I guess when you haven’t eaten in two days and you don’t know nobody in
the world, gets so a man feels picky about the kind of work he does...” Detroit inhaled
deeply on his cigarette.
“Fine.”
“Fine what?”
“Never mind,” The Kid said. He was going to finish this cigarette and be gone.
“How old are you?” Detroit asked.
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“Old enough,” The Kid said.
“Old enough for what?” Detroit asked.
The Kid smoked. Wouldn’t even finish the coffee, although it felt good, just the
cigarette and gone.
“How old are you?” The Kid asked. “You don’t look so old.”
“Twenty-four,” Detroit said.
“Shit, you ain’t.”
“Yes I am,” Detroit said.
He was old.
“You Jewish?” Detroit asked. “I just mean, you got a little bit of a Jew loo—“
The Kid slammed the coffee cup into the saucer and swiveled in his stool. He was
gone. Detroit’s hand was on his shoulder, pushing him down into the stool.
“Now come on, hey, hey, come on, okay, got it. Who cares. Sit down.”
The Kid sat, staring at the countertop. They were both silent for a long time.
“You do anythin’ besides take the lint from another man’s pocket without him
knowin’?” Detroit finally asked.
“I can fight.”
“Anythin’ useful, I meant.”
“What do they call you?” The Kid asked.
“You got more questions than brains.”
“Never mind.”
“They call me Detroit. So you steal and you fight, a boring combination. What
else?”
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“I don’t know. I got a knife.” The Kid patted his chest where the knife was sewn
into the hem of his jacket so he would never lose it.
“Boy oh boy. Rhondelle!” Rhondelle walked down from the other end of the
counter, where she’d been poring over a magazine. “Can we get some more coffee here?”
Detroit pointed a finger straight down into his cup.
The Kid stood from his stool. “Sorry, no, thanks, I got, I got to thank you for the
food, Mister...uh, Mister Detroit, but I’m goin’ to be go—“
“Just sit down, now, Kid. Rhondelle, you got any pie?”
They sat over slices of pie. Detroit rolled new cigarettes from the soft pouch of
tobacco that he kept in his left coat pocket. There was silence for minutes. Detroit barely
touched his pie, but The Kid’s was gone.
“Okay,” Detroit said, “you got anything? I mean besides the knife?”
“I don’t know.”
“Like a bag in a bus station locker, anything you’re not carrying with you right
now?”
The Kid shook his head.
“So you could leave right now?” Detroit asked.
The Kid nodded.
“Finish your pie.” The Kid looked at him. Detroit noticed the cleaned plate and
gave one definitive nod.
The door hushed open and a pall seemed to fall over the café. Rhondelle looked at
Detroit, and he settled into his stool. One hand rested on The Kid’s shoulder, and with the
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other he dug into his pocket for cash, hoping to pay up like a regular customer and slip
out. Hoping for the impossible.
“That ain’t who I think it is,” said a low voice, calm with the power of the upperhand.
Detroit turned slowly on his stool, and noticed that The Kid turned as well. There
wasn’t time to test the validity of The Kid’s claims or see the flash of his knife. In the
doorway stood three thick cops. One was Officer Bunton, who had put Detroit away
twice before on trumped up charges. Detroit didn’t recognize the other two, but
Rhondelle’s description was accurate, their cheeks were so rosy you might expect to see
them sucking their mama’s tit or playing with puppies in a field of goldenrod.
“Bunton,” Detroit said.
“Thanks for the food, then, uh, Mr. Det—“ The Kid hoped for escape.
“Who’s your friend?” Bunton asked.
“This is nobody,” Detroit said.
“Probably one of them college types you like to hang out with, right?” Bunton
said with a sneer.
The Kid glared at the cop. “I been all the way through the third gr—“
Detroit placed a hand on his shoulder and looked hard at him. The Kid quieted.
Bunton smiled. “Been gettin’ calls about you, Detroit. Seems like you’ve given up
the public coffers and started rolling your own.”
“My sister gave me money on her own account. It’s no business of yours.”
“That’s not how Dick tells it.”
“Well, he can go fuck himself.”
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“That’s no language for mixed company,” Bunton said. “I can take you in right
now for simple public nuisance. Anyhow, I got somethin’ better.”
“Oh yeah, what’s that?”
“Larceny.”
“Careful, Bunton, makin’ threats like that, you’re liable to break a hip.”
“Seems there’s a certain bar of gold bullion that’s missing from your loving
brother-in-law’s safe. Says you might know something about it.”
Detroit groaned. This was a worse set-up than a hook without a worm, but he
didn’t see any quiet way out of it. He thought of his delicate tools, his perfect hands, and
the messy work that Bunton was offering him.
Detroit stood and pulled The Kid to his feet. Bunton nodded and the two babes in
blue moved forward. Detroit held up a hand and they stopped, looking at each other. He
whispered something very quickly into The Kid’s ear, and they took a short step to the
left to get in position, then Detroit stared the tallest of the rookie cops in the eye. “In three
seconds I’m going to move my hand like this,” Detroit made a short chopping motion
with his hand, “ and The Kid here is going to run at you.” Detroit pointed directly into the
face of the shorter cop, who had a walleye. “He’s going to stab you in the gut. At the
same time, I’m going to take you in a headlock,” now Detroit motioned to the one closest
to him, “and smash your face into the floor so many times that nose of yours will crawl
back inside that ugly face.”
The two men looked at each other again, this time with blatant incredulity. The
short one looked back at Bunton. The Kid had shoved a hand in his pocket to make it
look like a knife, he had at least been quick enough to pick up that slack. If they had had
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time to prepare, The Kid might have actually had this knife of his out and flashing. But
Detroit could also see terror in his face, and now he wondered if The Kid had ever cut
anybody before. Not that it would get that far.
“One...” Detroit announced solemnly.
“Oh, Jesus,” Bunton said. “Just cuff this idiot.”
The two men moved forward. Detroit pushed hard on The Kid’s shoulder, and he
dropped to his knees and slithered under the hinged panel that gave the waitresses access
to the floor. Detroit followed directly behind him. The cops ran up to the counter. The
short one got to his knees and started to crawl through, his utility belt dragging heavily on
the floor. The tall one made a leap and kicked coffee cups and saucers, silverware, dirty
dishes with his black heels, sending a shower of filth and porcelain onto his partner’s
head just as he made it through. Bunton swore loudly and rushed out onto the street
looking for the mouth of a back alley. Detroit and The Kid made their way to a back door
that Rhondelle had shown him once when Billy came looking for unpaid tabs with a
baseball bat. Rhondelle turned and stood in the way of the cops, who had finally
regrouped, filthy and red faced, pouring coffee for an old man in a brown trench-coat
who had laid his umbrella in front of him on the countertop. The cops yelled and pushed
at her, and finally made it through, but Detroit and The Kid had ducked out through an
alley and were gone. They found Bunton out front of the restaurant, and when they
arrived empty handed he kicked the doorframe so hard the entry bell fell off and clinked
against the tile floor inside.
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Three and a half blocks away, Detroit clapped The Kid on the back. They were on
a quieter, residential street. They stopped to catch their breath, caught it, started running
again, stopped for breath, ran, stopped, and ran.
The Kid fell two paces behind.
“Quit all your thinkin’ and just run,” Detroit barked.
They ran.
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Chapter Four
California is two thousand miles from Detroit. Vice Versa. All their first night,
sleeping in a corner of the train station, they thought of this. Every time the police
changed shifts, someone would come to roust them, but they repeated the same story,
about how they missed their train and couldn’t catch another until morning and The Kid
would wave two empty ticket envelopes that they had dug from a trash bin. Detroit
thought he saw Bunton coming their way, but it was just a large Polack, billy club out
and smacking against his thick palm.
It was quiet and empty in the station, like a tomb recently robbed by gravediggers.
A newspaper on a bench, a forgotten sweater hanging off a knob on a light post, these
things hinted at forgotten life, these and the clacking of a copper’s shoes on marble.
Detroit lit a cigarette and offered one to The Kid, who stared at it for a moment and then
took it and stuck it in his mouth.
“Why do you always do that?” Detroit asked.
“What?” The Kid asked.
“Stare everything down with them banjo-eyes of yours like you’re about to get
your batteries charged.”
“I gotta’ know what’s what,” The Kid said.
“Don’t you never just know?”
“Whattaya mean?”
Detroit pulled the cigarette from his mouth and held it up. “What’s this?”
“A cigarette. So?”
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“So, how long it take you to know what’s what about this cigarette?”
“I don’t know.”
“Not too damned long.”
“Okay.”
“So, when I go and give you a cigarette and you stare at it for a half hour, what’s
that? I’m guessing you recognize it as a cigarette pretty much right away.”
“I gotta’ know if I want to smoke it.”
“Have you ever had a cigarette in front of you and not wanted to smoke it?”
“No.”
“So why do you have to stare at it every time if you know you’re gonna smoke it
anyway?”
“What if this time’s different?”
Detroit shrugged and dragged deeply on his cigarette. The Kid smoked little puffs,
three real quick in succession, and then let the smoke out towards the ceiling.
“Why they call you Detroit?”
“Why do they call you The Kid?”
“They don’t, you made it up.”
“Well, stop asking stupid questions.”
The Kid stood and walked across the echoing grand-room, circled near a gated
ticket counter, and walked back. He bent deep in his knees, stood, and bent again. The
Kid’s cigarette dangled in his mouth, and he stretched his arms into the air.
When the clock marked four am, they snuck out of the station, jumping off an
empty platform and running across the tracks to the shipping yards. The air was soft, and
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it was even quieter outside than it had been in the main hall because there were no
echoes. There were dangers hiding in the dark, but more threatening were the swinging
patches of light. Detroit had The Kid stick as close as possible, dodging them through the
warning zones. The only true concern was when they had to slip by a thin, corrugated-tin
shack where the watchmen read comics and stabbed each other with pencils. Once they
were past this checkpoint, they could feel quite certain of a safe ride out.
You had to be careful picking a train. It was best to avoid the entire process until
you memorized the schedules. Obviously, you needed an empty car, but it could be
difficult to discern whether the train was empty for having been recently unloaded, or if it
was empty because men would be packing it tight at dawn. Also important to know what
time certain trains left, because the less time spent in a motionless car, the less chance of
being collared by a badge. All the tracks point in the same direction, and it’s at the
switches that your fate is decided, so, there, too, it is best to know which way the thing
will be thrown.
Detroit and The Kid moved slowly between the wooden hulls of so many
possibilities, and an equal number of traps.
What most people didn’t realize was that train hopping was—when done
properly—a more efficient form of travel than their luxury, white glove, sleep in a trundle
bed, service by a man with a runny nose in the dining car that more often than not spilled
your drink in your lap, ticket punched by a man with a goiter type of travel. With hopping
you got non-stop service, often, plenty of room to stretch out, and the freight lines had
been using diesel power for years. The price of a ticket was the simple risk you ran of
spending night in the clink. But it was always a local one-stop, they would never put you
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across for something so simple. These days, with so many tramps riding the rails, the
would probably just kick your pants seat and tell you to get lost, it wasn’t worth the paper
the ticket was written on. The engineers weren’t likely to call the bulls for you, either, as
it was common knowledge that at least one bum rider brought good luck. Detroit
wondered, for a second, if traveling in a pair would be a problem.
The Kid had somehow gotten in front of Detroit, even though he had no clue
where to go, and Detroit had to tap him on the shoulder to stop, because they reached
their car. The metal was painted a deep rust orange, and black letters, barely visible in the
early morning inkiness, read G.L.G.T.L.
Detroit motioned to an open slat door and they both climbed three rungs and
jumped onto the platform. It was an older, wide open, wooden floored car. The newer
ones were going to steel, and that made them more dangerous. Detroit motioned to The
Kid. They moved to the far right wall.
“Sit like this, with your feet forward.”
“Why?” The Kid asked.
“You ever hopped before?”
“Plenty a times.”
“And you never learned how to sit?”
“You feedin’ me a line?”
Detroit was ready to slap him one. “Shut up and listen. Sit like this, feet in front of
you, and if you’re layin’ down lay with your feet like this too. Get yourself in the habit.”
“Aw, come off it.”
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“Will you use all your brain power to shut that disconnected mouth a yours for a
second. I’d slap you but I don’t want my hand to get stupider. You could sit any way you
want on this train here, but I want you to get good habits. You know what a hump yard
is?”
“Sure.”
“What is it?”
“It’s when a train yard is built on a hill.”
“Right. And when you put together a train at the hump yard they drag up a car
from one side of the hill and send it down the other side into the line, slamming them to
connection. And do you know what happens when little hoboes like you when the one car
comes slamming into the line, much less two or three cars in a row like that?”
“I ain’t a hobo.”
“Fine, you’re a midge chiseler, I don’t care, you know what happens?”
“Nah.”
“You get thrown clear cross the room, slammed into that wall there,” Detroit
pointed at the far wall, which was studded with rusted metal bolts, “maybe bounce back
over here, maybe bounce out the door onto the ground where you open your head on a
nice gray rock, maybe this happens two or three times. My way, least, maybe you only
break a ankle, maybe nothing. So sit your sorry butt down over where I tell you with your
feet like I tell you. Colly?”
The Kid shrugged, but sat the way Detroit told him. It was warm in the car, like a
recently vacated seat. Everything was dark, except for a block of deep blue, glowing like
a movie screen, cut into the side of the wall. Dawn would be rising soon. The Kid was
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worried it might get too light, and then the bulls would be around, shouting and looking,
but just as the first light began to push at things, harden them against their background,
there was a deep clutch and the train shuddered forward. Detroit lit a cigarette and handed
one to The Kid, who took it immediately. Good, Detroit thought, he’s an okay kid. The
movie screen came to life, and things began to move, move, move.
***
Traveling, for Detroit, had always been like a magician pulling you aside and
showing you the smoke, the mirrors, and the rubber band. Where he arrived was never as
interesting as where he was going. Nevertheless, the actual act of travel had its benefits in
that he did not need to speak to anyone. And, there was always the possibility of being
someone else when you stepped off the train. The fantasy of a new life was as appealing
as it was unattainable. Detroit felt his heart beating to the clack of the train’s heavy
wheels over the thick laid rails, and let his mind move as his body did, slipping easily and
quick through time and space, knowing that went the train finally stopped, he would be as
immovably grounded as the dirt beneath his feet.
***
The Kid’s favorite part was dangling his legs over the edge. But he knew it was of
the utmost importance, when traveling with someone else, that one should keep carefully
guarded the pleasure of the dangle. Shit, he would squint a leery eye at anyone who
looked like they were enjoying something so panty-waisted, so baby like. What’s wrong
with you, you damned panty-waist? That’s what he’d say to whoever dangled with a grin.
What’s with that shit grin, what’s in you, you bananas or something, you a angel? That’s
what he’d say. He’d spit. But if there was a greater pleasure in the world than the dangle,
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he didn’t know it. Something in the wind, the way the wind gripped like a mother’s
fingers, gentle and firm. Hello, the wind said, here we go. And suddenly there was no
train, it was just you and the wind, zipping through and across. It helped that with the
dangle came unparalleled vision, a wide spectrum, the whole world. Zip!
***
It was late afternoon by the time the train pulled in to Chicago. Detroit had fallen
asleep, his chin pushing down against his chest, a spot of moisture on his shirt where a
little mouth dribble had slipped loose. The Kid woke him up as the train slowed and they
hopped out onto the gravel, white dust puffing up around them. For a moment they stood
and watched the train move in towards its hold, then they hurried out of the way. The
slow rumble of the city’s many lines, moving this way and that, threatened a deadly
mistake if one took too long stepping.
The Kid seemed happy enough to see a bit of Chicago, but Detroit assured him
they were just waiting for dark. They would share a plate of food, and if they had time,
Detroit agreed, they could take a walk by the water. Mostly, though, it was back for a
slow wait in the dark and a quick jump in the night, they had a lot of ground to cover.
Chicago is 1700 miles from California. Vice Versa. They knew this.
However small and inefficient he might be, The Kid was, to Detroit, a possible
protégé. So, there were two things Detroit didn’t feel like telling him.
First, he didn’t really know anyone in Chicago. In a way, he knew everyone in
Chicago. This was the beating heart of the criminal world, but it was like showing up to a
party uninvited. As far as he was concerned, Chicago was an empty ghost town, haunted
by specters of people he had never met.
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This was not wholly true. He knew one person, a murderer named Hawk. If
Chicago was a haunted city, Hawk was certainly responsible for much of the gore on the
walls. They would be better off not seeing Hawk at all, ever.
The second thing he didn’t feel like mentioning was that he wasn’t sure of the
trains here. He had a good idea, but there was an outside chance for disaster. If they
would have had a week, he would be able to pinpoint the time and the rail for any
destination in the country, but he wanted to leave that night. Already, in late September,
the cities seemed trapped under the frozen threat of winter. He wanted sun, he wanted
green on the trees, not skeletal husks, he wanted beautiful women who shaved their legs
all year round.
Metal fencing surrounded the Chicago yards, but there were so many holes cut
through the bottom that it was useful only to keep out the stupidest of dogs. Detroit and
The Kid slipped through and were on a lonely street, dirt in the corners, a swatch of blank
cutting up towards the city proper. They stood for a moment, trying to get their bearings.
There was a Negro walking to the south of them. He had what looked like a black
mourning band on his arm, which he held outstretched at his side, and he was singing
something beautiful. They turned to the north and started walking. They were hungry,
and had their eyes peeled for a beanery or a coffeepot. It was in their best interest not to
go too far, because they would have to find their way back here after nightfall and there
would be nothing resembling light.
There weren’t many restaurants in the neighborhood, but eventually they found a
ramshackle building with “Bess’s” painted in green on a wooden board nailed above the
door. A fading poster for the World’s Fair was hung in the window. The whole place
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smelled faintly of the stockyards, and most everyone was dirty with either dung or blood.
They sat at the counter between two negroes on the right, talking about trying to get work
with the CWA, building piss stops on the highway, they said, and a negro on the left who
was scribbling on a piece of worn and torn brown paper with a chewed up pencil nub and
whispering to himself “check it, check this, check.” The woman behind the counter—
Bess, Detroit assumed—was generously proportioned, bursting at the seams of her red
print dress, with a scar that ran clear around her neck like her head might pop off at any
time. Detroit ordered a plate of creamed chipped beef with potatoes and toast and two
cups of coffee. The Kid tapped him on the shoulder and pointed out a one-armed man
sitting by himself at a table in the back. He had poured salt and pepper out and was
pushing the grains around, into a star, into what looked like Mickey Mouse, into a big
circle with a smaller circle inside of it.
“Give that guy an egg on me,” Detroit told the heavy Bess.
“Who, Buster? He’d probably kill you sooner than accept charity. If you really
want to help him you’ll just mind your own business. You’ll be helpin’ yourself at the
same time.”
Their food came white and brown and steaming on a tin plate, like their coffee,
which was served in tin cups. Bess brought an extra plate, and Detroit scraped half the
food off and handed it to The Kid who wolfed it down, not stopping to wipe a sleeve
across his greasy mouth. Detroit picked at his portion, eating a few bites, and finally
pushed the dish over to The Kid who finished it off. They drank two cups each of the
thin, grainy coffee. Bess stood over them as they were draining the last of their dregs,
spitting the grounds into their napkins.
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“You boys look no good,” Bess said.
“We’re as nice a person as you’ll ever meet, ma’am,” Detroit said.
“What are you boys doin’ aroun’ here?” she asked.
“Just passin’ through is all,” Detroit said.
“Y’all are brothers?”
“Partners,” The Kid interjected quickly.
“Yes, ma’am, this is my kid brother,” Detroit said.
“Don’ look like brothers. Where you boys runnin’ through to, then?”
“California, ma’am,” Detroit said.
“Gots family out there?”
Detroit shook his head. “No, ma’am, work. We hope.”
Bess laughed. She stopped shaking long enough to wipe a happy tear from her eye
and then laughed again. “Okay, boys,” Bess held her stomach, her large breasts bouncing
and shaking with each laugh, like flour sacks filled with meat, “pay up and get on over to
California with ya. Y’all hear? These here are workin’ boys!”
Some people looked up from their plates, most conversation stopped. Everyone
turned back after getting a good look, but the room felt colder, smaller.
Detroit threw some change down on the counter. A nickel rolled on its edge until
it clinked against the side of the coffee cup and whorled to a stop on the counter. He
placed a hand on The Kid’s shoulder.
“We leavin’?” The Kid asked.
“I think we’d better,” Detroit said.
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A breeze had picked up. Dirt blew against their legs, and bits of newspaper and
trash caught on the air. They walked towards the lake, their eyes glued to the rocketing
towers of the skyride, still glowing with the power of Arcturus, but after two hours they
gave it up, it was too far to go with having to come back. Heading back to the yards, they
passed a group of men around a folding table in front of a garage, drinking beers and
playing cards. Everything was dark except for a gas lamp they had hung near the table.
Everything was silent except for the slap of cards and the clink of glass. Quietly, Detroit
and The Kid walked past, both of them thinking their own, personal thoughts about
friendship.
The yards were busy with men. Detroit and The Kid stood against the fence. The
Kid stared out on the street, up at the sky, at his own feet. Detroit was busy with the
trains, watching them, mathematically trying to decide which was their best bet. He
counted the bulls and drew their charts out in his head. Every half hour, the bull with the
moustache would duck between two old cars, their wheels rusted to the track, and walk
north. The bull with his hat pulled down tight over his eyes always walked into the
wooden service shack every hour on the hour, turned a light on, turned a light off, and
walked back out. This was a crack operation, something Detroit could respect, but every
crack operation is full of holes, and by midnight he had found one.
There weren’t many things that Detroit felt bad about, but turning against his
fellow was one of them. If he had another day, he might have found a better way through,
a kinder path, but as it stood he wanted on a train west and he wanted it as soon as he
could get it. Now. What Detroit had seen was this: tramps. Lots of tramps. The yards
were surrounded by tramps who knew the patterns of the bulls, and who waited until they
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saw one turn invariably north or south, or turn the damned light on and off and walk
away, and then the tramps would run down the dirt and gravel hill into the tracks, scurry
like rats, and disappear into waiting cars. No one seemed to care much about emptying
the lines. It was just getting caught in the hop that was dangerous.
The wandering brakemen and engineers were less calculating than the bulls and
thus posed an even greater threat, but there weren’t many of them, and fewer as the dark
wore on. Detroit and The Kid would just have to take their chances with them. On the
third track from the end of the yards, Detroit had noticed that every train ran south down
the line and then curved out west. It was an empty stretch at the moment, but this was the
line he wanted to be on. It was the closest he could work to a sure thing.
The Kid was bored and had taken a lace out of his shoe and fashioned it into a
noose. He was hanging his finger. Detroit tapped his shoulder and motioned to him to get
ready to run. It was impossible to say exactly what time it was, probably two or three
a.m. Detroit motioned down the yards to the third track where a train was pulling in,
steam puffing and metal grinding. They sat quiet. Another half hour passed. Their train
was now sitting quiet, a few men lingering at the head, steaming cups of coffee in their
hands, light reflecting off their thermoses and spectacles.
The bull with the white pants—instead of standard blue—had just passed beneath
them, as he did like clockwork at forty past the hour, and from the corner of his eye
Detroit caught the chance he had been waiting for. A tramp to their left came screaming
down the dirt, barefoot to keep the gravel from skittering and talking. Detroit saw the
potato brown of a man’s coat streaming behind him and whispered, “I’m sorry.” The Kid
turned to look at him just as Detroit opened his lungs and shouted:
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“HEY, YOU! STOP!”
There was an audible click and a searchlight flooded the yards. Detroit pulled The
Kid down. The tramp on the hill never had a chance, but kept running anyway. Bulls
came racing, one of them lost his cap, and the tramp finally stopped, beaten. Detroit
counted until ten, grabbed The Kid, pulled him through the fence and raced South,
cutting a diagonal across the hill and away from the commotion, heading for an
abandoned train car on the nearest track that might hide them long enough to cut across
the remaining rails. They caught their breath. Detroit flexed his fingers, which were
white-knuckled from gripping The Kid’s coat tightly. He made a soft motion and they ran
again, keeping low. Their train was pressed tight with another cargo train, hiding them,
but they were trapped if someone did spot them. Detroit moved quickly down the length
of the train. At each car he stopped and tapped twice against the side, checking if it was
occupied, and to let anyone who was inside know that there were two of them. At each
car he got a single tap in response. This was a popular line. Detroit kept moving. On the
fourth car he tapped twice and was met with silence. He tapped twice again and the car
stood tight-lipped. Detroit nodded and The Kid climbed the wrought iron ladder and
swung himself into the car. Detroit followed after him. Inside all was dark, but The Kid
was already sitting against the far wall with his feet stuck out. It was all Detroit could do
not to smile at the good work of his best pupil.
In the corner, near The Kid, were three crates and a canvas tarp. Detroit picked up
the crates and quietly moved them to the other side of the car where he stood them side
by side against the wall. He moved The Kid into the left side corner, sat next to him, and
covered their legs with the tarp.
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“We coulda hid behind them crates,” The Kid said.
“”If somebody looked in here and saw the crates stacked just right he would say
to himself ‘if I were hoppin’ a train, I’d hide myself behind crates just like so,’ and would
come find us,” Detroit said.
“This tarp ain’t helpin’,” The Kid said.
“We’re in the darkest corner of the car. The only thing anybody could see of us is
the legs, but now they’re covered. If we hid our whole selves under the tarp then
somebody would think ‘if I were hoppin’ a train I’d hide myself under a tarp just like so.’
If we put the tarp with the crates and just tuck our legs up then we’d make big ugly
bumps against the straight of the walls. This is our best chance.”
The Kid grunted.
Within minutes, The Kid was asleep, his head lolling back against the wall of the
car. Detroit was awake and alert, staring at the open door. He wished he could close it,
seal them in, he wished he were an old-time train robber who could jump to the head, pull
a pop-pistol, befriend the coal-puncher and take the whole damned train to Cally all by
himself. After what seemed like hours and seconds, both, there was a welcoming bang
and long, slow shudder, loud enough to wake The Kid before he fell back dead asleep,
the long grind and the train was in motion. Detroit kept his eyes fixed on the doorway and
his head back flush with the wall. Thin light streaked across the car and died, across and
died. They were heading south, further and further south, and Detroit was waiting for the
familiar click of the switch, and seemed to have waited too long. He wanted to stick his
head out the door and see where they were, if there was still time to jump before the train
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took them halfway to Ohio, or, shit, back to Michigan. All his attention was focused on
the click and the lack of the click.
Then the click and they were heading west.
***
The car was dark, the open doorway black. Detroit had fallen asleep to the gentle
pull of steel on steel. Even the occasional bone-splintering grinds, which echoed through
the fields around them, were soothing, an indication of absolute movement. But now,
Detroit’s eyes snapped open and the darkness pasted thick swatches of blindness over
them. He couldn’t even make out the crates at the other end of the car. The Kid was
snoring lightly, his face squeezed hard into the corner of the car. It wasn’t the darkness
that concerned Detroit, but the fact that The Kid’s snores were all he could hear. The car
was silent.
Slowly, Detroit could make out the quick steps of light feet on packed gravel, and
then successive, jolting banging. Two loud knocks on each car, probably with a crowbar.
Rousters. Detroit shook The Kid awake, whose face had taken the grain of the wood. The
Kid gave him a dirty look but then heard the banging and shifted upright. Detroit listened
carefully, trying to pick which side the banging was coming from, but then realized it
wouldn’t matter, they would have men on either side. Detroit motioned for The Kid to
move quickly to the doorway. He came up behind him and poked his head around the
edge, peering down the darkened length of track. Lamps swung and burned at the back of
the train, and there was another gang moving from the head in a tight formation. At either
end of the train a bull stood facing a line of shifting tramps who had been rousted, their
backs pressed against the train, their faces grimaced in a mix of fatigue and fury. Detroit
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noticed one or two shadowy flashes as a tramp made it away and into the darkness
beyond. Detroit looked at the crates. Nothing was coming to him except a night in a cell.
The Kid moved to the crates, dragging the tarp behind him, and pulled them back from
the far wall. He stacked two of them and folded a corner of the tarp over, sandwiching it
between the wooden slats. He pulled the tarp over the third crate, a stretch away, and then
draped the last two corners of the tarp onto metal bolts sticking from the wall. When he
was done it looked like a canopy of sorts.
Detroit and The Kid had their backs pressed tightly against the wall and felt two
shots of the crowbar chip into their spines. A short man in coveralls, with a lantern and a
baseball bat, came sniffling to the doorway. Two men walked past him to the next car and
quickly banged its side, shouting “anybody inside best get outside.”
The man in the coveralls swung his lantern in the car and chuckled to himself.
“That’s no way to hop a train, ladies,” the man said, climbing inside. His squatness made
it difficult for him, and his rear end hung in the air for a long moment, as he gasped and
pulled to get upright into the car. He stood, breathing heavily, grabbed his lantern, and
moved slowly toward the canopy, his bat swinging lightly and tapping occasionally
against his leg. Detroit and The Kid jumped over the side, and ran to a bank of trees.
There was a shout, another man moving towards their car, but just as he got to the
doorway the man in the coveralls was climbing down, his feet dangling and straining to
hit ground.
“Nothin’,” the man in coveralls said.
“You shore? I thought I just saw somethin’,” the other man said.
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He stared towards the bank of trees where Detroit and The Kid had their faces
pressed into the dirt, but eventually he gave up and moved down the line, resolved to
chase tramps rather than shadows, shouting for anybody inside to better get outside.
Eventually, all the cars had been searched and the men regrouped. A hand shot up and
waved to the conductor who puffed some smoke into the air, the steel bit into the steel,
and the train moved off, empty. The bulls pushed the caught tramps forward, and once
the train had disappeared, looking straight ahead from the tree bank, Detroit saw they
were stopped at a town. A single line of buildings ran straight away from the tracks.
When everything was quiet, The Kid stood and brushed himself off. Just as
quickly, Detroit pulled him back into the dirt.
“Shit, Detroit,” The Kid said.
“Shh,” Detroit hissed.
There was a light flickering over them, and whispers, but after a moment it was
obvious that the light was steady, and the whispers unthreatening. The Kid stood and
brushed himself off, again.
“Shit, Detroit,” The Kid said.
Detroit stood and saw a fire burning next to the station house. A group of tramps
were standing around the fire, whispering and stretching their fingers wide. There was
one, long, wailing blast of the train horn far in the distance. Detroit moved towards the
tramps. The Kid followed close behind, still brushing dirt off his denims. When the
tramps saw the man and boy approaching they went silent, but didn’t give them their
backs as tramps were known to do. In fact, this group made room at the fire.
“You fellas got a drop to spare?” Detroit asked.
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The men shook their heads.
“How come they didn’t cart you off with the rest of the cinder-grifters?” Detroit
asked.
One of the men, with a full beard and an eye patch, looked at Detroit with his
good eye, which he blinked often. “We weren’t illegal actin’ on a train.”
“Not tonight,” Detroit said. The man nodded. “They just leave you alone, then,
after a roust?”
Another tramp, this one in a faded green velvet jacket spoke quietly and with a
hint of a cleft palette. “Johnthon thaid he’d be back in a half hour to move uth along, but
that meanth an hour and a half.”
“Who’s Johnson?” Detroit asked.
“Main bull,” the man with the eye patch said.
“He’th harmleth,” the man in the green coat said.
“Name’s Detroit, this is The Kid,” Detroit motioned to The Kid who was
warming sullenly at the fire. “Shit, I need a drink,” Detroit said.
“Where y’all headed?” a third tramp asked. He was the youngest of the group,
only a couple years older than The Kid. He smoked a pipe.
“Cally,” Detroit said. “Me and The Kid here know a guy out there, gonna try and
get fixed up with some work.”
“Whath he do that he needs help?” Green Velvet asked. “Thoot poor people?”
Detroit laughed. Green Velvet waited, unsure whether the laughter was directed at
what he said or his delivery, but then laughed too.
“Y’all were on that train?” Young Pipe asked.
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“Of course they were on that damned train,” Eye Patch said.
“Too bad,” Young Pipe muttered.
“Why’s that?” Detroit asked.
“That’s the last train out of here for days,” Young Pipe said.
Detroit looked at The Kid. The fourth tramp in the group was the oldest by a
hundred and fifty years, and he was silent. He took a sip from a bottle and stared at
Detroit as the liquid slipped from the bottle down his gullet. Detroit didn’t mind the
wordless aggression. He had asked if anyone had a drop to spare, and it was clear that
this man couldn’t spare anything. He made a gummy, toothless suck when he drank, like
an irritable baby.
Detroit thanked the men for their information and The Kid grunted something.
They moved off to the bank of trees and sat down in the dirt.
“I’m so thirsty I could smash that old man’s empty wine bottle and suck on the
broken glass,” Detroit said.
“You want a drink?” The Kid asked.
“Why do you think I’ve been sayin’ ‘damn, I need a drink,’ for the last hour?”
The Kid held up a flask.
“What?” Detroit asked. “Bet it hasn’t got nothin’ in it.”
The Kid shook the flask in Detroit’s face.
“Probably ain’t even whisky,” Detroit said. “Bet you just fill it up with piss so
you can slosh it in people’s faces, like the sound makes you a man. Go on, get it out of
here, it stinks. Shit, I can smell the reek from here.”
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The Kid glared sullenly at Detroit, then unscrewed the top and took a swig. He
took a few more swigs until Detroit relented and asked him to pass the flask. Detroit
drank. A breeze rustled through the trees. “Thanks,” Detroit said, passing the flask back,
feeling better.
“We sleep in the dirt?” The Kid asked.
“We sleep in the dirt,” Detroit said.
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Chapter Five
The yards were bigger than they had seemed when the train had been hollowed
out, but they were empty and quiet. After two days of kicking rocks around, Detroit and
The Kid were hungry and bored. They talked about getting a can of beans, but Detroit
finally decided that he would rather they went to a bar instead. They asked Eye Patch
where they could find a watering hole and he pointed down a dirt stretch of road. Detroit
asked if there was anything else they should know, but Eye Patch just pointed, straight
and silent.
It was raining when they got there, a little dump of a place. ‘Wishing Well’ was
painted in white cursive letters on a hanging sign jutting from the door frame. A rundown house on the side of the road, at the farthest edge of town one could find without
getting lost in the dark of the plains.
“The Double Double-ya,” Detroit said. “They talk about this place all up and
down this line of track.”
“What are you talkin’,” The Kid said. “I ain’t never heard of it.”
“Boy, you could fill a book with the things you ain’t heard about and still run out
of room halfway through.” The Kid spat in the dirt. “Used to be this place was a speak,
but now they got the front part turned into a god-fearing drinking parlor, and converted
what used to be the hidden back room into an equally lucrative business.” Detroit
elbowed The Kid in the ribs, and The Kid spat in the dirt again.
The door to the Wishing Well was a dull, dried blood red that had cracked and
split along the seams between the planking. Wet weather swelled the wood so that the
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whole thing sat lumpy on its hinges. There was a small square hatch cut at eye level
where one would speak the secret word of entry. Detroit pushed the door open and bent
his elbow up to allow The Kid to pass under. Inside, all was murk. There were three dim
bulbs hanging from the ceiling along the bar like a makeshift gallows. The bar itself
stretched white and bold across the room until two feet before the far wall, where it
stopped short to let people by for the latrines. The air still smelled faintly of new pine.
The Kid eyed the room, squinting towards the back, and then swiveling his head around
again to look at the people sitting with their drinks. His black hair was matted down
against his head and drops of rain trailed down his cheeks like tears.
“You a Jew?” the bartender called out.
Detroit smiled big. “Hiya.”
“I ain’t talkin’ to you, fella. Hey, You! You a Jew?”
The Kid turned around. “What did you call me?”
Detroit approached the bar and stood at the end closest to the door, watching the
bartender, who stared at The Kid. His eyes were slow but alert, able to ignore the
majority of a space he knew better than home, and well accustomed to the dim lighting.
“How old are you?”
“What the hell did you call me?” The Kid said, his hands balling into fists, his
shoulders rounding in his wet, denim jacket.
“He’s old enough, mister, don’t you worry,” Detroit said.
“Friend a yours?” the bartender asked.
“People call him The Kid, on account of looking young, but he’s old like the
seas.”
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“Well...we don’t serve Jews.”
“There he goes again,” The Kid spat from his stance, still standing at the door.
“Now you’re looking for trouble. Come on, now. Let’s have two drinks, huh?
Whiskeys,” Detroit said, always smiling. The bartender looked at him and drew his eyes
into slits.
“I don’t ask for trouble, pal, I give it,” the bartender said.
“Fine,” Detroit said, “but how’s about giving us two whiskeys first.”
The bartender glared at The Kid.
“Kid, now, you come on over here and tell the man how you’d love one of his
famous whiskeys and show him you got a dollar to pay for it and let’s be done.”
The Kid stood rigid, but he could still feel the soggy bill in his normally empty
pocket. Detroit had given it to him on the walk over and said that a man ought to pay his
own liquor. A drink would burn off a lot of the steam, The Kid knew, but it was a long
walk to the bar. A man could lose his pride along the way.
“Gets so’s a man doesn’t know what’s what anymore,” the bartender said.
“Management has to be careful’s all.”
“That’s good as a apology, I’d say,” Detroit said. “Kid, am I drinking alone
tonight, or are you going to come in off the playground and tie one on?”
The Kid shrugged his shoulders theatrically, and stepped to the bar while the
bartender turned to find a bottle. He wiped two glasses down with the towel through his
apron and set them in front of the two soaking men. His pour was slow and deliberate, a
no-drop artist. The whiskey was amber and looked like golden smoke. Detroit took his
tumbler in hand and surveyed the room as the bartender walked back down to the other
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end of the bar, attending to an old man in a three piece suit and what looked like a hat
folded out of newspaper. Detroit and The Kid moved to a table against the wall.
“Feel like takin’ him down to Fist City?” Detroit asked. His eyes were still trained
on the bartender, but disinterest had washed the threat out of his gaze.
“Nobody calls me a sand nigger,” The Kid said.
“That a yes?” Detroit asked, turning to face him.
“I don’t know.” The Kid’s clothes were clinging and shrunken on him, making
him look even smaller.
“Well, it doesn’t matter anyhow, because you’re not gonna do anythin’ about it,
so just cool off for awhile and enjoy this whiskey. It looked like he passed over the tinted
moonshine for one better so consider that your reparation.”
“Probly charge us double, sumbitch.”
“If he charges us double, which of course would mean that you even know what
the normal price of a glass of whiskey actually is, and I’m guessin’ that this is your first
one out of a actual glass, well, then you can hit him.”
The Kid thought of the scars that were running up his muscle-filled shirtsleeves.
“Ah, he’s too small for me anyway. I’d just...it’d just be unfair.” The Kid looked up at
Detroit and grinned. “I’m not here to wail on somebody who don’t know what’s comin’
to him.” The Kid sipped his whiskey and leaned back in his chair. This was alright, he
decided, drinking whiskey in some bar out somewhere. This was okay.
“You aren’t Jewish though, are ya?” Detroit asked.
The Kid glowered. “Naw. Damn, Detroit, I...naw.”
“Okay, good. Let’s rack ‘em up.”
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“Huh?”
“I don’t shoot with Jews, but seein’ how you aren’t one, you’re gonna play me at
pool and I’m gonna see that I can’t beat some sense into you.”
Now The Kid saw a small pool table at the back of the room. It was sitting
slumped between wooden crates full of empty beer bottles waiting for a haul outside and
two cut up stools that had stuffing coming out like secrets. “I never played on a table so
small before,” The Kid said. “It’ll probably affect my game.”
“Maybe for the better,” Detroit said over his shoulder. He was already halfway to
the table.
The Kid slammed the rest of his whiskey and followed him.
There was a small bottle of talc and two cue sticks—which might have been
branches from the dead oak out front by the looks of them—leaning against the wall,
their tips rounded and stained blue. Detroit grabbed both sticks and laid them across the
green of the felt, rolling them back and forth to see if they were straight. The look on his
face hinted that neither was. The Kid surveyed the table, leaning close to the felt and then
standing back and placing his hands on his hips. Detroit looked up at him and laughed.
He bent down and grabbed the rack, slapping it on the table. The Kid walked around and
pulled the balls from the pockets one by one, caroming them off the sides and watching
them smack the rack around, feeling the whiskey and wondering when Detroit was going
to order them a second round.
“We could sure use a second round, before we start, don’t you think?” Detroit
asked. The Kid smiled.
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When Detroit came back with two fresh tumblers, the balls were fitted into the
triangle. Detroit handed The Kid his drink and stood next to him, examining the scene.
“Somethin’s not right,” he said.
“What? I did it right. That’s the way.” The Kid was frustrated. He had set up
plenty of pool games in the past. There were two number sixes, but there was nothing he
could do about that. He quickly counted the balls in his mind, patterned them out,
accounting for the doubled up sixes, trying to see his slip.
“We haven’t said what we’re playin’ for.”
“What?”
“You’re a gamblin’ man, Kid, I’ve known that since you first mistook my wallet
for your own. What is the ante is what I’m gettin’ at.”
“Detroit, I ain’t got any money, you know that. I can bet the dollar you already
gave me, what’s left of it.”
“What have you got that’s actually worth somethin’.”
The Kid sipped his drink. His hand instinctively fell to his pocket. Suddenly the
room felt clammy and the fog of the drink was bothering him. He pulled a cigarette from
the damp pack in his shirt pocket and fumbled to light a match from a damp pack. Detroit
struck a light and held it out to him. The Kid accidentally blew smoke into his own eyes,
trying to look pensive, and they began to water.
“Come on, Kid, now, don’t you have nothin’ that’s worth somethin’?”
“Alright,” The Kid said, slugging the rest of his drink. He slammed the tumbler
down on the side of the table and reached into his pocket, feeling for the only thing that
was there. “If you win, I give you this bullet.”
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It was a dull brass slug. Detroit knew it for a .38 special as soon as The Kid stood
it upright, near the top-right corner pocket.
“Okay, that all you got?”
“Yeah.”
“What’s it worth?”
“It’s the bullet I’m gonna use to kill my Pa.”
Detroit looked steadily at The Kid, whose face was immobile.
“Well, I got forty bucks to my name. You figure that’s an even bet?”
The Kid had never seen that much money in his life. “Yeah.”
“Alright,” well, I’m gonna take that bullet from you and see if I don’t end up
killin’ your Pa myself, just to teach him for givin’ birth to a monkey like you.” Detroit
ruffled The Kid’s hair as he moved around the table for the break. The Kid pushed his
hair back down and chalked his stick. “Are you watching?” Detroit asked from the other
end of the table.
“You look natural like that,” The Kid said, “all bent over like that. Shine my
shoes while you’re down there.”
“Ha ha,” Detroit said, smacking the cue ball into the Ace and shattering the order
to pieces.
The Kid quickly lost his bullet.
After another drink Detroit offered The Kid a chance to win it back, but the match
proved to be more an opportunity for Detroit to flex some of his trick muscles. He pulled
a masse shot, and skipped the cue over numerous obstacles to knock its quarry into the
right pocket. The Kid only got one ball in, a bank shot that he had to admit was luck, at
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which point Detroit considered it a pass and cleared off the table with ease. The Kid
blanched. “So, what? I owe you somethin’ I ain’t got now? Is that how it is? Because you
knew I didn’t have nothin’ after the bullet so it don’t seem fair.”
“Easy, Kid, nobody ever talked nothin’ about owin’,” Detroit said.
“Fine,” The Kid said.
“Man, you’re tighter than a bull bitch, doesn’t even whiskey calm you down?”
“I just don’t owe nobody nothin’,” The Kid said, folding his arms across his chest.
“Good for you, now rack ‘em up again and let’s shoot.”
“Rack ‘em yourself,” The Kid spat, moving towards the bar for another drink.
***
The Kid’s head was heavy like sand and his elbow had sopped up all the beer on
the table. Detroit had been gone for a half hour or more, and The Kid was staring at what
he was sure was a swarm of ants scurrying up and down the boards of the wall. He was
drunk, he knew, this was drunk. Was like. He thought, how could this not. Be. The bullet,
he lost the bullet, in a game of pool. He’d lost the bullet and now he was lost, because he.
The bullet and for Pa. Detroit had sat him at the table with a glass of water and said Right
back and now he was dirty with beer. This smell, The Kid thought. Pa gave me that
bullet, only one, only thing I ever got from him. His eyes drooped and sprang open, his
arm slid and then he jerkily righted himself. What if Detroit left him there, in the Wishing
Well in the middle of nowhere. A worthless penny dropped to the bottom. But then,
suddenly, Detroit was back, pulling The Kid to his feet and saying it was time to get out
of there. His feet were bags of water attached to two thin, green branches in a strong gust,
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and he nearly toppled twice until Detroit hefted him onto his shoulder and dragged him
out of the bar, the blood red door slamming-to behind them.
The rain had tapered off to a drizzle but the ground was still a muddy slick, one
that gripped tightly to The Kid’s pant legs, and seeped into his shoes, as Detroit dragged
him back down the slop road. He stopped after a quarter mile and set The Kid down on a
grass knoll that rose off the road, half mud, and told him he had better start walking for
himself or lose a hundred pounds, because there were three miles left to the yards and
they hadn’t even gotten to the rutted section of road. The Kid’s eyes goggled and twisted
with no help from him, but he got his bearings and stood. The rain picked up and pelted
him into consciousness. Detroit offered him a shoulder on which he could balance an arm
an they made their way down the road, pulling into bushes when cars drove by, and
hunching in their shoulders during windy gusts that blew stinging rain into their eyes and
through their clothes. The Kid stopped to throw up and then felt better, until he stopped to
throw up a second time and felt weak.
It was close to dawn when they got back to the yards, and Detroit looked around.
“What?” The Kid asked.
“Looking for a dry bed,” he said.
It was going to be difficult. Most all the best spots were already taken. Their bank
of trees was a bog. Green Velvet was sleeping under the abandoned car that had rusted to
the track. Eye Patch and Young Pipe were invisible, but Detroit knew they under the
porch of the main office, where they always were. Detroit noticed a dark opening beneath
the old holding shed that looked just big enough to slip under. They had to be quiet going
in, because the Old Tramp slept inside, nestled tight with his bottle, and felt very
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proprietary over the entire structure. Detroit hefted The Kid further up on his shoulder
and they sludged through the mud together.
The Kid puked on some weed-strewn tracks and Detroit laughed. “There we go,
alright.” The Kid doubled down to his knees and puked some more. “Ha!” Detroit said.
“Get it out, Kid, get it out.” It went everywhere, and The Kid clutched his stomach, but a
moment later he was on his feet, wiping his mouth with the back of his hand. He spat in
the dirt. “You still gonna need help walkin’?” Detroit asked. The Kid turned his glare on
Detroit and stalked off towards the holding shed. “Wouldn’t have it any other way,”
Detroit said, following after him and stretching out his sore arm and shoulder.
When they had crawled under the shed, they found there was actually a fair
amount of room. The Kid could sit upright with his head just barely touching the floor,
and Detroit could comfortably rest against one elbow. The Kid sat looking out at the dark
and rain. Detroit dug a little pit for his elbow and settled in, then pulled the bullet from
his pocket and toyed with it. It was too dark to see anything, but The Kid turned to look
where Detroit was sitting. “You playin’ with the bullet?” The Kid asked.
“Might be,” Detroit said.
“Don’t play with it,” The Kid said, sounding more scared than angry.
“It’s mine, ain’t it?”
“For now,” The Kid said.
“What makes this bullet so special?”
“I already told you that.”
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“I mean, this ain’t no magic silver bullet or nothin’. S&Ws aren’t even all that
accurate. You can go on and kill your Pa with a hundred other bullets and he’ll be just as
dead as with this one.”
“He gave it to me.”
“Gave it to you? Like a present? I see...”
“Cottonhead.”
“Me?”
“Yeah. Quit playin’ with it, I told you, so quit playin’ with it. That’s all.”
“You dead from the neck up or somethin’?” Detroit asked. “You’re givin’ threats
out like candy tonight, and wasn’t me who was trying to get a refund on my liquor out
there. Wasn’t me who got carried home like a baby with a broken neck. I’d keep my
hands in my pockets and my tongue behind teeth if I were you. Liable a man could get
things going very bad against him.”
There was a long silence. Detroit slipped the bullet into his pocket and laid down
flat on his back, enjoying the dryness of the dirt.
“My Pa used to...”
“Nevermind, I already put it away, don’t worry.”
“Well, you want to know or don’t ya? This is the only time I’m gonna tell it.”
Detroit was silent. The Kid picked at his pants, the cold had gotten into his fingers and he
couldn’t feel his feet. There was along silence. The Kid coughed, and then said, “my Pa
had a man’s temper is all. Which is fine for kids, to learn ‘em, but starts to be when a kid
is becoming a man himself he develops a temper of his own...One night I stole his gun,
and when he come home drunk and started balling his fists I got it out and told him he
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wasn’t going to hit me no more.” The Kid stopped, he was shaking in his denim jacket
and his hands had been clutching at the dry ground. He couldn’t see it, but he thought his
fingers were bleeding. “He laughed and said “Don’t point that thing less you know what
to do with it,” and he started to come closer and...and then he, he knew I couldn’t...he
took the gun away and started hitting me with the butt of it. Broke something. Couple of
things broke. My fingers was broke from him crushin’ ‘em with his boot so I couldn’t
even hold my hand up good to cover my face. When he was done he just stood there
lookin’ at me, and then he took a bullet out of his gun and he said “I can hit you all I feel,
but I ain’t gonna speak another word to you until you learn where to put this,” and...and
so, he...”
It was silent under the holding shed. The Kid spat and tasted bile and spat again
and the taste got worse. Detroit kicked his feet to try and put some blood flowing in his
legs. A faint blue light began to push behind things, forcing them into relief, and The Kid
could make out Detroit on his back, eyes closed, chest moving.
“You asleep, then?” The Kid asked.
“Everybody’s got a Pa,” Detroit said.
“What the hell’s that supposed to mean?”
“Everybody’s got their troubles, Kid.”
“Fine.”
The rain had stopped, and the new silence made it hard for The Kid to fall asleep.
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Chapter Six
In the morning, a train pulled through, but the sun was full and it was too bright
out to slip on unseen. Green Velvet told them, “thath the latht train out for the week,” and
then laughed at them.
***
A week and a half passed and Detroit placed them in Illinois but never did find
out the name of the town. It was like America had swallowed him whole.
After Detroit had stolen from the two shops in town, a loaf of bread, some soda
crackers, an orange, he sent The Kid in to try his hand. They spent the night before his
first run adding three new pockets to the inside of his coat, cutting fabric from the cuffs
of their trousers. Their ankles now shone white and bright wherever they went. The Kid
had gotten the run of the place, coming out with cookies, two cans of beans, a jar of
peanuts, two giant pickles. When The Kid met him out behind the store, Detroit quickly
rummaged through his pockets, pulling everything out and emptying it into a canvas sack
and then pushed him gently through the streets to the next shop where The Kid cleaned
up even better, pulling two loaves of bread, a brick of butter, another can of beans, a giant
jar of pickled eggs and the mother load, a tin of life-giving Ovaltine, over the
shopkeeper’s eyes like so much wool. “I could kiss you, angel-face,” Detroit shouted,
slapping him on the back. They ran out of town into the fields that spread fallow in every
direction, stopping behind the red A-frame house they had stolen milk from that morning,
and hid milk behind in some tall weeds. With the light fading and their heads hidden
from view by rows of corn along the old road, and the wheat of the far interior, they had a
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feast. Detroit told The Kid about farmers in the area burying chickens in the field to
stabilize prices, and how if they only had a shovel they would have meat.
“Diggin’ for chickens seems low,” The Kid said.
“Diggin’ for chickens is free,” Detroit said.
“I thought you had forty dollars, Detroit,” The Kid said.
“I did. But I threw it all down a deep, dark hole.” Detroit chuckled to himself.
“Don’t worry, though, Kid, I got my wish.”
The town’s hospitality had run out. Although the shopkeepers never quite caught
on to The Kid, they quickly stopped trusting him, and began following him closely
through their tiny storefronts. Detroit had been told to move along so many times by
everyone tall enough to look him in the eye, that he was getting copper-shy, wondering if
they wouldn’t just throw him in a cell and forget about him. It was on the third foodless,
trainless day that Detroit set his hand on The Kid’s shoulder and told him to tighten his
laces on his walking shoes.
They hung around the yards to say goodbye to their companions, but could only
find Eye Patch, sitting on the back rail of a rust eaten oil tank. These days, rust has more
on its plate than men, Detroit thought to himself.
“Well, see ya,” Detroit said.
“Good luck to you fellas,” Eye Patch said.
“Other guys ain’t around then?”
Eye Patch just shook his head. Detroit nodded, and he and The Kid moved off.
They heard Eye Patch calling out behind them.
“What’s that?” Detroit called back.
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“I says you’re all wet. California is that way.” Eye Patch pointed in the opposite
direction. Detroit and The Kid turned and walked back, thanking him as they passed.
***
After one full day on the dirt road, with dust in their mouths, noses, and eyes, and
one night sleeping in a drainage pipe, things finally, blessedly, turned to asphalt. But
where there had been dust, now there was reflected heat, and where there had been
nothing but Detroit’s jokes and The Kid’s stories about famous gangsters he had
supposedly threatened to stab, now there were cars that refused to stop or slow down.
Even the silence of the highway seemed to roar through any attempt at conversation. In
the dust, they had resigned themselves to walking, one foot, another foot, to making as
much distance as they could, but now their movement was constantly overshadowed with
the tense anticipation of a ride approaching, a ride hailed, a ride missed. The two men
were constantly listening for, and then dodging the screaming metal boxes on their way
to smash the horizon that both beckoned and taunted the weary travelers. A Model-T that
looked held together with butcher’s glue, and three different Packards, one yellow and
two black, nearly killed and/or dismembered them. The Kid said he was going to make
the next Packard that drove by, explode, simply using the powers of his mind. But there
weren’t any more Packards for three days, and the next car that passed was a brown Nash
that honked twice and was never seen again. But it was not for nothing that The Kid
attempted a gruesome act of mental destruction, because they found an abandoned
Templar—half tipped in a divot by the side of the road, hidden just enough by massive
weeds to ensure their privacy—and climbed in for the night. It was the softest bed Detroit
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had slept in since Beth’s house, and from the noises The Kid made, it was simply the
softest bed ever.
***
Morning light poked at The Kid’s eyes. He blinked awake and sat up too fast so
his head spun. Detroit was gone. The Kid felt his pockets for a strip of dried beef he had
pocketed in the nameless town, a strip of beef he had hidden and forgotten about until
they were dividing up the food in the field and then forgotten about again because it
hadn’t seemed important. And when he remembered at last, felt the leathery fabric of life
pushing against him, he decided to keep it to himself. Detroit was old enough, hell,
Detroit had money, or had had. The Kid could keep something for himself. But he would
get taken to Fist City if he ever let up and Detroit found out he had been holding out.
They were both starving. If Detroit had really left him, as it seemed, then he would take it
out, and his mouth started watering, filling with saliva and curses against Detroit’s name
for abandoning him on his lonesome. Just wait a little longer, The Kid thought, and see
what happens. Two minutes later, Detroit came rushing through the grasses, with his
pants half pulled up, ducking low, grinning with all his teeth.
“Kid,” he hissed, “wake up!”
“I’m up, what?”
“You still got that knife of yours?”
“Yeah, I got it.” He felt it through the fabric of his jacket, sewn into the he so he
would never lose it.
“Well, come on then, damn!” Detroit was already rushing back through the
grasses, his pants pulled back up around his waist, fumbling with the belt.
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The Kid hopped down from the back of the Templar and followed after Detroit,
his hand feeling for the knife. He pulled hard on the corner of fabric and felt it rip
through, and the knife slipped easily into his hand. The grasses ahead were swaying,
whether from wind or Detroit’s running he couldn’t say. Soon, though, he found Detroit
crouched down, his feet sunk in mud, and The Kid realized that mud had already flooded
his own shoes and was squeezing out through the hole in his big toe.
“Shhhhhh!” Detroit made a motion for The Kid to get down. The Kid ducked
quick and his foot slipped and he splashed into the mud. Detroit looked at him and
slapped him in the chest. “Shh.”
Detroit parted the grasses and pulled The Kid to look through, where he saw
another car, this one a brand new Chevrolet, filled with all kinds of things: chairs,
clothes, a painting. The Kid saw a table and a desk and three giant trunks tied down to the
roof with rope, and there was a blanket spread out on the ground, and a man and a woman
laying on the blanket with a lump of white cotton between them. The Kid looked at
Detroit, who was busy staring at the people on the blanket and then the car and then back
to the blanket and back to the car, his lips moving dryly and forming words without
sound. Detroit turned to look at The Kid. His eyes searched up and down for the knife
until he was about to hiss the question, but The Kid held the knife up and then Detroit
gave him a shove, hard enough to throw him, tripping, into the clearing.
His hand was sweaty, and the knife felt loose and slippery. He turned back to look
at Detroit, who was hunched so low in the grasses that he was invisible, only his eyes
were visible, poking through some of the thinner underbrush. They were hot like the
beady holes of a hungry animal. The Kid turned and crept toward the couple on the
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blanket, his arm slowly uncurling to reveal the shaking fist with closed knife inside.
There was a swift hiss from the grasses, which could have been Detroit or the wind.
The couple lay on a red blanket, fringed at the edges. The woman was wearing a
bright, green and blue calico dress. As he approached, The Kid could make out other
clothing beneath the calico, the thin white shoulder of a cotton summer dress, a touch of
red from a buried blouse, and buttons and folds poking above the rise of her bosom,
hinting at an entire wardrobe. The husband was thin and wan, lacking the flushed cheeks
of his overdressed wife. The thin wool of his trousers bunched up under his calves, and
he had tried to wrap his necktie around the full circumference of his neck in order to keep
out a chill. His hat, crushed in on the top and left side, was half covering his eyes. He had
a ruddy, chestnut moustache and a thin frost had gathered in the bristles. Between the
couple was a bundle of white cotton giving off a nice smell. There, folded in like a jewel
in velvet, was the soft pink flesh and pudgy joy of a newborn baby.
The Kid moved to the automobile to assess their value. There were bags and
boxes piled tightly in the backseat. He saw bedding and dishes and two candlesticks. He
circled the car and saw that the front seat was stained a deep black. There was a splash
across the entire length that continued onto the floor, and a hard, red smear across the
window. He had seen splashes like that before, splashes his father had made. There was
no perceptible difference between blood that gives life and blood that takes it. The Kid
turned back to the couple and now he saw the splash everywhere. The man’s suit was
speckled. Her calico dress was green and blue, but spotted black near the crease of her
legs, having bled through how many layers of clothing. The white cotton was the only
thing that seemed untarnished, somehow protected from the trouble it created.
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The Kid looked over to see Detroit standing in the grasses. He made a quick, hard
to interpret motion with his fist. But where The Kid had felt quick and wet, now he felt
calm and crisp. He flicked the knife open and knelt next to the man, cupping his hand and
placing it over the man’s mouth. The moustache was cold and the frost melted against
The Kid’s palm. There was a quick, hot exhalation of breath and the man’s eyes clapped
open, staring into The Kid’s own. But the man seemed calm, even when he saw the knife.
The Kid bent and whispered a few things in his ear and removed his hand. The man sat
up and felt in his pocket, watching his wife and child the entire time. He pressed a tendollar bill into The Kid’s hand.
“This it?” The Kid asked.
The man nodded. His lips were thick and proud, and looked silly against his
drawn face.
“You ain’t got no more?” The Kid asked.
The man shook his head, cautiously turning his pockets inside out.
“You got any food in the car?” The Kid asked.
The man nodded and stood slowly, careful to remove his jacket and place it over
the baby. He walked—drowning in his shirt, which was clamped to his body by black
suspenders, and also deeply stained—to the car. He opened the backseat and rummaged
through the piles until he found a canvas sack. There were two leather straps across the
top, which he undid with steady hands. Inside, The Kid saw a quarter loaf of bread, some
hard orange cheese wrapped in a handkerchief, and a thick block of fatty bacon. The man
looked up at The Kid, his eyes sweeping over the knife, which The Kid let dangle at his
side, hoping his offering would suffice. The Kid eyed the food carefully, nodding, and
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then removed the beef jerky from his pocket and handed it to the man. “It’s not much,”
The Kid said, “But it’s not nothin’ either.” The man looked at The Kid for a moment,
then nodded. There was a stirring on the blanket. The Kid felt Detroit’s eyes as he held
out the knife again. “Put ‘em up,” he said loudly. The Kid backed away, as the man held
his hands in the air, looking all the while at his wife on the blanket, the necktie still
draped all the way around his neck, until The Kid was back behind grass cover and
running.
He was halfway to the Templar when he felt the air rush out as Detroit tackled
him to the ground and shoved his face in the mud. “What the hell are you doin’,” Detroit
spit in his ear, “besides nothin’?” The Kid twisted under Detroit on top of him, wiggling
so he could look up in his eyes.
“They had a baby.”
“Yeah.”
“They had ten dollars.”
“Yeah.”
“I got the ten dollars.”
“Damn.”
Detroit punched him in the chest and stood up, looking all around, as if surveying
the land for another sleeping couple to rob. “Damn, damn, damn,” he whispered to
himself. He looked back at The Kid who was still laying in the mud, glaring at Detroit.
“Give me the ten dollars.” Detroit spat right next to The Kid’s head. The Kid held out the
damp bill, which Detroit snatched from his hand and stuffed in his pocket. “You didn’t
happen to get a brand new Chevrolet or some food while you were making friends, did
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you?” The Kid shook his head. Detroit spat in the mud again and then brushed off his
jacket, dirty from their tussle. The Kid stood with his fists balled.
“I told you they had a baby.”
“They also had food, and a brand new Chevrolet.”
“You want to rob them, you go rob them, you’re so tough. Here,” The Kid held
his knife out to Detroit.
Detroit was silent. The Kid stood, breathing heavily, the knife sticking from his
fist. “They had a baby?” Detroit asked.
The Kid nodded.
“Shit.”
The Kid put his knife in his pocket and patted it.
“Let’s go,” Detroit said. He turned and walked toward the road. The Kid watched
him for a moment, but now his pockets were completely empty, and he had no choice but
to follow.
***
Detroit was sore the rest of the morning, and the road was more crowded than
ever. They passed groups of drifters shuffling along the road or standing alone, waiting
for a car to pass. They would be waiting a long time, as fewer and fewer cars came.
Hours would go by without a single passing. Those that did pass didn’t seem very
interested in giving rides. Not that you could blame them. Most of the drifters wouldn’t
have anything to offer in exchange. When Detroit and The Kid passed by a group,
everyone stared and nodded, but it was a deep quiet that passed between them, and
everyone was always eyeing everyone else’s shoes, counting the holes against their own.
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Detroit grunted hello to every lone drifter they passed, but they were the only words he
spoke. The Kid followed ten paces behind, hooking his eyes to the yoke of Detroit’s
jacket.
By the afternoon, the late Indian Summer sun was particularly hard, and The
Kid’s legs were bandying underneath his weight. At times he would find himself off the
road and pushing through grasses before he could correct his path. Detroit was always a
few steps ahead, but his talk had become constant and friendly now. Maybe the heat had
cheered him.
“Was a time I had hundred dollar suits, a bottle of champagne in one hand,
champagne of a woman in the other, cigar between my white teeth, and a bullet proof
chest. Have you seen how white my teeth are? Some fellas used to call me Smiles cause
my teeth are so white—“
The Kid was wiping sweat from the nape of his neck with a handkerchief made
from an old torn shirt. The heat and caffeine were making him irritable. “You were rich
then?”
“Hell, I was the thing after rich, when you have so much money that rich people
think you’re rich and then they have to call you something else. Every other month, at
least. Even when I was broke, though, I was rich in spirit. And famous. Name in the
papers all the time. Notorious.”
“What was you so famous for?”
“I was the bank robber.”
“So, you was a bank robber, so what?’
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“Not a bank robber, I was the bank robber, for the whole mid-western states. My
name was known from the mountainous east of Pennsylvania, to the pointy top of Idaho,
down to the swamp bottom of Kentucky. Got to be a man couldn’t trust putting a nickel
in his own six-drum safe without looking over his shoulder and sayin’ to himself ‘Detroit
might get this here nickel. Maybe better to just keep it in my own pocket.’ Fingers taught
me everything I needed to know.” Detroit looked up at the sky. “And to the people who
say it’s my fault what happened to Fingers down the road, I say you can kiss my rear-end,
and make sure to kiss it like you mean it. We’re all responsible for ourselves, Kid,
remember that. Fingers never got involved in a job that he didn’t know could get him
killed, or even worse—“
The Kid felt light and on the fuzzy edge of consciousness. He was emboldened by
his delirium. “Why ain’t you famous anymore then? Why we drinkin’ our own piss
instead of that champagne you keep blabbin’ about?” The road twisted black, like a
coiled snake on shifting sand, and The Kid felt his feet twisting with it, folding like a
pretzel. He stumbled.
“Fine questions, Kid, stupid, but—“ Detroit turned to really explain himself, to let
this young man know how the world can crumble at the moment it feels most solid. He
turned to explain that sometimes, just when life is an understandable concept it reverses
itself, like language reflected in a mirror, and it might take you the rest of your years to
decipher its meaning. He saw The Kid fallen and was silent. The lank body sat splaylegged on the line between the road and the dirt. Detroit walked back and hoisted The
Kid on his shoulder without a word, dragging him off the road. He pulled apart a sheet of
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chicken wire from a knotted, wooden fence post and walked them up to the shade of a
tree. He set The Kid down, who had come to on the way.
“Don’t move, now, just sit,” Detroit said. He fumbled in his pocket and pulled out
a piece of beef jerky. “Eat this, at least half of it, what you can.” The Kid stared at the
brown leather and then up at Detroit.
“Where’d you get this?” he asked.
“Just eat it.”
“You was holdin’—,“ The Kid coughed, “you was holdin’ out on me.”
“A man that holds out just a little lives a little longer. It don’t matter, just eat it
now.”
The Kid bit into the salty leather that filled his mouth with thick, meaty smoke. It
was difficult to chew well enough to swallow, so that on the way down the jerky
scratched at his throat. Detroit stood watching him. After The Kid had finished most of
the jerky, Detroit snatched the last morsel from his fingers and popped it in his own
mouth. “Alright, we’re all feelin’ all better, right, so let’s go.” The Kid stood slowly and
they walked back to the road.
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Chapter Seven
They had been walking for days now, and the only thing worse than the glare of
the sun was the chill on the air. It was plain October already, and there was a bite in the
winds. The nights were getting on towards freezing, and as they walked The Kid noticed
the leaves had changed on most of the trees. His back was still slicked with sweat, but he
could almost feel it frosting up.
After a difficult morning of hard walking—two hours spent heading in the wrong
direction before they passed a burned out farm church they has passed the day before and
knew to turn around—the ground flattened out and there was a turn off from the highway
into a dirt lot where loads of cars were parked. Detroit headed up the path, grinning, but
The Kid followed wearily, knowing that this was not a restaurant, that they were not
going to eat, and that whatever Detroit was thinking, it could only delay their next meal.
Nothing separated the lot from a wide patch of green that spread on down the road and
back up into the field behind it. There was a little shack with a man inside, sitting behind
thrown-open shutters, a cash register to his left, a visor on his head. On the opposite side
of the highway sat an identical shack, and an equally full dirt lot, and another stretch of
cottonseed greensward that punched up the otherwise nicotine yellow of the sun-burnt
fields around, tired after a summer of disuse. They stood in front of the shack and
admired the paint job that still seemed to be bleeding yellow all over. The Kid tried to
spell out the words, but Detroit impatiently read it to him. “Miniature Golf, Kid,” he said.
“Like a tiny old country club just for you and me.” The Kid looked around. There were
men with families, walking along the grasses, golf clubs in hand, fakes, he thought to
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himself, finks. And The Kid saw little bridges and pipes laid out across the green, and he
saw people smiling. The man in the little shack, sitting behind a cash register, was
chewing on a piece of leather and reading a newspaper, but The Kid couldn’t make out
the name.
“Why do they got two of them?” The Kid asked, pointing at the identical set up
across the road.
“That’s a driving range, for men who don’t have nobody to play with,” Detroit
said.
“What’s a driving range?” The Kid asked.
“I don’t know,” Detroit said. “I’ve never been lonely enough to find out.”
The Kid stared across the road. He couldn’t see much, but there were the backs of
men rising above the slope in the ground, and he saw clubs swing up over their shoulders
and heard the tonk of their connection with golf balls. Tonk. Tonk. Tonktonk. Detroit was
at the shack, selecting clubs, giving the man some change. The Kid heard the register
shudder open, and the jangle of it slamming closed. Detroit walked over and placed a
club in The Kid’s right hand—the head was dull and tarnished, but the grip had been
recently rebound with new leather and smelled alive—and a golf ball in his left. They
walked onto the green, stopping just behind the shack. A small block of wood with a one
painted on it was laid next to a line of unfinished bricks that ran down the grass, cornered
around a hole in the ground, and came back to stop at the same point as the first brick,
three feet apart. The grass was dyed rust red around the brick path, from where rain had
washed some of the clay into the ground. Detroit had a small pencil tucked behind his
ear, a sheet of paper sticking out of his pocket.
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“Is this dinner?” The Kid asked, his lip curling.
“Just working up our appetites,” Detroit said.
Detroit lined up his ball and got into position. The Kid thought he looked
ridiculous, and that they were wasting time. “Goddamnit, Detroit,” The Kid spat.
“Kid, don’t mess up my shot, now.”
The Kid leaned against the side of the shack. He kicked at the sod and folded his
arms. Detroit knocked his ball straight through, where it bumped against a brick and
came back rolling. It caressed the lip of the hole and rolled coyly away to rest against the
left side of the boundary. He groaned and smacked his club against the ground, sending a
chip of dirt through the air to smack against the side of the shack and burst, spattering
The Kid. The Kid’s face pinched tighter.
“Come on, now, line up your shot, Kid.”
“Detroit, how much did you pay for us to take part in this fool shit.”
“Keep it down, dumb-weight.”
“I’m hungry. If I’m not eatin’, I want to be walkin’. We’re farther from California
than China, goddamn.”
“You are dumber than dust,” Detroit hissed. The Kid raised his club slightly.
“Look around you, look at these people. Look at that fat lady with the necklace, and that
man wearing a three piece suit, the one with the birthmark all over his face, or the one
over there in the church sweater and pants. Whoever isn’t carrying cash on them has
something in their car right there. And there’s another gang of blind suckers across the
road. Today is Saturday, and you’ll kindly notice the families taking picnics in the field
stretching to your right. I imagine there are other baskets, waiting to be emptied, on some
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of these back runners. Now, how is it that a professional pickpocket such as yourself, and
world-class bank robber, me, are going to leave here empty handed and empty
stomached? Unless the professional pickpocket keeps pickin’ fights and drawin’ attention
to the hole where his brain and mouth should connect.”
The Kid looked around, noticing now the bulge of watch fobs, the glint of white
teeth. He looked back at Detroit.
“So, we have a little fun, keep our fool mouths shut, blend into the scenery for
awhile, and by the ninth hole you’re makin’ off with whatever you can get those dirty
hands of yours around. Now line up your damned shot.”
The Kid walked over and bent tenuously. His first shot was anxious and hurried,
and the ball bounced back and forth between the brick walls, only to come to rest a foot
from where he had tee’d up. Detroit laughed. The Kid was ready to bolt him a good one
with the club and feed him teeth. Detroit took his second shot and sank the ball into the
hole. It took The Kid another four tries before the ball slowly rolled into the hole, as if
giving up out of pity. Detroit was already busy lining up on hole two, which involved a
curve in the course, and a brick cleverly placed just in front of the hole.
“How can anybody even get this one?” The Kid asked.
“You gotta’ bank it. You know, bounce it.” Detroit walked the length of the
course, marking the necessary path for the ball. The Kid grunted. Detroit walked back
and too his first shot, which places his ball just to the right of the obstacle-brick. The Kid
bent and placed his ball, taking a smooth, slow whack, but the ball got stuck in the curve
of the course, again bouncing between the sides and coming to rest three feet from the
hole, directly blocked by that damned, smug brick. A peal of laughter rang out. The Kid
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whirled around, club raised waist-high, looking for whoever dared mock him. Detroit
motioned with his club towards the outstretched, dead yellow field, where a young couple
was rolling around on a picnic blanket.
“You want to kill them first,” Detroit asked, or should we save them for last,
really make ‘em pay?”
The Kid swung his club at Detroit’s face, but Detroit stepped back quickly, his
face beaming. A skinny couple, with a horribly fat child between them, had stopped
playing to stare at them. Detroit held his hands up in mock surrender, the club dropping
without a sound in the grass. “Kid,” he said, “be smart.” Detroit looked around, the
family with the fat kid still watching, and he felt the corners of many eyes pointed in their
direction. “If you swing at me again, I’ll let you connect, and they’ll take me to a hospital
with clean sheets, meatloaf and pudding, and you’ll have to finish the game all by
yourself.” The Kid was still approaching, but he seemed to feel the eyes that were
simultaneously averted and directed at him. He got within a foot of Detroit, pivoted, and
struck the ball haphazardly, sending it caroming wildly, but somehow it managed to find
its way into the hole. Detroit clapped him on the back. “Good,” he said.
The rest of the game followed peaceably enough, although The Kid never picked
up on the fineries of play. He didn’t sink another ball in less than four shots. On the sixth
hole it took him ten to get it, but Detroit only marked him down for six. There was a slow
rotation of players, as families finished their games and moved to their cars to continue
with a picnic. Sometimes the wife and child would take the basket and walk under a tree,
unfolding a blanket, while the husband grabbed an apple and headed over to the driving
range, club tucked neatly under his arm.
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The Kid had already tried a few pockets, but found them mostly empty. What
small change he did find was too difficult to lift quickly, it demanded a finesse that
wasn’t worth the coin it got. It also meant more fumbling in another man’s trousers,
which meant that much more chance of getting the cuff. Detroit decided they would have
to focus on the cars. The Kid walked to the front of the booth where the man in the visor
sat tending register. While The Kid asked him some useless questions, about the outcome
of the World Series, and how come if they invented miniature-golf to such success no one
had thought of gigantic-golf, Detroit slipped through the back door and knocked him over
the head with his club. He slipped his jacket off and put on the man’s visor. The Kid
continued to talk about mundane topics while Detroit rolled up his cuffs and flipped
through the newspaper. When Detroit was in full position The Kid said, “thanks, mister,
shame about the Tigers losin’ the series,” and moved off into the dirt lot, keeping low and
slipping between cars. Detroit cursed the Deans, and hoped it wasn’t an omen. It was
difficult not to take a loss personally. The man in the shack across the road waved at
Detroit, and Detroit waved back, hoping the man’s eyes were weak.
As The Kid crossed the dirt lot, his eyes swept over the surrounding fields,
stopping on the picnicking families. For some to have so much, he reasoned, it was only
fair that the less fortunate help themselves to what they could. He was now part of a
family of two, and there was work to be done. Car by car, The Kid worked the lot,
opening doors and slipping through, laying across the bank seats and prying through the
leather pockets and under the seats, glove boxes if there were any, rifling handbags and
the occasional briefcase. He would unroll a newspaper to see if anything of value had
been hidden inside. He stole three different picnic baskets, a pair of shoes, six dollars in
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bills, another two dollars in change, a suit jacket that he balled up and stuffed in one of
the baskets, some lipstick he would give Detroit as a joke, a book of poems, a glove, a
pipe, anything that could fit in his pockets long enough to slip out of the car and duck
back over to the shack. Detroit would then position the goods under the cash register,
next to the head of the unconscious attendant—kicking him for good measure if he began
to regain consciousness—and The Kid would move to the next vehicle.
The Kid had worked through all but the last two cars, and was laid out flat on the
back floor of a Graham Paige when he heard the owners return. A young woman climbed
into the passenger seat, while the young man began turning the crank. He released the
clutch and ran back, hopping in and punching the gas. The car roared backwards and then
they were on the road. The Kid felt sweat trickle down his arm, and beading up on his
forehead. Damn, damn. He tried to think. There was nothing to think about. The car
rumbled and every bump in the road shattered his baby thought. But through the roar of
the engine and the spitting gravel under the tires, he could hear raised voices, anger, and
then the rear of the car was fishtailing back and forth as the young man ground the brakes
and pulled off to the side of the road. As The Kid carefully slipped out the back door and
tumbled down an embankment into a field he heard the young man scold the woman,
“you’re damned right I’m not going to marry you, not when you can’t tell me who got
you looking like the Goodyear blimp, and don’t just say that it was me, because—“ and
The Kid was running, replacing fear sweat with flop sweat.
***
The Kid bit into a cheese sandwich and stared out from the embankment of trees.
After The Kid had disappeared, Detroit consolidated all the takings into two baskets and
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simply walked away, across a long field, into the trees. There he sat, watching as the
attendant from the driving range walked across the road to inspect the shack. All the other
golfers came scrambling from their games to crowd around the register window. He saw
the police cruiser, and people examining their cars, kicking the ground and tires and each
other, and filing reports between explosive outbursts. Detroit ate an apple. It was not
bank robbery, but the aftermath held a certain amusement. An ambulance arrived and
treated the dizzy and beaten attendant before driving him into town with the siren off.
Detroit strained to see the name of the hospital, thinking he might send the man a “Get
Well Soon” card, but the truck was a white blur, and Detroit wasn’t much for letter
writing.
The Kid had to walk for an hour to retrace the ground they had covered in the car,
but when he cleared the last ridge he saw the crowds at the golfing greens, the police car,
and slipped into the trees, figuring he would wait for dark and then go look around. As
the sun was setting, one man walked across the field with the directed beam of a mirrored
lantern switching back and forth across the ground, but he soon turned and walked back
towards the miniature golf course and the now nearly empty dirt lot. It was while The Kid
was slipping between the trees—his eyes peeled to the cop cruiser—that he tripped over
some roots sticking out of the ground, and scraped his face on the trunk of a pine. When
he sat up, the roots had moved, and Detroit was standing over him. They made cheese
sandwiches.
“Lady was pregnant, in the car,” The Kid said.
“Yeah?”
“I thought you woulda left me,” The Kid said.
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“I woulda’, but the road was crowded,” Detroit said.
“You would notta.”
“Woulda’.”
“Nah.”
“I would, Kid. I would have left you.”
“We’re a team, Deet.”
“Deet? What the hell is that?”
“That’s what I call you now.”
“Since when?”
“Since yesterday.”
“I ain’t never heard you call me that before.”
“I wrote it in my diary, whattaya want?”
“I don’t know that I like it.”
“What’s wrong with it?”
They ate their sandwiches. There was a bottle of milk, and The Kid took a sip. In
that moment, Detroit realized he would not have left The Kid. He needed a drink.
“Why don’t they come after us?” The Kid asked.
“Who?”
“Whattaya mean, who? Them.” The Kid swept his arm over the field.
“There was just the one cop came out, and for what, some picnic baskets?”
“We hit that guy.”
“Yeah. Shit luck.”
“There was a guy with a lantern,” The Kid said.
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“Didn’t see him.”
“He was comin’ out this way. Maybe he knows somethin’.”
“Didn’t see him.”
“They gonna come back?”
“Who?”
“Goddamn, Deet. Was their stupid juice in one of those baskets?”
There was a long silence. They had finished their sandwiches. Detroit bit into an
apple and handed it to The Kid, who took a bite and spoke—distastefully, Detroit
thought—with his mouth full.
“My Pa always said that if the cops don’t come for you then you get it in the back
later. He was always sayin’ stuff like that, like how you gotta’ keep a balance.”
“What does your Pa know about anythin’?” Detroit asked.
“My Pa could kill you so easy, he’d be pickin’ his teeth with one of your bones
before you even knew your life had been took.”
“Why doesn’t he just use a toothpick like everybody else?”
The Kid grunted and spat in the dirt.
“Your Pa’s a killer, then?” Detroit asked.
“Nah. Not anymore. He got guys that kill for him now.”
“A leader of sorts, then, you’re sayin’.”
“Big time.”
“And your Ma, she’s gonna knit a sweater with two of my ribs?”
“Shut up, Detroit.”
“Call me Deet, please.”
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The Kid picked up a rock and threw it out into the field. He did it again, and
again. Detroit stared at him.
“Aw c’mon, Kid, I was just foolin’ ya. Don’t be upset.”
“I ain’t upset, you just never know nothin’ you’re talkin’ about.”
“Alright, okay. So you’re Pa’s some kind of gangster, then?”
The Kid stopped throwing rocks. “He’s the gangster, in Bensonhurst.”
Detroit examined The Kid’s face for fissures of understanding or anticipation. It
was smooth. “Wait a second, now, Kid...I don’t want to get you riled again, but
Bensonhurst...only one kind of gang I know runs out of there.”
The Kid sat silently. He rolled another rock around in his hand, prepared to throw
it down into the field.
“So you...you are, then...?”
The Kid shook his head. “I told you already. Nobody calls me that. Not even you,
Deet.”
“I don’t want to call you nothin’. I just mean to say, that is...your Pa bein’ the
gangster in Bensonhurst and all...”
“He is. The fucking bastard is. Him and all his friends and shit brothers. Heath the
Heeb, Shlomel the Steel Shekel, Ira, Hillel “the hammer” Hammerstein, all of them
fucks. Rum-runnin’ ‘till midnight, whorin’ ‘till two, sittin’ minion just past dawn. I could
kill all of them lousy—“
Detroit stared out across the field, at the now darkened and deserted miniature
golf course. The Kid had thrown his rock and was rolling another around in his hand.
“But how could your Pa be and you ain’t?”
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“It’s gotta’ be the Ma. If the Ma ain’t then you ain’t.”
“And your Ma?”
“Ain’t. A dancer who liked to drink and didn’t mind tossin’ the dice now and
again. I don’t know how they got together, but it don’t matter. She was goin’ to put me
up, but my Pa said no orphanage for no sons of his, no matter where they come from.
Took me to his place, set me up in some blankets, and hid bottles of moonshine
underneath my pillow. Wish I’d gone to some orphanage too....woulda’ been—“
“Didn’t see your Ma again?”
“One time. Me and her had ice cream out at Coney Island. Her eyes were puffed
out from cryin’ all the time. She’d put on a bunch of weight, stopped dancin’. I think she
got engaged to some army man, one with a lot of pimples who was happy to land a wife
only a little uglier than himself.”
“Shouldn’t talk bad about your Ma like that, no matter what job she done raisin’
you.”
“I can talk bad if I want. I hate her too. If she didn’t want me she coulda’ had a
‘bortion, and maybe a died in the process and we’d both be better off.”
“You got somethin’ all twisted up inside a you.”
“Deet, next time you gonna tell me somethin’ I don’t need to hear, just write it
down on a piece of paper and keep it to yourself.”
“So your Pa taught you how to pick?”
“Nah. He didn’t never teach me nothin’, ‘cept to keep quiet around him and never
answer the door to nobody. It was a uncle, Gabriel the Herald, snuck me out of the
tenement every Sunday for three months. He said it was the best day to do it, what with it
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bein’ Christian holy day, everyone in their finery. And that way you get somethin’ out of
your weekend, because the Jews don’t rob on Saturday, not before sunset. Then Gabriel
got shot by one of Igor’s men. What did Pa do about it? Nothin’. It was the cops that
ended up gettin’ to Igor. A woman’s revenge.”
The Kid threw another rock and then kicked at the dirt with his heel. They were
silent for a moment. Detroit pulled The Kid’s bullet from his pocket. “Hey, Kid,” Detroit
said, “I gotta’ ask you somethin’ about this here bullet.”
“I thought I told you not to play with it,” The Kid snapped.
“I ain’t. I ain’t. I know what you said, I ain’t gonna mess up your stuff before I
give you a chance to win it back fair. But I been lookin’ at it. Just lookin’ at it.”
The Kid nodded, as if he knew what was coming next.
“I ain’t seen a bullet quite like this before.”
“It’s my Pa’s bullet. He gave it to me.”
“I know he gave it to you, but—“
“He makes his own. So he can use ‘em like a signature. That’s how he always
explained it. Said all great men sign their work, like Leonardo Da Vinci or somethin’.”
“So this engraving, the S.R.H. on the side, those are his initials?”
“Yeah, and he packs magnesium in with gunpowder—“
“Now your Pa’s a scientist too?”
“It makes this little burst of blue flame when you fire the gun. Pa says if you only
sign the bullet then the only people who will know your work is just cops and surgeons,
but if you make it so everybody can see, then you are a great man.”
“That’s what your Pa says, huh?”
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The Kid was silent. Detroit had more questions, but The Kid was clearly done
talking about it, so they gathered up their things and struck deeper into the woods,
looking for a quiet spot to bed down for the night. Quiet was easy, soft was another
matter. Thick, gnarly roots poked through the dirt mattress, and their pillows were filled
with rocks. They lay in the dark of the trees. Detroit folded his arms.
“You would notta’ left me, would you, Deet?” The Kid asked.
Detroit paused. “No,” he said. “I guess I wouldn’t have.”
“I knew it. Night, Deet.”
“Yeah, Kid.”
Detroit uncrossed his arms and fell asleep.
***
In the morning, they looked through their takings. It was silently acknowledged
that this had been their first job together, and although it would make neither of them
rich, it felt good to have the word “team” floating through their heads. Detroit tried on the
shoes, which fit him almost perfectly, he said, if he only didn’t have any toes. But they
were still better for walking than his old ones, which he tied together and threw up in a
tree. “Evidence,” he said. The Kid slipped on the suit jacket over his denim jacket, a
ridiculous combination, but the suite jacket was wool, and the weather was turning fast.
They condensed everything that remained into one picnic basket but then decided it
might be better not to be carrying one around, seeing as so many had gone missing
recently. Their pockets bulged with whatever they could carry, but a lot of the stuff they
wouldn’t be able to hide. “We’ll bury it,” Detroit said, “then we can come back when
we’re old and dig it up and think about things.”
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The Kid looked at him. “What are we gonna dig with?”
Detroit looked around, then swung his arm behind him and hurled the basket up
into the branches of a tree. The lipstick that The Kid had taken as a joke fell to the
ground. Detroit pocketed it. “Evidence,” he said. Just then there was a cracking of wood
and a rustle, followed by the muffled banging of the basket falling back to earth, bringing
bits of branch and leaf down with it. It took Detroit six more tries to get the thing to stay
up where he threw it.
They followed the main road as best they could without setting foot on the
crumbling blacktop. Detroit instituted a ten-foot rule, and every of often one of them
would run back towards the road to make sure they hadn’t missed any curves, to make
sure they weren’t heading out into the middle of an empty wasteland. After two hours of
shuffling through chest-high, dead grass, and picking through any old trash along the way
that might hold a nugget of value—some metal that could be sold for scrap, an old shirt—
all they got was two splinters, blisters on his toes from Detroit’s new shoes, and a nasty
gash across The Kid’s right palm. It wasn’t long before they bumped against the edges of
the next town, and Detroit sat thinking for a minute before deciding it wasn’t worth trying
to cut through, and he redrew the boundaries to a twenty-foot rule. As it stood, he
explained, the town wasn’t likely to take kindly to them, them being dirty and hungry,
and what with the recent robberies at the local putting course, eyebrows were sure to rise.
They ignored the curve of the road, which turned to push straight through the
town like an Indian arrow through a pilgrim’s gut. The land got slushier and their shoes
began to make sucking sounds.
“Hey, Deet,” The Kid said.
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Detroit sighed. “What?”
“You think we’re still in Illinois, or you think we’ve walked through to the next
state?”
Detroit shrugged. He fumbled with The Kid’s bullet, which he had taken to
worrying in his pocket. He wished someone else would take him up on a bet of forty
dollars against the bullet. He could use the money.
“Kid.”
“Yeah, Deet.”
“We’re gonna need to get some work.”
“Yeah. You mean in Cally?”
“No, I mean we’re going to have to find some work on the way. We’re broke. We
can’t walk to California, and we can’t live without food like we’re doin’.”
The Kid was quiet.
Detroit was quiet.
“Where are we going to get work out here?” The Kid asked.
“Shit if I know,” Detroit said.
“There’s no work out here, we’re, look, this is mud. We are in mud.” The Kid
pointed at their spattered feet.
Detroit looked at his new shoes. He felt like a Chinese woman. Now there were
brown and black spatters all over the bright leather. The Kid was right. There was no
work out here. They were in mud.
“God damn, Kid, I know that...but we, we have to find work. That’s all I know to
say.”
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“What happened to that forty dollars?” The Kid spat in the mud.
“I already told you what happened to it.”
“Shit.”
Detroit nodded.
“You could have at least saved me a piece,” The Kid said.
“Come on, now, Kid, no reason to be crude.”
“What? You can throw your money down a ‘deep, dark hole’ in order to ‘make
your wishes come true’ I can’t be crude? When you fucked her, Deet, you fucked us.”
“Okay, first of all, it’s fucked them, when I fucked them—“ Detroit pushed The
Kid down into the mud and raised his fists. “Secondly, you got a nineteen year old mouth
on a fourteen year old body and I don’t know how many times I told you to muzzle it.”
“What makes you so big?” The Kid hollered, mud thickened spittle bubbling at
the corners of his mouth.
“You think some peach fuzz on your upper lip and the ability to make empty
threats to anybody with his back turned has made you a man?” Detroit clenched and
unclenched his fists. He set his teeth.
“And you are a man?” The Kid was propped up on his elbows, sunk deep in the
mud. “Some kind of bank robber that nobody’s ever heard of that named himself after his
hometown where everybody hates him? What makes you so smart? If you’re so smart,
why are you walkin’ through shit with a fourteen year old, talkin’ big talk about
California when you’ll probably never get there? And even if you do, what do you think
will be waitin’ for you? It’ll be the same. You’ll be broke without no friends.”
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Detroit was quiet. His body relaxed like a sack of gold spilling out on the floor.
The Kid stood and wicked the mud away as best he could, flicked it on Detroit’s worried
and beaten suit. They were quiet for a long time.
“Shit, Detroit, where are we gonna find work?”
We. Detroit paused, and breathed. “Hell if I know.”
The Kid worried mud into the fabric of his blazer. There was mud underneath, on
his denim coat, too, which had barely any blue still visible beneath the cloak of filth the
journey had sewn for him. More silent minutes passed and then, without a word, they
continued to walk. As the land began to flatten and harden, and the squelching of mud in
their shoes turned to the slap of sole on dirt, The Kid turned to Detroit and spat on the
ground, but not unfriendly.
“Who do you think would hire us?” The Kid asked.
“Don’t know,” Detroit said.
“I wouldn’t hire us.”
“Me neither.”
“What kind of straight work you think we could even do?”
“Any kind, I guess.”
“Shit, Detroit,” The Kid said.
“Shit is right,” Detroit said.
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Chapter Eight
The Kid wasn’t sure how much longer he could take it. California or no, four
nights in the rain, with red and orange leaves falling under the weight and pasting
themselves to cold skin, with no food and no water, raised The Kid’s hackles just to think
of it. Detroit had gotten scared about something, so he kept them moving through
wilderness, avoiding anything that hinted of town or people or life. The Kid was getting
nervous, too, and his anxiety made him wonder if they weren’t just going crazy, the two
of them, out in the damned forest. He had been ready to bolt. In the dark of another damp
morning, his shoes were tied together and slipped over the back of his neck, and he had
been prepared to walk silently out of the forest to the nearest road when Detroit rolled on
his back and suggested they find the next town and stop for a real meal. The Kid sighed,
and the thought of coffee and hot food crowded out the feeling that he would have been
better off ditching.
For all his talk about getting work, Detroit’s avoidance of people had kept them as
far from any possibilities as could be. The Kid thought he was being mule-dumb. But
when they walked through the town, which was weather beaten and cruel, The Kid
started to wish for the accepting quiet of the forest again. Faces in windows, on passerby,
all of them turned to watch as the two tramps—for they were truly tramps, now—walked
as high as could be through the center of their town. The Kid could feel disgust in their
eyes, and although he had never been a particular favorite among regular folk, this was
something new, for this was absolute. Even the men who looked just as exhausted and
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rejected had a fury in their stare. They had been exhausted and rejected first, and didn’t
plan on being outmiseried by newcomers.
As they came up on the café, The Kid’s heart fell to his stomach and was quickly
dissolved in gurgling acids. The windows were all soaped over. The ledge outside was
dotted with men, six of them, in dirty suits, hole-spotted overalls, and torn brimmed hats.
There was a little girl at the end of the group, sitting with her knees together, staring off
down the road. The Kid hated having to walk past this gallery of dejection, but the fact
that there was no hot kitchen waiting on the other side was worse than if the men all took
slices at them with jackknives.
But now it was Detroit who seemed content to have rejoined the fold of humanity.
He didn’t appear to notice the angry brows and sly spit directed at them. He walked right
up to the last man on the line, sitting a bit apart from the rest. The man turned his hot eyes
on Detroit, stared right into him. The man was fidgeting with a worried piece of cloth
torn from a baby blanket, and there were old racing forms sticking out of his breast
pocket. Detroit motioned at the soaped up windows and asked if there wasn’t somewhere
else around for good eating. The Kid was sure the man would either snub him, or sock
him in the jaw, and if he only snubbed him then the rest of the men in the line, who had
stopped chatting to watch, were sure to sock him themselves. But a softness came to the
man’s face, and he pointed down the road. He said there was a whistle-stop café at the
bottom of the hill where a man could get the best meatloaf a man had ever ate. Detroit
thanked him, but then the man did something The Kid could hardly believe. “A man
needs money, though,” he said, “to get the best meatloaf a man’s ever ate.” And with
that, the man reached deep into his pocket and pulled out a grimy half-dollar, which he
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pressed into Detroit’s hand. Detroit thanked him, tipped his hat, and they walked down
the hill to the Depot Town Diner. It was a two-storey building, painted gray, with tall
wooden slat windows, and a single line of rails running crosswise along the back.
Inside, most of the tables were empty. The few people who were eating had on
clean, proper clothing. Two waitresses stood by the counter gossiping, tying and untying
knots into the strings of their aprons. A bell tinkled over their heads. Detroit wanted to
reach up and silence it with his hand, but everyone had already turned to look. His
newfound confidence receded inside him, as the obvious and visible stink of their bodies
made its solemn announcement to the Diner. The waitresses looked at each other, arguing
in silence over who would be forced to deal with the tramps. A woman with bobbed
black hair, three pencils in her shirt pocket, and the remains of polish on her nails, was
the loser, and walked over to them, slowly, her hands patting down smooth the fabric of
her skirt and apron.
She cleared her throat. “Hello...um...gentlemen,” she said.
“Ma’am,” they said in unison. Detroit tipped his hat.
“There’s, um, you see, we got a bin out back where we put, well, where we put
the leftovers so to speak, but we don’t set that out until evening...more like five o’clock.
If you’d like, I can set aside a special portion for you at maybe four thirty—“
“Ma’am,” Detroit said, hat still in hand, “we didn’t come in here begging. We’ve
got some real, hard, American cash we’re looking to get rid of.” He held up their last
dollar.
The woman looked embarrassed but didn’t move. The other waitress was talking
through a service way to a cook in the back kitchens. Diners at two of the tables had
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stopped eating to stare. Finally, the waitress smiled thinly, and asked if they wouldn’t
mind taking a table near the side door, away from any windows. She then propped the
door open with a stone.
Detroit thanked her, and sat down with a sigh in the wooden chair. People had
done their best to return to their meals and conversations, but one couple, at the other end
of the room, with a camera on the table between them, couldn’t tear their eyes away.
Detroit set his elbow on the checkered cloth and rested his chin in his palm, and stared
back. The man grabbed up the camera and quickly snapped Detroit’s picture. The Kid
was about to stand.
“Where you goin’?” Detroit asked.
“That guy took your picture,” The Kid said.
“And?”
“I’m gonna—“
“What?”
The Kid sat back down with a slump. “We should do somethin’,” he said.
“We should wait quiet and eat is what we should do.”
The bell of the door jingled again. Detroit and The Kid looked over to see another
trampish looking man, huge, with a patch on the left knee of his trousers, and a week’s
worth of stubble on his chin. Detroit squirmed in his seat, The Kid saw it. A waitress
approached the man, but he was already moving across the room, towards them. The
waitress tried to say something, but the man ignored her. His head reached within only a
couple feet of the ceiling. There were deep gashes on the backs of his hands. Detroit
lowered his head, and was worrying the napkin in his lap.
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“Detroit!” the man called out, his voice booming. All the diners had once again
stopped eating to watch. Detroit looked up. A late smile passed over his face, and he
stood to shake the man’s hand.
“Hello, Hawk, what the hell are you doin’ out here?”
“Detroit, I knew it was you. I just saw the back of you out there on the street and I
knew. Didn’t recognize the short one.” At this, Hawk turned and looked at The Kid, his
eyes glinting black. “But you I recognized.”
Detroit was silent for a moment. Hawk turned and reached out a massive hand to
pull a chair, scraping against the floorboards, up to their table. “Mind if I join you?” he
asked. Detroit shook his head. Hawk looked at The Kid until Detroit told him to shake his
head. He did. Hawk sat down. It was a funny sight, like a giant resting on a grape. The
waitress approached their table cautiously, looking over her shoulder regularly, and
brought three handwritten menus, then quickly disappeared into the back.
“I thought you were in Chicago,” Detroit said.
“I thought you were in Detroit,” Hawk said.
“Somethin’ happen?”
“You tryin’ to rent out space in that head of yours?”
“So somethin’ happened.”
“Was supposed to give a brass telegram to this guy on behalf of this other guy,
see, but gave it to the brother of the guy who sent it in the first place. Follow?”
“As far as I need to,” Detroit said.
“Guy makes it so Chicago don’t seem so bright no more, I move on.”
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Detroit looked at Hawk. The Kid sat, thinking about the forest where there were
no Hawks. He did not know if the pit in his stomach was hunger or something new.
“You?” Hawk asked. “Still in the banking business?”
“Not right now. Got a little tight, in case you ain’t heard.”
“Actually, I ain’t. Seems like a day don’t go by I don’t hear about another roll.
Mr. Dillinger mad himself a bundle last year. Not to mention the Barrow gang if they
hadn’t—“
“Three dead crooks and you’re gonna tell me business is booming? And anyhow,
don’t talk about the Barrow gang, you know well as me they were a couple of two bit
kids with somethin’ to prove to no one in particular. Dillinger had his hand in so many
pies he was looking to lose a finger—“
“He lost more than that.”
“The Barrow gang were risking their lives for what, two thousand dollars a pop?
Be smart, Hawk.”
“Well, you look like you’re doin’ pretty well, anyhow,” Hawk said, eyeing and
smelling them both. “I suppose two thousand dollars is light potatoes for the likes of you
two millionaires.” He paused and looked down at the menu, then looked up and
continued. “Your outfit is all pride and class, huh, Detroit?” Hawk looked hard at The
Kid.
“What’s that supposed to mean?” The Kid spat.
“I don’t believe we’ve been introduced proper,” Hawk said.
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“Hawk, this is The Kid. Kid, this is Hawk. Kid, put your hands down.” The Kid
lowered his hands, which had instinctively balled into fists, elbows retracting. “The Kid,
here, is the world’s premier pocket artist.”
Hawk held out a hand to shake. The Kid took it, warily, and as soon as Hawk had
his fingers gripped around The Kid’s, he squeezed hard enough The Kid felt burning and
snapping. “Nice to meet ya, The Kid,” Hawk said, winking.
The Kid rubbed at his fingers, glaring at Detroit. Detroit wasn’t looking at him, he
was staring at Hawk. The Kid was just east of furious. Look at my damned hand, he
wanted to say. Do somethin’.
“What you got goin’ then?” Detroit asked.
“I was just goin’ to ask you the same thing,” Hawk said.
“Look at us, do we look like men who need money?” Detroit let out a tired laugh.
“I wouldn’t even say you looked like men,” Hawk said stiffly.
“What the hell!” The Kid spat, standing. “Who the hell is this apehead, shit,
Detroit!”
Detroit looked wearily at The Kid. “Sit down, Kid,” Detroit said.
Hawk stared at him, his eyes a cold slate of black stone.
“No, I don’t want to sit...not with this fink.”
“Aw, sit down, angel bait,” Hawk said.
The two waitresses had been joined by the cook, the three of them standing
behind the register, watching carefully.
“Sit down, Kid. Hawk didn’t mean anything by it.”
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“Sure I did,” Hawk said. “But hey, I don’t want to fight. I’m just glad to see a
familiar face is all.”
The Kid stood, his breath coming hard, almost tears welling up, or just fury, hot
behind his eyes.
“Just sit down, Kid, Jesus.”
The Kid sat, reluctantly at first, then all at once, his weight slamming into the
chair.
“We’re going to Arizona,” Detroit said, “you’re so curious. Got a job upcomin’.”
The Kid’s fury subsided. Nothing could cure an anger like a well told lie.
“Arizona, who do you know in Arizona?” Hawk asked, his eyes slitting down.
“Just some troublemaker from back around the block,” Detroit said.
“What block?”
A waitress appeared and the men ordered; coffees all around; steak for Hawk;
beans and two fried eggs for Detroit; a bacon sandwich and a slice of pie for The Kid.
The waitress disappeared.
“You don’t know anybody in Arizona, why you goin’ to Arizona?” Hawk said.
“Change of scenery, cheap cigarettes, what do you care?”
“I was headin’ to Nevada, myself. Got this crazy Indian Chief friend of mine out
there, middle of the desert, got himself into a bit of a fix. He’s buryin’ crops he don’t
want harvested, if you catch my meaning. Thought I’d abuse his hospitality for awhile,
help him to protect his land and his daughter, who, if I remember correct, is of flowering
age. Close enough, at least.” He paused. “But now I’m gettin’ all curious like a cat about
Arizona.”
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The Kid noticed for the first time that there were fingers missing from Hawk’s left
hand, and cigarette burns up and down his forearms.
“Well, you’re welcome to come with us, but I’m thinkin’ this guy in Arizona will
be pretty shut up if it’s three of us comes down ‘stead of two, and then there’s nothin’ for
nobody,” Detroit said.
“Just the same,” Hawk said, looking up at the ceiling, “I am curious, like I said.”
He lowered his eyes to The Kid. “Besides, you need someone around to see to it you
don’t get robbed by a wild gang of Jews on the highway.”
The Kid stood up, his chair thrown back against the wall, where it clattered
loudly. Detroit noticed the cook motioning to a large man at a table in the corner.
“Hawk, will you quit the shit talking. The Kid ain’t got no x’s in your book, let
him be.”
“Where’d you come up with this one, Detroit? He can’t be older than a suckling
calf. He is pretty, though.”
“Hawk, I told you to tie the bull outside. Stop pokin’ snakes with sticks, and we’ll
just have a good lunch and everybody’ll be on their way.”
“So he’s a snake now. Gonna bite me, Mr. Rattle?”
The Kid, although trembling, felt for his knife. Detroit stood. Hawk held up his
hands.
“Hey,” he said,” everybody sit down. I’m done. I’m done, I said. Rattle, I mean
Kid, you’ll accept my apologies.” It was not a question. “Detroit, sit down. I’m happy to
see you, didn’t I say it? I’m protective of my friends, that’s all.”
“We’re not friends, Hawk,” Detroit said.
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“Detroit, I’m hurt,” Hawk said.
“No you’re not.”
“Sit down anyway.”
Detroit sat and motioned for The Kid to do the same. The waitress returned with
food. “You fellas might just want to eat up and leave as soon as you can,” she said in a
whisper. “The men folk are watching you, and says they’re gonna call the cops next one
of you stands up if it isn’t to walk out the door.” She disappeared into the kitchen.
Hawk leaned back in his chair, the wood creaking under his weight, and smiled
grandly. Detroit looked fierce, first at Hawk, then at The Kid, daring them to ruin his
meal by doing some fool thing. They ate in silence. Each of them cleaned off his plate
without stopping to breathe, careful to save a crust of bread to wipe up any remaining
grease or flavor. Hawk spent the meal smiling at The Kid. Sated and content, they didn’t
have much time to sit around and digest. The waitress had left the bill when she brought
the food and was watching impatiently from the register. Detroit examined the figures
and pulled out the remaining cash they had, but Hawk pushed his hand away and
snatched the check.
“What’s a good breakfast between...friends?” Hawk said. He paid the entire bill
himself, slapping the money down hard on the table. Detroit tried to insist on giving him
something, but Hawk refused to listen. “Keep your food stamps, Detroit.”
The three of them stood, and all eyes turned their way. Without a word they
walked slowly out of the restaurant, the bell jingling their departure. They stood in front
of the restaurant. Detroit lit a cigarette.
“Hey, Detroit, you got a smoke a man could borrow?” Hawk asked.
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“Smoke your own, Hawk,” Detroit said.
“That’s how you repay me for the kindness I’ve showed you?”
“Nobody asked you to pay for breakfast, that was your own generosity gettin’ the
better of ya.”
Detroit puffed on the cigarette and passed it to The Kid, who smiled with pleasure
at Hawk from behind the veil of smoke. A glimmer of something like a grin, or worse,
passed over Hawk’s face, and then he reached into his pocket and produced a pouch of
his own tobacco. He rolled a cigarette, then slung a canvas sack over his shoulder. Detroit
punched The Kid in the arm to give him the cigarette back. The Kid looked at Hawk, who
was busy lighting his cigarette, and saw two familiar candlesticks poking out the top of
the canvas sack. The color drained from The Kid’s face; it seemed to pool up at his feet,
which had grown cold; he smelled fresh cotton. “Where’d you get them candlesticks?”
The Kid asked, suspicion thick on his voice.
“What’s it your concern?” Hawk said, his eyes like twin soldiers, unmoving.
“Where’d you get ‘em is all?” The Kid asked again.
“Fuck off,” Hawk said.
“Hey, Deet,” The Kid said, “I seen them candlesticks, he stole ‘em.”
Hawk brandished the back of a giant head, ready to send The Kid’s face into the
dirt. Detroit intervened, but didn’t seem interested in taking sides. “Just tell him
somethin’, Hawk, shit. Tell him somethin’ and end it,” Detroit said.
The Kid was glaring, his face contorting like something inside was trying to break
free.
“First time a lowlife pickpocket ever accused me of stealin’.” Hawk paused.
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“Friend of mine, he gave ‘em to me. Thought I might be able to get somethin’ for ‘em.
Some money for my travels.”
“Friend of yours.” The Kid spat, and stared at the dirt where his saliva had
gathered into a dark, little ball of mud.
“Hawk, less you plan on payin’ for all our eatin’ from here on, we’re gonna need
to find work soon,” Detroit said.
Hawk laughed, hard. When he finally stopped, he started again. Then, he said,
“Work? Come on, Detroit, work? Don’t you think you’ve picked a funny time to go
straight? Nine out of ten men are lookin’ for work.” His face was red.
“It may be a funny time,” Detroit said, pausing to smoke, then handing the
cigarette back to The Kid. “But, I’m serious. We need money. And we can’t walk to
Arizona.”
“Arizona is very far away,” Hawk said. He flicked his cigarette butt into the dirt
and began rolling another. No one said anything for awhile. Hawk lit his new cigarette.
“So, what’s your plan?”
“Don’t know,” Detroit said. “But we’re flat broke, and our shoes are so worn
they’re thinner than cardboard.”
“Your shoes look fine,” Hawk said, pointing at Detroit’s feet, which were bound tightly
in fresh, although mud-stained, leather.
“At the expense of a couple good toes, yeah,” Detroit said.
The three of them stood silent. The door to the diner opened and the waitress
poked her head through, quietly hurrying the men along. “You go on, the men are talking
inside again, thinking you all are making on robbing the place or something. Just go on,
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then.” Hawk tipped his hat, Detroit thanked her, and the three of them shuffled off down
the road.
“So, what, you want to be a shopgirl or somethin’?” Hawk asked.
They passed in front of the soaped-out café, but the waiting men had disappeared.
Detroit felt the half-dollar in his pocket and said a silent ‘thank you’.
“I don’t know, hell. No, not a shopgirl, but I don’t...we just need money. I was
figurin’ on farm work, maybe. It’s gettin’ on harvest season, ain’t it?
Hawk cocked his head to one side. “You were plannin’ on farm work, then?” he
asked.
Detroit nodded.
“Detroit, you got a funny thing about pickin’ the worst time for everythin’.”
Detroit did not respond. His eyes affixed themselves to the ground.
“Even if it were harvest season, which is mostly passed, this is the worst damned
year in the whole damned human history of farming.”
“Yeah?”
“Yeah.”
“What else is there?”
“Nothin’. Not out here. Not without knowin’ nobody.”
“Then it’s gotta’ be farm work.”
Hawk turned to The Kid. “Has he always been this stupid, or just since teamin’ up
with you?”
The Kid didn’t say a word, didn’t even look at him.
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They had stopped walking at the outskirts of town, staring back into the deep
marsh and woods across the road. “Which way is Arizona?” Detroit asked. Hawk and
The Kid looked at him. “Neither of you have a bulb?” Hawk and The Kid were silent.
Detroit shook his head and cursed under his breath.
The Kid cried out in pain. Detroit and Hawk looked at him. He was wringing his
hand, the back of which was dotted red with blood.
“What the hell?” Detroit asked.
“This little grifter tried to pick my pocket,” Hawk said. “The two of you must be
built out of pure dumb.” Hawk lifted the flap of his pocket to show a shiny lining of
double-edged blades sewn into the lining. “Stay outta where you ain’t wanted,” Hawk
said, squinting down at The Kid.
“Fine,” Detroit said, ignoring them. “We’ll go this way,” and he turned left along
the road.
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Chapter Nine
Hawk had been right, but Detroit didn’t feel like admitting it. Unfortunately, he
didn’t have to. Others did it for him. Farm after farm, the dusty hatted men would stand
in their doorways and give Detroit a pitiful look and a slow, sad shake of the head. To
make matters worse, it took half a day to cross from one farm over to the next, and that
was if you could cut through the land. If the farmer had put up razor wire, or if he was
just a mean old dog, then it was back to the road and three quarters of a day walk to the
next turn off, cut up through the grounds, and find another head to make shake, no.
On the third day, they passed through a two-horse town, and stopped in at all the
shops inquiring work. Even after the first few laugh-offs, and the men who reached for
their guns if Detroit didn’t get out of their way, still, he persisted and walked right next
door to ask again. During these visits, Hawk and The Kid would stand outside, either not
talking to each other, or trading insults. At one point, after a particularly harsh
rejection—a butcher offered Detroit work as a steak—he came out to find The Kid in the
dirt, and Hawk laughing over him. Detroit didn’t ask, he just turned and walked into the
next shop.
After the two-horse town it was back to the long, empty road and the quiet
dismissal of so many farmers. Detroit could no longer calculate how many miles they
were from California, but what was worse, he no longer knew how far it would be to turn
around and go back to Detroit. They were stuck, lost, flat broke, and had to deal with
Hawk. At night, the three of them would sit out under trees, without a fire, and without
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anything to keep warm. Detroit never said a word. The Kid and Hawk bickered
constantly.
“What the fuck are you lookin’ at, Rattle?” Hawk would ask.
“Nothin’. What the fuck are you lookin’ at?” The Kid would spit back.
“Nothin’. Box of glue.”
“Fuck you, face artist.”
They could keep at it for hours.
If they were in the same situation come winter, then they would probably die.
Detroit realized that now. Although, between Hawk’s goading, and The Kid’s temper, he
wasn’t sure they would make it to winter anyhow.
***
A week after Detroit and The Kid had met up with Hawk, they were once again
sitting in a café. Detroit and The Kid were sharing a plate of eggs, while Hawk slowly
savored a steak. It was the first food Detroit and The Kid had eaten in a couple days,
while Hawk made it a point to stop in every town they passed to refill what Detroit
referred to as his ‘saddlebags’. Sausages, bread, and bottles of milk. If Detroit and The
Kid stole a bottle off someone’s step, Hawk would leave a nickel, just to spite them. He
would never give them the nickel to spend on themselves.
For the most part, though, it had been a quiet morning. Hawk and The Kid had
worn themselves out the night before. Hawk had started in on the Jew thing again, and
The Kid actually tried to stab him. The Kid was badly bruised from the tussle that
followed, but even Hawk looked more ragged than before with a scrape under his left
eye.
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As they were paying up—Hawk carefully counting bills from a roll, Detroit
sullenly dropping whatever change he could dig from his pockets onto the table—a man
in denim workblues, with fresh dirt on them, came running through the door, shouting.
“They’re killin’ that Mexican!” he shouted. “Up at the Krueger place, everybody
come on, that Mexican’ll be dead in a minute!”
Half the restaurant sprang to life and ran out the door. The three tramps followed
after them. People were jumping into cars and trucks, rumbling up dust. They tried to
follow as best they could. It was a mad rush through the street, a sharp turn down the
road, and then a good mile and a quarter until the turn off for the Krueger place. They
passed a hand painted sign with the Krueger name, and then a brisk, tree-lined walk into
the heart of the land where everything opened up and bloomed into a fair spread, with a
two story farmhouse in the middle, a barn immediately visible to the left, and three
storage sheds to the right. None of the townsfolk were out of breath, but the three crooks
were sucking in air as hard as they could. Detroit thought he might pass out. His portion
of the eggs was sitting heavy.
Out front of the farmhouse, a large crowd had already gathered, watching as a
giant, shirtless white man straddled the thin body of a darker skinned man, whose arms
and legs were splayed. The shirtless man was raising his fists high, and bringing them
down into the face of the prone man. He was hitting so hard that the sound could be heard
to the very edge of the property, like a two-by-four smacking flat against the side of a
cow. It was the only thing anyone could hear, because the people watching stood
perfectly silent. A sick look came over Hawk’s face, a queer mix of pleasure and
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knowing. Detroit had hoped he would never see that face again. It only appeared when
death was imminent, and the closer Hawk stood, the more one could see his teeth.
Finally, one voice stood out. “Ain’t that Mexican dead yet?”
Detroit looked up to see a tall, black haired man about his age, with suspenders
and a white shirt buttoned all the way up, step into the circle of onlookers. Looking from
this man to the shirtless one on top of the Mexican, Detroit realized they must be
brothers.
“John, ain’t that Mexican dead yet?” the man asked again.
The bare-chested man on the ground, John, stopped pummeling for a moment. He
moved the Mexican’s head back and forth with his open hand, and then leaned back to
look at his brother.
“Nope,” John said. He looked at the Mexican’s face, and then went back to taking
it apart.
A woman came running out of the farmhouse, screaming, her hands tearing at her
hair. “Stop!” she was screaming. “Stop, stop!” She was young, maybe sixteen, with
brown hair flying in her eyes and mouth, and a serious blue dress that she had to hold
with one hand to keep out of the mud. There were lace and ribbons flowing behind her.
John continued. It occurred to Detroit that the beating had been going an awful long time
for her to start wailing now. Detroit knew instantly that he could love her. This was a
performance, one that he appreciated. For just a moment, he imagined himself on the
ground, and it was for him that she was screaming, him she was saving. She ran with all
her force, straight at John, and easily knocked him from his perch. John sat up in the dirt,
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laughing. The Mexican’s head lolled back and forth on its own, as if receiving phantom
punches.
“Come on, now, Sue, we were just havin’ some fun,” John said, laughing.
Sue stood over him, hands on her hips. “Look at these people. Can’t you spend
just a day not shamin’ the whole family?” She turned on the crowd. “Go on, now,
everybody get home. Pastor Sam, you shouldn’t be here, shame on you. And Mr.
Ostermeyer, my Pa won’t be happy to see you to gawking when the fields aren’t even
half ready for winter. Shame on you, all of you. Git on, now.” John kept laughing. The
older brother stood silent, his arms crossed. He was staring at the Mexican, who spit up a
tooth.
“Get in the house,” Sue told John, and then took a kick at him. Again, Detroit
found his heart announcing itself, and it was not from the run. He realized that there was
something of Beth in this young girl, the old Beth, before she met Dick, before she
changed her name.
“Yes, ma’am,” John said, mockingly. Sue took another kick at him, this time
hard, and to his back. He held up his hands in defense, but never stopped laughing.
“Alright, alright,” he said, standing. “Okay, Sue, okay.” John slinked off toward the
house, wiping blood from his busted knuckles.
People slowly drifted back towards the dirt road that would lead them to town.
Sue had started digging into the older brother. A few people milled around, gossiping and
stealing glances at the bloody Mexican. Detroit, Hawk, and The Kid hung back, blending
in with the stragglers. The Kid was antsy to either go back and finish his coffee, or else
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keep on moving. He didn’t like the way Hawk was shuffling his feet, licking his lips, and
clenching and unclenching his fists.
“You’d better help me, Michael Eben Jr.” Sue cried out at the older brother. She
had made fists of her own, and was raising them in his face. “I don’t know how the two
of you figure on helping Pa finish the harvest now. This one was all we had left, and he
was a good worker, too.” Sue made a sweeping motion at the body on the grass.
“Come on, Sue, he stole a chicken. You know that well as I,” Michael Eben Jr.
said, not looking at her.
“So? SO!? Chicken or no chicken, he was a fine person. He was a person, and
you two fools had to go embarrassing your own family and making it next to impossible
to keep this farm running. I could kill you myself.”
She pushed hard on Michael Eben Jr., who gave in, his large shoulders rounding,
and his feet bouncing as he let her lead him back towards the house, her feet digging
behind her, arms tensed forward, putting her entire weight into the task. A screen door
slammed, and then a heavy wooden door, and the yard was quiet. Very few people
remained, only two others. The Mexican coughed up some frothy blood, which clung to
his lips, and some of it slid back into his mouth and made him cough some more.
When everyone had disappeared, Detroit turned to his companions. “This may be
our only chance,” he said. “Goddamn, if this isn’t the only chance we might ever get.”
“This is a mean job to get fired from,” Hawk said, the sick smile still lingering on
his face, his eyes fixed on the body.
“Kid,” Detroit said, “come on with me, and look just as sad hungry as you ever
have.”
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The Kid shrugged, not feeling like there was much he could do to look sadder or
hungrier than he felt.
“Hawk,” Detroit said, “you go hide somewhere, or just go back to town.”
“You tryin’ to get rid a me, Detroit?” Hawk sneered.
“There’s no way the three of us is gettin’ work, but maybe just the two. We’ll
figure it out after the askin’s done, but it’s no use if we all three go up.”
Hawk shrugged. “So,” he said, “what the hell am I supposed to do? Wait out here
and roll you a cigarette?”
“You get back in town, I said. Order some pie, I don’t give a damn, just go on and
get lost for awhile.”
Hawk spat, close to The Kid’s shoe. “You’re payin’ for the pie, and a bottle, too.”
“If we get work,” Detroit said, “I’ll buy you two bottles just to keep you shut up
for five minutes.”
Hawk slung his saddlebags over his shoulder, shoved his hands in his pockets,
and walked back down the road. Detroit turned and looked at the farmhouse. There were
porches running along both stories. The roof was marked by two shingled gables keeping
off the sky. It was relatively new, not as battered as a farmhouse usually got, even after
only a short span. All the windows were darkened, and the grounds were quiet. The red
barn was newish too. Detroit looked over at the Mexican. The Kid was standing next to
the body, with a stick, thinking about poking it. Detroit walked over and grabbed The Kid
by his shoulder and directed him to the front door. He knocked loudly, and then they
stood and waited. There was no response, and Detroit was ready to turn around and head
into town. He was a fool, thinking there would be work, thinking that a near dead
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Mexican was a meal ticket. The door opened, and Sue was standing before him, her face
flushed, hair still falling lank in her eyes. Her breath was coming heavy. Detroit tipped
his hat, and never wished so bad for a shower and a change of clothes in his entire life.
“Ma’am,” Detroit said.
“I thought I run everybody off,” Sue said, more surprised than anything.
“Is the man of the house at home?” Detroit asked.
“What is it?”
“I have some business I’d like to discuss with him, if it’s not too much bother.”
“You a lawyer?” Sue asked, stealing a glance at the body on her lawn.
“No, ma’am.”
For the first time, Sue noticed The Kid, standing in his denims, with a dirty, now
tattered blazer hanging loose over his shoulders. She squinted her eyes a moment, as if to
check he was really there. Then she turned, and disappeared into the darkened house.
They could hear her voice calling out for her Pa.
A moment later, a thick man, hair pulling back on his head, forehead large and
polished, stood before them. He had pants pulled too high, and there were stains on his
striped shirt, but he carried an air of strength and authority that was visible even behind
the straining buttons of his undersized clothing. There was a contented look in the man’s
eyes, mixed with skepticism, as if he had just been stolen away from the greatest party of
his life. Before Detroit could say a word, the man was bobbing his head, stretching on his
neck, trying to get a good look at the grounds in front of his house, at the body lying
there. “What the hell is that?”
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“That’s the Mexican,” The Kid blurted out. Detroit elbowed him in the ribs to
shut up.
“What?” the man asked.
“Mr. Krueger?” Detroit asked.
“What of it?” the man spat.
“That’s the Mexican, sir,” Detroit said. “That’s what we wanted to talk to you
about.”
“What’d you do to him?” Mr. Krueger asked.
“Not us, sir, one of your boys did it,” Detroit said.
The jovial look went out of Mr. Krueger’s face. “Careful, son, I don’t know you,
but here you are, raising accusations against my boys.”
“Sir, we aren’t here to raise accusations, we’re here for work.”
Mr. Krueger appraised the two of them. “Work?”
Detroit nodded.
“That’s a joke?” Mr. Krueger asked.
“No sir,” Detroit said.
“No sir,” The Kid said. Detroit elbowed him again.
Mr. Krueger looked at The Kid. “What makes you think I got work?”
“We can do anything you need, sir, both in the fields and around the house. We
don’t ask much money, and we don’t eat much either. We’re trying to get to California is
all, and—“
“California. Everybody’s tryin’ to get to California these days. Damned gold rush
was a hundred years ago, and everybody’s runnin’ down there like some fool chickens
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with their fool heads cut off.” Mr. Krueger rubbed a hand across his stomach, scratched
the back of his head, and settled his eyes on the body in the yard. “So you killed Marquez
thinking I’d give you his job, is that it?” Mr. Krueger asked.
“Sir, we didn’t kill the Mexican. We were eating at the restaurant in town over
there,” Detroit pointed beyond a line of trees, “and some man come in yelling how there
was a fight and for everyone to come, and so we came. Then we hear the man being beat
is one of yours, and I get to thinking maybe you need somebody to replace that man.
Winter is coming up, and fast.”
“Don’t talk to me about winter. I know about winter.”
“I’m sure you do, sir.”
“Let’s just imagine, just for a second, that I had work, which I don’t. What makes
you think I’d give the work to you? There’s plenty of good men around here could use a
job.”
A disembodied voice called from somewhere within the house, a female voice. It
was deeper than Sue’s, and seemed to echo out across the farm, down the road, and up
over the trees. Mr. Krueger turned and shouted back, “It’s some fellas lookin’ for work.”
The disembodied voice called back, but Detroit couldn’t make out what she said. “That’s
what I told ‘em,” Mr. Krueger shouted back. He turned to face Detroit and The Kid. “My
wife. She told me to tell you there ain’t any work to be done. But I told her that I already
told you that.” Mr. Krueger rubbed his stomach again.
Detroit looked at The Kid, who was staring at his shoes. He looked very tired and
hungry. Mr. Krueger seemed to notice The Kid for the first time. “This is your brother?”
Mr. Krueger asked.
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“Yessir,” Detroit said.
Mr. Krueger scratched the back of his head. “When was the last time y’all ate?”
Mr. Krueger asked, obviously forgetting that Detroit had told them they had just come
from the restaurant.
“Well, sir,” Detroit said, turning his eyes to the ground, “I hate to say it.”
“What?” Mr. Krueger asked. “A day?”
Detroit shook his head.
“Two days?” Mr. Krueger asked.
Detroit shook his head.
“Three days?” Mr. Krueger asked.
Detroit shook his head.
Mr. Krueger shook his head, sadly. He looked back into the darkness of the house.
“Just a minute,” he said, and disappeared inside. A moment later, he reappeared, waving
them inside. Cautiously, Detroit stepped across the threshold, and The Kid followed
tenuously. Mr. Krueger had disappeared again, so Detroit and The Kid walked slowly,
hoping to see him poking through the darkness. Detroit found him first, physically
running into him, as Mr. Krueger stood listening at a closed door. “Shh,” he said, “it’ll be
easier if they’re all sitting already.” Mr. Krueger held his hand up, and then slipped
through the doorway. They heard voices. Sue was bickering with her brothers. After what
seemed an eternity, Detroit and The Kid scared to breathe in the large, darkened house,
Mr. Krueger reappeared and quickly ushered them into the brightly lit dining room. The
walls were painted a cool lemon, and the table was covered in a modest white tablecloth.
A kind looking woman sat at the far end, with a ribbon in her hair and only the faintest
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lines of worry ingrained, lightly, but ingrained, into her face. To the woman’s right sat
Sue and Michael Eben Jr., and to her left sat John and a young girl, no older than The
Kid, with a ribbon to match her mother’s, and a starchy white blouse. When they entered
the room, all eyes turned and quickly hardened. Mr. Krueger seemed to shrink slightly in
his trousers. But he straightened himself out and looked at his wife, who stared
inquisitively at him from the other end of the room.
“Well, now, Mrs. Krueger, I’m sure you can see we have company. How about
setting two places for Mr.—“ Mr. Krueger turned to Detroit.
“Detroit,” Detroit said.
Mr. Krueger paused for a moment, as if reconsidering what he had done by
inviting these men into his home. “Mr....Detroit?” Mr. Krueger turned on his wife, as if to
lay the burden at her feet. Mrs. Krueger didn’t move from her place. Mr. Krueger stared
at her. “Two places, now,” he said, “for Mr. Detroit and his brother.” Mr. Krueger turned
to The Kid. “Detroit Jr., I guess,” he said.
“Sam,” The Kid said.
Mr. Krueger looked at his wife, who was still glued to her chair. “Mrs. Krueger, if
it ain’t too much to ask, please remove yourself to the kitchen and fetch two place
settings.” Mrs. Krueger threw her chair back and stormed off to the kitchen. Mr. Krueger
sat Detroit next to Michael Eben Jr., and The Kid next to the young girl. He took the last
chair, at the head of the table. John and Michael Eben Jr. were staring at their father. Sue
was staring at The Kid, but he noticed, so she quickly lowered her eyes and, although he
wasn’t sure, it looked to The Kid like she tried to curtsy in her chair.
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“Seen what you did to the Mexican, John,” Mr. Krueger said. John smiled. Sue
picked a pea out of a bowl and threw it across the table at him, but it just glanced off his
cheek, below the eye, and he kept smiling. “I’m sure you think it’s very funny, which is
why you’re taking over all his chores.” The smile left John’s face. “We’ll see how quick
you are to beat the death into someone after you’ve been shoveling mess for a week.”
Detroit, of course, remained silent, but he was of the opinion that shoveling shit
was a faster way to rile murderous fury than erase it.
John protested. “If I have to do the Mexican’s work, then you’ll never get this
farm into shape before the snows. We’re already gettin’ the frost regular. Goddamn it,
Pa—“ John was interrupted by Mr. Krueger’s thick hand slapping the table, making the
silverware jump.
“I told you about the language. If you don’t start gettin’ the fear of god in you, I
don’t know what—“ Mr. Krueger himself was interrupted by the return of Mrs. Krueger,
who carried two plates, two forks, two knives, two napkins, and two glasses in her arms.
As she set the places before Detroit and The Kid, Mr. Krueger continued, “In any case,
we might be able to get this farm under control even without you helpin’, John,” and he
glanced over at Detroit, who had his eyes lowered to the table.
After Mrs. Krueger had lowered herself back into her chair, Mr. Krueger looked
around the table. The brothers were staring at each other, passing secret glances across
the spread of venison, corn pone, boiled potatoes, and steamed carrots. The young girl
was staring at The Kid, who was staring intently at his empty plate. Detroit, too,
continued to stare uncomfortably down at the table. “These boys,” Mr. Krueger began,
“have been long traveling, and not had a bite to eat in God himself knows how many
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days. Let’s not forget our Christian duty.” Mr. Krueger rested his gaze upon his wife. Sue
nodded, her brow furrowed. There was a cool silence. Mr. Krueger asked Detroit if he
would like to say grace.
There was nothing Detroit would have liked less.
“There is nothing I’d like more,” Detroit said. He bowed his head, again, and
folded his hands. He stole a glance at The Kid, who had bowed his head, too, but had his
hands in his lap. Detroit kicked him under the table. Everyone had their heads bowed and
their hands appropriately prayerful, but continued to steal glances at each other across the
table. “Father,” Detroit began, treading this way through the prayer like a barefoot man
might approach burning coals, “we thank you for all this bountiful bounty.” The young
girl across from him snickered, but Sue shot her a glance. “Uh,” Detroit tried to find his
place, “like I said, we thank you for this food you put before us, and for leading us here,
to the Krueger household, where we are experiencing nothing but the most generous of
generosities.” Detroit looked up, but everyone’s head was bowed and hands folded, so he
plodded through. He cleared his throat, “So, uh, thank you, Lord, very much. Amen.”
Everyone said amen, and began serving food before they’d even raised their heads.
It was a quiet dinner until about halfway through, when Mr. Krueger decided they
must have beer. He sent Mrs. Krueger—a solid fury now firmly etched in her face—to
the kitchen, and when she came back there were mugs of beer for all the men. Within
minutes, chairs were pushed back from the table, belts were loosened, and froth glistened
on upper lips.
“Where are you fellas from, Mr. Detroit?” Mr. Krueger asked.
“Detroit,” Detroit said, then added, “Sir.”
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“What are you doin’ out here, then?” John called out.
“John,” Mr. Krueger reprimanded, “I’m sure these folks don’t need your special
brand of hassle.” He turned to look at Detroit, shaking his head. “So, what are you two
doin’ all the way out here, then?” he asked.
“We were on our way to California, sir,” Detroit said. “But we ran out of money.”
“By the smell of you, y’all didn’t have much money to begin with,” John piped in.
Mrs. Krueger smacked the back of his head, and, as he had been raising his mug for a sip,
beer splashed down his front. Everyone laughed, except for Michael Eben Jr., and
Detroit, who was eyeing John cautiously.
“What were you planning on doing in California, Mr. Detroit?” Michael Eben Jr.
asked, quietly. Detroit turned to look at the man, who was only two years younger than
he. The young man’s brown hair was shorn close on the sides, and left just long enough
on top to accept a daub of pomade. His muscles were visible beneath the flannel of his
shirt, and his hands looked like they were wrought from the gnarled roots of ancient trees.
“Couldn’t really tell you, just working, I guess. Hopin’ to, at least.”
“Wasn’t no work left in Detroit, then?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
“Let’s say that it was extremely difficult to get work in my field of expertise,”
Detroit said.
“What would that be, sir?” Michael Eben Jr. asked, his voice reduced to a slight
purr.
“Come on, now, Michael, leave the man in peace. I’m sure you’re not the one
needs to tell him that times are tough all over the place. If he says there was no work left
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in Detroit then I believe him, and California’s as good a place as any to be heading to.
Warm...”
But Michael Eben Jr. wasn’t particularly interested in what his father had to say
on the matter. “You say this is your brother?” he motioned at The Kid.
Detroit looked at The Kid, studied his face a good long moment, like a
cartographer looking out over previously unexplored territory, until he finally nodded.
“Yessir,” Detroit said, his eyes not leaving The Kid’s face. “This is my brother.”
“Don’t look much like you, does he?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
“Where are you goin’ with this?” Mr. Krueger asked.
“There’s a resemblance,” Detroit said, quietly.
“Never mind, Pa, never mind. Eat up Mr. Detroit, I killed this one myself.”
Michael Eben Jr. passed him the plate of venison.
***
There had been more beer. It was a warm night. They sat on the porch with Mr.
Krueger. The Kid brought his mug out with him. From time to time, Detroit would look
over and see the mug rolling in The Kid’s hand, and his head lolling on his neck. Mr.
Krueger was rather drunk himself. The Mexican was still laid out flat in front of the
house. Sue, Mrs. Krueger, and the youngest, Jane, were in the house. John and Michael
Eben Jr. were out in some woods that bordered the far eastern corner of the land. Michael
Eben Jr. had taken a shotgun with them, and their disappearance made Detroit nervous.
“Listen, listen,” Mr. Krueger said, leaning into Detroit’s shoulder. “Listen.”
“What, sir?” Detroit asked.
“Hmm?” Mr. Krueger sat upright and glared at Detroit. “Whassat?”
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“Nothing, sir,” Detroit said.
“Okay,” Mr. Krueger said, “so it’s agreed then.”
“I’m sorry?”
“Now boys, you know I would gladly bring you inside and give you warm,
upstairs beds, like the rest of us, but we don’t have enough beds, and Mrs. Krueger...do
you know much about women, Mr. Detroit?”
“I know a little...”
“That’s enough! Then you know it’s probably better you didn’t know anything
more...they...” Mr. Krueger trailed off, staring off the porch down the road, his eyes
drooping.
“Maybe we should go,” Detroit said, nudging The Kid, who spilled some beer on
his lap. He rubbed at the spilled beer absently, and then looked wearily up at Detroit.
“Yes, okay, you go...” Mr. Krueger said. “Just leave something in front of
whichever one you choose, so I know where to find you. We’ll start first thing in the
morning.”
“Sir?”
“Work, you wanted work. We’ll work. Go to bed. We work in the morning.”
“Mr. Krueger, sir...I’m not sure...”
“I thought we could talk about all that in the morning,” Mr. Krueger said, pulling
himself to his feet, literally, by grasping at one of the porch pillars. “First things first,
y’all dig up a hole in the back of the house for Marquez there.” Mr. Krueger was
pointing, not at the body, but at a shovel propped up next to the porch. “Do it tonight,
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before he stinks, and before anybody can come say anything.” Detroit tried to reply, but
Mr. Krueger waved him off and stumbled into the house.
“We goin’?” The Kid asked.
“No, I guess we ain’t,” Detroit said.
“What do you mean?”
“I think we’ll stay here awhile.”
“Fine,” The Kid said, “is there more beer?”
“No,” Detroit said.
Out of the swallowing darkness, John and Michael Eben Jr. reappeared, laughing,
the gun slung over Michael Eben Jr.’s shoulder. John passed up the steps without a word
and into the house, letting the screen door slam-to. Michael Eben Jr. put one foot up on a
step and leaned an elbow on his knee.
“Pa gave you a job?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
“It seems,” Detroit said.
“He always brings out beer when he decides to give someone a job. Or if
somebody dies. I wasn’t sure today.”
“He’s kind of tight, might be tomorrow he’ll have changed his mind.”
“No, not him.”
“That’s good for us, then,” Detroit said.
“We’ll see,” Michael Eben Jr. said.
Detroit was silent. Michael Eben Jr. looked at The Kid. “He talk?”
“Depends,” Detroit said.
“Depends on what?”
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“Depends on whether he likes you or not.”
“What about whether I like him or not?”
“Do you?”
“No.” Michael Eben Jr. spat in the dirt. Detroit was glad that The Kid was drunk
and near passing out. It saved them a world of trouble. Detroit stared at Michael Eben Jr.,
who had put the shotgun up to his eye and was sighting down it. He pointed it at Detroit’s
face. He laughed. Detroit didn’t move.
“Bang!” he said. And then, “Bang! Bang! Bang!” He turned the gun on The Kid,
who was staring at him, and said “Bang!” again.
“What the hell?” The Kid said, quietly, but Michael Eben Jr. didn’t hear him over
his own laughter. Then, still laughing, Michael Eben Jr. climbed the steps and walked
into the house. Detroit noticed that he held the screen door so it wouldn’t slam.
When they were alone, Detroit pulled The Kid to his feet and grabbed the shovel.
He took the Mexican up by his arms and told The Kid to take his feet, but The Kid just
held on to the trouser legs and didn’t provide any real assistance. They dragged the body
around the side of the house. In back, Detroit could make out a chicken coop hidden by
the barn, and an outhouse about twenty paces from the big house. Three wooden steps led
up to a back door. Halfway between the big house and the barn, half-hidden in the
shadows, sat the well. Parked across the yard was an old Hudson with a patched tire, and
a Ford pickup with no doors. They dragged the body away from the house, deep into the
quiet darkness, where dim shapes were cut out by the moon. They stopped in a small
ravine before a bank of trees. Detroit began digging a hole, tossing the dirt clear for a
second, and then thinking better of it, and piling the dirt conservatively next to his hole.
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The Kid stood, watching, his hands in his pockets. When Detroit had the hole dug, he
dragged a dirty sleeve across his brow, and told The Kid to roll the body in. As The Kid
was pushing and pulling and trying to move him, a thin metal chain slipped off the
Mexican’s neck. Detroit picked it up and examined it. There was an old tintype of a
young girl with black hair, with a nail hole punched through the top, and a clasp made out
of a twisted length of picture wire. Finally, The Kid stepped back and the body tumbled
into the hole. Detroit moved over to the grave and carefully laid the necklace inside.
“Should we say a prayer or somethin’?” The Kid asked.
“You know any?” Detroit asked.
The Kid shook his head.
“Let’s just fill it.”
***
They walked back to the storage shreds. All three of them were identical, low
ceilinged, wooden construction, not much better than a fancy lean-to. Detroit opened the
door to the first one and waited for his eyes to adjust to the light. There were six rakes,
four shovels, a hoe, some rust plow blades, and a scythe leaning against the walls. He saw
nothing but dirt on the ground, and crooked shelves along the back wall, crowded with
farming items that Detroit did not recognize, perilously lined up, ready to topple onto
sleeping faces. In the second shed they found a light dusting of hay on the ground, sacks
of feed, a clump of manure in the corner, and a wall of hooks from which hung more
unrecognizable tools. The third shed was the most comfortable. In the back corner sat a
small, tin stove with iron legs. The stovepipe ran up the wall and out through a hole cut in
the roof, held in place by baling twine. There was a heavy layer of hay on the ground,
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some piled up horse blankets, and a pillow made from straw and an old shirt. The walls
were mostly bare, except for a couple yellowing pages torn from an old magazine, and
some clothing hanging on a hook. There was a three-legged table with a shaving kit, three
scraps of blank paper, a pen and some ink. This had been the Mexican’s room. Detroit
shut the door and debated between the horseshit and the dirt floor. He picked the dirt
floor.
Detroit hung a trowel from a nail in the door, hoping this would be sign enough
for Mr. Krueger.
The Kid had already picked himself a nice corner, where the dirt was flat. A
mostly empty bag of grass seeds would serve as a pillow. Detroit moved the scythe so it
lay flat against the ground, with its blade curved under a crate filled with greasy black
metal rings, three glass Atlas jars, two cracked horseshoes, and a short, wooden handled
rake. Detroit sat, his back against an empty wall, waiting for The Kid to start snoring. He
had found that it was getting harder and harder for him to sleep unless The Kid was
asleep first.
“Hey, Deet,” The Kid whispered.
“What?” Detroit asked out loud.
“You think they’ll let us in the big house tomorrow?” The Kid whispered.
“I don’t know. Might be. Why?” Detroit asked.
“I stole this here silverware, and also this pocketknife.”
“Goddamnit, Kid,” Detroit hissed.
“But that was all before I knew they was gonna give us a job, and so now I want
to return it, but if they don’t let us in the big house...”
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“Goddamn,” Detroit said, kicking at the dirt, trying to connect with some part of
The Kid, hopefully his plain empty head. They were both silent for a long time.
“Hey, Deet,” The Kid whispered.
“What?” Detroit spat. He was trying to work out whether they mightn’t do better
to take off altogether.
“What about Hawk?”
“Hawk?”
“Yeah.”
“I don’t know, what do you think?”
“What do I think?”
“Yeah.”
The Kid tried to see Detroit through the darkness. Everything was black except
for the thick stripes of deep gray where the wood was seamed and what little outside light
glowed through.
“How’m I supposed to know?” The Kid was frustrated by this new line of
questioning.
“Okay,” Detroit said, “forget Hawk.”
“Okay,” The Kid said.
But they both knew if there was one person they wouldn’t be allowed to forget, it
was Hawk.
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Chapter Ten
Mr. Krueger woke them with loud banging on the door. He said it was morning,
but the sky was still black, The Kid was still drunk, and Detroit was still exhausted, so
there was no one to confirm whether it was morning or just twenty minutes after they had
lain down for the night. Next to their shed, Mr. Krueger had put out a wash bin, some
clean rags, two bars of thick, hard soap, and a glass jar of bluing. He told them they could
clean themselves at the end of the day, but that there was no use getting all dolled up for a
day’s work only to soil everything in the first five minutes. Detroit nodded, and they
followed behind him, shovels and cloth bags slung over their shoulders. Mr. Krueger had
a metal thermos tucked under his arm, and two washed out tin cans in his hand.
“Brought you boys some coffee,” he said.
“Thank you, sir,” Detroit said.
“Mrs. Krueger didn’t know you all were stayin’, so she didn’t make enough of the
biscuits for the morning, but there’ll be lunch enough for everybody, and she’s been told
to make two extra’s worth from now on.”
Detroit nodded.
The Krueger spread consisted of 2000 acres, most of which was worked out by
tenant farmers. The 100 acres closest to the big house were worked by the family, and the
Mexican before he had been killed. It had been Mrs. Krueger who purchased the land,
with money she borrowed from her father. Mr. Krueger’s face drooped as he explained
this. Her father had been a banker, or a government person, Detroit wasn’t sure which
from the wound up story Mr. Krueger told. He had been born in Germany, in some town
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not far from where Mr. Krueger’s own parents had been born, but was brought over on a
boat by his family just before some war. Detroit was never much for dates or historicals.
Mr. Krueger’s parents would be on a boat coming over sometime later, after the war, with
just about nothing, except for Mr. Krueger himself, and a case of smallpox that Mr.
Krueger was carrying. Mrs. Krueger’s father was orphaned early on. He struggled his
way to the top and, having made it there by his own steam, didn’t feel much pleasure
when Mr. Krueger came hat in hand to ask his daughter’s hand. Perhaps it was his ties to
a previous world, a world Mrs. Krueger’s father had only narrowly escaped, one he
expected his daughter to be entirely free from. Mrs. Krueger had grown up in New York,
gone to some private schools up through the tenth grade. She was courted by a
Rockefeller, once, Mr. Krueger told Detroit, saying it as if he, too, had missed out on a
great opportunity. Then, he seemed to suddenly decide he didn’t feel like talking about
his wife much anymore, because the conversation quickly changed to his tenant farmers.
“Most of the owners in these parts, they don’t live on the land, don’t work it. Lots
of them, they live in town, and come drive around to complain or threaten the tractor to
replace all the families. They’re in bed with the bank, and anybody whose best friend is a
dollar don’t have much kindness left for the rest of folks.”
Detroit nodded. He didn’t understand much of what Mr. Krueger told him, but he
nodded, and some times he said “amen,” or “damn it all.” The Kid was dragging his feet
behind them, and blinking a lot and wiping at his eyes. Up ahead, there were already
three silhouettes in the fields. Two were on the ground, working, and one of them was
large and moving, a plow driven by two horses, with a straight-backed figure driving. Mr.
Krueger told Detroit that he would take them around to meet the tenant families soon, if
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he’d like. Detroit nodded, but he didn’t want to meet anybody. Neither a tenant farmer
nor his young were likely to be too happy to see a city man tramping their dirt, working
when so many mouths went empty. He and The Kid had been lucky, and Detroit wanted
to keep it that way. Somehow, luck seemed dependent on not waving it around in too
many faces.
As they walked up to the shadows, the faintest sunlight began to poke through the
trees to their right. Sue nodded hello. Detroit nodded back. He held his eyes on her.
Michael Eben Jr., who was driving the plow, continued working, and seemed to steer the
animals to the farthest end of the plot he could. John was leaning on the handle of his
shovel, smiling to himself. He was trying to remember the punch line to a story he had
been telling Sue.
“What the hell are you doin’?” Mr. Krueger barked.
John was shaken from his reverie.
“What are you doin’ out here?” Mr. Krueger barked louder.
“Pa? What?”
“Get the hell in the barn and start shovelin’ that mess just like I told you.”
“You weren’t serious about that,” John looked incredulous.
“Darn tootin’ I was serious. You go do it, like I told you. And the next time you
decide to ignore what I tell you, just wait and see that you don’t end up eatin’ a tooth for
lunch and a boot for dinner.”
John stalked off towards the barn, swearing under his breath. He threw his shovel
down in the dirt, and didn’t remember he would need it until he was a good ten paces
away and had to walk back and pick it up again.
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Mr. Krueger poured coffee into the two tin cans and handed them to Detroit and
The Kid. He kicked something small and round with the toe of his boot and watched it
skip away in the dirt, bouncing over pebbles and striking against other round objects,
sending them on their own course like balls on a pool table.
“Well, boys, it’s potato day.” Mr. Krueger picked up a dirty potato and tossed it
towards a giant, open-mouthed barrel. “Michael Eben Jr. will pull ‘em up for ya, you just
fill your sacks, then empty your sacks into these barrels, and then fill your sacks up
again.” The barrels were stacked up high on what looked like a makeshift raft on sled
runners. “Lunchtime, we’ll pull the sled in, empty the barrels, come back out. Let’s see
we can’t get that old root cellar filled up by nightfall.”
Detroit nodded, and elbowed The Kid to nod. Mr. Krueger nodded as well, and
then walked off towards the big house. Detroit looked over at Sue, who was nimbly
placing the potatoes into her sack. He watched her work until he felt The Kid pulling his
sleeve. The Kid was kneeling in the dirt, placing potatoes in his sack.
“You ever worked a farm before, Deet?” The Kid whispered.
“No,” Detroit whispered back.
“You ever been on a farm before?”
Detroit thought for a moment. “No, you?”
The Kid shook his head. Detroit looked down at his tin can of coffee. There were
already bits of dirt floating on the surface.
“You tryin’ to tell me somethin’, Kid?” Detroit asked.
“You ever feel out of place?” The Kid asked.
“Yes.”
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The Kid was quiet, waiting. His hands moved silently, pausing to let his fingers
move carefully over each potato before shoving it in the sack. Detroit sipped his coffee
and sifted the dirt with his teeth, spitting it back out onto the ground. The Kid was
waiting for something.
“Well, you...do you feel out of place here? Like somethin’ ain’t right about it all?”
Detroit looked around, his eyes settling on Sue, who was puffing out her lower lip
to blow her hair from her eyes.
“Naw, not really. Seems alright. It’s work ain’t it?” Detroit said.
“But don’t somethin’ feel...don’t you get the creeps ever?”
“Kid, I spent half a calendar in college, and three of those months in the cooler.
Gets to be so a man carries his creepiness inside him, and nowhere feels so wrong
anymore.”
The Kid stared at him. “You was inside?”
Detroit nodded gravely.
“Bull,” The Kid said.
“True,” Detroit said.
The Kid stood up suddenly. “Bull,” he said, more loudly. Detroit pulled him down
in the dirt. Sue was watching them.
“Goddamnit, Kid, just pick these damned potatoes will ya.”
“I tell ya, Deet, I learn somethin’ new about you every day.” The Kid chuckled
and started throwing potatoes in his sack like a ball in a glove.
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After a moment of quiet picking, Detroit heard a heavy intake of breath. He
looked up and Sue was standing over them. The sun had lifted now so it haloed behind
her head.
“Um,” Sue began, “Mr. Detroit, isn’t it?”
Detroit nodded.
“And your name is Detroit Jr.?” Sue asked The Kid.
“You can call me Sam,” The Kid said. Detroit looked at him.
“Hello, Sam. Well, do you fellas see how some of the potatoes have got these
soft, black spots on ‘em?” She turned a potato over and pushed her thumb into a slick,
oily circle that was darker than the rest.
Detroit and The Kid nodded.
“We can’t do anything with those, so don’t put them in the barrels. So you don’t
forget that you already picked one up and found it rotted, you can keep them in a pile.
Here,” she motioned towards where she had been kneeling, “I already started one.”
Detroit and The Kid nodded, silent.
“I just figured...I’m sure you fellas already knew that, but I thought I saw you
putting some of the black ones in your sacks. Used to be Pa would use them to make his
own moonshine, but one night he thought he’d gone blind from drinkin’ it, so Ma won’t
let him anymore, and since repeal he just buys beer.”
“Thanks, ma’am,” Detroit said. The Kid nodded his thanks.
Sue smiled and moved away. Detroit and The Kid dumped the potatoes from their
sacks and started weeding through them, looking for rot.
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“Go on, Sam,” Detroit said. “I’ll go through these ones, you start lookin’ for good
ones.” The Kid gave him a look and then moved off.
***
They worked hard all morning, and by lunch their clothes had a whole new layer
of dirt. Detroit had removed his jacket as the sun rose into the sky, hanging it on the arm
of an old scarecrow in a tattered flannel shirt, with straw stuffing coming out of him like
he had been shut up with a tommy gun. He stuffed his necktie into the pocket of his coat.
The Kid continued to work in all his layers, except for the oversized blazer, which Detroit
had convinced him to leave in the lean-to before they had headed into the fields.
Lunch was served in the field, brought out by Mr. Krueger in the Hudson. He
dropped off two plates with more venison, two hard rolls, two apples, and the thermos,
refilled with coffee. There was black tar staining Mr. Krueger’s forearms. He told Sue her
Ma was after her, and took her back to the house in the car. Before she left, Sue nodded
and said goodbye to the men. Michael Eben Jr. wordlessly unhooked the plow and
attached the sled to the horses. Detroit watched as he whipped the animals into motion,
dragging the sled, piled high with barrels, behind them. Potatoes fell and bounced into the
dirt. Detroit and The Kid sat in the dirt and ate their lunch, drank their coffee. Detroit
rolled two cigarettes and they smoked.
Sue didn’t return. They had already been picking potatoes for two hours, dropping
them into the one remaining barrel, when Michael Eben Jr. returned with the horses, and
the sled piled high with emptied barrels. He left the sled as far from Detroit and The Kid
as he could, in an already harvested section. He drew the horses back to reattach the
plow. He swung down, re-harnessed them and patted their haunches.
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“How you fellas farin’ today?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
Detroit looked at him. The Kid looked at Detroit, and then at him.
“Not too talkative, then?” he asked.
Detroit and The Kid remained silent.
“My brother, John, he gets riled up but he’s a good kid. What you saw yesterday,
he was defendin’ the family. Marquez stole a chicken, John was defending the property.”
Michael Eben Jr. picked up a potato and juggled it in his hand. After a moment, he threw
it long and hard, across the field. It disappeared against a backdrop of trees. “But
Marquez was with us a long time, a good man. Hell, he probably deserved that chicken.”
Michael Eben Jr. spat into the dirt. “If I find you boys have taken so much as a black
potato that don’t belong to you, it’ll make what happened to Marquez look like a
Christian charity. You colly?”
Detroit nodded. The Kid stood stock still, staring.
“He deaf?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
“You deaf, Sam?” Detroit asked The Kid.
The Kid shook his head, his hand instinctively moving toward his knife.
“That’s good,” Michael Eben Jr. said, remounting his seat on the plow. “I like
that. Knows when to keep his mouth shut. Just hope he keeps his ears open as well.”
Michael Eben Jr. whipped the horses and moved away, dragging the plow through the
dirt and over a hillock, his head bobbing and dipping and then disappeared.
When Detroit was sure he was gone, he turned to The Kid. “God damn, this
family hands out more threats than a three armed boxer.”
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The Kid laughed. Detroit noticed a black potato in The Kid’s hand. “Kid, please
tell me you brought that black potato with you.” The Kid laughed harder.
They carried the half-full barrel over to the sled and dropped it on, straining and
aching under its weight. The sun beat down on them but provided no heat, and still they
were sticky with sweat. Detroit knelt down, quickening his sorting pace. The Kid
continued standing, looking down at Detroit. All mirth had fled his face. Detroit noticed
he was working alone, and looked up at The Kid.
“What is it, Kid?”
“Shit, Deet, I just remembered. I got that stuff I took from the big house. What if
that mean old bastard finds it?”
Detroit stopped for a second and sat back on his heels. He thought, and then he
asked, “Where is it?”
The Kid scratched his arm. “In the shed, where we slept. I hid it on one of them
shelves, but it wouldn’t be hard to find.”
“Don’t worry about it,” Detroit said. “We’ll just put it in the Mexican’s shed
when we get back, make it look like he stole it.”
The Kid nodded and got back to work.
***
The sun had already set, but Detroit didn’t want to quit until they were told to.
They filled barrel after barrel with potatoes, but the job seemed endless. When the dark
was all around them, and only the lights from the big house glowed in the distance, the
Hudson rumbled up again, with Mr. Krueger at the wheel. He leaned out the window.
“Boys, how goes it?”
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Detroit stood, brushed himself off, and nodded. “Sir,” he said.
“It’s quittin’ time for today, so come on back over. We’ll see about gettin’ you
cleaned up and fed. Don’t worry ‘bout them barrels, Michael Eben Jr. will come back this
way and get ‘em.
With that, Mr. Krueger turned the car and rumbled back to the house, the body
bouncing on the wheels over the rutted land. The Kid stood slowly, and brushed himself
off. Detroit picked his coat off the scarecrow, wiped his forehead, and they started back
towards the house.
Halfway there, a dark shadow darted out from the trees and bowled directly into
their path. Whatever it was, it was huge and determined. Detroit held out his arm to stop
The Kid, and they watched the shadow running towards them.
“Get ready to run, Kid,” Detroit said. “If that’s a Krueger, you just tear ass and
go.”
The figure came closer and closer, its arms hanging heavily at its side. Hawk
pulled up in front of them, fists clenched.
“Well, look at you two fairies. All done playin’ farm for the day?”
“Hawk, get on out of here,” Detroit hissed.
“Hell no, Detroit. No. Not ‘til you tell me what the hell you think you’re doin’.”
“We’re workin’. Now get out of here before the family sees you.”
“So what if they do? Now that you got work you’re too good for me?”
“Some of ‘em don’t like us too much already,” Detroit said.
“I wonder why that would be,” Hawk said with a smile.
“If they see you then we’ll get booted.”
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“I’m liable to boot you myself if you don’t tell me what makes you so big that I
got to sit around two days with my thumb up my brownhole wonderin’ what happened to
the two of you.”
“Hawk, goddamnit,” Detroit shot a nervous glance to the big house, which was
warm with yellow light.
“What the hell you lookin’ at?” Hawk spat at The Kid.
“Nothin’,” The Kid said.
“Good,” Hawk said, clenching and unclenching his fist.
“Fine,” The Kid said.
“What did you say to me?” Hawk asked.
“Nothin’,” The Kid said, kicking his toe in the dirt.
“Better a been nothin’,” Hawk said.
“It was nothin’,” The Kid said.
“Goddamn it, Hawk,” Detroit said. “We didn’t have time to come find you and
tell you what was happenin’ cause it wasn’t until almost midnight they decided to give us
the job. And The Kid was drunk.”
The Kid whipped his head to glare at Detroit, drawing his eyes into sharp moons.
“Anyhow, we don’t even know what if any we’d be gettin’ as pay, and we sleep
out in a wood shed, so it’s not like we’re fartin’ through silk.”
“So?” Hawk said. “They feedin’ ya?”
Detroit hated to nod, but his head seemed to take its own course of action.
“And they gave you drink, on account of The Kid bein’ drunk like you say, either
you’re lyin’ or they gave you drink.”
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“They gave us some beer. But it was just out of a charity feeling, it’s not an
everyday thing.”
“I figure,” Hawk said slowly, tilting his head as if to add sums, “seein’ how the
three of us is partners, that it ain’t fair the two of you gettin’ beer, beddin’ and vittles and
me havin’ to sit out in the cold on my lonesome.”
“Since when we been partners?” Detroit asked.
Hawk ignored him. “So, unless we figure out some kind of sharin’ system where
everybody’s treated equal, then I’m of a mind to walk up them front steps and introduce
myself as The Kid’s father and then we’ll see that some trouble don’t befall the lot of
yous.”
“We’re the ones doin’ all the work, anyhow,” The Kid said.
“I’d keep my lips buttoned while the men talk,” Hawk said.
The Kid felt for his knife.
“Alright, alright,” Detroit held up his hands to calm them both. “Hawk, go back in
them woods where you came from, and wait ‘til you see lights goin’ out in the big house.
Then find us by them wooden lean-tos. We’ll hid you out, and sneak you some food
when we can. I know you have some money, so I don’t see how you’ll be more
comfortable, but that don’t make it my affair.”
“Hot damn,” Hawk said, slapping The Kid hard on the back. Before The Kid
could say or do anything, Hawk was a shadow tearing for the trees.
“Come on,” Detroit said, “let’s go get cleaned up.”
“I hate him, Deet,” The Kid said.
“His own Ma hates him, Kid.”
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***
When they arrived at the lean-to, Detroit saw the washtub was filled with
steaming water. Sue was hanging sheets on two lines stretched between their lean-to and
the second one. When she saw them approach, she gathered up her skirts and backed
away, nodding.
“Them sheets are for privacy,” she said.
“Thank you, ma’am,” Detroit said.
“Thanks, ma’am,” The Kid said.
“You’re welcome. I put some of the men’s old things in your room, for while
your own clothes is drying,” Sue said.
Detroit and The Kid thanked her.
“You ever use a crank agitator before? For to wash clothings?” Sue asked.
They shook their heads, no.
“Well, when you’re done cleaning yourselves, somebody come get me and I’ll
help with the laundry.”
With that, Sue ran back to the big house. Detroit took out his tobacco and rolled a
cigarette. The Kid watched his fingers smoothing the paper over the shredded brown.
Both of them just stood there, the bathwater steaming behind the sheet.
“Well,” Detroit said, “go on. You get first run at the hot water.”
The Kid shuffled his feet. “That’s alright, Deet, you can have it.”
“Nope.” Detroit pulled the sheet back like an usher at the curtain. The Kid
shrugged and moved behind. He stripped his clothes, leaving them in a pile in the dirt.
The water was scalding on his skin. When he sat down, The Kid’s knees poked up out of
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the water like twin white hillocks. The water was instantly murk, things floating on it.
The Kid felt entire layers of his body melt away. He reached for the gray soap and
scrubbed hard, revealing the skin like the white of a peeled potato. The air was scented
with the smoke from Detroit’s cigarette.
“Hey, Deet,” The Kid called from behind the curtain.
“What?” Detroit asked.
“Gimme a puff,” The Kid said.
Detroit reached his arm behind him, through the gap in the curtain, and passed the
cigarette to The Kid. It tasted good. Clean smoke, The Kid thought. Some ash dropped
from the end, bobbing on the water. The Kid passed the cigarette back out to Detroit.
“Come on, now, Kid, don’t let the water get icy,” Detroit said.
The Kid stood, dripping, his hair matted down on his head.
“Hey, Deet,” The Kid said.
What is it?”
“There ain’t nothin’ to dry off.”
“You just gotta’ drip, then, I guess.”
“But it’s freezin’.”
“Go in the shed.”
“Neked?”
“Why not?”
“Somebody’ll see.”
“See what?”
“Shut up.”
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“Use one of them sheets, I guess.”
The Kid pulled the privacy sheet down from its cord and wrapped it around his
body. Detroit poked his head through the other side. “You all done?”
The Kid nodded. Detroit stepped behind the sheet, hiding himself from the big
house. “Get outta’ here, then,” Detroit said, shooing The Kid off. The Kid disappeared
around the shed, and Detroit heard the door close. “Damn it, Kid,” Detroit said, loud
enough to be heard in the lean-to. “Look what you did to this water.” The washtub was
filled with a deep brown-black and a layer of oil and cigarette ash floating on the top.
Detroit wasn’t sure how clean he could get, but it had to be better than he was. He took
his clothes and dropped them on the pile with The Kid’s filthy garments. “You abused
this water, Kid, you owe this water a apology,” he said, stepping into the tepid pool.
It did feel good, water, even if it was putrid filthy, and too cold, it was nice.
Detroit sat for a moment, and splashed handfuls over his head. The water trickled down,
streaking his cheeks, into the creases of his lips, but then paused before dripping off his
chin. He rubbed his hands over his face and realized he had grown a bit of a beard. He
used the hard soap and scrubbed himself, rinsed off, and then scrubbed some more. When
he was done, he wrapped himself in the other privacy sheet. Detroit kicked over the
washtub.
The Kid was standing in the middle of the lean-to, a giant, red union suit drooping
off him every which way. Detroit wanted to laugh. There was another pair of giant long
johns on the ground, folded neat. As he put it on, mothballs fell from the cotton like
loosened burrs. There were giant patches in the elbows, and holes in the knees. Detroit
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and The Kid looked at each other, unsure what to do. After a long moment, there was a
knock at the door of the lean-to. It was Sue.
Embarrassed as they were, Detroit and The Kid opened the door. Sue held a hand
up to cover her mouth, and her cheeks went red. A small wooden barrel with a lid and
crooked handle was tucked under her arm. She set it on the ground, told them it was the
crank agitator, saw the overturned washtub, and went back to the house to get some
water. Before she could come back, a car pulled up and rounded the gravel to the front of
the house.
Although its markings were bold and obvious, Detroit had sensed who it was
before the car had even turned up the road. There was something to the essence of a
police car, the way it sat on its wheels, the rubber they used to give chase, the supersonic
hiss of a siren on standby, Detroit could feel them a mile away. He would have preferred
being in the lean-to, but it was too late. The Kid tried to say something but Detroit
silenced him.
A thick officer stepped from the vehicle and approached the big house. He walked
knowingly, having tread the lands before. At the top stair he stopped, put one hand on his
hip, and rapped at the screen door. The officer took two steps back and folded his arms,
waiting.
Sue had come around from the back of the house, lugging two heavy buckets
sloshing with steaming water. She was smiling as she approached, but then she saw the
stillness in Detroit and The Kid, and she slowed her pace, stopping when she saw the
vehicle.
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Mrs. Krueger stepped out onto the porch and greeted the officer with a show of
kindness. She offered him to come in for a cup of coffee and a honeyed biscuit. The
officer tipped his hat, but declined.
“Ma’am,” he said. “Heard in town there was some trouble up here yesterday.”
“Trouble?” Mrs. Krueger asked, as if she had never heard the word before.
“Yes ma’am. Heard something happened to your man Marquez. Y’all have any
trouble up here yesterday?”
“Yes sir, Mr. Hopwood. Our boy John heard that Marquez had stolen a chicken
and been bragging at Rose’s how we were easier to dupe than a bunch of beef cows in a
slaughterhouse. So, he goes down there,” Mrs. Krueger motioned to the lean-to that had
been the Mexican’s room, “to confront him and tell him how the chicken’s going to have
to come out of his pay and all, but Marquez is already gone.”
“Gone?”
Mrs. Krueger nodded. “Like the past. Haven’t seen him since.”
“Now, Mrs. Krueger, we heard a different yarn in town.”
“Mr. Hopwood, you know as well as I do, there isn’t nothing to do around here
but talk. Lately seems like there’s more air used for rot gossip than breathing. I don’t
know what you heard in town and I don’t want to.”
Officer Hopwood laughed. “Okay, alright, I just thought I’d come out here and
make sure you was doin’ good. I’ll believe you, Mrs. Krueger. If you say there wasn’t
nothin’ to the talk, I’ll stand by it. Mind if I talk to John, though, ma’am?”
“Talk to John, what about?”
“About the chicken. About Marquez.”
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Mrs. Krueger wiped her hands across her apron, and wordlessly turned back into
the house, letting the screen door slam-to behind her. Officer Hopwood looked to his left
and then to his right where Detroit and The Kid stood in their bloomers, and Sue shifted
nervously, the buckets of water steaming at her feet. The officer tipped his hat to Sue, but
held his gaze a long time on Detroit and The Kid. He looked about to ask a question
when the screen door popped open and John stood before him, hands in his pockets.
Officer Hopwood greeted him, and stuck out his hand for a shake. John had to dig his
hand back out to offer it.
“What can I do you for, then, Officer Hopwood?”
“I was talkin’ to your Ma, and she told me about Marquez.”
“Yessir.”
“So, you were at Rose’s were you?”
“Aw, sir, I...I was just lookin’ for Michael Jr., sir.”
“I didn’t bring it up with your Ma, because it’s not my place to worry her, but
don’t you go there, John Krueger, or I will tell her. I was here the day you was born, and I
know you ain’t old enough, not by law. This was a dry country not so long ago, and just
because they decided to sell the devil’s milk legal again don’t mean for just anybody with
a piggy bank and a hammer.”
John stood taller. “I ain’t no baby, sir. Near to my seventeenth comin’ on next
month. Besides, I was just lookin’, honest.”
“You stay away from that place, y’hear?”
“Yessir.”
“Let me talk to your Ma again.”
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John stepped back and bumped against the screen door. He laughed nervously,
and turned and walked inside, letting the screen door slam-to behind him. A moment
later, Mrs. Krueger reappeared.
“Ma’am,” Officer Hopwood tipped his hat again. “I think we’ll be okay here. You
have a good night.” Mrs. Krueger nodded, and offered him a honey biscuit for the road.
He declined politely, again. “If’n you hear anything about Marquez or find somethin’ that
says where he mighta went, you’ll let us know?”
“Of course, Mr. Hopwood,” Mrs. Krueger said.
Officer Hopwood thanked her again, apologized for the trouble, and walked down
the steps toward the car. As he fumbled to open the door, he threw another long glance at
Detroit and The Kid who were standing stock still in their long johns. Officer Hopwood
tipped his hat again. “Sue,” he said, and drove off.
Sue cleared her throat. “Well,” she said, “I guess we better get them clothes clean
before the whole family winds up in county.”
She let out a nervous laugh, but Detroit and The Kid just nodded.
**
Detroit was careful to keep some of his dinner aside, for when Hawk returned. He
told The Kid to do the same. They hid the silverware and the pocketknife in the
Mexican’s room. Detroit took the shaving kit, figuring he would get rid of the beard the
next day, and all the horse blankets except one. They also removed the tin stove, placing
it in the corner of their lean-to. If the stove was still there when Hawk arrived, he would
never let them get it back, and the weather was more winter than autumn now. The roof
of their lean-to didn’t have a hole for the stovepipe yet, so they took off a section and set
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it aside. There would be time to cut a hole later. They put all the rakes, shovels, and the
scythe into the middle lean-to. When they were done, they stood together in their room
and breathed in the extra space. With the stove there might have been even less space
now, but they breathed the space there was, their space, all the same.
It was as good a setup as Detroit could muster. With Hawk hiding in the
Mexican’s old room, he could make himself as comfortable as he wanted, and no one
could tell the difference. If he got found, it was a bad situation not worth much thought,
and Detroit wasn’t sure there was anything else to be done about Hawk. He wouldn’t let
them alone, and Detroit didn’t feel too interested in finding out how serious he was about
talking to the Kruegers if he didn’t get his way. As Detroit figured it, he could tap on the
door each morning as they headed out into the field, and that would let Hawk know it was
time to get out.
After they had rearranged the sheds, Detroit and The Kid went back to their room
and lay down in the dirt.
“You tired?” The Kid asked.
“I guess,” Detroit said.
“My back is tired.”
“Yep.”
“Didya see how Mrs. Krueger took care a that badge?”
“Yep.”
“She could tell him the sun was blue and the sky was yellow and he’d just tip his
hat, apologize, and be on his way.”
“Looked that way, huh?”
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“Sure did. And how come there wasn’t no honey biscuits with our dinner?”
“Don’t get too greedy too fast, Kid. We just been here a day and already we ate
better’n the last month, had a bath, got clean clothes, and once we get this here stove set
up we’ll be sittin’ pretty.”
“Coulda’ used a honeyed biscuit is all I’m sayin’.”
“You’ll be okay.”
There was a hard knock on the back wall of the lean-to, sending a jar of nails
down from the shelf. It struck a rock but didn’t break. The Kid pulled a horse blanket
towards him, and folded his arms over his chest. Detroit went out to meet Hawk, and
explain the arrangement. When he came back, he sat against the wall and rolled a
cigarette. “Didya’ kill him?” The Kid asked.
Detroit laughed quietly.
“What did he say?”
“He didn’t say much,” Detroit said.
“He’s stayin’ around, though?”
“He’s sayin’.”
“Goddamn.”
Detroit sighed heavily.
“Hey, Deet, how do you know Hawk anyway?”
“We just knocked around the same parts for awhile.”
“That’s it?”
“Pretty much. That, and he killed my brother.”
Detroit struck a match off the wall of the lean-to and lit his cigarette.
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Chapter Eleven
Living on a farm, The Kid decided, wasn’t half bad. They had something to fill
their time, food when they were hungry, and got cleaned proper on a semi-regular basis.
Mr. Krueger had agreed to pay them seven dollars a week, each. Detroit spat in the dirt at
the sum, but The Kid thought it was fair. Mr. Krueger said he wouldn’t pay them more on
account of their not having kids to feed, and there being lots of folks that did who’d be
willing to work for less. The Kid left the finances to Detroit. The first days were root
cellar. After the potatoes had been onions, carrots, and the last ten acres of the apple trees
that hadn’t been picked yet. All of it went down through trap doors at the side of the big
house, into a deep, black hole that smelled awful. Once the root cellar was full up, Mr.
Krueger had them doing any and every kind of work. Most of the harvesting had already
been finished, except for “the garden,” a ten-acre spread of all nature of fruits and
vegetables for the family’s own table. Otherwise, it was just a matter of preparing for the
snow months, and taking care of daily business, like culling the milk and eggs, chopping
cords of wood, putting new shingles on the barn roof. They went out with scythes to a
field three hills from the big house, and mowed all the hay for bedding down the animals
in winter.
There was a gray old cat with a flat, round face, that hung around the milk cows.
The Kid befriended him and called him Senator.
Sunday afternoons the family had a big meal after church, and it was lonely to eat
out with the pigs and chickens, but Mr. Krueger gave them a mug of beer and that helped.
On regular days, when they were eating their lunch or dinner out on the porch, Sue would
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sometimes come and join them. On these occasions, Detroit would spill some food in his
lap, or excuse himself before he had even had time for a cigarette, and stroll away, his
hands shoved in his pockets. Sue would turn to The Kid and say, “Sam, what is with that
funny bird?” And The Kid would shake his head, watch Detroit walk away, and wish the
Kruegers had given birth to all sons. It wasn’t just that he was jealous—he was a little
jealous—but he was worried that it would get too obvious how Detroit was always
mooning over her. And he didn’t want to see how Michael Eben Jr. reacted when he saw
just how ripe the potato was that Detroit hoped to snatch.
The Kid never saw Hawk, and sometimes he could almost pretend he had
disappeared on down the road, but the portion of his meals that always had to be set aside
told him otherwise.
The only bad day on the farm was when Mr. Krueger took him and Detroit around
to see the tenant plots. Most looks they got were just pure fury, or sadness. The men
stood in their yards, which were seeded with broken glass, rusted metal, smashed up
fence posts, and stare at the car as it pulled up. They liked Mr. Krueger all right, but there
was no kindness saved for the two men who filed out of the Hudson after him. Most
would say a word of pity about the disappearance of good ol’ Marquez, even though it
was known to everybody that he hadn’t gotten far. Not that these men hadn’t hated
Marquez as well—he was a bull-dumb, oily skinned Mexican after all—but at least he
knew his place. These two new boys—one in a suit that you couldn’t tell what color it
had been, that had no shape, but still the guy wearing it thought he looked sharper than a
tractor blade, and the other one, the short one, like a rabid dog in dungarees, that wildness
in his eyes like you had just hit him with a stick for the last time—who didn’t belong,
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who knew they didn’t belong, but still dared to set foot on their land. Nevertheless, the
tenant families came out and, because they did have a liking for Mr. Krueger, they shook
Detroit and The Kid’s hands. Everybody had a firm hand to offer, except for Eli.
As they rode over a cratered expanse of road—that you could only tell was a road
because it was a slightly lighter brown from the rest—Mr. Krueger told them what he
knew about Eli.
Years ago, before Mr. Krueger had come, Eli had walked into town with his
younger sister, a suspected mute. He was sixteen at the time, his sister was fourteen. They
had been walking so long that the soles of their shoes were mostly gone, and their bare
feet left bloody footprints in the dirt. Eli was a vagrant sharecropper, who moved from
year to year, from one farm to the next, picking up land and turning it and moving on.
Soon after Eli and his sister took up on the Krueger-then-O’Keefe farm, the previous
spread owner, O’Keefe, was found dead in his bed with terrible gouges, broken teeth, and
blood all over. He lived alone and they didn’t discover his body until a week later, when
a deliveryman came out and couldn’t get to the door because it was blocked by about
thirty cats milling on the porch, and more jumping in and out of a downstairs window.
One of the first things the Kruegers had to do when they moved in was drive the cats off
their land. Senator was the only one remaining from the lot.
There was an investigation, but not much evidence one way or the other. Three
months later, Eli’s sister started to show, but no one knew who the father was. People had
their guesses of course. In her fifth month, Eli’s sister lost the baby. Soon after that, just
before the Kruegers moved in, her body was found in the river with a suicide note pinned
to her dress. Only problem was, she never did know how to write.
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“It’s a great sadness, this part of the land. Even now, you can just see how not as
much grows on it out here as the other plots,” Mr. Krueger said.
After the incident, Eli had stopped moving and stuck to the land. When Mr.
Krueger bought the full spread, Eli came with it, like a lien on a title. He kept to himself,
and Mr. Krueger only saw him once or twice a season. Michael Eben Jr. and Mr. Krueger
had helped Eli to build a chicken coop behind his house. When they had finished, Eli
tried to give them a jar full of pennies, and a couple half dollars.
“We refused,” Mr. Krueger explained. “I said s’nothin’ between friends. Friends
help friends. But he wouldn’t hear of it. Wouldn’t let us leave ‘til we took it. Said ‘it
wasn’t friends, it was you helpin’ me, so take it.’ Mean old snake.”
Detroit suggested that maybe it wasn’t so good an idea to visit with Eli.
“Naw,” Mr. Krueger said, “we gotta’ visit him. You’re probably right, but we
have to all the same. Look, let’s say we turn around and go back to the house. And
somehow, maybe Eli’s cuttin’ some wood for winter, or tendin’ to some late-season
seeding, and he sees ol’ Krip out there and Krip says ‘howdy, Eli, you meet them new
boys the Kruegers got up there?’ And Eli gets to thinkin’ how everybody met you ‘cept
him and then it’s trouble. More trouble than just sayin’ hello. See?”
Detroit sat back. The car pulled up slowly on another one-storey farmhouse, with
the worried lines and cautious angles of a child’s drawing. There was only one window,
facing out the front, and it was smashed in. The door was missing, too. A chicken stood
watch on the top step, keeping a black eye on the car as it approached.
Before Mr. Krueger had time to turn the engine off, a young man had moved from
the far side of the house around to the front, and stopped, facing the fender, both feet
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planted firmly as if in a stand-off. His feet were bare against the cold ground, and he held
a long butcher’s knife. His eyes were two different colors. “There’s Eli,” Mr. Krueger
said softly.
The three of them stepped out of the car. Mr. Krueger took off his hat and wiped
his brow although it was a crisp day. Detroit and The Kid stayed close to the car.
“Hello, Eli,” Mr. Krueger said.
“Mr. Krueger, sir,” Eli said. There was a scar that folded his upper lip in half.
“I wanted to introduce you to the two new boys we got up with us at the house.
Marquez is gone.” Mr. Krueger was tapping his hat against his leg. There was a long
pause. Eli stared at Detroit and The Kid. “So, well, we got these new boys here when
Marquez left, and I been takin’ ‘em around today and introducin’ ‘em to folks.”
Eli looked at Mr. Krueger and then back at Detroit and The Kid.
“Y’all got names, then?” he asked.
Detroit and The Kid were silent. Mr. Krueger spoke. “This here is Mr. Detroit,
and this is his brother, Sam.”
“Detroit? What the hell name is Detroit?”
Mr. Krueger looked to Detroit. He took a slight step forward. “Just a name, Mr.—
“ Detroit paused, not having a proper title.
“You can just call me Mr. Eli,” Eli said with a grin.
“Mr. Eli,” Detroit said, nodding. “It’s just a name, just a thing people call me.”
“S’ stupid.”
“Okay.”
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“So, Mr. Krueger interrupted, “we just wanted to stop by and say hello to ya, and
now we done that, so we can leave you to whatever you was doin’ and be on.” Mr.
Krueger moved towards the car.
Eli stepped towards Detroit. Detroit shot a look back to The Kid who was staring
at his feet. Eli sniffed the air. “You from Detroit, Mr. Detroit?” Eli asked.
“Yessir, Mr. Eli.”
“You’s from Detroit and your name’s Detroit?”
“Yep.”
Eli started to laugh, a dry, quiet, shuddering laugh. Detroit tried to smile, but the
laugh unsettled him.
“You city folk, then?” Eli asked. Detroit didn’t have time to answer. Eli spat in
the dirt. “City folk’s a bunch a fairies. You know what they do to fairies ‘round here?”
Eli had a white bead of spit on his lower lip.
“I got a few ideas,” Detroit said.
“You eat dick?” Eli asked.
“What?”
Mr. Krueger was standing by the door to the Hudson but now he stepped towards
the men.
“Come on, now, Eli,” Mr. Krueger said.
“You eat dick or take it up behind?” Eli asked again, more spit forming on his
lips. Detroit was silent. “I went to the city one time, I know what it is.”
Eli pointed the knife at The Kid. “He eat dick?” Eli asked. The Kid looked up
from his feet, which had drawn circles in the dirt.
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“What’d you say to me?” The Kid asked.
“Now, come on, now, Sam, Eli, don’t you, fellas, okay now.” Mr. Krueger had his
hands up.
“Better watch out, city boys, better watch out...There’s snakes in these here
grasses, wolves in the hills.”
Mr. Krueger was pushing on Detroit and The Kid, pushing them into the car. With
the doors closed, Detroit could still hear Mr. Krueger’s pleading voice through the
window, “Come on, now, Eli, leave ‘em alone, they’re good boys.” Eli pointed the knife
at the window.
“Bye bye, city boys,” Eli said, and started his husky laugh again. “Bye bye,” he
whinnied. Then he turned on his heal and headed back towards the side of the house. The
black-eyed chicken continued to watch them from the top step.
***
After the first couple weeks, when they had gotten a little money put away,
Detroit and The Kid walked into town. It was a Saturday—a workday—but Mr. Krueger
had given them a few hours for themselves.
The sun was out, and the main stretch of road was just as they had left it, dirty and
empty. As they passed the café, The Kid could smell the frying grease. He wanted to go
in and sit at the counter and have something hot and filling. They were fed well enough
on the farm, but he was tired of gamey meat and boiled vegetables. He wanted a plate of
ham, he wanted some hash. The coffee Mrs. Krueger made had to be the worst in the
country. It wasn’t even coffee. The Kid wanted to sit and drink coffee that didn’t have
dirt in it. Detroit could see the longing on The Kid’s face, but they couldn’t afford to
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waste money on food. He pulled The Kid’s sleeve, and they moved off towards
McKellen’s, the general store.
When they walked in, a chime rang and an old man with thick glasses popped into
view, a pair of scissors in his hand. Old McKellen, who ran the place, also cut hair in a
little barbershop next door called, due to a spelling error on the signage, McKallen’s.
There were bells at each entrance, and when one of them rang he would excuse himself
and run through a small doorway between the buildings. McKellen’s took precedence
because there were too many things to steal, so there were always a few men sitting in
chairs with half a head shaggier than the other, as the old man waited on some woman
wanting a sack of beans or three cups of flour. It was dim lit inside, but the sun through
the window cut white slivers into all the outlines. There were floor to ceiling shelves all
around, and ladders on casters.
It looked like the man took a slight bow, but he was permanently bent over and it
was hard to tell. Detroit asked him where the long johns were. He led them towards the
back of the store where the hard denim was stacked high, some heavy cotton and flannel
shirts laid out in tall rows. There was a thick rack of sharp cut hats, which Detroit eyed
with envy, but only as long as two breaths and then he was examining the varied qualities
of tight fitting, full body underwear.
Neither of them had ever worn long johns before landing at the Kruegers’. But the
nights were close to intolerable now, even with the little tin stove cooking at the ration of
coal Mr. Krueger allotted them. The horse blankets were rough and provided a basic
warmth, the kind that would save you from death in the night, but not anything
perceptible in the blood or bones. Detroit had decided it was time for these ridiculous
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undergarments. When they got to California they could burn them and dance around the
ashes.
The old man looked them over once for size and quickly handed them their
outfits. The Kid looked down at his with obvious disgust on his face. At the front counter,
the old man wrapped the long johns in brown paper and tied them with a string. Before
Detroit finished counting out his change, a chime sounded, the man held up a liverspotted hand to excuse himself, and ran across the room into the barbershop, his scissors
brandished in the air like a bayonet.
Out on the street, Detroit and The Kid walked slowly. It was their first time away
from the farm. Detroit wanted to buy a bottle, and The Kid agreed. As they turned to head
back to McKellen’s, a Nash Roadster roared by, its horn blaring. Detroit shook his fist in
the air. The car swerved and then smashed into the side of a brick building. People came
streaming out of doorways. Detroit watched smoke creep up from under the hood, and
saw blood trickling into the creases of the smashed windshield. He grabbed The Kid’s
package from him and shoved him towards McKellen’s.
Detroit moved towards the accident, brown packages under each arm. Old
McKellen was standing at the edge of the crowd. He held his scissors in one hand, and
rubbed the open palm of his other hand back and forth across his heavily furrowed brow.
“What happened?” Detroit asked.
There were two other men standing with the barber, both wearing aprons. One
had a face slathered in shaving cream and half a mustache.
“Looks like a accident,” old McKellen said.
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“Did y’all see it?” Detroit asked, sneaking glances over his shoulder at
McKellen’s general store.
The men collectively shook their heads. More people were coming. There was a
far off siren. When the ambulance arrived, some of the furor died down. Detroit tried to
ask more questions—to keep the men longer—but they ignored him. The halfmustachioed man was making a joke, and the other man in an apron, with one side of his
pepper-haired head trimmed short, was turning back towards the barbershop. Detroit was
anxious to give a warning, some kind of secret whistle, but they didn’t have one. He
could just picture The Kid, up to his knees in loot, turning in circles on the worn wood
floor of the store, wondering to himself what in the hell was that whistling sound. The
ambulance men in their white coats pulled the man from the wrecked car. His glasses
were smashed, crooked on his broken face, and he was mumbling nonsense about a rabbit
and a horse, and then Detroit saw something small and white in the air, and the man had
spit up a tooth. The old man was at the door to the barbershop, holding it open for the
other two. Detroit wanted to run into the store. But then he felt a tug under his arm. The
Kid was standing next to him, trying to take back his wrapped long johns. From the looks
of him, he was the same skinny little towhead, but Detroit knew his pockets were
drawing heavy at his sides. The Kid grinned.
They were making their way through the dust of the street when Detroit put his
hand on The Kid’s shoulder. They were standing in front of the café. The Kid’s stomach
tightened.
“What would you say to some hash and coffee, or a soda and a ham sandwich?”
Detroit asked.
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“Come on, Deet. Don’t go messin’ with me.”
“I ain’t. What’d you get back there?”
“Whole bunches a stuff. You want me to empty it out here in front of
everybody?”
“Course not. I’m just sayin’, we didn’t rob no bank, but goods is good as money.
What you’re carryin’ in your pockets, that’s savin’s. Don’t we deserve somethin’? I know
you been growlin’ after hot meat and a cup of actual coffee for goin’ on a long time.”
“We gotta’ save it, for Cally.”
“A thirty-five cent meal ain’t gonna set us back too many miles. Come on.”
Detroit pushed him inside. Where before they would have gotten stormy looks,
now most of the men either ignored their entrance, or looked once and then away,
unimpressed with the sight of the Kruegers’ new boys. They slid onto two empty stools at
the counter. A woman with a pencil in her hair came and stood before them. She wrote
their order on her pad and stuck a second pencil in her hair.
It felt good to sit in a seat for food. The Kid took in the warmth of the room, and
the pride of paying for a meal. He felt his chest expand, and almost smiled. He looked at
Detroit, but Detroit’s eyes were focused on his hands, which were splay-fingered on the
counter. He looked tired, and his eyes were filled with worry as he examined the dry skin
and cracked cuticles. He turned his hands over and looked at the palms, which were like a
bone-dry desert floor, yellow and hard fissured. The Kid was about to say something
when a heavy hand clapped down on his shoulder. He knocked the hand away and
swiveled on his stool. Hawk peered down at him with heavy, black eyes.
“Boys,” Hawk said.
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Detroit looked up.
“Like reg’lar country folk, the two of you. What’s in the sacks?” Hawk poked a
meaty finger at the brown packages, which they had set on the counter.
“What do you want, Hawk?” Detroit asked.
“Ain’t even gonna be friendly?” Hawk smiled. “You apple knockers don’t have
heart for me no more?”
“I’m just thinkin’ maybe it ain’t so great for us to be talkin’ to you.”
“I’m just thinkin’ you keep turnin’ friends away when all you got is enemies.”
“Goddamn it Hawk,” Detroit said, a little too loudly. He noticed heads turning
and hushed himself to a near whisper. “What’s your claim? We house you and feed you
by the sweat off our backs, and if you want to play pinochle why don’t you just stop by
after dark. But it ain’t doin’ none of us any good puttin’ on a show for the locals.”
Hawk turned to The Kid. “What do you have to say?”
The Kid stared, mean silent. Hawk glowered, his face turning red.
“Fine,” Hawk said. “Good luck to you two fairies. I’m sure you’ll look very pretty
in your matching long johns. Oh, and I want my partner’s cut of whatever Krueger’s
payin’ you that you can eat so fancy in a real restaurant and still have enough to make it
cross country.”
“You’re already gettin’ more’n your fair share. You want an extra cut, it’ll be
over my blackened croppy.”
“Easy enough, Detroit. Easy as pie.”
The waitress returned, warily, with plates of food. When she had turned away to
look for a pencil, Hawk leaned in and spat on The Kid’s roast beef sandwich. The Kid
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slid off his stool for a fight, but Hawk’s hulking back was already turned to him. The man
was out the door. The Kid sat back down. Detroit was busy wiping at the sandwich with a
napkin.
***
Even in their new long johns, Detroit and The Kid curled up around the tin stove
for warmth. The Kid had emptied his takings out onto the dirt floor. He had been in such
a rush to nab what he could and get out that there wasn’t much sense in the looting.
Detroit had taken the more useless items—a wooden comb painted red, a jar of
mothballs, a broken candy stick: spearmint flavored, a tiny bottle of celery root w/
eyedropper top, a printed booklet of weather and farm jokes—and set them in a dark
corner of the lean-to. They would bury them or hide them in the woods. The rest of the
goods—a sturdy knife w/ leather handle, a thick cord of rope, a small box: taped shut w/
Spanish words stamped on the top, a bottle of hair tonic, a pocket mirror, a package of
sewing needles in various sizes, a spool of black thread, a fresh pouch of tobacco—were
tallied and hidden somewhere on the shelves, or wrapped carefully in a horse blanket and
stored under some moldy hay. Sitting upright by itself, shining in the flickering, spitting
glow of the oil lamp, was The Kid’s ultimate take, a bottle of rye whiskey. It was factory
stuff, clean and perfect. After they had hidden the other items away, they sat together and
looked at the bottle for a good long minute before Detroit gave the ‘aw, hell,’ and served
up.
The Kid had been in the lean-to for hours. When they had gotten back to the farm
he faked a stomachache in order to be alone and empty his pockets. Michael Eben Jr. had
given him a dark look, as usual, but The Kid wasn’t bothered by them anymore. Mr.
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Krueger waved him off, and later sent Sue down with a cup of brown tea. Detroit had
worked two extra hours to make up for The Kid’s absence, bending a plow blade back to
shape, sharpening a pile of knives, and bedding down the cows. Because of The Kid’s
illness, they got a thin broth for dinner, which Detroit complained about until The Kid
really did have a stomachache. He took out his soupmeat and gave it to Detroit to shut
him up, but it wasn’t until he showed him the bottle that Detroit finally quieted down. He
placed his hand on The Kid’s shoulder and sighed.
“Ain’t it pretty?” he said.
They poured the heavy booze into their tin cans and leaned against the walls,
facing each other over the dull glow of the dark fire, their faces lit up in lamplight, their
legs covered by horse blankets.
“You done a good job, Kid,” Detroit said.
“I know it,” The Kid said, smiling.
“Say thank you when you get a compliment.”
“Aw, thanks, Detroit.”
“I gotta’ tell you somethin’, Kid.”
“What’s that?”
“I saw the bank today.”
“So?”
“I didn’t see it first time we was through town. It’s small, must be why. But I saw
it today durin’ the accident.
The Kid took a sip of his drink and choked a bit on the burn. He wiped his mouth
with the back of his hand.
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“We could take that bank, Kid.”
“Come on, Deet, I thought—“
“If you’re too scared of a real job, you just tell me. I’m sure, you find a good
jostler, the two of you could pull in almost twenty bones a day.”
“It ain’t that. I just thought we were tryin’ to work honest until we got it to go
west.”
“And I’m sayin’, after the plannin’ stages, it’s ten minutes work and we got it to
go to California and back and still have some left over for the picture shows. Just tell me
you ain’t interested, that’s okay.”
The Kid straightened up and knocked back the rest of the can. “I’m interested.
Course I’m interested.”
“Good.”
“What do we gotta’ do?”
“I don’t know yet. Just seen the thing, takes time, takes cunning and maps. But we
could do it. One look at the place, just from the outside, thing’s open wider than a
whorehouse on nickel day.”
“How you figure it even has much money in it?” The Kid asked.
“Christmas is comin’ in soon, people always save for that. Besides, with the
harvest just over, this is the fattest time of year for these farm people.”
Detroit drank from his tin can.
The Kid drank from his tin can.
Detroit removed his ragged tobacco pouch and blew inside. A fine, rich dust flew
out into his face. He tossed the pouch in the stove where it burned bright and filled the
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room with the scent of tobacco. He pulled the fresh pouch from the shelf and rolled two
cigarettes. He lit one in the fire and lit the second off the first. He passed it to The Kid.
The Kid examined the cigarette for a moment and was about to put it in his mouth when
Detroit stopped his hand.

“Careful, Kid, not too fast, take this one slow.”
“How come?”
“Cause now you’re not just some kid smokin’ a cigarette, you’re a bank robber
smokin’ a cigarette.”
The Kid put the cigarette between his lips and drew in deep. He held the smoke in
his lungs for a long time. It tasted just fine.
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Chapter Twelve
It was a Friday night, and The Kid was sitting on the front steps, gnawing on a
bread heel. Detroit walked up, his hair smoothed down, a cigarette between his lips, and a
sloppy grin that looked like it had been slapped on with a paintbrush. The Kid watched
him warily. Detroit’s tie was iron-pressed. He put his foot on the bottom step and leaned
on his knee, removed a torn rag from his pocket, and dusted off his polished shoes. He
took the cigarette out of his mouth and examined it.
“What are you doin’, all dolled up?” The Kid asked.
“Goin’ into town,” Detroit said.
“Where we goin’?”
“We ain’t goin’ anywhere. I’m goin’ into town, you’re settin’ here.”
“What the crap is that? Where you goin’?”
“I’m goin’ to Rose’s for a drink.”
“Yeah?”
“Yeah.”
“What, they only got one clean glass left?”
“You’re supposed to be my little brother, so we can’t have you trailin’ along into
adults business.”
The Kid glared at Detroit.
“Anyhow, don’t be so upset about it. I’m just goin’ for a drink. If you’re good, I’ll
bring you back a liquorices whip.” Detroit winked. The Kid spat in the dirt.
“Aw, go to hell, Deet.”
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There was a long pause. Detroit removed his foot from the step and stood up
straight.
“How do I look?” Detroit asked.
“Shit, how the hell would I know?” The Kid asked.
Detroit straightened the cuffs of his jacket and smoothed down his tie.
“Wait, hold on a minute,” The Kid said. “You ain’t goin’ to Rose’s.”
“Yes I am,” Detroit said.
“No you ain’t, not just for a drink like that you ain’t, hair all slicked down, tie
smooth as a train-flat penny. Where’s the money we earned ‘til now?”
“I told you, I keep that safe in a jar we got out there.” Detroit motioned to their
lean-to.
“You’re goin’ to spend it on a fine spread, I know you. You’re goin’ to lay down
with somebody.” The Kid stood up, furious. “You done this before.”
“Kid, calm down, I ain’t, I’m just goin’ to Rose’s for a drink. Hand on the bible
honest.”
“Show me the jar, then, show me all our money for the trip.”
Detroit walked back to the lean-to. The Kid followed, his shoulders rounded.
Inside, Detroit rummaged around on the shelves until he found a jar with the inside
painted black by tar. Detroit opened the lid and pulled out a wad of bills and shook the jar
so that the change could jangle against the sides. The Kid dropped his fists and stared at
Detroit in the dim twilight.
“Anyhow, don’t matter how much is in the jar. Soon we’re gonna need more than
a jar to hold it all,” Detroit said.
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“Don’t make sense,” The Kid said.
“I told you, Kid—“ Detroit was interrupted by the slamming of the screen door at
the front of the house. Two voices drifted over the evening air.
“You’ll be back by nine thirty, or I’ll send your father out after you with the
switch to dust your tail,” Mrs. Krueger said.
“I told you, Ma, I’ll be back at a reasonable hour. It’s just with Janey and Eleanor,
we’re goin’ to the picture and then maybe for a phosphate afterwards.” It was Sue’s
voice.
“Just do as I tell ya.”
They could hear Sue kiss her mother on the cheek, and then her footsteps
bounding down the stairs.
The Kid turned on Detroit. “You’re goin’ to the picture!”
“I’m not, Kid, I told you, I’m goin’ to Rose’s.” Detroit pulled the dollar out of his
pocket and waved it in The Kid’s face. “Look, it’s all I got, one dollar, half of it for drink,
and the rest goes back in the jar.”
The Kid was quiet, but his face was a mess of thought. Detroit laughed. The Kid
raised his eyes, but the puzzled look didn’t leave him.
“I’m goin’ to Rose’s,” Detroit said. “If, after a couple drinks, I feel like I need a
soda to cool down, then maybe I’ll go find one. And if it just so happens that I’m gettin’ a
soda when the picture lets up, well, that’s the kind of coincidence you just can’t plan for.”
The Kid’s face relaxed. “I knew it,” he muttered. “I just knew it.”
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Detroit was already backing out of the lean-to, putting his hat on, flattening his tie
again. “I’ll see you, Kid,” Detroit called to him. “Two liquorices whips if you mind your
business.”
The screen door slammed shut at the top of the stairs. Detroit turned. “Good
evening, Mrs. Krueger,” Detroit said, beaming. If she responded, it was too quiet for The
Kid to hear.
***
The Kid laid himself out on the dirt floor of the lean-to and pored over some
sketches Detroit had made of the bank. They hadn’t had any time to get maps or to scope
out the interior, but Detroit had made some preliminary sketches of the outside and what
he assumed the interior situation would be like. There were letters scrawled all over the
maps, big scrawled Ks and Ds where The Kid and Detroit would take their different
positions depending on the particular segment of the heist.
The Kid poured the last of the bottle into his tin can and drank, but he no longer
seemed to enjoy the taste of rye. He drank by himself plenty of times before, so he
couldn’t figure out what was different.
Then the bottle was empty. The Kid lay on his back and stared at the roof of the
lean-to. Water was dripping down from the hole they had cut for the stovepipe. It hit the
side of the stove and hissed into steam, or patted into the dirt and darkened. The Kid
watched the water drip and listened for rain, but it was quiet all around. He stood up.
Outside, a bitter wind pricked at The Kid’s ankles. He closed the door of the leanto behind him and stepped forward, his face tilted to the sky, collecting snowflakes on his
cheeks.
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***
The sign outside said Happy Hole, but everyone called it Rose’s after the fortyyear-old woman who ran it. She had fought hard to keep the town dry, and had led the
county sheriff’s crusade against the rumrunners, speaking out against vice in all forms
and rousing the rabble, all in an effort to safeguard her own moonshining from
competition. It was locally known that there wasn’t better rye or gin within a fifty mile
radius of wherever Rose set up her still. Her husband had been killed five years earlier,
when a mule kicked in his face, and she had to support herself. She knew that she would
have trouble with the hired hands, a rowdy bunch of mean men who took her husband’s
death as an open invitation to run riot over the land. So, in order to better reason with
them, she made her first batch of bathtub gin, a potion so foul it would strip the paint off
a car, dissolve the steel frame, and keep on burning into the soil until it had eaten its way
through clean to China. This is why local customers still ordered a Shanghai Special, a
tumbler of warm gin straight. She served it to her husband’s men, who grew calm and
happy. From then on she served them alcohol on a nightly basis. They were still mean
and had plenty of fights, but with each other instead of Rose. She began improving upon
her recipe so as not to turn the men retarded. And the men took such a liking to her drink
that they began to invite fellow hands from other farms over for a sip. It wasn’t long
before she had opened a blind pig in her barn, with musical shows and a dance hall revue
all the way from Durant. The day after repeal she moved her organization to the middle
of town. She was no longer the target of scheming farmhands, but the wives and sisters
had started up a campaign against her, and tore their hair out for lack of support from
their men folk.
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The bar was packed tight with what seemed like all the men in town. Detroit took
a seat at a back table, with a mug of beer and a glass of whiskey. Behind him, there was a
small stage with a few instruments leaning against folding chairs, but no band. There was
an ancient looking phonograph set up at one end of the bar, with the same side of a yearold Hoagie Carmichael record playing over and over. A few men shot him dark glances,
experienced soil men who knew he had snaked a job he didn’t deserve, but they turned
back to their drinks just as quick, and one sip burned off the memory that he was even in
the room.
Detroit’s forehead was sweating, so he removed his hat and wiped his brow with
his tattered, yellowing handkerchief. He sipped his drink and felt it hot all the way
through. He looked at his hands and thought about the bank. It had been a long time now,
and his tools were rusting. He laughed lightly to himself, because his hands were caked
with the fine threads of unwashable dirt that land work gives, leaving the impression that
they were literally cracking with fissures of rust. For a moment he tried to tally the goods
that The Kid had taken from the store, trying to remember if there was a jar of balm or
salve that he could start applying before bed, something to supple up the skin. There was
a green tin, thick with a smelly goo that Mr. Krueger used on the cows’ swollen udders.
Detroit wondered if that would be good for his hands. He would try it later.
Half the beer was gone and Detroit slammed back the whiskey. He had told The
Kid he would only use fifty cents of the dollar he had brought, but he knew it would at
least be seventy-five, if not the whole bill. Not only was his thirst great, but he wanted a
fair heft of courage for his trip to the soda shop. He reminded himself to keep at least
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twenty-five cents in his pocket. A nickel for the soda, another for if Sue wanted one, and
then fifteen cents left over if he needed to come back to Rose’s after and have a soother.
Detroit scanned the patrons of the bar. His eyes fell on Hawk, who was sitting by
himself, across the room in a dark corner. Hawk gave the slightest nod of his head,
imperceptible if you weren’t looking for it. Detroit sipped his beer in response.
Detroit started thinking about the bank again. It was on his mind most of the time
now, because he wanted to roll it before the holidays. He wanted to roll it before people
fixed up their stoves and bought a basement full of coal, before they re-invested
everything into next year’s crop. He wanted to roll it before he lost his nerve. If he didn’t
pick this damned bank he might never do another one again. Hawk had been right, there
were plenty of young upstarts making cash. So what if they lost their lives in the process.
Detroit wasn’t sure shoveling shit and cuddling up next to a rake each night had much to
do with living anyhow. Even with the glow of the big house, nights on the spread were
dark and quiet. Detroit missed Detroit, but wouldn’t admit it. He wanted to see cars on
the street, he wanted to see a damned street, not just some carved out patch of dirt with a
ramshackle wooden clapboard stretch of buildings. Detroit was tired of being nervous
around a bunch of country hicks who wouldn’t know the difference between a lady in
perfume and a farting donkey. His feet hurt, his back was sore, his hands were rusting up,
seemingly from the inside out, and he wasn’t drunk. Detroit walked to the bar and
ordered another whiskey and returned to his table with an empty glass. He wanted to see
men in well-pressed suits who looked like they had places to go even if they didn’t. He
wanted to see proud Negroes, and women in dresses that weren’t sewn from old
tablecloths. He wanted to see flashing lights, he wanted to have an epileptic seizure in
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front of the flashing lights, to flail on the ground and have a crowd gather to curse the
lights and stick a wallet in his mouth. If they planned it right, The Kid could be there,
making sure that whoever provided the wallet didn’t get it back. Detroit realized he
would like an hour or two with Beth, his little sister. Dick would, of course, have died
while he was away.
A chair scraped on the floor and broke Detroit’s train of thought. Michael Eben Jr.
sad down with a mug of beer and glass of swirling, almost-clear gin. Detroit looked at
him but did not extend his hand to shake, or even nod his head in acknowledgement of
the seat taken.
“Did Pa ever tell you about when he bought the land?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
Detroit did not move.
“He bought the land in 1912. The old man lived there before us, he was killed in
his bed. The bank took control of the land, but couldn’t run it effectively so they put it up
for sale. Ma and Pa were just married and Ma was pregnant with me and they were trying
to get away from Grandpa in New York and start a quiet life somewhere. I don’t
remember how they found out about the spread, but they did, and Ma borrowed the
money from Grandpa, who, even though he hated Pa and hated the country, could never
say no to her, and he gave her the money and they bought it.”
Detroit drained the last of his beer in one draught. “I need a drink,” he said, trying
to excuse himself from the table. Michael Eben Jr. slid his glass of gin across the table.
“Pa bought it and he let everybody stay on who’d been on already, and he brought
in new folks for the land that was fallow and empty. Three years later, there was a riot.
They burned down part of the big house and the barn and tried to run Ma and Pa out
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‘cause they was German decent. Pa refused to leave, and eventually folks realized he
wasn’t gonna. Two men tried to kill him in his sleep, and he shot one a them dead with a
rifle and clipped the other on in his leg. The police arrested Pa and interrogated him and
kept him locked up and Ma had to take care a me, and was big with Sue already. Ma was
askin’ Pa all the time to leave but he wouldn’t listen. Pa started payin’ his tenants, the
ones who’d stayed, twice what everybody else was payin’ theirs. He started givin’ them a
cut a the profits from the land, and he talked to some of the old families who’d been
workin’ the land for years about how they could buy it back from him. Ma borrowed
more money from Grandpa, and they used a little bit of it to build another barn, but gave
the rest of it to the city for to help build a new school they wanted. Eventually, got so the
folks was seein’ that Pa was don’ more for the town than almost anybody else and they
let him alone. Up until we won the war, though, people was still comin’ by and throwin’
stuff at the big house, people’d spit on Ma in the street sometime.” Michael Eben Jr. spat
on the floor.
Detroit watched him carefully.
“Pa and Ma give everythin’ they ever had to this town, and only just been a little
while now that people are startin’ to recognize that and leave ‘em alone.”
“That’s real good for your Pa and Ma,” Detroit said.
Michael Eben Jr. slammed his hand down on the table. No one in the bar bothered
to look. “You listen to me,” Michael Eben Jr. hissed, his body seeming to hover over the
table in the menace, even though he hadn’t moved from his chair.
“I’m listenin’, I been listenin’ this whole time. Why don’t you settle down and
just say what it is you got to say.”
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Michael Eben Jr.’s face was now a dull, throbbing red. His eyes were wide and
watery and his hair was plastered to his forehead. His hand shook and he slapped the
table again. “You do anythin’ to disrupt the family, anythin’ to shame us, anythin’ that
even just bothers me the slightest, you’ll be in a heap of trouble.”
“How about I tell you a story,” Detroit said. “Just hold on a second, and I’ll tell
you a good one, I think you’re gonna like it.” Detroit stood and moved to the bar and
bought two beers and brought them back to the table.
Detroit took a slow sip from his beer and wiped the foam from his mouth with the
back of his hand. Michael Eben Jr. didn’t touch his glass.
“So, I know this guy. Young guy, like you, maybe a little taller, I don’t remember.
Tough. This guy is so tough they call him Ox. He looks kind of like an ox, couldn’t fit
through some doorways I remember. Ain’t nobody who wanted to mess with him. One
time, Ox gets in a bit of an argument with a bootleg captain operating out of Windsor—
that’s Canada—and this bootleg captain, he’s mean and he’s rich. So, this bootleg
captain, he offers five hundred dollars to anybody who’ll kill Ox for him. You know what
happened? Every single hired gun in the city goes up to this bootleg captain and laughs in
his face. They laugh at him, and they each of them give him a phone number and wish
him luck. The same phone number. So, this bootleg captain, he finally gets frustrated and
calls the number. Guy answers and the bootleg captain explains where he got the number
and what he wants to do and the man on the other end laughs as well. The bootleg captain
is thinking, now, who is this man laughing at me? He asks him why everybody keeps
making a joke of him and the man on the other end tells him that there was once a man
tried to kill Ox—this time over a broad—and he was found shot dead in an alley with his
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face covered in make-up. When the doctors opened him up on the table the next day they
found his gun, the same gun that shot him, inside with his guts, and never could figure
out how it got there. ‘How do you know all this?’ the bootleg captain asks, and the man
laughs again and hangs up. The next day the bootleg captain is found dead in his home,
strangled with a telephone cord and his mouth stuffed full with five hundred dollars.”
Michael Eben Jr. drank from his beer, keeping his eyes on Detroit.
“Ox is a tough man, but he’s a good man. Doesn’t ask for trouble, doesn’t try and
give trouble. Wants to be mostly left alone. Only one thing Ox can’t stand, and that’s
being told what to do. Man tries telling Ox what to do, same man might as well be
diggin’ a hole for himself out in a forgotten field somewhere. I’d sooner chisel my name
into a rock and lay down in front of it than try and tell Ox what to do. You get me, I can
see that—“
“And you’re gonna tell me that your nickname is Ox,” Michael Eben Jr. said,
setting his glass down hard on the table.
“Naw, Detroit’s only name I got. Ox is a friend of mine like I said.”
“Too bad Ox ain’t here,” Michael Eben Jr. said. “Seems to me you could use a
friend like that around.” Michael Eben Jr. stood from his chair.
“You ain’t gonna sit and hear out the rest of the story?” Detroit asked.
Michael Eben Jr. shook his head. “I’ve heard enough for tonight, Mr. Detroit. I
don’t know that I cared much for your story, but hopefully you’ll remember mine.”
Detroit’s eyes followed Michael Eben Jr. across the bar where he stopped for a
drink. Detroit saw Mr. Krueger standing there, watching the table. When their eyes met,
Mr. Krueger smiled and held up his drink in salute. Detroit lifted his own glass.
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The sweat had turned chill on his skin. Detroit wiped at it with the back of his
hand. He looked at his watch, finished his drink, and stood, scraping his chair backwards.
The picture would be letting out any minute. Detroit adjusted his hat and crossed the bar,
pausing at Mr. Krueger, who was now chatting amiably with his son, to tip his hat and
bid the men good evening. Mr. Krueger smiled, and Michael Eben Jr. turned away.
Detroit replaced his hat and stepped out into the snow.
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Chapter Thirteen
The Kid awoke every hour on the hour with his heart racing and his head light. He
had studied the bank drawings until three in the morning and come up with a million
ideas he wanted to share with Detroit. With them, he hoped to prove to Detroit that his
lack of experience in bank robbery would not be a problem. All they would need was
TNT. No matter how many scenarios he came up with for the robbery, somehow TNT
always figured in at some point. But this only excited him more. TNT would be great.
The Kid was sure he had seen some in McKellen’s. They could steal some TNT just
moments before robbing the bank. It would be the greatest heist in history. Had anyone
ever used TNT in a heist before? Perhaps. He would have to ask Detroit about that as
well. It was important to study history, The Kid had decided, it was important to know
what had come before you.
When The Kid finally decided he couldn’t toss and turn himself to sleep anymore,
he sat up and felt the shattering of glass and the nailing of wood in his head. His eyes
rested on the empty bottle. He had finished off the rye quickly the night before, and it had
helped him to envision the wonderful explosions. But now his head was pounding and
even the dim light that filtered into the lean-to hurt his eyes. He closed them carefully,
not wanting to move his head for fear of it cracking at the seams. When he had taken
enough deep breaths to open them he realized that he was alone. The night before, when
The Kid had finally passed out at three in the morning, orange bright flowers of sulfuric
flame bursting in his head, he had figured that Detroit’s night was going better than
planned. He had cursed Detroit for lying to him about only using fifty cents of the dollar.
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The Kid was certain that the entire dollar was gone, and that Detroit had probably gotten
them into debt with someone. Now that it was morning and he was nauseous, The Kid
didn’t like being alone in the lean-to. He stood up slowly—his head heavy on his neck,
like an overripe tomato on a toothpick—and pulled his wool blazer off the wall. He had
heard Detroit’s voice in the night, and footsteps, and was sure it was no dream. When he
stepped outside, Detroit would be sitting on a rock, drinking a tin can of coffee and
nursing a hangover of his own. They would laugh, and The Kid would ask Detroit for the
liquorices whip he had promised.
The snow that had begun to fall the night before had continued falling, and still
fell when The Kid poked his head out and slammed his eyes closed against the terrible
light. Not only was the sky a flat wash of brilliance, but every inch of ground reflected
the light back so that the world was a single, giant scream. The door of the lean-to
jammed after an inch and would not give. The Kid barely had the strength to edge it
another two inches and squeeze himself through. The snow crept up his legs and his feet
were soon numb. Detroit was not drinking coffee. The world looked perfect. Detroit had
not come home at all, The Kid knew now, since there weren’t any footprints leading up to
the lean-to. The Kid congratulated himself on noticing this, and made a mental note to
tell Detroit about it when he finally found him, as this seemed like just the kind of keen
perception that would separate a great bank robber from a simply good one.
There was smoke coming from the chimney of the big house, and through a
curtained window The Kid could see Mrs. Krueger slicing something in the kitchen. He
moved heavily in the snow, the calves of his legs now cold as well, and knocked on the
door of Hawk’s lean-to. Any chance to avoid Hawk was a chance to be taken, but he
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thought maybe the man would know what had happened to Detroit. Silence. He knocked
again and heard a slight rustle on the other side.
He didn’t want Mrs. Krueger to see him near the shed. “Hawk,” he hissed through
a crack, “it’s me, The Kid.” There was more rustling on the other end, and the door
moved a bit. It pushed up against snow and stopped, so Hawk gave it a good shove and
the door kicked open enough for The Kid to slip in. He closed the door behind him.
Hawk looked tired and in bad need of a shave. He was fully dressed and had been
without a bath in over a month. When The Kid was inside with the door closed, Hawk
moved back to the far corner of the lean-to here he had piled his horse blanket and some
other clothing The Kid had never seen before. Hawk crawled under them and looked up
at him.
“Whattaya want?” Hawk spat.
“Shit, Hawk,” The Kid said. “You look like shit.”
Hawk stared at The Kid and laughed. His body shook and he started coughing a
deep cough that dragged up something nasty inside of him. Hawk held up an accusing
finger. “I look like shit?”
The Kid looked down at himself. His ill-fitting long johns were wet up to the
knee, and his wool blazer hung limply on his shoulders. There was manure worked
deeply into the right elbow and shoulder. “Have you seen Detroit?” The Kid asked.
Hawk’s eyes tightened. “Why?”
“I don’t think he came home last night.”
“Boyfriend skipped out, huh?”
“Fuck you.”
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“Bet you waited up all night, twisting your little nightshirt to pieces.”
“You seen him last night?”
“Saw him at Rose’s, but he left around eight.”
“And you ain’t seen him since then?”
Hawk shook his head and grinned.
The Kid turned to go. As he tried to open the door to the lean-to, he kicked over a
rake with his foot. The rake slid quickly down the wall into a shelf and knocked over a
group of jars and tin cans, creating a massive, angry, head-splitting noise. Hawk clutched
his temples and his eyes rolled backwards. The Kid nodded. “Sorry,” he muttered. He
pushed the door open and stepped out into the snow.
Sue was standing on the front porch of the big house, her hands stuffed deeply
into the pockets of a dark blue wool coat. She was staring off towards the road and
smiling. The Kid quietly opened the door to his own lean-to as far as it would go, and
then closed the door again, causing Sue to look over.
“Sam!” she called out.
The Kid waved and walked over to the porch, trudging through the snow like a
soldier on a northern battlefield. He stepped onto the second step, just above the snow
line. “Mornin’, Sue,” he said.
She continued to stare off towards the horizon. “Pa thought he’d let you sleep in,
case the snow cut out early, but since it’s still going he’s been asking after you and Mr.
Detroit. Better get ready. I set some clothes in your room, it will be messy today.”
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The Kid looked down at her legs and noticed the dusting of snow that crept up her
calves. He looked back towards the lean-to and then at Sue, who smiled down at him.
“Where is Mr. Detroit this morning?” Sue asked. “He wasn’t in your room.”
“I thought maybe you’d seen him,” The Kid said.
Sue looked quickly back at the house. “No,” she said. “I haven’t seen him since
yesterday, when y’all were eating dinner here on the porch.”
“Oh,” The Kid said. “Well,” he paused and kicked his foot against the step. “Tell
Mr. Krueger I’ll meet him out back. Tell him that Mr. Detroit is sick.”
Sue nodded vacantly, but she didn’t look like she had heard anything he said,
staring off the way she was, rocking slightly from side to side. Her face was all smile and
glint. A voice called from inside and Sue’s head shook slightly. Her broken reverie was
like the falling rake in Hawk’s lean-to, and suddenly the smile was gone, replaced by
falling jars and tin cans. “Go on, Sam, better get dressed,” she said, and then turned on
her heel.
***
Mr. Krueger stood ankle deep in the snow, about fifteen feet from the house. He
had a long, wide, deeply stained board spread between two sawhorses. Piled at one end,
on top of each other, were three deer that Michael Eben Jr. had brought home on the
horse drawn sled two days earlier. There were four large pigs on the other end of the
makeshift table, which Mr. Krueger had slaughtered the day before and hung up to bleed
in the chicken coop, letting the blood mix in with the feed for extra protein. Mr. Krueger
was standing between the piles of carcass, sharpening a long knife. He saw The Kid
walking up and nodded his head.
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“Mornin’, Sam,” he said.
The Kid nodded. He saw a black-booted figure sloping down towards the barn
and recognized John. He had a shovel. Despite the weeks that The Kid and Detroit had
been staying on the farm, Mr. Krueger had never relented in making John muck the
stables every morning.
Mr. Krueger tested the knife’s edge against his thumb. “What’s Detroit got?”
The Kid shrugged.
Mr. Krueger nodded. “Well, let’s just hope he don’t get too bad a case of snow
fever.”
“Snow fever, sir?” The Kid was staring at the dead black eyes of one of the bucks.
“John has it pretty bad. So does Jane. Snow fever’s when you just can’t seem to
drag yourself out of bed when the world turns white. You get so comfortable in all your
sheets that you can’t remember the importance of your work.”
The kid nodded, although he could not imagine lying in a pile of horse blankets,
unwilling to move himself. He had almost gotten used to the stink, but the scratchiness
had him up at night, shifting and squirming. Mr. Krueger grunted and spat something
deeply yellow into the snow. He waved The Kid over to his side of the table.
They spent the morning butchering. Within an hour there was a pile of innards to
one side of Mr. Krueger that reached halfway to his knee. The hogs had been transferred
to the same side as the bucks, and The Kid carefully piled up the bloody deerskins next to
him. The deep staining of the board was quickly deepened with fresh black blood. After
they had cut up a number of dictionary-sized, wine-colored venison steaks, and selected
the kidneys and liver for canning, Mr. Krueger sent The Kid back to the house for a roll
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of butcher paper. Mr. Krueger wrapped the steaks and set them in some clean snow a few
feet away. He did the same for the other two bucks. The skins would be cleaned and sold
to an old tanner who lived by the river.
“His name is Silas, an old cotter if I ever met one. Only got about fifty one cards
in his deck, and that’s counting the jokers.” Mr. Krueger stopped to admire his joke. “I
sell ‘em to him for about twice what they’re worth, which is three cents short of nothin’.
Ever since his wife left him, after he tried to chop her head off like she was a prize
chicken, he just sits out in his place by the river and makes things out of skins. Anythin’
you can think of. He’s got a dinin’ room table covered with a big ol’ skin, skins for rugs,
skins for shirts, skins for rags and bedclothes.” Mr. Krueger shoved his hand elbow-deep
into the guts of one of the bucks and played tug-o-war with an intestine. “Yes sir, ol’ bird
just sits out there losin’ his mind one skin at a time.” Mr. Krueger won, and threw the
scrap onto the pile. “Hell of a man to drink a beer with, though.”
The Kid remembered his earlier feeling of trudging through snow like some
forgotten soldier, and looked at the blood all around him. He couldn’t help but think of
his father, who had once told him that there was nothing prettier than slightly bloodied
snow. It’s like some kind of beautiful painting, his father had said, it’s like art. Looking
around himself, The Kid was sure this was not what his father had meant. His stomach
turned and he gagged.
Mr. Krueger gave him a sour look. “We can cure that,” he said, stepping back and
to the side. He motioned with his darkly stained hands toward the opened up body on the
table. The Kid’s face blanched. He pictured himself pale and disappearing against the
snow, outlined in crimson. His feet approached the table, dragging the rest of his body
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heavily behind them. “Up to the elbow now, Sam,” Mr. Krueger said, his arms folded,
face approving. “Get a good feel inside, learn your way around.”
Carefully, The Kid slid his arms in and found it icy cold. He had been hoping for
warm, life. “Michael Eben Jr. killed ‘em yesterday, should a got to it fresh but we didn’t.
Should taste fine, though, the cold set ‘em proper,” Mr. Krueger said.
The Kid’s mind went back to the couple on the blanket, out in the field with their
new car and newer baby. He imagined his arms inside the woman and felt his stomach
lurch. He quickly drew his arms out of the animal. Mr. Krueger laughed kindly, but also
grabbed The Kid by his wrists and shoved him back in. “That ain’t rooting, Sam, root
around. Pull somethin’. You can’t hurt him.” Mr. Krueger laughed harder.
The Kid’s eyes were closed and he was glad for the ratted clothing Sue had left on
the floor of the lean-to. There had been two sets of worn out flannel and dungarees, and
now, picturing it, The Kid remembered the faint staining on the sleeves of the shirts,
which—and this he did know—had been Mr. Krueger and Michael Eben Jr.’s old
slaughter shirts. The Kid’s fingers tightened around a softness, a hard softness. They
gripped and he felt like he was tugging at something inside his own self, something
difficult to hold tightly because it was slicked with blood. He pulled hard and there was
give, he pulled again and something came wrenching free. His hand slid out of the body,
the coarse hairs of the buck’s opened stomach rubbing against his forearm. He opened his
eyes and looked down at something black and purple and red that hung limply in his
hand. When he turned to look at the animal, he saw Detroit lying on the table, his shirt
unbuttoned, and his jacket flapping open to either side of his pale torso. Detroit’s eyes
were open but they did not move. The Kid looked at Mr. Krueger, but all he saw was the
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white, which spun, the white and he was stepping back and stumbling and then something
caught him and he opened his eyes and Mr. Krueger was holding him up under his arms.
He was not laughing. The Kid forced himself to look back at the slaughtering table, but
all he saw was a dead deer. Mr. Krueger stood him on his feet and then there was another
tug, at his arm. Mr. Krueger was trying to loosen the piece of the animal’s intestine that
The Kid was still gripping like a drowning man to rope.
The Kid vomited, mostly on the snow but a little on himself.
“Maybe you’ll do better with the hogs,” Mr. Krueger said, sharpening his knife
some more.
***
After the sweaty man came running up, with his face a hard-run red and his eyes
wider than two fried eggs, as soon as Mr. Krueger and The Kid heard his desperate
yelling and came around front and saw him, The Kid new.
The sweaty man and his wife were invited in, and offered coffee. The man was
from out of town. He had been driving through with his wife on their way out west. They
had stopped in Hogettsville, a town ten miles down river, to visit some of his wife’s
family. They were passing over the road when they saw an old drunk passed out in the
snow and decided to stop. It could be dangerous, the man explained, for someone to pass
out in the snow like that. He could freeze to death, the man suggested, or die some other
way. But when the man stooped to shake the sleeping body, whose face was already
heavily dusted with powdery snow, they found him dead. Not just dead, but cut up, and
the man noticed the snow around had slicked over and frozen with blood. They were only
a few yards from the turn off, and they raced the car up on the front lawn.
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An ambulance came with its siren off, and two tall men loaded Detroit’s body
onto a stretcher and into the back of the vehicle. Mrs. Krueger invited them in for coffee
as well, and they sat in the dining room, making jokes and telling stories about other
‘pick-ups’ they had made recently. Every time they described a horrible accident, with
some broken and twisted body, they could have been cooing over tea and cookies,
reminiscing about a spectacular example of needlepoint they had recently seen. “Hoo,”
one would say, “you should a seen—and smelled—the pick-up we had last week. You’ll
excuse me, ma’am, but this fella, just before he died, well, he did his business...” Mrs.
Krueger often excused herself to the kitchen with a look of disgust on her face, but would
somehow return just in time for the gruesome descriptions and off-color
The Kid drank two cups of coffee, although he hadn’t eaten breakfast and it
burned his stomach. Although he hated their stories, The Kid didn’t want the ambulance
men to leave. When they left, they would take Detroit with them, and that would be that.
After their cup of coffee, both men stood, patted down their white outfits, snugged hats
on their blond heads, and waved goodbye. That was that. The out of town couple left
soon after. They would drive to the police station in town and file a report.
Officer Hopwood arrived. Before examining the road where the body had been
found, he kindly accepted the gracious cup of coffee offered by Mrs. Krueger. The whole
time that he sat in the dining room, his fingers worrying at the tablecloth, his eyes swung
repeatedly to The Kid, like spotlights over a prison yard, catching and freezing him in his
tracks. The Kid stared down at his cup. Officer Hopwood drained the last of his coffee
and adjusted his hat on his head. He bent down and tightened the laces on his black boots.
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Mr. and Mrs. Krueger showed him to the door, and promised any assistance he might
need.
“I’m not so worried about that, folks. Drifters die every day these days, and if it’s
a question of murder, usually we find it’s one of their own did it.” With this, Officer
Hopwood turned his eyes again to The Kid, rooting him to his spot in the doorway. When
the policeman turned to his car and his investigation, Mrs. Krueger returned to the house
and found The Kid in her way.
“Sam,” Mrs. Krueger said, not unkindly, holding her arm out to show she needed
to pass by. The Kid nodded and let her through as he stepped out to the porch.
Mr. Krueger stood with The Kid and watched Officer Hopwood back his car
slowly down the turn-off to the junction with the main road. There, he parked and
stepped out, with a notepad in one hand and a billy-club in the other. Sue had disappeared
upstairs. Standing on the porch, their breath snaking out visible on the air, a sign of life,
Mr. Krueger put his hand on The Kid’s shoulder. “Sam,” he said. “Let’s get those steaks
up on the roof and buried good. The living got to eat, that don’t change.”
***
From the rooftop they could see for miles. Mr. Krueger, on his hands and knees,
would ask for a steak, which The Kid would select from a pile of packages—each
wrapped in butcher paper—and toss to him from his own bent perch. Mr. Krueger then
buried the package tight in snow to keep for winter. They had stationed themselves above
the kitchen so that, when the time came to retrieve a cut for dinner, one person could
climb the roof and the other could stand on the ground near the door to catch the meat as
it was tossed down.
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The Kid stood and looked out over the town. He could see the low roofs of Rose’s
and the bank, of the café, McKellen’s and McKallen’s. Farther down, at the limits of his
vision, were the smokestacks of a textile mill, fifty miles down the river in Durant, which
belched black into the sky. The Kid stared out over the land, so white and pure, and he
threw up a little bit, again. “Watch out for them goddamn meats, Sam,” Mr. Krueger
hollered at him. “Don’t puke up the meat.” Mr. Krueger had been waiting for another
package while simultaneously packing snow tight around the previous one, and turned
just in time to see the yellowish splatter hit the snow. “Toss me a package right quick or
I’ll tell Mrs. Krueger how you puked on her roof and let her take a swing at you. She
doesn’t miss, either.” The Kid tossed him some meat, and then grabbed a handful of clean
snow and shoved it in his mouth.
They finished work as dusk fell, and Mr. Krueger suggested that The Kid get
cleaned up in the big house today and set with them for the evening meal. The Kid
nodded. They climbed down from the roof and walked into the house. Even Mrs. Krueger
seemed gentler as she offered him a cup of coffee, and told him she had drawn a hot bath
in the kitchen. Everyone left him alone to wash up. As he dried off and put his own
clothes back on—which Mrs. Krueger had brought in from the lean-to—Sue excused
herself and stepped into the kitchen. She averted her eyes, paused at the sight of the
bloody shirt he had piled on the floor, apologized twice, then took a bowl of potatoes and
a bowl of green beans into the other room. The Kid didn’t say anything. Mrs. Krueger
appeared and pulled bread from the stove, and blew out the flame beneath a shallow dish
of browning meat.
“Suppertime,” Mrs. Krueger said. “We’ll just have a quiet supper. Sam?”
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The Kid did not say anything. Mrs. Krueger looked at him and he nodded.
“Suppertime,” she said again, almost singsong.
***
They sat down to eat and it was much like the day Detroit and The Kid had first
arrived. The soft-lemon-colored dining room was bright but did not feel as warm. Mr.
Krueger sat at the head of the table, and Mrs. Krueger at the foot near the kitchen. The
Kid sat to Mr. Krueger’s right, Jane next to him, and John next to her. Sue was at the far
corner of the table, next to Mrs. Krueger. On the other side, where Detroit had sat the first
time, the chair was dark. Michael Eben Jr.’s chair stood dark and empty as well.
In the middle of Mr. Krueger’s grace, the screen door slammed and the front door
after that. There was the sound of whispering and then Michael Eben Jr. appeared in the
doorway, tired and wearing the clothes from the previous day. The Kid realized he had
not seen Michael Eben Jr. all day.
“Where the hell’ve you been?” Mr. Krueger asked. Mrs. Krueger shot him a dark
look for his language.
Instead of answering the question or even saying hello, Michael Eben Jr. asked:
“Did y’all hear about Mr. Detroit?” His eyes sat heavy on The Kid.
“Of course we heard, what do you think?”
Michael Eben Jr. remained in the doorway. “Town’s all talkin’ about it.”
“I’m sure they are. That’s all they ever do about anything,” Mrs. Krueger said.
Michael Eben Jr. looked away from The Kid to his mother. “If people spent half the time
they do flapping their lips to think about what they were saying, the world would be a
much better place.”
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“People are sayin’ it was murder,” Michael Eben Jr. said.
“Easy, Michael, Sam’s lost a brother today,” Mr. Krueger said.
Michael Eben Jr. locked his eyes once more on The Kid. “Sorry, Sam,” he said.
He turned back to his father. “People are sayin’ the Krueger spread is gettin’ to be a
mighty dangerous place.”
Mrs. Krueger and Sue stared at John, who shrugged his shoulders and took a bite
of meat. “And I’m sure you ain’t got the faintest as to how a rumor like that gets started,”
Mr. Krueger said, turning his eyes, too, to John, who shrugged again but now looked
nervous.
“Where were you all day, Michael Eben Jr.?” Mrs. Krueger asked.
“How we gonna manage the farm now, one man short and the whole county
scared to even pass by the turn-off?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
“We’ll manage,” Mr. Krueger said.
“I found somebody who’ll work for us,” Michael Eben Jr. said.
“What do you mean, you found somebody? You were lookin’?” Mr. Krueger was
angry. He wanted his son to explain where he had been, and then he wanted him to take
his seat and stop asking fool questions.
“I heard all in town about the murder of Mr. Detroit and how ain’t nobody in their
right mind would ever turn a Krueger acre ‘less they were turnin’ it for their own
headstone. So, I get to thinkin’ how it’s goin’ to be mighty hard to keep the farm
runnin’.”
“Why don’t you just set and have some dinner,” Mr. Krueger said.
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“But then, like by the sheer luck a God,” Michael Eben Jr. looked towards the
ceiling and held his hands together in mock prayer. “I meet a man who don’t appear to be
scaired of nothin’. A man lookin’ for work. So I offered him a job.” Michael Eben Jr.
again turned his eyes to The Kid.
Mr. Krueger stood. “You the man of the house a sudden? You see daisies growin’
out of my rotted skeleton? You gave who a job?”
Michael Eben Jr. disappeared from the doorway to the front of the house. There
was more whispering and then Michael Eben Jr. returned, the new hired man trailing
behind him.
Without even looking up, The Kid could feel a smile, like a snake, slither across
Hawk’s lips as he greeted the family.
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Chapter Fourteen
Mr. Krueger was furious. John was barely able to eat his supper, he was smiling
so wide, knowing he would no longer be shoveling shit. That onerous, odorous job was
quickly handed to Michael Eben Jr. Nevertheless, Mr. Krueger was too honorable a man
to refuse work once it had been offered on his behalf, so they welcomed Hawk to their
table and fed him. Mr. Krueger had taken one look at the looming hulk of Hawk’s body,
imagined the amount of strain it would endure, and settled himself with a resigned smile.
Michael Eben Jr. could have done worse, he supposed. Mr. Krueger sent Mrs. Krueger
for beer. Hawk, to the Krueger family, would be known as Tom Johnson. He smiled with
all his teeth, and did not look at The Kid except to say, “Sam is it? Hello, Sam, name’s
Tom Johnson,” and another time—a rare instance when everyone’s attention was diverted
to something else, either their dinner or talk of the town’s famous gossip mill, which was,
Mrs. Krueger exclaimed with a certain glee in her voice, more productive than the textile
mill—to wink at him, his upper lip curled in on itself like a rabid dog’s.
When it came to sleeping arrangements, Mr. Krueger had at least the
understanding not to try and stick Hawk in with The Kid, and told him to take the lean-to
next door.
“If it’s all the same, Mr. Krueger, I believe I saw three lean-tos out front? I’d just
as soon take the third one. It’d give ol’ Sam here a little extra room.”
Mr. Krueger nodded. The Kid grunted lightly under his breath.
It was freezing in his lean-to, and The Kid shoveled twice as much coal into the
tiny stove as his rationing suggested. The heat was almost as dull as the light that his tiny
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fire emitted. He found the bank drawings, which he had hidden under a tin bucket full of
sand, and fed them into the fire. The paper caught and turned bright flash for a moment,
then returned to a dull black with glowing edges. Flaky cinders escaped in wisps, floating
around the room like demonic angels. The Kid choked and his eyes watered. He sat back,
away from the fire.
Through the thin walls he could hear Hawk happily making noise in his own leanto, no longer concerned with keeping hidden. There were loud crashes and some
exclamations, but also laughing and rustling, and a rapid series of loud banging that The
Kid figured was Hawk hammering a nail. All he had left to do was crochet a ‘home sweet
home’ cameo to hang over his bed.
Officer Hopwood had said that murdered drifters had drifters for killers, implying
that The Kid might be suspect, but now The Kid thought about Hawk. He was a man who
killed people, living no more than a hundred yards from the scene of a murder. This, even
to The Kid, was suspicious. Detroit had said that Hawk killed his brother. Maybe he had
confronted Hawk. Detroit leaves Rose’s at eight, thinking he’ll head to the soda shop.
Hawk follows him out into the night, pulling his collar up against the blowing snow. He
taps Detroit on the shoulder. Detroit asks what he wants. Hawk says that he’s dry and
flat, that he wants a cut of the pay shared out. Detroit laughs. Hawk insists, saying that if
nothing else, he wants something to drink on. Then it gets fuzzy, and then, all of a
sudden, Detroit’s teeth are bared and he’s screaming about his brother. He takes a
furious, knock-out swing at Hawk. But Hawk is a good fighter, and even though it takes
more time to move his gigantic body, he ducks the punch. Rather than knock Detroit flat,
he steps back, shoves his hands in his pockets, and watches Detroit struggling with his
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own outrage, trying to get it under control so he won’t frighten Sue at the soda shop. Up
ahead, past Hawk’s hulking frame, in the faint light of the moon-on-snow and under the
dim orange glow cast by two gas-lamps near the theater, Detroit can see the moviegoers
streaming out and splitting up. Soon there will be people walking right next to him. It is
too late to knock out Hawk’s front teeth without drawing a lot of attention. Hawk watches
Detroit, who looks at his hands and, for the first time, wishes they were cracked and
bloodied if it would mean Hawk was lying on the ground unable to stand. Hawk wishes
he had killed Detroit long ago, back when he killed his brother. Hawk thinks he’ll kill
Detroit now. It’s no good having someone in the world who is blood-thirsty for revenge.
And he’s tired of having to beg for a share of what, as far as he’s concerned, is his by
right. Then, Detroit shoulders hard against Hawk to pass by on his way to see the girl.
Hawk turns and watches him walk away, and now he’s sure that he’s right; Detroit would
be better dead. Later that night, Hawk hides himself near the turn-off and catches Detroit
coming. He is alone. Even if she had wanted to, Sue would not have taken the long walk
with him all the way from town with so many eager eyes to record their journey. Hawk
sees Detroit coming towards him and then he’s passing right in front. Hawk leaps from
the trees, a fury in the whirling snow and BAM! He pulls Detroit’s body into some
brambles and dead trees and shovels a little snow over him. It is still falling heavily, so
Hawk figures Detroit will be buried by the morning. He only needs to be hidden for a
week before people will feel certain he’s taken off for Arizona. The Kid smiled, thinking
that at least Hawk never knew that lie. If Detroit stays hidden for a month, most evidence
will be washed away, and Hawk himself will be gone. There’s no way he’s spending a
winter in the cold. He’s got an old Indian friend to see down in Nevada. He’s about to
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turn and return to the farm for a blissful night of sleep, the brightest of futures burning in
his head, but cannot leave things as they are. Part of him wants Detroit found. Part of him
wants everyone to know. He drags the body back from the brambles and dead branches—
the weight of Detroit’s head digging a deep, black trench in the snow, uncovering rotting
leaves and dead earth—up to the road and leaves one leg sticking out for someone to
find. Hawk wipes his hands on his pants and smiles a crooked smile.
The Kid leaned back against the wall and dreamt of a cigarette. He was tired from
the story, and his mouth was cotton. It should have been the other way around; it should
have been Hawk lying out there, his face turned gray and pulpy from a night-long dusting
of snow. The image of Hawk’s smile twisted in his head and brought back his dinner. He
stood and took the black jar down from the shelf to examine its contents once more.
Empty. His mind raced in circles, passing and re-passing the same points, Hawk’s grin,
the empty jar, the cold air of the lean-to. The Kid thought in useless circles until he fell
asleep.
***
The day after the ambulance had carted Detroit into town, Mr. Krueger had taken
The Kid to identify the body. The Kid tried to pretend like he was shocked and upset, but
he was neither. Twice before, his father had asked him to come to the morgue and
identify a body, and twice before he had been forced to lie and say that he did not
recognize his cousin, or his mother. Twice before, a coroner had looked at him long and
hard and then pushed the body back into its drawer and hung a John Doe label on the
handle. This time he was free to recognize the body, but the only name he could give
was Detroit, and when they asked him for an address where they might contact his folks,
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The Kid quickly made one up and then added, “But he don’t have any other folks now,
‘cept me.” Mr. Krueger placed a hand on The Kid’s shoulder, much like his own father
had done, yet somehow, in this instance, the effect of fatherly care did not seem as
forcedly unnatural.
Other than the deep purple skin that puffed along the gashes where the killer’s
knife had split his skin, Detroit’s body was gray and hard. It did not resemble a living
being. The Kid knew what death did to people, and he did not care. His friend was gone,
and he didn’t need a corpse to remind him of that, it was in his own skin now. What he
wanted was what came next, the handing down of personal effects to the next of kin. The
police were holding on to Detroit’s suit and shoes, as they hoped these items might
contain clues to his murder, but they released his hat, and a paper bag containing
everything found in his pockets.
It was not until they were safely back at the farm, and The Kid excused himself to
the lean-to, that he felt comfortable emptying the paper bag and searching through it. The
bag was light. In the dim glow of the stove, The Kid stared at the contents, which had
fallen soundlessly into the dirt. Two quarters and a half empty pouch of tobacco. They
money from the black jar was gone. His bullet was gone. The Kid picked up the two
quarters, one by one, and placed them under the tin bucket full of sand. He stuffed the
tobacco in his pocket. With a suddenness like heat lightning, The Kid had to sit down.
After killing Detroit, Hawk had snuck into the lean-to and stolen the money. Or worse,
Detroit had taken the money from the black jar with the intention of leaving The Kid
behind, only to have it stolen from him after his death. This theory did not clear Hawk
from guilt, but it now placed Detroit under the hot lamp of suspicion. In the time it took
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for The Kid’s face to flush with blood, he was furious. He smacked his fist against the
side of the lean-to, sending something from the shelf crashing on top of the stove, where
it clattered and rolled into a darkened corner.
***
Michael Eben Jr.’s accusations were proving truer with each day that passed. The
Kid could feel it on the land, and the moment he stepped into the big house a heaviness
settled around him like the muffled red curtain after a picture. Sue had all but disappeared
in her room. Even Jane had stopped putting ribbons in her hair. And although the Krueger
spread had always been relatively independent from the goings-on about town, the
silence had changed from tranquil independence to painful reminder of their isolation.
Every night, Michael Eben Jr. would recount the newest bout of gossip he had overheard
at Rose’s. At first, the men had been evasive and would lower their voices when Michael
Eben Jr. was around, but he was so persistent in eavesdropping and butting in on private
conversation that they decided to give him what he wanted and simply insult his family to
his face.
“Last night Mr. Oakes was sayin’ that they shoulda burned us out when they had the
chance.”
Mr. Krueger stiffened. The phantom flames of the riot that almost destroyed his
family still burned bright in his mind, and there were certain names and faces around
town that he would never forgive. He knew all too well the way many of the fourth and
fifth-generation land owners looked at him, which was still better than the way fourth and
fifth-generation land owners who had been recently deposed and turned into
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sharecroppers glared. That kind of hatred smoldered so deep as to appear black in the
eyes, and it was so hot that all one felt as bitter chill.
Mrs. Krueger was furious. “When they had the chance? What the hell’s that mean,
had the chance? They did it! Everyone knows they did it! They mean killed us, that’s
what they mean.” Mrs. Krueger had grown lax in her language, allowing the slip of
profanity if her emotion demanded it. Women who would come and knit with her, or call
on her just to say hello, no longer did so. Women who had had babies when she had had
babies, women who used to feel free to come over for a cup of coffee and a bit of fresh
churned butter on deep black bread no longer did so. She had always felt capable of
cutting herself off from the town and non-family human contact at a moment’s notice, but
now that she had been cut off by no fault of her own, she felt like she was drowning.
Michael Eben Jr. nodded his head solemnly. “I told ‘em, Ma, I said, ‘we just
finished rebuildin’ the barn from the first time you all missed your chance.’ You want to
know what he said to me?” Mrs. Krueger shook her head and closed her eyes, but she
leaned forward so as not to miss a word. “He says, ‘Rebuildin’ just means it’ll take twice
as long to burn the second time.’ I was ready to sock him in the tooth if Officer Hopwood
hadn’t been there. He wasn’t doin’ nothin’, neither, he just told old man Oakes to calm
himself. You should talk to him, Ma, Hopwood always listens to you.”
Mrs. Krueger rolled this idea over in her mind, checking it for hidden quills that
could hurt her more.
The Kid sat and listened. Since Detroit’s body had been found, Mr. and Mrs.
Krueger had been tiptoeing around him. He worked during the day, but never past
sundown, and he was invited to share dinner with them in the big house rather than sitting
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in the cold. He was grateful for the hospitality, not because he had ever particularly
minded eating outside, but because it meant not having to break bread with Hawk. Still,
although the big house was warmer by degrees, the looks that the Kruegers would slip
over him as they discussed their recent plight were anything but. Jane treated him with
the general sympathy of a young girl who wants to help but doesn’t understand, and John
was oblivious, just happy to be out of the barn and to have at least one clean shirt. But
Mr. and Mrs. Krueger wore heavy faces, and there was a glint in Michael Eben Jr.’s eye
that scared The Kid almost as much as Hawk’s grin. Sue was vacant and absent, and a
deeper source of pain to her parents than the public ridicule they had steeled themselves
to endure. Every few minutes, as a subtle noise announced Sue’s movement over the
floorboards, Mrs. Krueger would stare at the ceiling and mutter something under her
breath, her head moving from side to side.
“Maybe I’ll call Officer Hopwood,” Mrs. Krueger announced. “I don’t mind bein’
made lonely by the ignorance of others, but I will not have my family threatened.” She
stood, as if her sense of purpose and self-righteousness demanded immediate action. Her
head was held high, as if she was ready to march on the police station that very moment,
and she began vigorously clearing dishes from the table like she was clearing her family’s
name.
Mr. Krueger sat back in his chair, making the wood creak. He scratched his head.
After a moment, with dandruff flakes drifting to his shoulder, his face lightened with an
unspoken realization. He turned to The Kid. “Same,” he said. “Are you thirsty? I’m
thirsty.”
The Kid looked at him. He did not know what to say.
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Mr. Krueger left the room. When he returned he had a wool coat with a checker
pattern buttoned up under his chin, and a flapped winter hat pulled tight around his ears.
“Well,” he said, surprised that The Kid hadn’t moved, “aren’t you coming?”
The Kid entered the lean-to and grabbed his coat, ignoring Hawk, who was sitting
against the door to his own room, whittling on a stick with a long, sharp knife. Mr.
Krueger stood waiting on the porch. He shouted something to Hawk and Hawk shouted
back and both men laughed. They had been getting along like meat on bone. The Kid
took Detroit’s hat off a nail and settled it on his own head. It was too big, but it felt good.
Mr. Krueger waited on the porch with his hands tucked behind his back. The Kid
stepped from the lean-to and the sight of him in Detroit’s hat made Hawk laugh. Mr.
Krueger did not turn but continued to look towards the edge of his land.
“What are you laughin’ at, Mr. Johnson?” The Kid hissed.
“Oh, Sam, I’m sorry, I just—“
Mr. Krueger had now turned to look at the two of them. The Kid interrupted
Hawk’s laughter and spoke loudly. “This is my brother’s hat, Mr. Johnson. You are
mockin’ my sufferin’.”
Hawk straightened up and nodded. “Yes, Mr. Sam, sorry. I do apologize for
mockin’ your sufferin’.” Hawk burst into laughter once more.
The Kid stalked away from the lean-tos. Mr. Krueger looked at him with
sympathy, but The Kid was sure there was a hint of a smile at the corner of his mouth.
***
The door to Rose’s sat snug between two storefronts with brightly lit displays. If
you didn’t know it was there, you might miss it. Rose’s was the only bar in town, but to
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everyone who entered it felt like a private club. This feeling was heightened by the
attitude the locals took when someone new walked in. “I hope for his sake he knows
somebody in here.” This was of course an improved, kinder view of things than when
Rose had run the gin joint out of her barn, where a stranger could expect a black eye
before he ever reached the bar. There, there had been constant fighting, and a lot of
broken glass to clean up at the end of the night. A month before repeal, Rose had been
talking to a friend of hers who was handy with a lathe about making wooden mugs. The
move to town had given her the status of a businesswoman, albeit a somewhat
controversial figure, but the men seemed to recognize the benefit to her in keeping new
customers. At Happy Hole the men would talk mean, but they didn’t want to lose their
seats, and they didn’t want to lose Rose’s good grace, which could mean a spot of drink
on the house when you were flat as well as dry.
Mr. Krueger didn’t say much as he plugged the old Hudson down the road into
town. The Kid sat silently and stared out the window at the passing trees, bare and
reaching. They drove slowly, Mr. Krueger doing his best to follow in the tracks of the
previous cars. After Detroit was killed, the snow continued for three days until it was
difficult to move. Now things were working down. Wind collected snow in drifts, and
passing cars made the roads more navigable with each set of tracks. The Kid had never
seen so much snow, and fell often as he tried to walk through it. The town itself had been
cleared and trampled so that rather than the clean white blanket of the farm, here the
ground was brown and muddy sludge. It was a snow more familiar to him.
Mr. Krueger still hadn’t told The Kid where they were going, but he knew all the
same. There was nothing else open. Mr. Krueger pulled the car up in front of Rose’s.
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They stepped down and Mr. Krueger held the door for The Kid. There were cries and
yelps issuing from the bar where men had their shirtsleeves rolled up, enjoying the heat
of the crowd and the drink. At Rose’s, no one made jokes about being born in a barn for
too many of the townsfolk had been. Two old men saw The Kid, whose small size was
exaggerated by Detroit’s hat, and laughed. Rose leaned back and crossed her arms over
her chest. Mr. Krueger followed behind The Kid, and pulled the door shut. The room
went silent.
“What’re you doin’, Michael?” Rose asked.
“We’re here for a drink, Rose,” Mr. Krueger said.
“We?”
Mr. Krueger ignored her and turned to The Kid. “Whattaya drink, Sam? Beer or
rye or gin?”
Sam had his eye on Rose, who did not look at him unkindly but in disbelief. He
turned to Mr. Krueger. “Rye,” he said.
“Two ryes, Rose, if you’d please,” Mr. Krueger said, rummaging through his
pockets for money.
Michael Eben Sr., what are you pullin’?”
“It’s not what I’m pullin’ that should concern you, it’s what you’re pullin’, which
is two ryes. Thank you.”
The silence in the room was so complete that the temperature seemed to drop a
few degrees. The Kid recognized some of the faces as men he had met when he and
Detroit had toured the spread. One man looked familiar but different, and The Kid
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realized he had seen him with only half a moustache, standing in the road wearing a
barber’s gown.
Rose did not turn her eyes away, but picked up two glasses and set them on the
bar with a clink. Mr. Krueger scanned the room, cataloguing each face, and as each
recognition pulled up a particular story or personal history, he now added a new memory:
silent at Rose’s, judging him, judging his family. Rose pushed the two glasses across the
bar. Mr. Krueger held out a bill but she shook her head.
“This one’s free, but if Junior there pukes in my bar the next one’ll cost for ten.”
Mr. Krueger nodded, and handed the other rye to The Kid.
The Kid was about to drink when he saw Mr. Krueger hold his glass in the air.
“I would like to propose a toast,” he announced.
“Are you two stewed already?” Rose asked, directing her question to The Kid, as
if she didn’t trust Mr. Krueger’s ability to respond. The Kid shook his head. Mr. Krueger
whipped on her.
“Rose, would you care to join me?” Mr. Krueger asked with a bitter voice.
Rose shrugged and poured another glass of whiskey, which she then held aloft.
She was not one to disagree too harshly with her customers, especially those with two
sons of drinking age.
“I would like to propose a toast,” Mr. Krueger began again. “To Mr. Detroit. He
came here the night he died. Although you didn’t know him, you all know of who I’m
speakin’. He was a good hand on my farm, and a good brother to Sam here.” Mr. Krueger
paused.
“Here, here,” Rose said dully, lowering her glass to her lips.
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“Goddamnit, I ain’t finished,” Mr. Krueger cried. Rose, who wasn’t planning on
drinking the whiskey, but rather feigning a drink and dumping it back in the bottle,
shrugged again and raised her glass. Most of the men felt like laughing but knew better.
One young man, only a little older than John Krueger, sat at a table in the back with
another young man who had split lips and surgical tape over his left eye. He was trying to
stifle his laughter but the choked spasms were loudly audible. Mr. Krueger turned to look
at the young man, who had averted his face, and pressed a hand against his mouth. His
friend with the split lips saw Mr. Krueger’s wrath and scooted his chair back.
“Ostermeyer!” Mr. Krueger called out. The laughing man stopped and looked up,
his eyes wet. “Ostermeyer,” Mr. Krueger called again. “Come over and get a drink and
join me in my toast.” The young man didn’t know what to do. His friend looked at him
with his one good eye and nodded his head. Ostermeyer stood slowly, feeling the eyes
turned to him now, and made his way to the front of the bar. Mr. Krueger said to Rose,
“If you don’t mind, another rye.” She looked at him. She set down her own glass, another
drink quickly appeared on the bar with a slight clunk, and she lifted her own glass again.
Mr. Krueger waited until Ostermeyer had moved to stand next to him, nervously took the
whiskey, and raised it tremulously in the air. Rye dripped down his arm. The room settled
slightly, but the sight of the three men standing close together—like solemn statues
holding torches—and the heavyset woman behind the bar facing them, surrounded by a
room of silent witnesses, was one of the stranger things the townsfolk had seen in a long
time.
“To Mr. Detroit,” Mr. Krueger began again. “A good man, a fine brother. He was
murdered in cold blood—“
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“Freezing cold!” someone shouted, but this time Mr. Krueger ignored the
interruption and continued.
“—leaving yet another stain upon my family. I know what people’ve been sayin’.
I hear the rumors in my own home. I’ve never been anythin’ but a solid man to this town.
This ain’t the first time that people have thought maybe the Kruegers would do better
somewhere else.” Mr. Krueger’s voice changed and there was a new undercurrent of
violence in his tone. “This is our home. This is where we belong. Burn down our farm
and we’ll build a new farm. A bigger n’ better farm.” Mr. Krueger stopped and looked
around the room. The Kid, Rose, and Ostermeyer all felt their arms growing tired, but no
one dared to lower them even an inch. “I see a lotta familiar faces in here tonight, just
like every night. It’s familiar faces that are responsible for spreadin’ terrible lies and
posin’ threats against me and my kin. Some a you work my land. Some a you went to
school with my children. I have considered almost all a you friends. Those who have
sinned against me in the past I have forgiven. Those who sin against me in the future will
find no forgiveness, neither from me, nor from God.” Mr. Krueger felt the strength
draining from him. He paused. His tongue felt thick in his mouth. His voice softened. “To
Mr. Detroit,” he said again. Mr. Krueger lowered his glass and drained it.
The Kid and Ostermeyer emptied their glasses. Ostermeyer took a few tentative
steps towards his table, and stopped. Mr. Krueger said nothing—too busy staring into his
glass—and Ostermeyer walked away, his legs shaky. Rose, who had silently placed a
funnel in the bottle to pour her rye back in, decided instead that she could use a drink and
finished off the glass in a movement so masculine that men often tired to emulate her,
only to spill down their chin or painfully smack the lip of the glass against their teeth.
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Rose wiped her mouth with the corner of the apron and then furiously motioned to some
men at a table near the back. The men jumped up and ran to their instruments and the
place filled with hopping music.
Mr. Krueger took The Kid’s empty glass from his hand and set it on the bar. Rose
poured two drinks without a word. Mr. Krueger handed her the bill again. This time she
took it and made change.
***
Ostermeyer had returned to the table where his eyepatched friend sat licking his
lips. They drank another beer, quickly, and left. Mr. Krueger and The Kid had found a
table of their own, snug in the back, away from the opening and closing of the door. By
the time John and Michael Eben Jr. arrived, The Kid was already working hard on
keeping his balance inside his chair. Mr. Krueger had barely spoken two words to him
since the toast, and spent most of the night sitting slouched, staring at a full glass, an
empty glass, full, empty, full, empty. He would turn the glass and run the remaining drop
of rye around the inside and try to catch it on his tongue. Often, the drop would lose so
much volume in tracing the sides that it would stick and hold, teasing Mr. Krueger’s
tongue like needed rain that never comes.
John and Michael Eben Jr. got drinks at the bar and walked over to the table. They
had been inside Rose’s for only a minute and yet they already knew the entire story of
Mr. Krueger’s performance. John took the last chair, and Michael Eben Jr. pulled one
over from an adjoining table where an old man with a long moustache sipped beer, the
froth collecting in his bristles. Mr. Krueger smiled wide as the two young men sat, and
mumbled to himself, ‘m’boys.’ Slowly, his face tightened and he looked at John.
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“Where’s your mother think y’are?” he asked.
“Over with Buck, testin’ out a Ford truck his Pa just bought and that he’s been
fixin’ up.”
Mr. Krueger smiled again. “So, Rose just serves you now when you come in, and
don’t ask any questions?” There was hidden pride in the question.
John nodded.
Michael Eben Jr. stared at his father.
Mr. Krueger returned Michael Eben Jr.’s stare as best he could. “What?” he
asked. “What?”
“Pa,” Michael Eben Jr. began, but the words caught in his throat, lashed back by
his tongue. He stared at the empty glass in front of his father. “What are you drinkin’?”
Mr. Krueger sat back in his chair. The wood creaked. “Whatta you care?”
“Sounds like rye,” Michael Eben Jr. said.
“Smells like rye, too,” John said.
Michael Eben Jr. did not release his father from his gaze, but stood and moved to
the bar. When he returned he held a glass of rye, which he set in front of Mr. Krueger.
Finding himself unable to say the things he wanted to to his father, Michael Eben Jr.
turned to The Kid. “When you think you’re gonna leave?”
The Kid was thinking about hanging some pictures on the walls of his lean-to,
liven the place up. He only heard the words ‘gonna leave’. He looked at Michael Eben Jr.
and shook his head, uncomprehending.
“What, ‘no’, what’s that?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
“What?” The Kid asked.
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“You ain’t leavin’?” Michael Eben Jr. looked confused. The danger was his
confusion usually led to unchecked fury.
The Kid had no idea what the hell Michael Eben Jr. was talking about. He looked
in his glass and was surprised to find half a mouthful of whiskey, which he drank. The
force of the liquor rolled him in his seat, but he steadied his eyes on John’s nose.
Michael Eben Jr. was waiting for a response. Mr. Krueger looked like he, too, was
using John’s nose to anchor his body. John had turned his chair sideways, away from the
table, to watch the room. The three Kruegers were silent and individually focused when
Hawk pulled a chair up and squeezed himself between Michael Eben Jr. and The Kid. For
a split second, as Michael Eben Jr.’s face was eclipsed by Hawk’s body, The Kid took in
a deep breath of relief at the shift in attention.
“He can’t go anywhere,” Hawk said. He held a chair between the three fingers of
his left hand, daintily, like a gloved hand would a porcelain teacup.
The breath that had been relief caught in The Kid’s throat. Now it was Michael
Eben Jr.’s turn to not understand what was being said to him. The Kid, who had not been
following anything, simply waited, hoping it would come clear soon.
“Hello, Mr. Thompson,” John said, his eyes roaming over the bar.
“Hello, John,” Hawk said, setting the chair down and sitting in it.
“Who can’t go anywhere?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
“The Kid, here,” Hawk said, jerking his thumb. Now, in addition to being
confused, The Kid was nervous. His name was Sam here. It took him a good, long
moment of repeating the name to himself, The Kid, The Kid, The kid, the kid, until he
rendered it harmless. “Sam,” Hawk added, as if he could sense The Kid’s fear.
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“Okay,” Michael Eben Jr. said, waiting for elaboration.
“Why not?” The Kid asked. His voice sounded strange to him, high pitched and
watery. Before anyone could answer he added, “Mr. Thompson, could I bum a
cigarette?”
Hawk looked at him. “What do you mean why not?” he asked, and then pulled a
package of factory cigarettes from his pocket and handed one, a Camel, to The Kid.
The conversation had worked itself into so many circles you could see the effort
of unraveling begin to wear on Michael Eben Jr.’s and The Kid’s scrunched up faces.
Only Hawk seemed to beam with clarity. “He can’t leave until he discovers who killed
his brother.”
The Kid could swear Hawk winked at him.
Michael Eben Jr. grinned.
The Kid asked Hawk for a light, and too a deep drag on his cigarette.
John turned in his chair and looked at The Kid. “Was Detroit really your
brother?” he asked. The Kid nodded. Without following up on his question, John returned
to gazing out at the bar.
Hawk was about to say something when Mr. Krueger’s head smacked the table so
hard that three separate drinks spilled, and one glass fell into Hawk’s lap.
***
They had let Mr. Krueger sleep on the table long enough for another round of
drinks and then Michael Eben Jr. had told John to find the keys to the Hudson in their
father’s pockets. Hawk helped them lift Mr. Krueger and carry him out to the car. Talk in
the bar dimmed, and people watched as the recently livid farmer was now carried out like
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a sack of his own grain. John and The Kid followed. The Kid pulled Detroit’s hat down
tight over his eyes, not meeting any looks. He stole a dollar, and a half empty box of
matches, from the man standing closest to the door.
The Hudson had been dusted by fresh snow. They laid out Mr. Krueger in the
back seat and John got in with him, holding him steady against the window. Michael
Eben Jr. got in the driver’s side. Hawk joined him on the front bench. The Kid watched.
He understood. When they didn’t say a word, he was not surprised that they had driven
off without him.
Once he had left town and headed into the country, The Kid stopped to light
another cigarette. He had carefully stolen the packet of Camels from Hawk’s pocket. He
had finished Detroit’s tobacco long ago, keeping the soft, empty pouch safely on a shelf
as a memory. There was a light wind carrying the snow, and he used up most of the
matches trying to sustain a flame. He smoked and he walked. He fingered the dollar in his
pocket and remembered Michael Eben Jr.’s threat to Detroit and himself out in the potato
field. He wondered if Detroit had taken something. Maybe Michael Eben Jr. killed
Detroit over a black potato.
The Kid stopped, the cigarette tucked tightly between his lips, and looked back
along the road. Even in the faint light from the moon he could see his footprints in the
snow, a physical record that he had been somewhere. He breathed in smoke and watched
as his most recent tracks, those closest to him, were slowly filled in. In time they would
be completely erased.
His hands were stiff and hard to move when he reached the spot, just before the
turn-off, where Detroit’s body had been found. He slowly pulled another Camel from the
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pack. It would feel good to smoke here. There was only one match left in the box, and he
cupped his hands against the wind, but the flame flickered quickly and went out. The Kid
stared dully at the matchstick.
He walked up the road and saw the Krueger spread peppered by the lightly falling
snow like a grainy black and white photo. The lights of the big house were all out. He
could still make out the dark tracks from where the Hudson’s tires had churned up dirt.
They, too, were already disappearing into white.
Inside the lean-to, the unlit cigarette was still in The Kid’s mouth when he saw
Hawk’s brass lighter lying on his straw pillow. The Kid’s eyes flicked quickly around the
room, although he knew it would be impossible for Hawk to hide in the small shed.
Could this be a clue? He lit the cigarette and sat in front of the stove, turning the lighter
over and over in his hand. The wheel rolled sharp and grating under his thumb. One side
was engraved with the initials TRJ. At Rose’s, The Kid had assumed that Hawk was right
about at least one thing, he couldn’t leave, not until he made more money. Now, with the
name Tom Johnson repeating in his head like the chant of an angry mob, he wasn’t so
sure money was the only thing holding him back.
He would have to return the lighter to its owner. And when he did, he would ask
him a few questions about Detroit, like why he killed him.
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Chapter Fifteen
Mr. Krueger and The Kid stood on the cement step outside the city offices. “I
know I never paid y’all much, but it’s been hard times,” Mr. Krueger said. “This is the
least of all I could do, and I don’t want you to feel nothin’ about it and don’t want you to
owe nothin’ on it. Let’s just call it back wages and be done.”
The city offices were in a squat building next to the bank. The offices were
actually only one room, with three employees and three desks to handle all the
departments. When Mr. Krueger and The Kid walked in, a man in brown slacks, with red
suspenders and a crooked bowtie, was sitting on the edge of a young brunette’s desk, his
feet laced over each other and his arms and hands shaking wildly to illustrate a story. She
laughed. They both said hello to Mr. Krueger. The man returned to his desk and offered
to help. The brunette girl returned to typing out a letter from a handwritten copy.
“Well, what can I do you for?” the man asked.
“Got to bury a body.”
The man nodded his head. “Heard about it.”
“I’m sure you did. How much?”
“Got to have a permit to bury a body. I’m in charge of givin’ ‘em out.”
“We gotta’ play games for this here?” Mr. Krueger looked around the office. “Is
this a sandlot?” He fixed his eyes on the brunette—who refused to look up from her
typing—waiting for an answer. After a moment, still not looking up, she shook her head,
no. “How much I gotta’ pay?” Mr. Krueger asked the man.
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“Well, Mr. Krueger,” he began slowly, “can’t bury him in the church. That’d cost
you more, and they won’t allow it. He could have sin all over him, nobody knows.”
“He was good enough,” The Kid said.
The man looked at him and gave a sick smile, like he had Vaseline rubbed inside
his lips. “But the municipal lot’s got openings, if yer interested. They cost forty dollars.”
“Forty dollars? That’s a bit much, there.” Mr. Krueger patted his pockets.
“Forty dollars is the lowest I got. And I got to say, Mr. Krueger, that it is illegal to
bury a body on yer own property. That’s a crime, and I’m obligated by the laws to tell
you about that when you come in here so as you don’t start thinkin’ that you’ll just save
the forty and have a homemade ceremony. I’ve got to say it.”
The Kid thought about the Mexican, and from the crook at the corner of the man’s
mouth, he figured he wasn’t the only one with Marquez in mind.
“We’ll pay it, we’ll pay it. Jesus, but it’s a lot, though.”
“How’s Sue doin’, Mr. Krueger?” the man asked.
“She’s fine. I’m sure she’ll appreciate to know you worry about her,” Mr. Krueger
said, sarcasm edging into his voice.
“I do, sir. She should know that I do. She still owes me a dance, ya know.”
“Well, just add that to the forty dollars and I’ll clear both debts at once, now.”
The man laughed and slapped his hand on his desk. “Very good, sir. Ha. Now are
you gonna be wantin’ a specialty marker for the plot, or just a standard cross?”
“Lemme guess, that cost an extra forty?”
The man laughed again, more forcedly now. “No sir, no. It would be just like the
city, though, wouldn’t it, to charge so much? No, a specialty marker got the date a birth,
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date a death, name, and a one line inscription if you got one picked out. It only costs an
extra twenty, and its on good stone.”
“What’s to keep me from talkin’ to Simmons myself.”
“Simmons don’t carve ‘em anymore. Too many folks was getting the regular
cross and then payin’ Simmons five dollars and a jar of fresh jam for a specialty marker
and sneakin’ in at night to lay it themselves. No, now we wire your inscription and all
into Chicago and have a guy do it out there and it comes down in a truck so nobody can
cheat it.”
The Kid turned in on himself. He did not know Detroit’s birthday, or if he had a
last name, and the only inscription he could think of was “Ignore the police and hope for
the same courtesy.” But Mr. Krueger didn’t even look at him for confirmation.
He shook his head. “No sir, regular marker will be fine.”
Later, when they were outside on the cement step, Mr. Krueger turned to The Kid.
“I hope you understand, Sam,” he said. “I woulda’ liked to give Mr. Detroit a specialty
marker like the man was talkin’ about, but it’s too much. You got to know that, it’s more
than anybody can afford. And I’d be damned before I pissed twenty dollars away with
that snake oil salesman.” The Kid nodded.
Inside, the man filled out the paperwork and handed it to Mr. Krueger to sign. Mr.
Krueger inspected his wallet and found it empty. The Kid sat on a wooden bench while
Mr. Krueger ran around the corner to the bank and got the forty dollars. He came back
and slapped it on the table. The man counted it.
“Mr. Krueger, sir, you gave me forty-two dollars.”
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Mr. Krueger nodded. “That’s right, them two extra is for the dance Sue owes you.
Now you don’t have any more call to talk to her, and it frees you up to worry about
somebody else’s daughter.”
The man looked at Mr. Krueger coldly and slid the permit across his desk. Mr.
Krueger took it up, rolled it, and stuffed it in his pocket.
***
They went back to the big house for Sue, who had said she wanted to pay her
respects. Hawk appeared just before they left, and when Mr. Krueger offered, he
shrugged and hopped in the back of the Hudson.
There were train tracks splitting the far edge of town from spotted farmland, most
of which had been repossessed by the bank. Just past the tracks was the municipal
cemetery, bordered at its far end by the river, which curled around the sad land for a
moment to kiss its dried yellow banks, and then off into some trees where it disappeared
on its way to the textile mill.
The municipal lot was small and surrounded by a broken down fence. The grass
was dead, and there were only a few scattered flowers on a couple of graves. A man in
dirty dungarees stood by the whole and smoked a cigarette. The Kid wanted to ask him
for one but figured it would just be trouble. Detroit’s casket had been brought in the bed
of a green pickup, and there was another man standing by the truck door wearing gloves
and a white painter’s cap. He smoked, too. Mr. Krueger took off his hat and the men by
the truck nodded and took theirs off as well. The Kid crept close to the grave. He had
seen them before. The hole was deep and inviting.
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Hawk stayed ten feet back and leaned against a crooked, black-barked tree. He lit
a cigarette of his own. Sue gave him a sharp look. He shrugged.
The man with the painter’s cap walked over to the man with the shovel and spoke
quietly in his ear. They nodded to each other and walked back towards the thin pineboard casket. Their arms bulged as the men slowly lifted it from the bed and struggled to
aim it towards the hole. Mr. Krueger ran up from behind and steadied the end as they
walked the few feet towards the grave. The man with the shovel had set up an old pulley
system, and they laid the casket on the ropes. The man turned a rusted crank. The casket
shuddered lower and lower. Suddenly, one of the ropes snapped, the casket tipped
sharply, slid from the hold and fell to the bottom. It was only a short fall, but there was a
sharp crack as the boards snapped on a rock jutting up from the dirt. The Kid leaned
closer to look, but the casket looked fine from above, just tilted a bit in its place. Mr.
Krueger and Sue approached the grave and each took a fistful of dirt from a mound and
tossed it in. Hawk stepped off his tree and walked to the grave. Sue and Mr. Krueger had
turned back to the Hudson to allow The Kid his final moments in peace. The men had
regrouped at the truck and were laughing about something and kicking at the tires. So, no
one except The Kid was watching when Hawk tossed a pinch of dirt in with one hand and
flicked his cigarette butt on the grave with the other. He winked at The Kid and walked
away.
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Chapter Sixteen
Two things happened quickly. Officer Hopwood made an arrest in the murder of
Detroit, and Sue was sent twenty miles up north to a hospital.
Officer Hopwood now came to the Krueger farm on a daily basis. For these visits
Mr. Krueger would sit with him alone, either in the dining room or the living room. The
Kid would be asked to go down and toss some hay in the barn, or slop the hogs. He
would linger just outside the door, but someone always found him. Usually it was Jane,
who had taken on a formal bearing in the house since Sue left. She seemed to like The
Kid, but not as much as she liked telling people what to do. He could see it in her face
when she found him eavesdropping—the conflict between kindly letting him alone and
the overwhelming desire to exercise her authority to make sure no one disturbed her
father. But Officer Hopwood came around a lot, and finally, a week after the arrest, The
Kid caught a name.
“Maybe you should talk to him, Mr. Krueger. He’s mentioned you.”
“Me? Naw, me and Eli never took much to talkin’.”
Eli. The Kid rolled the name in his mouth. Eli, Eli, Eli. Just then, Jane clicked her
heels on the floorboards to get his attention, her face drawn into the closest
approximation of sternness her youthful demeanor could manage. The Kid, glowing with
information, laughed when he saw her. She shooed him to the porch. He walked to the
barn thinking about Eli’s bare feet and the accusatory chicken on the top step. His hand
furiously worried-over the brass lighter, which was still in his pocket.
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The Kid found Senator in the barn, sitting on a pile of hay and surveying the
room. His quick eyes fell on The Kid, but there was no movement in his body. Even his
tail was curled up under him, motionless. The Kid nodded hello. He heard sharp laughter
and turned. Hawk was leaning against the doorframe, his face silhouetted by the film of
white light that pulsed behind him.
“I guess we find friends in the most unlikely places, huh, Sam?” Hawk said.
The Kid was silent.
“Can I have my lighter back?” Hawk asked.
The Kid stood still for a moment, and then dug in his pockets to retrieve it. He
tossed it—a brass shot—to Hawk, who caught it over-handed.
“Why’d you give it to me?” The Kid asked.
“I’ve never once in my whole life forgotten a pack of cigarettes anywhere, least of
all in a speak. Figured you would want to smoke ‘em after going to the trouble of liftin’
‘em.”
“Who’s Tom Johnson?”
Silence boomed through the rafters of the barn.
“Don’t ask me that question again, Sam,” Hawk said, drawing the threat out on
the name. Then Hawk’s face softened and he swallowed the bite in his voice. “What did
you know about Detroit?” he asked. He was now standing only a few feet from Senator.
Hawk kicked at the cat and sent him scurrying away.
“Enough,” The Kid said.
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“I know you hate me, Kid,” Hawk said, smiling. “And I’d give a dime before I’d
give a damn, but don’t go sprinklin’ holy water over Detroit’s body just yet. He was a
thief and a bum, and he’s dead now, and so what.” Hawk spat in the hay. A cow lowed.
“If you want to revenge somebody, what about the people Detroit robbed? Why
don’t you take pity on the old ladies who put all their savings in a vault somewhere and
lost it to a braggart in shiny shoes? I’ve got an even better one, why don’t you mourn the
death of Detroit’s poor mother, who drank herself to death when she saw what had
become of her child?”
“Don’t you mean children?”
“You think a mouse like his sister is going to bother anybody? Hell, their mother
was so proud when Beth married Dick, I’m surprised she didn’t just eat some pills and
escape with her winnings. No, Beth’s the one who wiped her mother’s bloody mouth
when she was vomiting so bad her stomach ruptured, tryin’ to get herself sober for a
family Easter.”
“What about his brother?”
“What about him?”
“You killed him.”
“Detroit told you that?” Hawk asked, smiling curiously. The Kid nodded warily.
Hawk laughed. He closed his eyes. “The man could always talk. He was a talker. Lots of
people didn’t realize that about Detroit, for all his failings, he could spin a tale. Should a
writ novels about bank robbers, ‘stead of tryin’ to be one.” Hawk moved closer as he
spoke.
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The Kid stepped backward. His heel struck against something hard, and he looked
down to see a pitchfork. He grabbed it, keeping the prongs pointed down but the handle
firmly in his grasp. Hawk saw him with the trident and stopped his approach.
“Okay,” he said. “Okay, okay.” He held his hand out. “I ain’t gonna hurt you,
Kid. It does me no good to hurt you, and I don’t hate you or like you enough to get any
pleasure out of it.” Hawk backed away towards the large white square of the open doors.
The smile had not left his face. “We can talk later, Kid. I’ll come by your lean-to one
time and we’ll talk. Hell, I’ll escort you to the police station if you’d like, take you to
visit Eli.”
The Kid flinched.
“I’m not as stone dumb as you’d think,” Hawk said. “I see and hear things, I
know things. How’d you get the name The Kid?”
“Detroit,” The Kid said.
Hawk nodded. “That’s where I got Hawk.”
The Kid, unable to share a memorable moment with this man, tried to figure if he
was being insulted. He decided he probably was. Hawk was now standing in the snow,
framed by the doorway, looking otherworldly.
“You want to know about Eli?” Hawk asked, grinning. “How they know it was
him, how they found him?” The Kid shrugged. “Shit, the things you don’t know,” Hawk
said, “you could write a book about it.”
The Kid flinched again. His mouth formed around words that made no sound.
Hawk tossed the lighter in the air before slipping it in his pocket. “You know,” he said,
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“this was the only thing our Pa ever gave me. Detroit got the gun the old man used to
make us orphans, and all I got was this lighter.”
The Kid’s face was open, waiting for Hawk to laugh, waiting for it to become a
cruel joke.
Hawk nodded. “Come on, now, Kid. You can do it…Hawk didn’t kill Detroit’s
brother…because Hawk is—“
The Kid’s face crumpled in around this information. He had been staring keenly
at his feet, the hay on the dirt floor, the pitchfork that looked rusty but on closer
inspection was crusted with flakes of dried blood, and when he looked up, Hawk was
gone.
***
The Kid tossed some hay around the barn for awhile with the pitchfork. Hawk had
gone to work with John on the pickup truck behind the house, taking out plugs and
putting them back in, turning belts and stitching broken ones back again. Jane had a piano
lesson in the living room. The Kid watched as Officer Hopwood stepped out of the big
house, followed by Mr. Krueger, and the two of them drove off into town. Mrs. Krueger
stood on the porch watching the car round the bend to the main road, and then returned to
her kitchen. Only Michael Eben Jr. was unaccounted for, but he had been hunting all
week, striking deeper and deeper into the woods that ran along Stone Gulf Creek, and he
rarely returned before sundown—if he didn’t just walk straight to Rose’s. The Kid threw
down his pitchfork and pulled his coat up around him. He bid goodbye to Senator. First
he had to cross in front of the big house, then slip between the lean-tos and head directly
north to a dark bank of trees. If he cut through he would find himself in a long clearing
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that was worked out by Mr. Oleander and his family. Beyond that it was another two
miles over rough road and deep gutted ravines to Eli’s ramshackle home.
When The Kid arrived, his feet frozen through and his eyes watering from a sharp
wind that cut and bit, he found things much as he had seen them on the first visit. Like a
guard dog or wicked spirit, the chicken stood where it had been before, in its place of
judgment on the top step. It was so still, The Kid thought maybe it had died, but as he
moved closer its small head flicked slightly, black eyes empty and all-seeing. The door
was still missing, and the smashed window completed the image of a house owned by
winter. Snow piled in the front hall, creeping white tendrils around the wood. The boards
creaked as The Kid climbed the steps. Once he stood in front of the door, he realized that
the porch was not really a porch at all. The boards had been taken up. Two steps to either
side of the doorway would drop someone five feet to dirt, where they could easily roll
underneath the house itself. The Kid stepped inside and felt warmer for just a second, as
if simply being indoors could cut the ice of the December air. Then a fresh gust of wind
barreled down through the empty window frames, echoed off the bare walls, and slapped
The Kid in his face. His fingers felt like ice cubes dangling on strings before they went
completely numb. He stepped deeper into the house and looked around, trying hard to
picture a living body occupying the two bare rooms. His own lean-to was more
comfortable. He began to long for his horse blanket and some new coal in the tin stove.
On either side of the hall the walls spread and created space, but that space was dead, and
there was no possibility of heat. It was dark inside despite the full glow of an overcast sky
and the reflecting white that stretched out all around the shell of Eli’s shack.
It was a shack, not a house, not a home.
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The room to The Kid’s left was empty. To his right there sat an iron stove only
slightly larger than The Kid’s tin one, but it was dead cold and did not have much ash in
it. It looked like Eli had barely touched it in years. Part of the floor was stained black
with blood, and there was a pile of bones near the back door. Eli had been eating his meat
raw rather than light a simple fire. His bed was in the corner farthest from the doorway, a
pile of animal skins that had barely been cleaned and tanned, little hardened rocks of
dried out, long-ago-rotted flesh dangling at the edges. Otherwise the room was empty.
The Kid walked through to the back door, where he kicked at a pile of bones, imagining
they were Detroit’s. A picture of Eli flashed in his head. He was crunched over Detroit’s
body in the dark of night, wrapped like a beast in his dirty skins, chewing on a leg. The
Kid stepped into the snow and looked around. The land stretched out ahead and to either
side. It was formless white. The Kid took two steps forward and was about to turn when
he saw four dark lines, black against the snow, in the vague shape of a square without
corners. He brushed at the ground and uncovered a wooden board carefully placed over a
large hole. The board rested on its corners. The snow had fallen through the cracks on
each side. The Kid lifted the heavy board and a hot, living smell knocked him backwards.
He dropped the board, which was now unevenly set, and it tipped, scraping against the
dirt sides of the hole as one edge fell into the pit. It was full of piss and excrement. Eli
had never bothered to build himself a proper outhouse. The Kid covered his mouth with a
shaking hand.
There was nothing.
The Kid was ready to head back to the big house, hoping to get there before it got
so dark his presence was missed. He walked around the left side of the shack, passing the
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chicken coop that Mr. Krueger and Michael Eben Jr. had helped Eli to build. There was a
blanket covering it. Next to the coop sat a large bag of seed. The Kid stopped and lifted
the blanket to give the chickens something to eat. They began to buck and kick when the
light fell on them. The Kid tossed a couple handfuls of seed into the coop and watched
the birds hunt for it, many of them falling over or turning in circles. He saw that three of
the chickens were missing legs. One of them had its eyes poked out, with simple dark
holes in its head. There were two chickens that did not move, dead in the dirt, their
feathers clotted and speckled.
The Kid poured from the bag directly into the coop and covered it back up with
the blanket. He walked to the front of the shack and was ready to cross the fields into the
woods when he noticed something was different. The chicken that stood watch from the
top step was gone. He looked at the house and the snow around it for tracks, but the
chicken was nowhere to be seen. He climbed the steps once more and poked his head into
the house but the rooms were still empty. He heard a slight clucking and pulled back
from the doorway. The chicken was under the shack. The Kid jumped down, through the
hole that was the porch, and crouched low, looking through the dark. He crawled until his
head was almost touching the floorboards of the rooms above. His eyes slowly adjusted.
The dirt was hard and cold. The shack was built at an angle, the space between floor and
ground sloping to nothing. The Kid could only fit about a third of the way in before it got
too tight. The chicken had clucked its way into a tight corner, too far for The Kid to get
his hands on him. He sat in the dirt for a moment and hugged himself against the cold. It
was nice and quiet under the shack and, although the earth was frozen, he was warmer
out of the wind. After a moment, the chicken began to move again, kicking its legs out
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slowly. It did not approach The Kid but rather followed the far wall, from the back corner
to the front. The Kid rose slightly, and began to make his way, slouchingly, to the bird.
But the chicken began to kick forward faster, and to keep up The Kid moved without
thinking about the tightness of the space. His forehead slammed against the support
beam. He sat down hard in the dirt and rubbed his head. The chicken returned to the front
of the shack, where he was illuminated by some daylight falling through the hole. Then
the chicken jumped and flapped its wings frantically and was gone. The Kid swore under
his breath and rubbed his head. He faced the right side of the shack, and when he looked
up, something new caught his eye. There was a slight dizziness when he moved, but he
ignored it and crawled on his hands and knees to the far wall. Two cross beams formed a
small sort of shelf. Something was tucked in the corner where the beams met. It was too
dark for The Kid to see what it was. He looked back towards the porch and the light
nearly blinded him. It would take another five minutes to adjust back to the darkness
again, so he used his hands to pull himself forward and then to feel up the wall into the
crux of the beams. His hands tightened on leather, glass and metal. There was more than
one item. He pulled everything down and held it against his chest, then crawled towards
the light. The Kid stood upright and set the items down on the edge of the porch. He
pulled himself up and the chicken, having regained its spot on the top step, took a sharp
peck at his hand. The Kid smacked its head with a flat palm. Once he was free from the
hole, he kicked the chicken, hard. The chicken barely moved, it just turned its head away
from The Kid, as if bored, and continued to watch the lands stretching away from the
front steps. The Kid looked down at the items he had pulled from their shelf: a leatherbound book, a pen, and a small jar of ink.
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***
The Kid started back to the farm at a run, but tripped in a divot and fell face first
into frozen dirt, and split his lower lip. He walked the rest of the way, the book tucked
under his arm. He had kicked the pen and ink back under the shack. It was dusk by the
time he saw the big house in front of him, and the blood on his lip had frozen into a dark
bead. He threw the book into the lean-to and mounted the steps to the front door. There
was smoke climbing from the chimney. He could smell cornbread when he opened the
door. Mrs. Krueger had been making cornbread practically every night for a month. It
was a smell that calmed The Kid, but the food itself did nothing to ease his stomach. He
stood in the doorway where he could feel the warmth of the house on his face, and the
cold of the world at his back. There was a shout from the kitchen to close the door. It was
dark in the front hall, and The Kid stood there for a few minutes, licking at his bloodied
lip until the crust dislodged. Jane came from the kitchen and found him with his head
bowed, his tongue working furiously at his mouth. She paused for a moment, unsure. The
Kid looked up and saw her. “Sam, you can get cleaned up in the kitchen before dinner,”
she said simply and quietly.
No one asked where The Kid had been all day, and he didn’t bother saying.
Everyone at the table had some kind of cut or bruise from a day’s long work, so his split
lip was not out of place.
The Kid ate quickly and wiped at his mouth with his sleeve to stymie the blood
that had begun to drip again. He asked to be excused as soon as he had finished and,
although it was the Krueger fashion to remain at the table for fifteen to thirty minutes
after the meal to discuss the day’s affairs, it was not made into an issue. The Kid quietly
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slipped out of the house and ran to the lean-to. He closed the door tightly behind him and
lit a fire in the stove. Since Detroit had died, he spent his nights lying in the dark, looking
up at the roof, and thinking himself to sleep. Tonight he lit the oil lamp, and the lean-to
burst with light.
The Kid took the leather-bound book and unwrapped its tie. Inside, the pages
were already yellowing with age. The ink now looked tinted with rust. The writing was
sprawling, messy, and difficult to read, but from the notes made at the top of each page it
was clear that the book was a diary of sorts. In the upper right-hand corner of each page
was a date, and many of the entries began with “Today i” or something like it. The writer
never capitalized the i’s. The Kid flipped through the pages, muttering to himself. He had
never been much of a reader, and thought diaries were girlish and pathetic. Nevertheless,
it was the only thing resembling a clue into what happened to Detroit. Halfway through
the book the pages were blank. He turned to the last page with the rusted scratchings and
looked at the date in the corner. August 13, 1913. The diary hadn’t been touched for 21
years. Mrs. Krueger had told Detroit and him that Eli had walked into town with a sister.
It must have been her diary. His only clue was useless.
The Kid threw the book down and sat back against the wall. There were still a few
Camels left. He took one and lit it in the stove and sat smoking. He thought about
throwing the book into the stove. It would, if nothing else, provide heat.
The Kid heard voices outside, as Michael Eben Jr. and John started up the Hudson
and drove off to Rose’s.
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When The Kid finished his cigarette he wanted another one so bad his arm started
to itch. But there were only three left in the pack, and until he could get some tobacco of
his own they would have to be rationed.
The Kid sat and listened to the wind whistle through the gaps in the planking. He
stared at the book, angry with it. It begged to be thrown into the fire. The Kid reached
forward and pulled the book to him. He opened it towards the back, to a blank page, and
ripped it out. He crumpled the old paper into a ball and threw it in the stove, where it
blazed, then settled back into a calm, red-ridged glow on black crisp. The Kid tore out
three more blank sheets and crumpled them, throwing the paper balls in one at a time.
They all burned the same as the first. It was boring.
The Kid set the book down and smoked another cigarette. He only had two left,
and he didn’t think he would be able to save them for long.
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Chapter Seventeen
Christmas came, and despite the general gloom that had fallen over the Krueger
farm, people’s spirits were up. Mrs. Krueger had put her kitchen into high gear and was
churning out pies and breads and cakes as quickly as she could. John had taken to
slapping The Kid on the back when he saw him, and laughing a loud, jovial laugh. In the
few days preceding Christmas Eve, Mrs. Krueger brought out beer every night. Jane wore
ever larger and more elaborate ribbons in her hair, and, on the 23rd, she came downstairs
wearing make-up. Mrs. Krueger sent her right back up to clean it off. Even Hawk seemed
to smile in a less soul-chilling manner, and he kept his distance from The Kid. The only
person who seemed bent on remaining unaffected by the holidays was Michael Eben Jr.,
who continued to return home as late as possible, and who left early every night for a nip
at Rose’s.
Christmas had always been a difficult holiday for The Kid, so he was surprised to
find himself caught up in the excitement of the Kruegers. His father took to the bottle for
holidays, and because he took to the bottle regularly enough anyhow, he made sure to
drink enough to show he recognized the specialness of the occasion. He refused to
celebrate anything, and he said he never liked potato pancakes anyhow. The few years he
was in school, The Kid would return in January, miserable and tired. Everyone would
gather together and compare the gifts they had received. The Kid stuck to the outer circle,
pretending to pay attention for a few minutes, and then sneaked back into the classroom
to steal everything he could find in his fellows’ desks.
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The only person to give him anything was his uncle Gabe, who would arrive with
a small mesh sack of golden chocolate coins and something square in ornate paper. It was
always a book. The Kid would thank him, and give him a hug, the smell of sardines and
vodka heavy on his uncle’s breath. He would take his gelt, along with the wrapped book
that he would always treasure but never read, into one corner of the room and sit quietly
while his father and uncle discussed business. When his uncle left, it was always the
same. He would stand by the door in his long overcoat, adjusting his hat on his head, and
call The Kid over to him. “Samuel,” he would say, always the full name, the only person
to bother and, eventually, the only person The Kid would allow to do so. “Are you having
a Happy Chanukah?” The Kid would always nod, no matter how miserable he was. If
there was anyone he did not want to disappoint, it was his uncle with the large hands,
who claimed to do extra pull-ups every day in preparation for an uncle-nephew armwrestling championship that loomed forever in the future. “Did you get what you
wanted?” As he asked this ritual question, he would turn to look at The Kid’s father.
Again, The Kid would nod. “Good for you,” his uncle would say, “good for you.” After
his uncle left, his father would drink quickly until he passed out.
On the morning of the 24th, The Kid woke early by routine, and lay in the dark
waiting for Mr. Krueger to rouse him. He threw two pieces of coal into the tin stove and
lit them carefully. He laid back and thought about his uncle, who had been ambushed on
the lower east side by three Italians working for Vigo Castigliano, who where later
gunned down themselves by two Irishmen. His uncle was unlucky enough to leave from a
tenement apartment three doors down from where a famous hit man lived. The Italians
who killed him mistook him for the hit man, a Russian with a huge nose and dark eyes
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half hidden by overgrown eyebrows, and cut him in half with Tommy-guns. His uncle
was far from innocent, but he deserved to be gunned down for his own beef. There were
more than a few unsavory men who, the day Uncle Gabe was killed, smacked their heads
wishing they had gotten their hands on him first, men who had had honest revenge stolen
from them by bumbling goons.
The light slowly rose. The Kid still lay in his bed and waited for Mr. Krueger. He
thought about Detroit. The light grew inside the lean-to until The Kid could actually see
his own feet, and he knew it must be late. Finally, there was a knock at the door, but it
was not the rapping knock of Mr. Krueger preparing for a day of hard labor. This knock
was softer and more tentative. The Kid asked who it was, and Jane’s soft voice answered
him. She asked if he would like to come inside for some breakfast, and then reminded
him that Sue was returning from the hospital that morning. The Kid said he would come
up in a moment. He put his dungarees on over his long johns, and then the denim coat
and Detroit’s old hat, and stepped out into the cold. There was an active quiet over the
land. He could feel it, something that buzzed through the air, a scent of anticipation on
the wind. Hawk stepped out of his lean-to at the same time, dressed more nicely than The
Kid had ever seen him. He had on a fresh shirt and his hair was slicked down. His pants
were clean. He nodded to The Kid and caught up with him on his way to the big house.
“What are you doin’ lookin’ like all get out?” The Kid asked.
“Got to look presentable, Kid,” Hawk said. “Got to look proper.”
“For what?” The Kid asked, but then they were at the front door. The house
smelled of cinnamon and pine and coffee. There was a pair of tall rubber boots, clotted
with snow, parked next to the front door. Jane entered the hall and ushered them through
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the house to the dining room—formally, although they both obviously knew the way. Her
legs were held tight with brand new stockings, and her shoes were black patent leather.
The dress she wore, green velvet, descended to just above her ankles. It was a hand-medown from Sue, but Jane breathed fresh life into it. She had the faintest traces of make-up
on, and this morning Mrs. Krueger was too busy to forcer her to wash it off. She smiled
at the two men as they entered and took their seats at the table, but kept her eyes on The
Kid the whole time.
Mr. Krueger entered from the kitchen and carried two mugs of beer with him,
which he set in front of Hawk and The Kid. “Here you are, fellas,” he said. “This ought to
get you off to the proper cheer.” Before they could respond, Mr. Krueger disappeared to
the kitchen. Mrs. Krueger entered on his exit and began to load the table down with
platters of steaming biscuits, flapjacks, a heaping plate of bacon and sausage, a hot bowl
of pork and beans, pitchers of coffee, juice, and fresh milk. Jane sat in the seat next to
The Kid. When Mrs. Krueger left, Sue snuck a sip of beer from his mug. The Kid looked
at her. She smiled and giggled and lowered her eyes to her lap. Hawk watched them and
grinned. The Kid looked at Hawk and raised his eyebrows. Hawk nodded, and sipped his
own beer. Mr. Krueger returned and took his seat at the head of the table, another mug of
beer in hand. When he sat down, he raised his glass and gave a short toast to the lord and
the celebration. Hawk and The Kid raised their mugs. After they drank, Jane defiantly
took the mug and stole another sip, this time in full view of her father. Mr. Krueger eyed
her suspiciously. He laughed and stood. “Okay,” he said. “Okay, well, it’s Christmas.”
He left, and when he returned there was a fresh mug of beer in his hand, which he gave to
Jane. “I’m bettin’ on your Ma not noticin’, but if she do, we just tell her there’s one extra
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on the table and we don’t know how it got there. Yeah?” Jane nodded. Mr. Krueger
smiled at her and sat back down.
John and Michael Eben Jr. walked in together. They had been joking about
something, and John gave Michael Eben Jr. a quick jab in the arm, which, although it was
playful, sounded like it had to hurt. They took their seats, and Mr. Krueger left to get
them beer. “Merry Christmas,” John bellowed. Mrs. Krueger sang a reply from the
kitchen. Michael Eben Jr. asked Jane when Sue would be arriving. Any minute, Jane told
him. He smiled.
Mrs. Krueger returned with the final plate, piled high with fried eggs, and a short
clay pitcher of fresh maple syrup. She set them on the table, then seemed to remember
something, because she ducked back into the kitchen with a short ‘woop’. When she
returned, her pale hand was wrapped around a small glass of dark, sweet wine. She
smiled at her family when she walked into the dining room, and that smile only grew and
grew, because there was a sound at the front door.
Jane and Michael Eben Jr. jumped up and ran to the hall. They returned, one on
either side of a tired but content looking Sue, who nodded at everyone and took her seat
at the table. Mr. Krueger had gone to the door, and could be heard in the dining room.
“Won’t you come in for a cup, or a mug of beer, Officer Hopwood?”
“Would that I could, Michael,” Officer Hopwood replied. “Have a happy holiday.
I’ll come and get her on the 26th, like we talked about.”
“I do appreciate you droppin’ her off,” Mr. Krueger said.
“G’day,” Officer Hopwood said.
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Mr. Krueger returned and sat at the table. Mrs. Krueger sipped daintily from her
small glass. Sue said grace, and although she broke into tears halfway through, it was a
very happy breakfast.
***
When the plates had all been cleared, the women moved to the kitchen for the
wash up, which would be followed almost immediately by preparations for the dinner.
Mr. Krueger had invited all the tenement farmers to share Christmas dinner with the
family. The dining room would be so full that a second table would have to be set up in
the living room. John and Michael Eben Jr. had been shifting in their seats all through
breakfast and were at the door before the first piece of silver hit the soapy water that sat
in a shallow tub on the kitchen floor. They were going hunting, they said, and only had
time to pull their coats halfway on before they disappeared into the white of the world.
Mr. Krueger invited Hawk and The Kid to join him in a cigarette and another mug of
beer. They readily agreed. Mr. Krueger shook his head and laughed.
“Tell you what I’d like to know, if they’re goin’ huntin’, where’s their guns? They
gonna knock birds outta the sky with their open hands and strangle the deer to death?” He
laughed again. “Tomorrow night there’s a dance, and my guess is them boys didn’t think
to ask anybody ‘til it was five minutes past too late. Well, that’ll teach ‘em. If they end up
with two ugly girls it’ll better to show ‘em the importance of startin’ early.” He sipped
his beer.
When the breakfast dishes were clean, Mrs. Krueger dismissed Jane from her
duties long enough to come into the living room and ask The Kid what he was doing
later. The Kid didn’t know how to respond.
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“I’m meaning to ask you that, well, if you ain’t doin’ much later then maybe we
could take a walk, together, seein’ how there’s somethin’ I’d like to show you.”
The Kid nodded. Mr. Krueger and Hawk had stopped talking about Jack
Dempsey, and a young upstart named Joe Louis, long enough to eavesdrop. “You mind
your own business, Pa, we ain’t addressing’ you,” Jane snapped. This made Mr. Krueger
laugh, and Jane left the room in a dark swirl. The men watched her go, and then turned
back to each other.
“I’m tellin’ you, The Flame would kill that Negro,” Mr. Krueger said.
“I’m not so sure,” Hawk said. “Right now, maybe, but he’s gonna be somethin’.”
“Impossible,” Mr. Krueger said.
The Kid sipped his beer.
An hour passed, and The Kid had fallen asleep in his chair. He was awoken by
Hawk, tapping him on the head with a thick finger. The Kid glowered at him and looked
up. Jane was standing at the doorway, bundled in a coat, scarf and boots. He shook his
head free, and stood. Hawk and Mr. Krueger watched him, grinning. Jane stepped out
onto the porch, and The Kid followed. He shoved his hands into his pockets. His teeth
chattered. “Okay,” he said through a clenched jaw, “where are we goin’?”
Jane looked at him. “Don’t you...I mean, don’t you want your coat or somethin’?”
The Kid shook his head. “This is my coat.”
Jane held out her arm, waiting for The Kid to take it. He looked at her.
“If you wanna take me somewhere, better just take me, then.”
“Sam, I don’t know what’s gotten into you, but you better take my arm and treat
me like a lady. It’s Christmas Eve.”
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The Kid begrudgingly looped his arm through hers. They descended the stairs and
out into the snow. The Kid’s thoughts were jarred by the chattering of his teeth. He
ground them into each other and clenched his jaw even tighter. Jane looked at him.
“You want to borrow one of Pa’s old coats or something?” she asked.
The Kid shook his head. “This is my coat. I’m alright.”
They walked down to the main road. “Where we goin’?” The Kid asked.
“It’s just up this ways a piece,” Jane said. “Somethin’ I thought would be nice to
see.”
Instead of turning left for the town, they turned right. For a split second, The Kid
imagined it was a set-up, formulated by the entire Krueger family, and any second,
Michael Eben Jr. or John—or worse, a gun-wielding Mr. Krueger—would leap from the
trees and make an end of him. But Jane nuzzled her head against his shoulder and
disbanded the growing conspiracy.
“You got a date for the dance tomorrow evening?” Jane asked.
The Kid looked at her, but she was pushed up under his chin, and he could only
see her shoulder. He turned and looked at the road ahead. “You know I ain’t got no date
for no dance,” he said.
There was a long moment of silence.
“At home I got this big ol’ dance card, and it’s empty. The whole thing.”
“You’ll find names enough to fill it, I’m sure.”
“Names. I don’t want names. I want a date. This is the first dance Ma and Pa have
allowed me to go to, and I want a proper date.
“You can have that too, probably.”
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Jane stopped walking. Her stillness forced The Kid to a halt.
“You’re not even going to ask me to the dance on Christmas? Have you no
gentlemanly qualities, Sam?”
The Kid wanted to laugh, but he knew this would not be appropriate. “Not
many...”
They stood, not talking. It was freezing and dark, and The Kid thought Jane was
about to cry. “Okay,” he said, rounding his shoulders. “Jane Krueger, would you like to
go with me to the dance tomorrow night, wherever in hell it is?”
Jane pulled him tight against her and pushed her head into his shoulder. They
began to walk again.
“Oh Sam,” she said with a sigh. “I thought I was going to be all alone for
Christmas. You’ve made me so happy.”
The Kid could not shrug with her hanging on his arm.
They walked a stretch in silence.
“I’m worried about Sue,” Jane finally said.
The Kid nodded, because he had been wondering what had happened to her.
“What happened to her?” The Kid asked.
“You mean the hospital and all?” The Kid nodded. “I don’t know. Ma says she’s
just tired, but I can tell it’s something more. I’m sure Pa wouldn’t agree to no hospital
just for her to sleep some. Ever since your brother died—“ The Kid’s body tensed, Jane
felt it. “Sorry.”
“It’s alright,” The Kid said. “I don’t care.”
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Jane looked at him warily. “Well, ever since he died, she’s been acting funny,
that’s all.”
The Kid nodded.
“I think she liked him,” Jane said. “I think she might have liked him very much.”
They walked in silence.
After a while, Jane pulled on his arm, and they ducked off the road into a small,
dense patch of forest. The Kid could feel skeletal branches poking at him. Jane continued
to drag him, but his feet didn’t know the way, and he stumbled through the undergrowth.
Something hummed up ahead, and the sky glowed lightly through the branches. Jane
pushed a finger against her lips, and pulled The Kid forward until they broke through the
trees. They were standing at the edge of a field dotted with tall pines. Up ahead, a
farmhouse not unlike the Krueger’s home stood surrounded by the dark trees. But the
trees weren’t dark, they were lit by hundreds of small lights. Everywhere, the field was
aglow and aglitter. The hum came from a large electric generator that vibrated on the
porch. The Kid saw a number of cars parked in front of the house, and people walking
with children through the snow, pointing and whispering.
The Kid stood and stared. It was, he had to admit, amazing. He had seen a picture
of a big tree they had put up in New York the year before, but it was a crummy picture.
Jane pulled his ear towards her lips to whisper, “It’s Mr. Ferguson. For the past
three years he does this. Charges folks fifteen cents to come out with their kids and walk
around and look at the lights.”
“It’s nice,” The Kid said. Jane nodded. They walked along the tree line, admiring
the colors. Some of the trees were lit with red, some with blue, some with yellow. There
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was a tree that glowed bright orange, and another one that was all white. The Kid thought
this one was the nicest. When they were behind the house and out of sight of Mr.
Ferguson, Jane stopped again and pulled The Kid close to her. There was a group of four
trees straight ahead of them, each tree over twenty feet tall, and lights winding all the way
to the top. Jane breathed in and out, short spurts of steam shooting from her nose.
“If you want to kiss me, Sam, now is good. Now is perfect.”
The Kid didn’t really feel like it, but he didn’t want any trouble, so he leaned
down and gave her a peck on the cheek. Jane had been hoping for more, and gave a pout
of her lip, but she did not ask or beg, knowing how extremely unladylike she would be
acting. They stood in the snow and looked at the lights, which swayed with a slight
breeze. The Kid’s teeth started to chatter again. Jane took his hand and led him back
through the trees, to the main road. They walked the entire distance to the big house
without a word. Jane did not nuzzle up to him anymore. The Kid breathed deeply, and
thought about a cigarette.
***
Mr. Krueger must have stored an extra couple of barrels of beer in the cellar,
because when Jane and The Kid arrived back at the house there were already twenty
drunk farmers, and they each held a newly filled mug. The Kruegers didn’t own enough
mugs to entertain, so each farmer had brought one of his own. There were clay jars and
wooden steins and a few regular drinking glasses. The Kid remembered people by what
they drank from. Old Brown Cup over there, or Big Gray Mug by the door.
Michael Eben Jr. and John had returned. Michael Eben Jr. seemed flush with
victory, but John was looking long in the tooth. He did not sip from his beer, but took it at
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deep gulps. The Kid assumed he had not found a dance card to fill. Mrs. Krueger could
be heard in the kitchen, where she was working with Sue to get everything ready. A few
of the farmers’ wives had joined her to pitch in a hand, while the rest sat around the table
in the dining room, their hands folded, speaking low and polite about their children. They
caught The Kid with sorrowful glances from time to time, but their eyes were also filled
with concern of a less hospitable sort. Not unlike Michael Eben Jr., many of these women
had been hoping that The Kid would be gone. When the poor Mr. Detroit had been found
dead, and Eli put in jail, they prayed that would be the end of it. Now they had this
young, not quite clean boy, with hungry, devilish eyes, hanging around to get them
feeling guilty.
Mr. Krueger handed The Kid another mug of beer, and winked at Jane.
The men were slapping Mr. Krueger on the back and laughing. They were telling
him how great a man he was, and then turning to their fellows and asking for agreement.
This seemed to make Mr. Krueger very uncomfortable. One spot on his right hand was
raw red from where he had nervously rubbed with the thumb of his left hand. Every time
he got another slap on the back, or another outcry of greatness, the thumb would snap to
place and worry the spot into a deeper shad of crimson. At one point, The Kid saw Mr.
Krueger’s eyes go wild as he spotted a loose sheet of paper on top of a pie chest, and then
lunge across the room to snatch the paper and stuff it rudely into his pocket. He took a
long draught from his beer and laughed absently at a joke that no one had told.
Sue had changed into a long, bright red dress with golden trim, which was faded
around the wrists and at the hemline. She would have looked beautiful, but her face was
drawn taut, as well as her hair, and she moved like in water. The women folk looked on
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her in pity, and the men seemed saddened that they would not be able to indulge in their
usual covert ogling of the boss man’s daughter.
Whenever Sue left the kitchen, she tried to throw a meaningful glance to The Kid,
who, although slightly drunk and distracted, decided she must have something important
to tell him.
It would have to wait. Dinner was served. Sue was seated at the main table, in the
dining room, which had been extended to accommodate six additional guests. The Kid
was seated at the table in the living room, along with Hawk and the remaining eighteen
guests. Sue, when she could, would look hard at him during the meal, her eyes alive with
purpose. The Kid drank his beer and waited.
Jane had also been seated at the main table, and she seemed itching in her seat for
the meal to be over so she could mingle with The Kid and the men folk again. Some of
the farmers who normally kept an eye on pretty Miss Sue had turned their attentions on
Jane, whose cheeks were redder, and who seemed, altogether, of a stronger disposition. It
was flattering for her, and she wanted more.
There were two gigantic turkeys, one for each table. Hawk had been given the
honor of carving the second turkey, which caused a minor uproar at the table. Some of
the more senior farmers were sure that they deserved the position by rights, but the
dispute was quickly resolved when Hawk stood. The handle of the carving knife
completely disappeared in his massive hand.
The meal was loud and long. There seemed to be a shouting match between the
two tables, with no clear winner. The women spent most of the meal vainly trying to calm
their men. Only Will Upski seemed to hush as soon as Mrs. Upski asked, but this created
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more noise as he focalized all the joking and insults on himself. Mrs. Krueger did not try
to calm her husband, nor her sons, who were enthralled with the excitement of a house
full of people. She spent her time worrying over Sue. She had help from Mrs. Overmeyer,
who tried to console and soothe, as often as she could, whomever would accept her brand
of comfort. This lasted for half the meal. Mrs. Krueger was serving candied yams when
she asked, in a hushed tone, why Sue was still so upset. When Sue told her mother that
she knew perfectly well the source of her unhappiness, Mrs. Krueger set down the
recessed dish of yams and leaned in towards her daughter.
“This is not about him,” Mrs. Krueger hissed, with anger rising in her tone.
“Of course it is, mother,” Sue hissed back.
Mrs. Krueger was so angry she threw the serving fork down into the plate of
yams, cracking the porcelain. A few people stopped talking to look at her, but she quickly
regained her composure and walked quietly from the room, carrying the plate with her,
one hand held underneath to catch the dripping juice.
Otherwise, the meal passed without incident, and soon all the men were back to
crowding into the living room, with coffee and cigarettes. The women maintained their
positions around the main table, for coffee and biscuits. The Kid stood near the doorway
and accepted what was offered until he had a cigarette behind each ear, one in his mouth,
and two in his pocket. When the conversation turned particularly unruly, The Kid slipped
out of the living room and towards the kitchen to look for Sue, but he had to pass through
the dining room. The women watched him. One woman shook her head, another tsktsked through her teeth. Just as he reached the doorway, Mrs. Krueger came out and
quickly shooed him away. He told her he just needed to—but Mrs. Krueger cut him off
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and sent him back on his way. Jane had been roped into sitting with the women for
biscuits. She silently pleaded with The Kid as he passed back to the living room to please,
PLEASE, take her with him, but he shrugged, as if, having lost one fight, he would
certainly lose another. Jane pouted at the table. Coffee was served.
It was well past midnight when the final guests left, and The Kid was well past
drunk. He sat in a straight-backed chair, in the far corner of the living room. He wore
Detroit’s hat cocked jauntily on his head, the brim dipping low over his eyes, which he
was having trouble keeping open. Mrs. Krueger had gone upstairs to bed, and demanded
that Jane do the same. Jane, who had finally managed, only a few minutes earlier, her
way back into the living room, tried to resist but found her efforts useless. Michael Eben
Jr. and John had disappeared into the winter night. Hawk was slumped in a chair,
drinking warm beer from a porcelain mug. Mr. Krueger was at the dining room table,
worrying his hand and staring at the checked pattern of the cloth Mrs. Krueger had laid
out for the holiday. The Kid stood, wobbly, and walked through the dining room to the
kitchen on his way to the outhouse. He caught a quick glimpse of the moonlit snow out
back, and shivered at the simple thought of another night in the lean-to. As he pushed
open the back door, he felt a small tug and a whisper. “Sam,” the voice said, like air
escaping a tire.
The Kid turned to look at Sue, who had her back up against the wall, her hair
falling all around her face. Her eyes were wide and red. She put a finger to her lips to
quiet him, and pulled him towards the cellar. They descended three steps and closed the
door most of the way behind them. It was cold and rank and the steps themselves were
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damp, and bowed under their weight. It was pitch black. Sue absently held The Kid’s
hand in hers. He could not see her eyes, but he could hear her quick, raspy breath.
“What can I do ya for, Miss Krueger?” The Kid asked drunkenly.
“So formal, Sam?” Sue asked. There was pleading in her voice, but for what The
Kid could never have guessed. “I just wanted to talk to you for a second, Sam, is that
alright?”
The Kid nodded.
“Well, is it alright, Sam?” Sue asked again.
“Sure,” The Kid said.
They could hear footsteps above them, growing louder, and The Kid felt Sue’s
fingers press against his lips to quiet him. The skirts of her dress rustled as she
repositioned herself to look under the door into the kitchen. “It’s Pa,” she hissed. There
followed a series of indistinct noises as Mr. Krueger coughed up some phlegm and spit it
into an empty mug, poured himself a cool glass of buttermilk, which he gargled, and then
removed himself to the dining room again. Sue struggled to turn, and then The Kid felt
her near him.
“I’ve been so—“ Sue began, her voice wavering, catching itself, and then falling
again. “You see...Sam, what I need...” Sue stopped and breathed deeply. The Kid strained
to understand. “With Detroit, it...you have to see...I saw...I saw...” The Kid leaned
towards her slightly.
“You saw who killed him?” The Kid asked.
“What? No. No...no...horrible, how horrible. No, of course not.
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The Kid leaned back and kicked his foot against the step. He had to take a piss.
This was going nowhere. Sue coughed into her hand. She had nothing to say.
“I saw him, Sam, I think, I think I might have...he was handsome, wasn’t he? I
know I shouldn’t be saying...that’s why we’re down here in the cellar. I’m not supposed
to say things...”
“That’s alright, Sue. You say whatever you want. I don’t care.” The Kid did not
care.
Sue continued to run at the mouth about Detroit, always in fragmented sentences
and breathless pauses. Her speech seemed to leap from one thought to the next, catching
on the coming thought and pulling itself up. The Kid sat, barely listening to her, wishing
he were back in the living room, or pissing in the outhouse, or in the lean-to, anywhere
that wasn’t a dank, frozen cellar with a babbling hysteric. Footsteps sounded on the
floorboards above, but they did not approach. Mr. Krueger had risen heavily from the
dining room and hauled himself upstairs.
“...and so, as it is...what you most need, what you absolutely must understand,
Sam...” Sue continued. The Kid looked at her in the dark, and tried to picture her. The
lank hair in the eyes and mouth, the bags under her eyes.
“Sue,” The Kid said. She stopped short, in the middle of an idea. Her breath
continued to leave in quick bursts. “When did Eli’s sister die?”
Sue’s breathing slowed for a moment. “Who?”
“You know Eli, he works on your Pa’s land? He’s all alone, but he used to have a
sister.”
“Eli, that old coot? He was here before Pa even bought the land. I don’t know.”
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“Was his sister here when your Pa bought the land. I don’t know.”
“Was his sister here when your Pa bought the land, do you remember anybody
talkin’ about it?”
“Why are you askin’ me about all that? I wasn’t even born yet.”
“It just might be good things to know about.”
“Good...”
“Your Pa told me about how he bought the land and how Eli was already here,
and there was some confusion over what happened to the man who ran the place before
your Pa got it...and they thought maybe Eli was responsible...but I can’t remember the
rest.”
“You should ask Pa.”
“I can’t ask your Pa. He’ll get to wonderin’ why I’m bein’ so nosy. And, and Eli
might be in some trouble...”
“Trouble?”
“He might be in some trouble, and if I go askin’ too many people too many
questions they’ll start wonderin’ what I got to know about Eli so bad, and that maybe I’m
tryin’ to help him or that I’m tryin’ to hide somethin’ about myself.”
“Oh, Sam...you don’t think Eli killed Detroit?” Sue let out a small whimper.
“I don’t know. Might be. That’s why I got to know some things...”
“Pa bought the land in 1912...” The Kid could almost hear Sue’s face wrinkling
with thought. “He bought the land in 1912, and it was three years later that they tried to
burn it down...that makes it 1915 they tried to burn it down.”
“Was Eli part of it?”
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“I don’t think it matters...I don’t know...there was a lot of people there, a whole
lot, they had on dark clothes and...and dark...I was just a baby, this is just what I
remember they said about it.”
“You got to think back. Eli had a sister.”
“No...I think I heard that he had a sister, but he, I never saw her. I was born too
late, I guess.”
“She drowned. She threw herself into the river. Do you remember hearin’ about
that?”
“She drowned?” Sue was quiet, and The Kid waited. Then: “She threw herself
into the river...Sam...there’s a girl who threw herself into the river, just before Ma and Pa
took up the land...I don’t know if it’s the same girl, but people still talk about it a little.
They don’t say a name, they just say the drownin’ of teen-twelve. That’s how they say it,
always like that, the drownin’ of teen-twelve. Do you think it’s the same girl?”
The Kid sat and thought. The air seemed to grow denser as they sat there. Sue was
breathing quickly again, but now it seemed out of excitement rather than whatever had
taken her before. Finally, he slowly stood, running his hand along the cool stone wall,
and turned carefully on the step. Sue heard him move, and she reached out for him and
grasped his hand tightly. He waited as she pulled herself up, and they climbed the steps to
the kitchen. There was a dim light coming from the living room. The Kid could hear
Hawk humming carols to himself. Sue was still pale, but there was a certain flush to her
cheeks. The Kid stopped and looked at her. He had to piss, and he was going to.
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“You think it was—“ Sue began, talking loudly. The Kid held up a finger to her
lips. “You think it was the same girl? You think Eli’s sister is the drownin’ of teentwelve?” she whispered.
“Might just be, Sue,” The Kid said. He opened the back door, and arctic air
grabbed at him from all sides, pulling and pushing at the same time. “I’ll see you
tomorrow. I got to set and think about it. Might be.” The Kid took another step outside,
his body cooling rapidly. He needed to use it and then rush to the lean-to and start a small
fire. Sue looked at him longingly.
“I loved him, Sam,” Sue said. Her eyes were wet. “I’m not supposed to say
things...I’m not supposed to know these things for sure...I’m just a girl, Ma says, but I
loved him...”
The Kid nodded. He turned and walked down the steps into the snow. Sue
watched him for a moment and then closed the door. The Kid entered the outhouse,
which was still freezing but cut the wind, and began to piss. He thought of the hole Eli
used. He thought of the leather-bound book, the diary, and how it wasn’t Eli’s sister’s.
It was Eli’s.
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Chapter Eighteen
The Kid had not slept, so he was awake to hear the Hudson start up, roll down the
turn-off to the road, and carry the Kruegers to church. He poked his head out the door and
felt the quiet of the land, then returned to the leather-bound book. Periodically,
throughout the night, he had set the book down, frustrated and exhausted. He tried to
sleep, but the book would call to him, and he would sit up and rekindle the lamp.
It only took a couple pages under close scrutiny to realize it was Eli’s diary, but
The Kid was having trouble finding anything important. The first half of the book was
filled with accounts of Eli’s activities for each day. If he was picking on a peach farm, he
would list how many pounds crated, how many rows worked, how many meals eaten,
what he ate. Things like that. Sometimes it was a cotton farm, and sometimes it was
apples. The lists were the same. The Kid skipped to the end of the diary and flipped
through the final dates, but, although by then Eli had abandoned his exhaustive lists, the
entries were no more helpful. For a month before Eli finally lifted the floorboards and hid
his diary forever, he had filled page after page with plans for the future. Each entry would
begin, “Get me a big house,” and from there he would elaborate on intricate fantasies of
owning his own land, building a sort of sad empire. His fantasy worlds were simple. On
one page, the entry for August 3, 1913, ten days before the diary abruptly ended, Eli had
written: “Get me a big house. Have a radio.” The rest of the page was blank.
There was a knock on the lean-to. The Kid hid the book under his blanket and
opened the door. Hawk stood there, his hair still greased from the night before, but now
disheveled. “Merry Christmas, there, Sam,” Hawk said. The Kid nodded. “Family’s went
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to church.” The Kid nodded again. “They’ll be back soon.” The Kid stood silently.
“S’just me and you.” Hawk’s eyes were bloodshot, and he had cut himself three times
shaving. There were red droplets of blood on his shirt collar. A pair of frayed suspenders,
with a strap near breaking, and a bit of rope were all that held his trousers up. Hawk
leaned a thick arm against the side of the doorframe and rested all his weight against it.
“Merry Christmas,” Hawk said again, quietly, mostly to himself.
The Kid tried to close the door but Hawk stuck out a flat hand. “Wait, wait.”
Hawk pulled himself off the doorframe and dug a hand into a pocket. “Wait, Sam, hold
on, I got a thing for ya, a little present.” The Kid stood there, the cold air knocking the
foundation out from the fragile scaffold of warmth that the fire had spent all night
building. Hawk pulled his hand out of his pocket, his fingers wrapped tightly around
whatever he had found. The leering grin crept across his face. He held his hand out to
The Kid, who stared at the closed fingers. They opened, slowly, revealing Detroit’s chain,
coiled and dead in Hawk’s hot, red hand. The Kid took a step back.
“I’m sure he’d want you to have it.” The smile thickened on Hawk’s face.
The Kid took another step back. Hawk followed him into the lean-to. He had to
duck his head to get through the frame, but then stood straight, filling the room at once.
He looked around, as if passing judgment. He stared at the tin stove a second too long. He
held the chain from one sausage of a finer, dangling it, and then looped it around a hook
on the wall. It tinked against the wood planks. Tink. Tink-tink. Hawk nodded
approvingly, backed out of the lean-to, once more ducking his head, and closed the door.
The Kid looked at the chain. He approached it slowly, lifted it from its hook,
pulled it over his head, and tucked it under his shirt. The diary called him again. He found
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it in the blanket and opened it to the first page. He would have to read it very carefully,
page by page. It would prove Eli innocent. It would, somehow, lay the blame on Hawk.
***
There was another knock on the door. The Kid didn’t want to answer it. The
sooner he could find the evidence he needed, the sooner he—The Kid realized he had no
idea what he would do when he proved Hawk guilty. Another knock. But the work was
pressing. He had scoured the book all morning, starting again with the compulsive lists of
the first section. They were detailed and devoid of importance. The knock continued until
The Kid hid the book under his blankets and asked who it was. Mr. Krueger invited him
to the big house for a right proper Christmas break the fast. The Kid stood. His stomach
was empty but he did not feel hungry. He slipped his coat off the door, flattened his hair
the best he could with the palm of his hand, and made sure the laces on his shoes were
tied.
Most of what they ate was left over from the day before, and the mood felt
recycled as well. Mrs. Krueger beamed at her end of the table and chattered about the
various spiritual upliftings of the pastor’s sermon. All the time, she was staring straight at
Sue, who winced whenever her mother mentioned the pastor’s name or quoted a psalm.
There was no beer, which Mrs. Krueger insisted would be a blaspheme.
“She gets holy roller on the big days. Most the year she’s quiet, keeps to herself,
but watch her on a Christian day, the woman’ll be priestly on you,” Mr. Krueger said.
The Kid sat straight in his stiff wooden chair, tall and proud. Mrs. Krueger had
chastised him when he walked in. “What are you always slouching for, Sam? Stand up,
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sit up, straight, straighter. Pride, Sam, gotta’ have it.” He poked at the food on his plate.
He was getting nowhere with Eli’s diary, but he wanted to get there faster.
After the meal, the children helped to clear the dishes as if powered by diesel.
Once every last knife and bowl was removed to the kitchen, they leapt to the living room
to wait impatiently for the distribution of gifts. Even Michael Eben Jr. seemed excited,
and the same color entered Sue’s face as she waited. Hawk sat in a chair by the window
and watched them. He stood, excused himself, and went on the porch for a cigarette. Mr.
Krueger grunted and harrumphed his way down to the cellar, and when he returned, Mrs.
Krueger following quietly behind, he had a small pile of brightly colored packages in his
arms.
Mr. Krueger announced that everyone would be getting one present, and only one.
So, he said, if they wanted to tear the paper apart or enjoy a slow unwrapping, it was up
to them, but when they were done it was done. He looked at his wife, who nodded once.
There was a sadness on their faces that could not be accounted for.
Everyone received a package, even The Kid, which they held on their laps. John
and Jane listened carefully as they shook theirs. Michael Eben Jr. turned his package over
in his hands, then held it out at arm’s length and squinted at it. The Kid felt
uncomfortable, and just let the colorful lump sit on his lap like a stone. Jane stood. Her
siblings looked at her, smiling. She told everyone to just hold on for a second, and
disappeared upstairs. When she returned, she carried two small packages, wrapped in
butcher paper. She handed one to Mr. Krueger and one to Mrs.
“Ma, Pa,” she said, “these is from all of us.”
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Mr. Krueger looked at the small bundle in his hands, then at his wife. There were
tears in her eyes, and she quickly left the room to the kitchen. The children looked after
her.
“But,” Jane said, startled. “But what’s happened to Ma?”
“Oh,” Mr. Krueger said, looking at Jane and then quickly away. “She just...she
gets real teary when anybody gives her a gift is all.”
“Go on, open it, Pa...” Michael Eben Jr. watched his father.
“Maybe, maybe y’all should open yours first. Maybe you should just go on and
open yours and I’ll set this right here.” Mr. Krueger set his small package on a chair.
“What’s with you, you and Ma both cry like milkless babies when you get a gift?”
John said with a large smile. “Go on and just open it, old man.”
“Old man, eh?” Mr. Krueger brightened a little. “I’m still tough enough to give
you a whopping’ that’d make you wish you was born a girl.”
“I gotta’ beat you into opening’ that present, then a beatin’s what you’ll get,” John
said, raising his fists playfully.
Mr. Krueger picked up his gift and slowly tore the paper where it had been glued.
It had been overwrapped and large swaths of butcher paper overhung from every side.
His fingers trembled as he pulled the layers away. He looked down at a small tin and,
when he looked up, his eyes were pained.
“It’s pipe tabaccky,” Jane said, gleeful. “You’re always complainin’ how you
can’t never afford no more good pipe tabaccky and how you had to hang up your old pipe
to dry...Pa...don’t you, don’t you like it?”
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There was a small cry from the kitchen. Mr. Krueger excused himself. “I better
see about your Ma,” he said.
The children looked at each other. The Kid felt increasingly as if he were being
reduced in a crucible. He did not want to sit with the Kruegers anymore.
John called out to his parents. “I’m goin’ to open, now. If y’all want to be here
better come runnin’ ‘cause the paper’s practically off.” With a quick rip he had unraveled
the entire wrapping.
“A glove!” John cried out. Then he looked down and picked the dull, brown glove
out from the paper, and turned it in his hands. He looked at Michael Eben Jr. “This is my
glove,” he said. “This is my own baseball glove all wrapped up.”
As the others opened their gifts they all found their own possessions rewrapped.
The paper slowly fell to the floor and piled in crumpled ruins at their feet. They sat,
quietly, holding their presents in their laps. Mr. Krueger returned from the kitchen, his
face taut.
“That was awful...terrible nice of you kids. Your Ma in there is just cryin’ her
eyes out with joy over your generousness. She can’t remember how many times she’s
wished out loud and in private for a spool of lace so that she can pretty things up around
here, and to have one of her own, I think it’s too much for her.”
Mr. Krueger avoided their eyes and stared at the floor. From time to time he
would look up enough to catch a glimpse of his children’s laps, and the objects clutched
there, before dipping his head again.
“It doesn’t matter, Pa. It doesn’t need to shame you,” Sue said, her hand
unconsciously stroking the stuffed, eyeless dog in her lap.
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“You don’t know, Sue,” Mr. Krueger said. “I’m...you don’t know what it’s like
for your own kin to suffer no matter what you do...” Mr. Krueger shook his head and
rubbed the toe of his boot into the floorboard.
“Who’s sufferin’?” Sue asked. “Tell me, Pa, who’s sufferin’ here?”
“There’s things I haven’t told you,” Mr. Krueger said. “Bad things I haven’t told
nobody yet.”
Jane was staring at The Kid. She noticed that he had not opened the small package
in his lap. “Sam hasn’t unwrapped his gift. Go on, Sam, open it.”
Everyone looked at The Kid, who squirmed slightly in his chair.
“I think maybe I better not,” The Kid said. “All the same, thanks.”
“Go on, Sam, just open it already,” Michael Eben Jr. said. “If you don’t you’ll just
be hurtin’ Pa’s feelin’s more.”
The Kid looked down in his lap at the small, crooked lump. He picked it up in one
hand. It was hard beneath the paper. He tore stiffly at the glue. It came undone in his
hands, and he was holding an old ivory pipe.
“Pa’s pipe,” Sue said, quietly.
Mr. Krueger shuffled a bit more and stared at the floor. Michael Eben Jr.’s face
hardened. John was examining his glove like he had never seen one before. Jane worried
at the hem of the dress on the doll she was holding.
“I didn’t see much use for it, s’all,” Mr. Krueger began.
“You better give it back, Sam,” Michael Eben Jr. said harshly.
“Let him keep it, I give it to him, let him have it,” Mr. Krueger said. “I give him
the tabbacky, too.”
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“You will not,” Michael Eben Jr. said. “That was from us to you. You keep it.
He’ll give the pipe back.”
“I didn’t...” The Kid was angry. He was uncomfortable and furious. He stood and
walked to Mr. Krueger. “Thank you, sir,” The Kid said. He put the pipe down on the
chair in front of Mr. Krueger and walked out of the house. Hawk was still standing on the
porch.
“Havin’ a Merry Christmas there, Mr. Sam?” Hawk asked, smiling.
The Kid ignored him, and walked to the lean-to.
“Do the Jews celebrate the birthday of Christ?” Hawk called out to him. “Or you
celebrate somethin’ more like a deathday?”
The Kid opened the door to the lean-to. Hawk kept repeating ‘deathday’ and
laughing. The Kid stood tall and proud until the door closed, and he was hid from view.
***
It was slow reading. The lists stopped once Eli and his sister arrived at the
Krueger spread. At the time, it was named after O’Keefe, the previous owner. June 13,
1910, they worked the land for the first time, and Eli kept a standard list for the first
week, but he seemed to know instinctively he would settle, because the entries began to
change. He stopped writing exclusively about the plants he harvested and the work he
did, and included things about Mr. O’Keefe, things about the weather and the land and
the progress of his tenement house, which he built himself. He wrote about his sister, who
was deaf and fat. He wrote how many times he kissed her each day, and whether it was
‘mindful’ or ‘sinful’.
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The Kid lost track of time, and was still poring over the diary when there was a
knock at the door. He hid the book under the blankets, and answered it to find John
standing there, his hair slicked back and a thin, brown, knit tie knotted at the neck of his
collared shirt. John looked slightly uneasy, but when he saw The Kid his face dropped.
“Sam,” he said, “you better be gettin’ ready. Jane’s waitin’ inside and it looks like
somebody’s lit a fire under her rear, she’s so anxious and nervous. You ain’t even dressed
yet.”
The Kid looked down at himself, confused. Then he remembered that he had
promised to take her to the dance. John was staring at him, waiting for some kind of
response.
“John,” The Kid looked around the lean-to, “I ain’t got nothin’ fancy to wear. Tell
Jane maybe she’d better just go herself and fill that card. It’s better, right? I don’t got
nothin’. It would only be an embarrassment.”
“Tell Jane?” John shook his head in amazement. “You crazy? She’ll kill me, and
then she’ll come out here and kill you. You better think a somethin’ fast. She’s waitin’ in
there and she’s done dug a hole into the floor, her ankle’s tappin’ so fast and hard. No
sir...”
Michael Eben Jr. called from the porch. “I’m comin’,” John hollered back. He
loosened the necktie from around his neck and handed it to The Kid. “Here,” he said. “I’ll
go inside and get another. Slip it over your head and nobody’ll be the wiser.” John turned
and ran back to the big house. Michael Eben Jr. had pulled the Hudson around to the
front and was waiting for his brother.
“I thought you was comin’,” Michael Eben Jr. yelled at him.
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“Just gimme a second,” John yelled back, taking the steps two at a time.
The Kid stepped back inside the lean-to. He draped the necktie over his head and
tightened the knot until it slid under his collar. He rooted around the shelves for the bottle
of hair tonic he had stolen from McKellen’s. He put on his oversized wool blazer, and
found it was still covered in manure. He went at it with a horse brush, but the heady
clump was well worked-in and only came off in flakes, leaving yellowish patches and
smelling worse. The Kid threw the coat on the ground and stomped on it, then pulled on
his denim coat and stepped outside. The Hudson was gone. He approached the big house,
taking the steps carefully. It was warm inside. Jane sat in the living room, but jumped to
her feet when The Kid walked in. She practically ran him over she came so fast, and then
she was busy at straightening his tie, and pulling the collar out from where the band of
the necktie had looped over and pushed it down. Mrs. Krueger stepped out from the
kitchen and looked him up and down. She shook her head, but she was smiling. Mr.
Krueger came down the stairs with his coat on, and a hat and gloves. There was a scarf
wrapped tightly around his neck.
“Alright, then,” he said. “Pull the truck up and meet you out front.”
He walked out the door. The Kid looked at Jane. “I...well, I ain’t much to look
at.”
“No you ain’t,” Jane snapped back. “And you’re thirty minutes later than you
should’ve been, and we’ve missed taking the Hudson with Michael Jr. and John, so now
we got to ride in the truck with Pa and it ain’t got no door and I’m liable to freeze solid to
ice before we get there.”
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Mrs. Krueger stood watching them. “Aren’t you going to tell her she looks nice,
Sam?”
The Kid looked at Mrs. Krueger, and then slowly nodded. “Aw, yeah, heck, you
look real pretty tonight, Jane,” The Kid said.
Jane did a quick curtsey, then straightened again and scowled at him.
There was a beep of the horn outside. The Kid turned quickly to leave. “Sam,”
Mrs. Krueger said behind him, “aren’t you going to take Jane’s arm?” He stopped and
stood for a moment. Then he turned slowly, grabbed Jane lightly by the wrist, and pulled
her towards the door.
“Come on, Jane,” The Kid said. “We don’t want to keep your Pa waiting.”
He could hear Mrs. Krueger tsk-tsking as the door closed behind them. As soon as
they were outside he let go of Jane’s arm and walked down the stairs slightly ahead of
her. He waited at the truck for Jane to slide into the middle. It was cold in the truck,
especially once Mr. Krueger got it on the road and picked up a little speed. The Kid had
to hold on to a leather strap above the door. Mr. Krueger took the turn into town sharply,
and the truck careened on a slick of ice for a moment before digging into the road and
pulling forward. Jane sat, her arms crossed, silent. The Kid stared at Rose’s as they
passed.
The dance was in an old social hall at the edge of town. It was over thirty years
old, and drafty. They had dragged in yards of electrical wiring to string lights from the
rafters, and there was a band—the same musicians who played at Rose’s—in the corner.
As The Kid jumped down from the truck and waited for Jane, he heard them strike up a
sloppy, out of tune rendition of “Brother Can You Spare a Dime?” He shuddered lightly.
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“You’re cold?” Jane asked.
He wasn’t, but The Kid nodded.
“Well, me too, so suck it up.”
Jane walked past The Kid into the hall. He turned to follow after her. Mr. Krueger
called to him from the truck.
“Take care of her tonight, Sam, and don’t worry too much over the things she’s
sayin’. She’s a little outta’ sorts today on account of it bein’ her first dance and what-all.
And try and get them boys to bring you home, we can’t afford to be burnin’ two cars of
gas. You tell ‘em I said so.”
The Kid nodded, and Mr. Krueger wheeled the truck around and kicked out dirt
and snow. The Kid walked into the hall.
It was already crowded with kids in ironed slacks and bright, fresh-scented
dresses. The dancing had not yet begun, and with the draft of the large room and the
constant opening and closing of the front double doors, most people still wore some sort
of winter wear, either a hat or a scarf or, if they were in a thin dress, their coats.
Jane stood a few feet inside, tapping her foot and looking around the room. The
Kid walked up to her. She turned to him and her face lightened, but as he approached she
held out her hand to stop him.
“Go on over there with them other fellas,” she whispered. “You come and get me
when I make my signal. Go on.”
She turned her back so The Kid had no choice but to walk to the men’s side of the
room. This end of the hall was hazier from cigarette and pipe smoke, and one overweight
man in an undersized suit was smoking a cigar and laughing. The Kid put his back
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against the wall and waited. More couples filed in. A large group of young people about
his age burst through the doors together, yelping and hollering, but as soon as they were
in the hall they got quiet and split up, girls to one side, boys, the other.
Most of the girls in the hall were wearing something they had gotten for
Christmas. You could tell because a bow would be so tight you could strum it, or a dress
so stiff you could knead dough on it. The colors of the new fabrics were vibrant
compared to the dull, worn-out stuff that dominated the room. In many instances a girl
would be wearing a brightly colored dress with a pair of scuffed-out shoes. Or a fella
would be wearing a sharp necktie with a rumpled shirt and patched trousers. The women
eyed each other suspiciously, while the men displayed their cigarette holders, neckties,
and pocket kerchiefs, no matter how odd looking they were with the rest of their
ensemble.
The Kid fished his last cigarette from his pocket and looked around. He needed a
light. Someone behind him struck a match. The Kid turned to see Hawk, lighting his own
cigarette and smiling at him. Hawk held out the match. As The Kid drew in on the
cigarette, and the tip burned red, he saw that the match flame had burned down to the
final nub and was now licking at Hawk’s thumb and forefinger. He looked up and Hawk
was smiling. He did not make a move to extinguish the match, but simply waited until the
fire burned itself out against his skin.
Hawk leaned back against the wall. The Kid settled.
“Lookin’ to make little Jane Krueger into Missus Jane Kid tonight?” The Kid
stood silent. Hawk laughed and dragged on his cigarette. “Want to visit Eli tomorrow?”
Hawk looked over at The Kid, who returned his gaze.
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“We got work tomorrow.”
“I know it. I know it.” Hawk exhaled and looked up at the rafters, where crepe
paper swayed with the drafts. There was a small woodchick that had not made it south for
the winter, and flew from one rafter to the next, then back to his nest, which was built in
the far corner of the room. Hawk watched the bird. “So, you don’t wanna go, then.”
The Kid looked at him. “We got work.”
Hawk dragged in quick and blew the smoke in The Kid’s face. “Here’s what I’m
thinkin’ while you keep talkin’ about work. Tomorrow afternoon Officer Hopwood
comes around to pick up Sue and take her back to the nuthouse—“ The Kid’s hands
tightened into fists. “Fine, fine. Take her back to the hospital on account of her fatigue.
So not only will the family be occupied sayin’ goodbye, but Officer Hopwood will be
away from his desk, so to speak. We can skip down to the station while it’s some fresh
deputy that’s still got wet paint on his nametag, and sneak a visit in with old Eli.”
The Kid finished his cigarette and stubbed the butt out with his toe. Hawk handed
him another cigarette and struck another match. The Kid breathed in, the end went red.
“We’ll see,” The Kid said. He wanted to visit Eli, but he wasn’t ready. And Hawk was
too confident. Before The Kid could say anything more, Hawk walked away, grinning.
The Kid looked down at his shoe, and then up across the floor. Jane was waving
her arm frantically at him and shaking her head in frustration. He crossed the floor. She
looped her arm through his.
“Smoking is such a filthy habit, Sam, all the girls think so.” Jane turned him to
face a small collection of young women who were in awe of an actual date. It was clear,
as well, that they didn’t find smoking quite so unattractive as all that.
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“So you knew the fella who got killed?” asked a young girl with dark hair and
thick glasses.
“This is Eliza,” Jane said, sweeping her free arm at the girl, “who couldn’t choose
a polite topic of conversation to save her own life. Feel free to ignore anything she says.”
Eliza stuck her tongue out.
“He was my brother,” The Kid said, “but he’s dead now.”
The girls gave him a funny look. Jane laughed loudly. “Oh, Sam,” she said. “You
are so brave.” The Kid looked at her. He took a drag on his cigarette.
“What’s in you?” he said.
“What ever would you mean?” Jane gave him a sharp look, not unlike those he
used to get from his teachers before he was expelled from school.
“You’re actin’ all funny.”
Jane turned her back to him, but held on to his arm with one hand as she talked to
her girlfriends. The Kid smoked and looked around the room. Hawk was chatting up a
young woman in a large black overcoat. She smoked a cigarette from a long white holder,
while other women stared at her darkly from the corners of their eyes.
Jane bid the girls to have a fun time at the dance, then turned seriously, and led
The Kid away. “You better not embarrass me tonight, Sam,” she said.
“I don’t plan to,” The Kid said.
“This here is my first dance and you are my first date and I will not be
embarrassed.”
“Then don’t be.”
“What’s that supposed to mean?”
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“Never mind.”
“Let’s get a drink.”
There was a long wooden table set up against the back wall, on top of which sat
three giant bowls of pink punch with fruit floating in it, and glasses in stacks. As they
made their way to the table they passed John, whose face was flushed. He held a blonde
girl’s hand and made desperate love to her for a spot on her card. He straightened as they
passed.
“Hello, John Krueger,” Jane said. He was silent. Jane stuck out her tongue. The
blonde girl laughed. John blushed.
As The Kid passed, John tapped lightly on his shoulder. “Try the third bowl on
the end, it’s the best.” He winked, then turned away to whisper something in the blonde
girl’s ear.
The spiked punch seemed to lighten Jane’s mood. She smiled at The Kid and
tapped her foot to the squawkings of the fiddle player. The Kid was glad she didn’t notice
his three glasses to her one. The bassist started to really have a go at his strings, and that’s
when things started to move.
***
Michael Eben Jr. was taking the road as a falling man clutches at air. The Hudson
knocked from one side to the other, found purchase, gnashed its tires in vain against an
icy patch, and then pitched over to the other side again. John was in front, squeezed
between Michael Eben Jr. and Hawk. His head fell repeatedly on Hawk’s shoulder, at
which point it would get jarred into consciousness and he we would insist that he should
be driving. Hawk, when he was climbing into the car, had said he would help to
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chaperone the children, and sat facing the back bench. Jane and The Kid both took up
separate sides of the car, their heads on their fists, staring out straight ahead. Hawk
grunted and turned to face forward.
The Kid had danced with Jane three times, and thought that was more than
enough. Every song they took up, The Kid would either step on her foot, twirl her into
somebody, or kick shins while doseying himself into the middle of another couple. It was
a tragic mess. Finally, he retired himself to the punch bowl, where he sucked down
syrupy red gin until Michael Eben Jr. begrudgingly rounded everyone up for the ride
home. Jane had danced out the remainder of the evening with a rotating group of three
boys: a tall blond covered in zits, even down the back of his neck; a redhead with freckles
so deep his skin matched his hair; and the third boy, medium height and build, with short
brown hair and a sharp hat on his head, who actually looked almost normal until you
noticed the bouncing, loping gait of his dancing, and realized he had been born with a
club foot, one of his legs bound up in metal and leather machinery to equal it out. During
the slow songs, Jane did not test the chaperones’ vigilance by resting her head on the
boys’ shoulders like the other girls, but kept it straight on her neck, the better to furiously
scowl at The Kid all night. With every rotation of the dancers’ feet, her eyes would lock
with his, he would tip his glass to her, and she would stick out her tongue.
They pulled up to the Krueger farm, and everyone tumbled out of the car, except
for John, who was passed out. Hawk dragged him by his arms, his ankles catching on
each step, and set him just inside the doorway of the big house, then stumbled himself,
into his lean-to. Hawk had danced with a curly-headed brunette, in an orange dress and
white shoes, trying constantly to move her to the more intimate back porch where couples
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necked in the moonlight. But she tired of him quickly, and soon found other partners to
fill her card. His forehead beaded with sweat as he danced. It made him look feverish, so
no one else accepted when he asked for a twirl. He was left by the punch bowls to ogle
the action, get drunk on the gin, and glare at The Kid.
Jane wordlessly left The Kid by the car and walked heavily up the steps. Michael
Eben Jr. pulled the car around to the back of the house. The Kid was alone. A cold wind
blew. The land was dark. Senator mewed in the barn.
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Chapter Nineteen
He found it. There, in October of 1911. The Kid wondered why he hadn’t found it
sooner. Why, after he had talked to Sue, The Kid had not thought to go straight for the
entries from 1911 and start from the middle, spreading out like a stain. The Kid held the
book in front of him and reread the entries. They were not long.

Octobr 12 1911
Today hard work fore before winter season. Much
pick and dig, also a hard slawter of some pig. Dinner is
small. Pone. Milk. Gravy. Eliza says to help her. I says no.
She says she run inta trouble. I says fambly is fambly. She
says she got new fambly and paints at her stomek. Eliza is
feelin bad all time fore what she done. Eliza says she jus
done what she had to done and I says O.K.

Octobr 14 1911
Man come from tha bank. Says got to get the lan in
shape fore to get interest. If they get interest, then everbody
can stick on. If not then everbody leave. Says that it is
harder to get interest when the lan is a scene of crime and
murder. Dinner is pone. Coffee wit sugar. Bacon. I tell
Eliza we got to leave. She says she caint and paint at her
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stomek. I says got to. She shake her head and lie on tha
floor in a pile. Caint sleep.

Octobr 15 1911
Eliza in trouble she says wit God. I says fambly is
fambly. She says I got to help her from her troubles. I says
no. She says its on account a O’Keefe that she caint leave.
She says its on account a O’Keefe that she in so much trouble
both wit sin and wit God. I says I help if she caint do fore
herself. We set after dinner. Potatoes. Coffee no sugar. Pone.
Eliza puts out paper and inks says to write. I dont know
nothin to say I says. She says to write the purtiest letter I ever
read. I tell her I aint never got a letter.

Octobr 17 1911
Found Eliza this mornin and caint do work. Eliza is
in heaven on account of her repent fore sin under God. Bank
says to work double and that interest is gone to be hardes
to find on account a the lan bein twice sujeckt to sin and
trubble. Man come to ask me about Eliza and he bring the
letter. He says you seen this letter before. I say I never had no
letter. Work in the night when everbody gone. Dinner alone.
House quiet. Caint sleep.
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***
All five men worked hard the morning of the 26th. Mr. Krueger insisted on it,
waking them as early as ever. Michael Eben Jr. went to the barn with his shovel, and John
puked three times into a shallow ditch by the outhouse before accompanying his father to
the Cleary tenement to pick up a cultivator for winter storage. The Kid and Hawk stayed
behind. They collected eggs from the hen house, and brought up crate after crate of
mason jars from the cellar for Mrs. Krueger to sterilize before filling them with
vegetables—cooked and pickled—and covering them with a hot layer of paraffin to keep.
At lunchtime, a car pulled up in front of the big house. Officer Hopwood stepped
down and approached the door slowly, twisting his hat in his hands. Mrs. Krueger invited
him in for a cup of coffee and told him that Mr. Krueger would be along shortly. The
policeman thanked her but insisted that they should leave soon if he was to get Sue into
town on time for her ride back north. The hospital was very exacting about their pick-ups,
and it was a busy day for them. Mrs. Krueger nodded and handed him a cup of coffee.
Just have a minute of rest, she told him.
Hawk saw the car first and elbowed The Kid. The Kid nodded. They snuck down
the turn-off and walked briskly into town.
Mr. Krueger returned with John. They spent a good fifteen minutes maneuvering
the Hudson to get the cultivator into the right corner of the barn. Officer Hopwood
watched in frustration from the porch. When the men finished, they walked slowly to the
house and climbed the steps before saying a word. Officer Hopwood adjusted his hat on
his head and pulled the brim low. Mr. Krueger invited him in for a cup of coffee. The
officer nodded and thanked him all the same, but insisted that he would have to get Sue
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into town immediately, and that he had already called the station to tell them not to allow
the hospital bus to leave without her. Mr. Krueger nodded and asked him to come in all
the same.
Mr. Krueger and Officer Hopwood spoke in low voices at the dining room table.
“What’s the matter, Mr. Krueger?” the policeman asked.
“Sue ain’t goin’,” Mr. Krueger said.
Officer Hopwood nodded and looked down at his hands. “So what’s the matter?”
“Whattaya mean?”
“You didn’t have to have me out here to tell me Sue wasn’t goin’ back. That’s
your business, and I’m in the middle of it for no reason. Which makes me think you got
somethin’ else on your mind.”
Mr. Krueger nodded solemnly. He looked out the window. Mrs. Krueger came in,
refilled their coffee cups, and returned to the kitchen. Mr. Krueger watched her leave.
“There’s goin’ to be trouble out here,” Mr. Krueger said.
“What about?” Officer Hopwood asked.
Sue appeared in the doorway. “Hello Officer Hopwood,” she said.
“Afternoon, Sue, you look real nice today. How you feel?”
Sue nodded her head. Officer Hopwood smiled.
“Pa, you gonna need more coffee? Ma wants to know.”
Mr. Krueger looked at Officer Hopwood, who shook his head, then back at his
daughter. “No, Sue, don’t think so. Thanks, but I think we just need a moment.”
Sue nodded and disappeared. Mr. Krueger turned to Officer Hopwood. “The bank
is comin’ around tomorrow afternoon.”
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“What for?”
“We been havin’ troubles.”
“Everybody’s havin’ troubles. What’s the bank want with you folks?”
Mr. Krueger was silent.
“Want me to talk to Danny Elderman? I can have a talk with him before he wastes
the gas to come out and visit.”
“It ain’t Danny Elderman that’s comin’. This is a bank from Chicago.”
Officer Hopwood’s face tightened.
“Mrs. Krueger, her father, he gave us the money to put down for the spread when
the missus was pregnant with the first one. Didn’t want to, but he done it. And she asked
him again when we had all them...all them repairs. But that money was used up long time
ago. Now we’re livin’ off the profits, and there ain’t any. I been good to these people, all
these men, them and their families, for a long time. I work with ‘em. We work together
and turn the land and it’s been nice ever since we came to an understandin’. But now
there’s gonna be trouble again. You wasn’t old enough to stop the fires in ’15, but I’m
hopin’ you’re old enough to help out now.”
“There aren't gonna be any fires, Mr. Krueger,” Officer Hopwood said.
“I hope you’re right,” Mr. Krueger said. “I hope so. But if it ain’t fire it’ll be
somethin’ else, some other attempt to harm my kin. I got to do somethin’. I got to tell
somebody.”
Officer Hopwood nodded. “Well, you told me. I’ll keep my ear to the ground.”
Mr. Krueger bowed his head. “I thank you.”
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Mrs. Krueger entered from the kitchen with a large plate in her hands. “You fellas
care for a biscuit with your coffee?”
***
The police station, with its three holding cells, was in back of the county office,
around the corner from the bank. There was an American flag hanging outside that had
not been properly cared for, and now hung low and faded with weather and time. The
large window out front had ‘Police Station’ painted in an arc across the glass. Hawk
opened the door and allowed The Kid to walk through first. Music was playing lightly
from a radio in the corner. A young man with short black hair, a long nose, and freckles
on his forehead, glanced up from the desk. He wore a new, starched-stiff uniform. He
flipped a magazine closed, slid it into a drawer, and leaned back in his chair,
unconvincingly calm.
“What can I do you fellas for?” the policeman asked.
The Kid stayed behind, near the door. Hawk leaned in close over the desk. “We
come to see a fella. You got him in back there.”
The young policeman held out a hand to push Hawk back from him. “Sorry
boys,” he said, his face tightening for a practiced effect. “Can’t let you see nobody. Y’all
can wait for Officer Hopwood if you want. He’ll be back shortly, and you can take it up
with him.”
Hawk didn’t move. The young officer’s hand was inches from his face, but he did
not flinch. The young man seemed to lose his resolve, and the hand slowly sank back to
the desktop. Hawk said, “Name’s Eli, and he’s back there and we’re gonna have to see
him. We don’t got time to wait on Mr. Hopwood.”
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The young man sat up, his chair back creaking on his springs. He looked around
the room, as if backup might be hiding behind a filing cabinet. His eyes returned to Hawk
and settled there. He was nervous, but he had the law on his side, and this showed in his
face. The Kid had slowly moved away from the door and now passed silently behind the
desk. The young man swiveled on him. “Go on, get back there. You’re not allowed
behind the desk. What the hell you think this is?” The young man was flustered, and his
face turned red. The Kid shrugged and moved next to Hawk, whose eyes did not leave the
young man’s face.
The young man had had enough. His voice shook as he demanded that they leave
the station. They could wait at the drugstore and have a phosphate if they still wanted to
see Officer Hopwood when he came back. This intimidation would not stand, he told
them, and he would tell Officer Hopwood about it when he returned.
Hawk put up his hands in surrender and backed away from the desk. “Okay,” he
said, “you got us. But my friend here’s got somethin’ to say before we go.” He looked at
The Kid, who stood at the edge of the desk. The Kid shook his head and looked at Hawk
pleadingly. “Go on, then, Tom,” Hawk said. “Tell the man what you got to say and let’s
get outta’ here before he gets mad.”
The Kid turned and looked at the young officer, whose hands picked at the arms
of the chair, and whose foot tapped the tiled floor. “Well,” the young officer said, “go on,
spit it out and then scram.” The Kid shrugged and held up his hands, as if to say, “I don’t
know what you want me to say.” The young officer’s face blanched, and he began to
shake. “Hey!” he hollered. “Hey, where the hell’d you get that?!” His voice echoed in the
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room. The Kid backed away to the door, next to Hawk, his arms still outstretched, the
young officer’s badge in one hand, and his wallet in the other.
The young officer jumped from his chair and began to approach them. The Kid
handed the items back to Hawk, who held them out. The badge seemed like a boy scout
patch in Hawk’s paw. The young officer stopped a few paces from them and balled his
fists.
“Give ‘em back or I’ll arrest you.”
“You cuff us,” Hawk said with a smile, “you’ll have to explain how my young
friend here managed to overpower you. And in your own station, too.”
The young man boiled in silent fury.
“Then again,” Hawk said, “you let us talk with ol’ Eli for a few, and this’ll all be
forgot.” Hawk tossed the wallet at the young man, who caught it against his chest and
held it there. Hawk turned the badge over in his hands and looked out the window. A man
passed by, his thumbs hooked in his belt loops. Hawk tipped his hat and the man replied
in kind. Hawk turned back to the young officer. “It’s up to you.”
The front of the police station was separated from the back by an iron gate. The
young officer unlocked a series of bolts and pointed to the end of the cells, where there
was a short wooden bench against the wall. The Kid stepped through the gate. The young
office turned and looked at Hawk.
“Ain’t you goin’?” he asked.
Hawk shook his head. “Just my friend there. I’ll sit out here with you.” The young
officer looked at him warily. “Whattaya want to talk about?” Hawk asked with a smile.
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The young officer slowly tucked his badge back into his breast pocket where it
shone brightest. He locked the iron gate behind The Kid, gave Hawk a hard look, and
returned to his desk. Hawk sat in a chair near the door, with his ankles crossed, and
looked absently around the room.
Eli was slumped in a corner of his cell, splay-legged. His eyes were closed. The
room smelled faintly like an outhouse. There was a tin dish that had been licked clean
near his cellar door. The bed sheets didn’t look like they had ever been slept in. A tin
bucket for a bathroom sat in the opposite corner. The Kid sat on the bench and looked at
the dirty man. He noticed that Eli was missing three toes on his left foot, and the big toe
of his right. Eli’s nostrils flared. He opened his eyes slowly and looked up with a scowl.
His mouth split into a sort of grin.
“I seen you,” he said.
The Kid did not answer.
“Shore,” he said. “I seen you that day with that otha fella.”
The Kid gripped the edge of the bench. “The one you killed.”
Eli shrugged. “That’s right. I seen you two pretty boys out at my own place.” Eli
began to nod vigorously. “How are ya, pretty boy?”
“You killed Detroit?” The Kid asked.
“Ain’t been gettin’ too many visitors in here...although I’d say I never woulda’
guesst you’d be one.”
“You killed Detroit?” The Kid asked again.
“Tha’s right, tha’s right. Detroit! I knew that otha fella had some hell-stupid
name. Detroit was the fella.”
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“You killed him?”
Eli seemed to think for a moment, his head cocked to the side. Then he nodded
vigorously and that soft, terrible laugh escaped him. “Shore, shore. Yes! Tha’s why I’m
here, ain’t it? Ain’t that why? Seems to me they don’t jus’ put a man in a cage for not
doin’ nothin’.” Eli shook his head. “Here I am.”
The Kid pulled the torn diary pages from his pocket and uncrumpled them against
his knee.
“What’s that, pretty boy?” Eli barked. “Po-try! Gonna sing me a song a love, dollface?” Eli laughed again, and the rasping scraped at the walls around them.
“It’s nicer in here, eatin’ three times a day? They got hot water?” The Kid asked.
Eli stopped laughing and looked at him.
“You got a bed to sleep on, although that don’t seem to interest you. But at least
you ain’t eatin’ raw, one-eyed chicken on a cold floor right? Right Mr. Eli?”
“What are you talkin’?” Eli said, his blue eye squinted half-closed, and the brown
one wide with an arched eyebrow on top. “You stay the hell away from my place. That’s
my place. You don’t got no business snoopin’.”
“You killed Detroit?”
“I said I did, didn’t I?”
“Like you killed the farmer who lived out there before? O’Keefe, right? Like you
killed your sister?”
Eli stiffened. He cocked his head again. He looked like a chicken when he did
this. Eli was silent.
“Why’d you kill him, then? Detroit.” The Kid wanted to shake it out of him.
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Eli shook his head. “Ta rob him is all. Time’s been hard. Saw him comin’ and
thought I’d just take somethin’ for myself. Teach you city fellas a lesson.”
“You hid in the snow and waited for him?”
Eli thought for a second. “Shore,” he said.
“What’d you get off him?”
Eli shrugged. “You shore ask a helluva lotta’ questions for a kid.”
“What’d you get off him?”
“I don’t know. Twenty bucks?”
“Nothin’ else?”
Eli shrugged.
“Whyn’t you take them quarters in his pocket?” The Kid asked.
Eli was silent.
“There was two quarters in his pockets. If you was robbin’ him, whyn’t you take
‘em?”
“Quarters is small. It was cold, my hands was cold, probably didn’t even feel ‘em
my fingers was so numb.”
The Kid spat on the floor.
“Probably shouldn’t do that,” Eli said. “Hopwood an’ them others try to keep a
clean place. They’d as soon put you in another cell as let you sully it all up.”
“What about his shoes?” The Kid asked.
Eli looked up.
“Did you take his shoes?”
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Eli’s face fell in on itself. “Why you want to ask about his shoes? What’s his
shoes got to do with nothin’?”
“If you was gonna rob him whyn’t you take his shoes?”
Eli cocked his head again. “They—you confusin’ me Pretty Boy.”
“There was brand new shoes on his feet, nice and warm. Whyn’t you take ‘em?
You didn’t even try ‘em on, did you?”
“Didn’t think of it,” Eli said.
“You kill a man to rob him and you don’t think beyond twenty dollars in his
pocket?”
Eli shrugged. “I got boots a my own, whatta I need his shoes for?”
The Kid looked at Eli’s dark and callused feet. He nodded at the empty spaces
where toes should have been. “Don’t look like they do you much good.”
Eli did not bother looking at his feet. “Fine. Yer right, Pretty Boy. I shore coulda’
used them new shoes, wisht I’d a taken ‘em.”
“You ever killed somebody before?” The Kid asked.
“We been talkin’ over that already.”
“Two times you killed before, right?”
Eli nodded.
“And you was careful, ‘cause nobody caught you yet ‘til this time.”
Eli nodded.
“So how come you kill two times already, so careful that nobody can put nothin’
on you, but now you kill a man sloppy on the road, steal twenty dollars, and forget
everythin’ else.”
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Eli tapped his fingers on the ground and stared at the ceiling.
“’Cause you never killed nobody, Eli.” The Kid held up the journal pages.
“What’s that?” Eli looked at the paper nervously.
“Your sister, Eliza, she did it. She killed that farmer.” The Kid walked up to the
bars. “You mighta’ helped her to keep quiet, but you never did nothin’ to him.”
“Where’d you get them papers? What is that?”
“But you liked it that everybody thought it was you ‘cause they left you alone.”
“I had to defen’ her. She was too young’n I had to he’p out.”
“She was old enough.”
“Ol’ enough for what?”
“And then Eliza died and everybody thought that was you again.”
Eli shook his head. “I ain’t talkin’ to you no more.” He pulled his feet in tighter
against his body.
“Everybody thought she was mute, but she wasn’t, she was just deaf and didn’t
like people any more’n you do. And then, when she died, they thought it had to be you
because she had a suicide note but didn’t know how to write, ain’t that why? She lost
that baby of hers, and everybody suspected you killed her for gettin’ pregnant. But it was
suicide. You knew it. She asked you to write that letter for her. She didn’t want to push
off without sayin’ somethin’.”
Eli had shut down, sitting in the corner with his arms folded and his feet tucked
under him. He blinked his different colored eyes and stared at The Kid, but his face was
illegible.
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“Why you in here, Eli?” The Kid sat back down on the bench. “Somebody told
you to give yourself up? Somebody set you up so it looked like it was you that did it?”
Eli grinned, so hatefully that The Kid forgot his own question.
The Kid looked towards the iron gate. Officer Hopwood would be back any
minute. “You want to stay here for some reason, I don’t give a shit,” The Kid said. “You
want to rot in this cell and get put across and wait for your back-gate parole, I don’t
care.” The Kid stood and approached the bars once more. “I know you didn’t kill him, I
know it. But I want to find out who did.”
“Why?” Eli asked. “Why you care who done it if i’s done? Nobody gonna bring
your boyfriend back.” Eli stood and approached the bars until he was standing a few
inches from The Kid. He was a head taller and had to look down. “I don’t know nothin’
about what you’re sayin’. You come in here and give me hell over shoes. You come in
here and give me hell over why I din’t kill some people. I don’t know about all that. But
ever’body in this down has always hated me. An’ I’ve always hated ever’body in this
town. So now they lock me up and I eat better than I ever et, like you says. An’ i’s warm.
An’ now nobody bothers me no more because they always figgered I was a bad bad man,
and it makes ‘em feel good to see me in here an’ they can rest easy and ain’t got no more
worry.” With a sharp movement, Eli’s hand stretched through the bars and snatched the
papers from The Kid’s hand. He crumpled them into balls and backed to the far end of
the cell, where he dropped them into the tin bucket. “So go on and get the hell outta’
here, Pretty Boy. Leave me be.”
The Kid looked at Eli and at the bucket. He shoved his hands into his pockets and
walked towards the iron gate. “I’d ask you to come on by and visit again,” Eli called to
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him, “but I’d rather you just curlet up and die.” The Kid took one look back towards Eli’s
cell, and then the young officer was there, unlocking the iron gate.
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Chapter Twenty
Mr. Krueger was smoking on the porch of the house when Hawk and The Kid
walked up. “Where the hell have you been?” He squinted. “Somebody give you the day
off?” Then he dropped his head and laughed lightly. “Aw hell, come on and have a
cigarette before you help me fix these broken slats.” They sat on the porch with him and
smoked. No one said much.
That night at dinner, the family pretended as if it was a celebration of Sue’s
homecoming. The girls wore important dresses and smiled big, the men made toasts and
put their napkins in their laps, but there was a heavy sadness to the event. It was hard to
say that Sue wouldn’t have rather gone back to the hospital after all, if they had been able
to afford it. She nodded her head when someone spoke and passed the dish when asked,
but she kept quiet for the most part, with her eyes turned towards her meal, which she
barely touched. Jane was still not talking to The Kid, and spent most of the evening
kicking him under the table.
After dinner, The Kid went out to his lean-to and sat by the fire, tearing pieces
from Eli’s diary and tossing them into the flames. He had destroyed about half the book
when he heard the screen door slam and the Hudson start up. The sound grew as the car
was pulled up in front of the big house, and then stopped and idled there. The Kid poked
his head out and saw Michael Eben Jr. duck back into the house. Silently, The Kid ran to
the car and slid into the back, underneath the seats. Just as he got the door latched behind
him, the screen door banged again, twice, and the voices of Michael Eben Jr. and John
filled the car. They roared off down the road.
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“Better enjoy this,” Michael Eben Jr. said.
“Enjoy what?” John asked.
“Ridin’ into town in the Hudson. Pa’s gonna start makin’ us walk.”
“Walk? It’s too far.”
Michael Eben Jr. was silent.
“What are we gonna do?” John asked.
“Whattaya mean what are we gonna do? I just told ya, we’re gonna walk.”
“Not me, brother.”
Michael Eben Jr. was silent.
“What’s got into Pa anyway? He’s more worried than I ever seen him these days,”
John said.
“We gotta’ get rid of Sam,” Michael Eben Jr. said.
“What?”
“Sam, we gotta’ get rid of him.”
“Why d’you say that? What’s wrong with him?”
The car bucked over a deep pit in the road and Michael Eben Jr. swung the wheel
to get it under control. The Kid slammed his head against the seats.
“Did you see how he was workin’ today?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
“No, what, how was he workin’?”
“He wasn’t. He snuck off. And he done it before. He’s askin’ everybody
questions. I don’t like it. Ma thought he would leave after the trouble with Detroit, but
now he’s just hangin’ around like a stray.”
“Aw come on, Michael, he’s fine. He’s just a kid.”
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“He’s a kid with his head up the wrong skirts. We gotta’ get rid of him.”
“Well whattaya want to do, lay for him? You’d bring Hopwood down on your
head so fast you wouldn’t have time to stick it in the dirt.”
“I know it. We can’t lay for him, but we can run him out. I don’t know, but we
gotta’ do somethin’.”
The car was slowed and then stopped.
“Me, I don’t like Thompson,” John said.
“What’s wrong with Thompson? You like him fine, you’re just sayin’ that
cause—“ The doors opened. Michael Eben Jr. and John hopped down and slammed the
doors shut. The Kid was alone. He heard their voices muffled in the street for a moment,
before they were swallowed by the jangled noise of Rose’s.
The Kid lay under the seats for a long time. He listened to the silent street, and
when the band started up inside Rose’s he could feel the faint music pulsing. The Kid sat
up. He had swiped a pouch of Durham off the young officer, and now he rolled himself a
cigarette. He struck a match against the wooden floorboards and lit, and the tobacco
tasted good.
The Kid stepped down from the car and faced the wind. Then he opened the door
and stepped inside Rose’s.
It was less packed than the night Mr. Krueger made his speech, but there were
still men at every table, and a group leaning against the bar. The band was playing old
Milton Ager standards. They looked bored and tired, and refused to pay Happy Days Are
Here Again. Rose laughed phonily at the joke of clean-cut man in a pressed suit who
stood out like a pumpkin in a cabbage patch. She kept eye contact while she sold him
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watered down gin for twice the usual. The man laughed right with her, pleased with
himself. When the door opened, Rose turned and saw The Kid. She excused herself from
the clown.
“You want to get tight?” she asked, no trace of smile left on her face.
The Kid shrugged.
“Well, go on and scram, ya bum. Try the nursery down the street.”
A hand fell on The Kid’s shoulder, and he no longer needed to turn to know it was
Hawk’s. How did the man always manage to appear?
“He’s fine, Rose, give him a rye and let him be. This ain’t the first time you
served sour milk to babies.”
Rose looked at Hawk with her head craned back. Then her head shook from side
to side. “Nope. Can’t do it, Mr. Thompson. Look at him. He’s got less facial hair than a
peach.”
“Aw hell, Rose, he’s got less facial hair than you do, that don’t make you more of
a man.”
Rose’s face drew in on itself, and then she laughed. She shook her head again, but
grabbed a glass and poured a rye. “You better have money to pay,” she said. The Kid
took one of Detroit’s quarters out of his pocket and placed it on the counter. She gave
him a dime back and shooed him away. Hawk had disappeared to a table close to the
band. Michael Eben Jr. sat with him. John was chatting up the only girl in the place. She
was with a young man whose face was pinched into a furious scowl. The Kid made for a
chair that was propped up in the corner, without a table. As he passed, he heard the girl
tell John not to mind her brother, who was just a hothead looking for a fight. The Kid
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slugged his drink and sat down. He already wanted another, but figured it was best to let
Rose get used to him.
The Kid stretched his legs as the band kicked into another tune. Breaking glass
smashed through the music. Shouts drew all the eyes in the bar as John stood, fists
clenched, staring down the young man, who had fists of his own. John swiped at another
glass, sending it to pieces on the floor, and shouted something about the bastard. The girl
sat, smiling, looking up at the two men. John spat at the young man’s feet and walked
away. The girl looked disappointed. John slumped into a metal chair next to The Kid.
“Hey, Sam,” he said. “Didja just get here?”
The Kid shook his head.
“You need one? I could sure use one.”
John stood without waiting for an answer and walked to the bar. He came back
with a rye and a beer. He passed the rye to The Kid.
“Nothin’ makes a man’s throat dryer than a dumb broad and her dog-riled brother.
You wanna know what happened over there?” The Kid shrugged. “I’ll tell ya. I’m
chattin’ up the girl, nice n’ easy, and she says not to mind the old hothead, that he’s all
flame and no heat, right, but then every time I say somethin’ nice to her, she smiles and
turns to her brother and whispers somethin’ in his ear that gets him steamin’. It’s like she
was tryin’ to make us have a go. God damn.” John drained his beer.
They sat not talking for a moment, just the sounds of the bar and John’s heaving
as he tried to catch his breath.
Then, The Kid said, “John, can I ask you somethin’?”
John looked at him and nodded.
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“Whattaya know about Mr. Thompson there?” He indicated the table where Hawk
sat with Michael Eben Jr.
“Like...whattaya mean what do I know?” John shrugged. “He works pretty hard,
seems to me, built like a bull, always seems to have a extra quarter if you’re dry...says
g’mornin’, says g’night. I dunno. What?”
“You like him?”
John drew his eyes down into slits. “What’s that for a question?”
“Just askin’.”
John sat back and looked at The Kid for a long time. Then, “I guess not. If it was
your business, I’d say I guess not. But it ain’t. Why’d you want to know somethin’ like
that. Seems funny.”
“Just askin’. Just thinkin’ about some things. Know why you don’t like him?”
John shook his head. “You’re rootin’ for somethin’ and I don’t know what it is.
Makes me nervous.”
The Kid shrugged. “Fine,” he said.
John drank his beer and stared at the table with his brother and Hawk. “He’s got a
hidden meanness to him that you can’t see. What I mean is, lot a guys got a quiet
meanness in ‘em, and maybe you look at these guys—take that girl’s brother right
there—and think, well, he may get mean and mad, but I’ll just fight him. But with Mr.
Thompson there you know it ain’t about gettin’ mad, or fightin’ it out. It’s somethin’ else.
That’s why I said you can’t see it, because eve if you saw it you wouldn’t know what to
do with it.”
John drank his beer.
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The Kid stared at the table. Hawk raised his glass to him.
“What you want to know all this for?” John asked.
The Kid shrugged again. “Just thinkin’ things through.”
John nodded. “What kinda things?”
“Things about Detroit.”
John stopped, the glass an inch from his lips. He rested it against his knee. “What,
you think—“
A figure appeared behind John’s back and pushed his shoulder. John turned. It
was the girl’s brother. He raised his fists, and then his eyebrows, inviting John to meet
him out front. John shook his head. He didn’t want any trouble, he said, but he’d take
another beer. The brother knocked the glass from John’s hand. It smashed against the
wall.
Rose yelled, “Go on, get the hell outta here, I don’t need this kind of trouble.”
The young woman ran up and clutched at John’s arm as her brother stormed out
of the bar. She whispered something in his ear and he laughed meanly. “Ha. Right. What
honor’s there to defend?” The girl’s face went dark and she pouted. John grabbed The
Kid’s rye from him and slugged the rest. He nodded at Hawk and Michael Eben Jr. They
all followed him outside.
The brother was pacing out front, with his sleeves rolled up and his fists
tightened. John walked through the door and the guy snapped to attention. Michael Eben
Jr., Hawk, and The Kid followed behind John, and the girl came running after. The
brother seemed to lose a bit of steam, but he didn’t drop his guard. John held his hands up
in surrender.
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“Come on, guy, let’s just go in and have a good drink. We’re better lookin’
without bloodied noses anyhow.”
“Hit the crap outta him, Walter!” The girl screamed from the door.
John turned to look at her, and the brother swung a solid fist, glancing off his
chin. John turned. The blood rose in his chest. The brother threw another punch, this time
less controlled. John turned out of it and swung around to smash his fist into the guy’s
nose. The brother reeled back, the sister screaming in the background. He had a hand up
to his face and there was blood coming out of it. John held up his hand again to signal a
truce.
“See. Definitely not as pretty.” The brother lunged at him but John stepped
sideways. “I’m done. Okay. We’re done. Rose’s probably got somethin’ inside you can
put on that, a chunk of ice.”
“Kill ‘im, Walt!” the girl hollered from the doorway.
The brother roared and the hand at his face returned to its fist position. He ran at
John like a bull, swinging. One shot connected with John’s chest. It was the hand full of
blood, spraying him as it came, staining his shirt, and knocking him back slightly on his
heels. The guy ran too fast, and took time turning himself around, and when he did, John
was there, and he hit him again, and the man fell into the snow and mud.
“John Krueger,” a voice called out.
John turned. Officer Hopwood stood on the other side of the street, leaning
against his police car, arms folded. He stepped off the vehicle and crossed towards the
group. He nodded his head. “Very nice, John,” he said. “Especially that last hit was
particularly smart.”
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John shrugged. Officer Hopwood put a hand on his shoulder. “I know this fight
just happens to have started in front of Rose’s, since you don’t ever go in there. But it’s
still a fight. Come on, John.” John looked at Michael Eben Jr. who nodded once. With
one hand the policeman led John towards his car, and with the other he pulled at the
brother’s arm. His sister came from the doorway, crying, a handkerchief pressed against
her face. She spat at John. Officer Hopwood looked at her but just laughed.
“Can’t I come,” the girl said. “That’s my husband.”
John looked at her and then at the boy in Officer Hopwood’s grip. The policeman
nodded.
“Sure,” he said, looking at the girl. “From what I’ve seen tonight, the three of you
could use a night the hoose to cool down.”
“I didn’t know they was married, honest,” John said, staring at the girl, who gave
him a raspberry.
“What the hell difference does that make? You wouldn’t a hit him?” Officer
Hopwood asked.
John shrugged. Officer Hopwood piled the boy and girl in the back, and John sat
up front with him. They turned sharply in the road and headed back to the station.
“Ma’s goin’ to tear that fool’s head off,” Michael Eben Jr. said. He walked back
into the bar without looking at anyone.
Hawk rolled a cigarette. The Kid looked at him but he shook his head. The Kid
turned to go inside. If he wasn’t going to get a cigarette then it wasn’t worth hanging out
in the cold.
“Hold on there, Kid,” Hawk said.
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The Kid did not turn around.
“You never did tell me nothin’ about your visit with ol’ Eli today.”
“You didn’t ask me nothin’,” The Kid said.
“I’m askin’ now.”
“Nothin’ to say.”
“Hey, I went outta my way to get you in there, don’t I at least get a little rag
gossip?”
The Kid turned and looked at Hawk.
“He didn’t do it.”
Hawk shrugged. “How d’you know?”
“I just do.”
Hawk smoked.
“Okay. So who did it, Shamus?”
The Kid looked at him.
The Kid looked at him. Hawk laughed.
“Right,” Hawk said. “I forgot.”
“How’d you get his chain?” The Kid asked.
Hawk blew smoke in The Kid’s face. “I killed him and ripped it from his rock
stiff neck.” The Kid spat in the snow. Hawk gripped the cigarette between his lips, and
held his hands up in surrender. “I found it, Kid. Honest to God.”
The Kid looked at him. “Where?”
“On his body, just after I killed him.” Hawk laughed.
The Kid turned and walked into Rose’s. Hawk continued laughing behind him.
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Chapter Twenty-One
The Kid was awoken in the morning by the wails of Mrs. Krueger as she stormed
out of the big house wearing only her housecoat and a heavy wine-colored dress of
rough-spun cotton. Her feet were bound in a pair of low, thin leather sandals. Michael
Eben Jr. came out soon after, carrying her boots and a heavy wool coat, and calling for
her to slow down.
“Ma,” he hollered, “Ma, it’s fine. He’s fine. Get your boots on.”
Mrs. Krueger turned to face Michael Eben Jr. but didn’t stop moving towards the
road. “That boy’s doin’ nothin’ but bring shame down upon us. I’ll take the switch to him
like beatin’ dust out of an old rug. He—“
The Hudson roared to life behind the house, and Mr. Krueger pulled it around
front. Mrs. Krueger was still screaming and stumbling backwards as he slowly drove the
car behind her to cut off her path. She bumped up against the stiff body of the car. She
whipped around.
“Don’t get in my way, Michael. Don’t get in my way!” she hollered.
Michael Eben Jr. stepped closer while her wrath was refocused, and now stood
two feet away. “Ma—“ he tried to break through her noise. “Ma, come on and take ‘em.”
Mrs. Krueger ignored her son and yelled at her husband. “This is your fault. Don’t
look at me like that. Don’t you dare look at me thatta ways. If you would just stand up to
these boys and be a father to them.”
Mr. Krueger was sitting quietly in the Hudson. His face was a plaque of
resignation. She pounded the car with her fists. “Look at our children. Look at this
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family. This ain’t a family, it’s a halfway house for people on their way to hell!” She
pounded her fists against the Hudson until they were red. She leaned back against it. Mr.
Krueger was staring straight ahead. Michael Eben Jr. proffered the boots and coat once
more, and she was too weak to resist. He helped her ease into them, and then into her
seat. Mrs. Krueger rested her head against the window. Mr. Krueger choked the car back
to life and eased it slowly down the turn off.
Michael Eben Jr. walked into the house and closed the door behind him. Curtains
rustled in an upstairs window as Sue turned away. The Kid squinted—although it was
only soft, early-morning light—then crawled back to his blankets.
He had just gotten his head covered when the door rattled on its hinges. Michael
Eben Jr. yelled at The Kid to get on up. He left the door open to the glaring light and
stalked off towards the barn. The Kid pulled on his wool coat and followed after him.
Michael Eben Jr.’s long legs kept him well ahead, so it wasn’t until the barn doors
that The Kid caught up. Michael Eben Jr. turned as if he had only just noticed he was
being chased.
“Whatta you want, Sam? Get on to work.”
“Where d’you want me to go?”
Michael Eben Jr. cocked his head. “What? Just go on.”
“Where? We finished repairin’ the porch slats yesterday and we don’t have any
paint to paint ‘em with.”
Michael Eben Jr. stepped back into the barn. “Well,” he said, “I guess you can
feed these cows.”
The Kid followed him into the barn and picked up a pitchfork. “Okay,” he said.
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They worked together in silence. Michael Eben Jr. mucked out the horses’ stalls
while The Kid shoveled hay under the snuffling noses of the dairy cows. The Kid pulled
the pouch of Durham from his pocket and rolled a cigarette. Michael Eben Jr. watched
him, and waited until he had struck a match, then told him to put it the hell out.
“You wanna start a fire and burn this place to death?” he asked.
The Kid blew out the match and put the cigarette into the pouch with the loose
tobacco.
“How old were you when them people set that fire?” The Kid asked.
Michael Eben Jr. tossed a shovelful of manure into the trap and turned to him.
“What are you stirrin’, Sam?”
“Nothin’, nothin’. Don’t bother to say nothin’ about it. I was just curious is all.”
“Two years, six months, about,” Michael Eben Jr. said. “Now work.”
The Kid nodded and stabbed the pitchfork into a bale. Then he turned. “That ain’t
very old.”
Michael Eben Jr. did not turn around. “No, Sam, I guess it ain’t.”
“But you remember it, huh?”
Michael Eben Jr. looked at him. “What are you gettin’ at?”
“Don’t you? You remember that fire kind of like you was there, but you was only
two and six months, you couldn’t really remember it.”
Michael Eben Jr. shrugged.
“It’s funny how you can remember somethin’ like you was there, even if you
wasn’t, just on account of people tellin’ you about it.”
Michael Eben Jr. tightened his eyes.
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“Y’know,” The Kid said, sticking his pitchfork into the hay again, “I’d bet you
could do that with a lotta things.” He paused and looked at Michael Eben Jr.
Michael Eben Jr. was silent.
“Y’know. Like, say somebody murdered somebody else. I bet they could find
somebody, I don’t know, like some poor ol’ guy without even a pair of decent shoes on
his feet, some guy who’s just so sad and lonesome he’d do anything to get out of it. And I
bet the guy who murdered the other guy could tell the poor man all about what happened
in such a way that this guy with no shoes can remember it just like he was there. Hell,
he’d remember it so well he could tell people he’d done it.”
Michael Eben Jr. took a step forward, the metal tip of the shovel scraping on the
frozen dirt.
“Funny thing that way,” The Kid said. He shrugged to himself and tossed the hay
at the cows. Michael Eben Jr. took another step forward and The Kid raised the pitchfork
to his side.
The deep silence in the barn was broken only by the shuffling feet of animals.
Michael Eben Jr. stepped back again and grinned.
“Funny thing, Sam, you’re right.” He leaned on his shovel with both hands. “You
know what I think is funny? I seen this picture one time of this little Jewish kid and he
had been beaten with a horsewhip and tied up to strangle in a tree, just like a nigger.”
The Kid tightened his grip on the pitchfork. Michael Eben Jr. raised his eyebrows.
“That was one a the funniest pictures I ever seen, and I always wondered who took it
‘cause I’d like to buy that man a beer.”
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The Kid ran hard at Michael Eben Jr., the pitchfork held out straight. He could not
feel his feet. His eyes were fogged red. His breath came heavy and he imagined himself
rolling in hot gore. Michael Eben Jr. stepped back and smashed The Kid’s knee with his
shovel. The Kid pitched forward and slammed into the barn wall. The wood cracked a
little under his blow. The pitchfork clanged against a milking bucket. Michael Eben Jr.
was standing over him before he could move. He rested his hand on the knife in his coat
and waited for the next.
“You meddled yourself into a world a trouble, Sam,” he said.
The Kid looked up at him sharply. “Well go on and kill me then.”
The barn was still, except for their breathing and the short, clacking steps of the
anxious cows.
“Kill me like you killed Detroit.”
“I didn’t kill him, ya dumb idiot.”
From outside the barn, the Hudson grumbled up the path to stop in front of the
house. Michael Eben Jr. stared at The Kid, then threw down his shovel and walked to the
barn doors. The Kid heard the car doors open. The wind carried the biting voice of Mrs.
Krueger, who continued to berate her husband as he dragged John inside.
“Aw hell,” Michael Eben Jr. said, leaning in the doorframe. He pulled a cigarette
from his pocket and lit it.
The Kid stood and brushed himself off. He raised the pitchfork again. Michael
Eben Jr. gave him a dismissive glance. The Kid stepped up to the doorway in time to see
Mrs. Krueger slap the back of her son’s head, and then beat at Mr. Krueger. Jane came
through the door to give John a razzing of her own. The Kid opened his mouth to say
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something when another car came up the path, this one quieter, like a knife through
paper. The Kid moved next to Michael Eben Jr. and looked out at the tan inter-city urban,
freshly washed and polished, windows you could see through like mountain air. Michael
Eben Jr. pulled on his cigarette with a pained, thinking face on. You could still hear the
row going on inside the big house, mostly the shrill cries of Mrs. Krueger. The car was so
smooth that they didn’t notice its arrival.
Michael Eben Jr. stared at the car. “Who robbed the bank?”
A man in a sharp pin-striped suit descended from the back of the car. Another
man, dressed all in black, with a short, tight, black driving cap on his head, shut off the
engine, and waited at the wheel. The pin-striped man carried a briefcase and pushed his
spectacles up his nose as he climbed the stairs.
Pin Stripe made no effort to hide his reaction to the family quarrel inside, turning
to give his driver a look of disgust. He raised a gloved fist and hammered at the door. The
air went dead, and the house seemed suddenly empty. The curtain in the upstairs window
fell and was still. Pin Stripe knocked again, and Mr. Krueger appeared. He did not show
surprise at the man, but invited him in. A moment later, Jane, still trying to pull a wool
cap over her head and fasten the clasps on her coat, was given a light push outside. She
turned back to the house to holler something, but the door was closed behind her. She sat
on the top step and kicked at the boards, her face pinched and red.
Michael Eben Jr. pushed off the barn wall and walked across the frozen ground,
his cigarette tucked between his lips. The Kid pulled the cigarette from his pouch and lit a
match off a wooden board. He gave Michael Eben Jr. a head start, then followed after.
“What are you doin’?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
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“Go to hell, Michael,” Jane hissed.
“Who put salt in your bloomers?”
The Kid moved quickly. Michael Eben Jr. had his back turned and was leaning on
the railing. The Kid sat down against the side of the house to listen.
“Nothin’. Just mind your own.”
“You’ve been gettin’ mighty testy as late. Maybe Pa shoulda sent you up north.”
Jane was silent.
Michael Eben Jr. turned to look at the driver, who sat still, staring forward.
“What do these monkeys want?”
“I’m out here ain’t I?” I can’t be inside findin’ out about stuff and be out here
talkin’ to you.”
Michael Eben Jr. looked at his sister and nodded. “That’s right.” He walked over
to the car and tapped at the glass. The driver ignored him. He tapped again, and the driver
looked at him as if he was an animal rattling its cage. “Hey,” Michael Eben Jr. hollered.
“Come on, open up just a little.” The driver rolled the window down an inch.
“Who are you?”
“Willard.”
“Uh-huh. Who’s he?” Michael Eben Jr. jerked his thumb at the house.
“That is Mr. Ferguson.”
“What’s he want?”
“This is between Mr. Ferguson and your father,” the man said.
Michael Eben Jr. opened his mouth, but the man had closed his window up.
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“Hey!” Michael Eben Jr. shouted, rapping on the glass. The driver had turned
forward again and resumed his blank stare. “Hey, guy.” Michael Eben Jr. rapped until he
got fed up and gave the tire of the car a good solid kick. He returned to the porch.
Mrs. Krueger stepped from around the back of the house, holding her dress with
one hand, and carrying a tray of biscuits. She nodded to the children. She walked over to
the car and stood in front of the window with the plate until the driver finally rolled down
the glass. When he had grudgingly taken a biscuit with a curt “thanks” and rolled up the
glass, Mrs. Krueger brought what was left to the porch. She saw The Kid sitting at the
corner and called to him.
“Get on up, Sam. I don’t know that you can find much comfort curled up like
some mange cat.”
The Kid stood and walked around to the porch. Michael Eben Jr. gave him a sharp
look. He turned to his Ma. “Ma, what’s goin’ on in there? It’s like the damned president’s
come to visit.”
Mrs. Krueger shook her head and moved the plate to offer a biscuit to The Kid.
He took one. She stroked Jane’s hair. “You’re fine,” she told her daughter. “Get off’f it.”
She then turned to her son. “I don’t know,” she said. “Your father shooed me out as fast
as he could. Said there was man business to discuss and that it couldn’t be shared with
nobody yet.” Mrs. Krueger’s face was folded over with worry lines.
“Where’s John?” Michael Eben Jr. asked.
Mrs. Krueger pointed around back. The Kid peered around the side of the house
and saw John standing with Hawk in the field. He had a pickaxe over his shoulder. “Your
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father says to him he’ll show him what jail’s like if he’s so eager. Sent him to break up
some rocks.” Mrs. Krueger twisted her hands in the pouch of her apron.
“Sue’s the only one still inside,” Mrs. Krueger said. “I didn’t remind your father
because I don’t want her standing out in the cold, and lucky he forgot. She might get to
hear somethin’, I don’t know.”
They stood there together, stealing glances at the car. The biscuits froze solid like
stones.
***
Mr. Ferguson left without a word. He stepped between Jane and Michael Eben Jr.,
nodded to Mrs. Krueger, and climbed into the car. A slight growl in the purr of the motor
and the car had turned and disappeared. They continued to sit on the porch, waiting for
Mr. Krueger to come out. But the house stood silent. Finally, Mrs. Krueger raised herself
and mounted the steps. The screen door slammed behind her. A silent moment passed.
Mrs. Krueger reappeared at the door and spoke quietly. She told the boys to go back out
and do some work, and told Jane to come inside with her but not to make any noise. Jane
slammed the door in protest, but then all was silent. The Kid snuck up on the porch.
“Leave it be,” Michael Eben Jr. said.
The Kid had already started enough trouble with Michael Eben Jr., and turned to
follow him, but not before he got a short glimpse of Mr. Krueger at the dining room table,
his head lowered and his hands folded in front of him.
***
Mrs. Krueger came outside at dusk and invited Hawk to share table with them.
She said it was Mr. Krueger’s personal request that he join them from now on. “It’s too
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cold for you to eat your food without it sticking icy to your plate, frosting up,” she said.
“And Mr. Krueger says we got to get the kindnesses in where we can.”
Hawk sat in Detroit’s old chair, across from The Kid. Dinner was hushed. The
questions went unasked. Mr. Krueger put only a few things on his plate and worriedly
pushed them around. Everyone was anxious, and the bulk of the conversation fell to Jane.
She gabbily told of a school friend who had gotten to take a Pullman trip down to Florida
for Christmas to see her Grandma, who had made a lot of money when she was young as
a showgirl, the first to do a fan dance. Jane’s endless story gave everyone the chance to
breathe. But after a long time, when people had begun to use her voice as a drifting raft
into their own thoughts. Mr. Krueger cut her off.
“Jane, now, I’m sure everyone’s heard just about enough of Eleanor Geiger and
her train trip. Why don’t you just quiet down for a moment and give somebody else a
chance if they want it.”
“Well, nobody was talkin’—“ Jane said.
“How would you know, did you stop to ask ‘em?” Mr. Krueger interrupted.
Jane’s lower lip folded out, and she sat back in her chair with her arms crossed.
Everyone looked down at their plates, fearing he would ask them to tell a story to
liven the mood. Finally, Mr. Krueger gave a heavy long sigh. “Okay,” he said, “I know
what everyone’s thinkin’ about, and it’s no use causin’ more headache by keepin’ it
secret since it’s goin’ to affect everybody and so I’ll just go on and say it. That Mr.
Ferguson who come by today, he was from a bank in Chicago. He represents the lending
bank that helped us get this farm, and up to now has been nice enough to let us keep it.”
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Worried glances shot across the table. Mr. Krueger was staring at his plate but he
seemed to sense the unease and held up his hands.
“Now, it’s not like that. Slow your roll, I know how you people can get your
brains boiling with nothin’ but green branches on the fire. We’re not goin’ to lose the
farm. What we are goin’ to do, what we have to do, is get a tractor.”
It was as if the room itself let out a sigh of relief and the soft-yellow walls
shrugged.
“Don’t get too happy,” Mr. Krueger said, his head still down-turned. “Tractor
means more work, not less, because it’s going to mean we got to start farmin’ the land
around.” Mr. Krueger wheezily let out some air like a punctured lung. “Like I said, we
ain’t gonna lose the farm...but we...well, we got to make do.”
John’s face was one big smile. “I can drive it, Pa. Sure I can. I’ll drive the tractor.
It’ll be—you’ve never seen the land turn so fast, you’ll say. You’ll see.”
Mr. Krueger looked up and smiled weakly. “Yes, I have no doubt.”
Michael Eben Jr. stared at his father with less enthusiasm. “Pa, when you say
work the land around—“
Mr. Krueger nodded.
Michael Eben Jr. looked hard at his father. “Where the hell are they gonna go?”
Mrs. Krueger barked a reproach that even she didn’t believe.
Mr. Krueger shook his head. “What can I do? Give me a solution and I’ll take it.
The bank’s not gettin’ its full payment and I’ve been buyin’ time, but we can’t afford to
let it sit the way it is now, and I’ll be damned if we lose it all. There’s...there’s plenty of
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land around. It’s, I mean, these are good men who won’t have any trouble findin’—“ Mr.
Krueger dropped the sentence, lacking the energy to finish something so boldly false.
The table fell quiet.
It was Mrs. Krueger who broke the silence. She softly asked, “When are you
going to tell them, Michael?”
Mr. Krueger looked back down at his plate. He stared, thinking, for a moment,
and then spoke. “It’ll have to be soon. I know that. The bank’s not gonna give us a loan
on the tractor, so we’ll have to buy it outright, and that will be just about everything
we’ve got. We’ll need the money from those lands even before it exists. It’ll have to be
soon. I don’t know.”
No one said a word. Michael Eben Jr. stood from his chair. “You know what
they’ll say about us, Pa. You can already hear it in your head can’t you? I can. Unless we
walk through town everyday with blood streaming from our feet and the tatters in our
clothes big enough to let in a bus they’ll say the Kruegers are fat cats, living off the
sufferin’ of others. It’s—it’s what they’ll say, we—we won’t be allowed in town, Pa.
They don’t have hearts big enough for this kind of forgiveness. Pa—“
Mrs. Krueger looked at her son. “That’s enough, Michael Eben Jr.”
He stood, one hand on the back of his chair, then turned. He was stopped in the
doorway by the voice of his father.
“You know damn well I can hear them, son,” he said. “I’ve been hearin’ them for
twenty years.”
Michael Eben Jr. did not turn around, but took the stairs heavily and slammed a
door.
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Silence dampened the dining room. Mrs. Krueger brought out a small pot of
coffee and poured cups. Then, Michael Eben Jr.’s heavy feet pummeled the stairs anew,
as he came down swiftly, and bolted through the front door. Mr. Krueger stood and
walked stiffly after him. His voice could be heard in the dining room urging his son to
come back and keep the family out of his foolishness. And, from the silence that
followed, it was clear that Michael Eben Jr. had refused.
***
The Kid sat in the living room after dinner, stealing the last few moments of
warmth he could before heading outside. It had been a windy week, and the gaps in the
lean-to walls sang like a barbershop quartet and three of their friends. His hands were
gripped around a tin cup of coffee that he did not drink.
Mr. Krueger walked in slowly and sat next to The Kid. His face was drawn and
his eyes heavy. It seemed like his hair had thinned since Detroit and The Kid arrived, and
he pushed back a few long, stray, gray strands from his forehead, which was lightly
beaded with a cool sweat. He put his hands on his knees.
“How is it, Sam?” he asked.
The Kid shrugged. “Okay,” he said.
There was an uncomfortable silence that hid between their words. The Kid shifted
in his seat. Mr. Krueger was staring at his hands. He looked up as if he had just thought
of something, and then his eyes crunched down on themselves.
“You and...uh...your brother, Mr. Detroit, the two of you was goin’ somewhere
when you came here. Right? You was workin’ to save up for a trip if’n I remember.”
The Kid nodded.
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“How much did you and him have holed away before—“
The Kid couldn’t bear to tell him the money had been stolen and that he only had
a couple weeks pay under his bucket, from embarrassment or sympathy, he didn’t know.
Mr. Krueger nodded at The Kid’s silence. “I see your point. A man’s finances is
his own business. Perfectly understandable. But...do you got what you need is my main
question? Can you get to wherever you was goin’?”
The Kid nodded his head. He was sick of working straight, and if he could blow
from New York to Detroit with nothing but a pair of broken shoe laces and the fingers on
his hands, then, with the little cash he already had, he could make it far enough away
from the Kruegers to be a carterista, picking bolsilos for pesos.
Mr. Krueger kept his eyes on The Kid’s. He put a hand into his pocket. “You’ve
been a good man to have around, Sam. Better than I would’ve expected, I can tell you.
And Mrs. Krueger thinks so too...and...the whole family has appreciated your hard work
and company and—“
Mr. Krueger paused. He looked down at his knees and then across the room to a
small cameo picture of a dour woman hanging in a frame. Mr. Krueger strained his eyes
to bring the picture into focus. He spoke with his attention diverted. “We got—Sam—I’m
sure you’ll see the sense in it, but there won’t be nothin’ to do around here for the next
three months. And we got so many good men...I can’t even...nothin’ but good men that
we’ll be sendin’ off into the world soon. I can’t afford to keep you on even if I wanted.”
He paused and repeated the speech to himself in a whisper, trying to find his place. He
turned his eyes away from the scene on the wall and looked at The Kid. “I mean, I do
want to keep you on, that’s not what I meant. But I’m goin’ to have to tip my hat.” He
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pulled a twenty-dollar bill from his pocket and put it in The Kid’s hand. “If’n you stay ‘til
the end of the week and help me fill in them gopher holes and maybe get a couple good
cords a dry wood chopped I might be able to sneak you another five when Mr. Ferguson
ain’t lookin’, and a couple jars a Mrs. Krueger’s famous plum jam for sustenance on the
weary road.” The Kid was staring at the bill in his hand. Mr. Krueger nodded once, stood,
and left the room.
The Kid sat in his chair and, for the first time in a long while, he thought of
California.
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Chapter Twenty-Two
In the morning, Hawk sat on a crate in front of his lean-to, with a cup of coffee
between his hands. The Kid bundled himself and sat on an overturned washbasin rusted
through with holes.
“Ain’t that cute?” Hawk called across the expanse between them.
“What?”
“I get invited in to eat at the table like a human being the same day Mr. Krueger
decides maybe he doesn’t need so many human beings around all the time.”
The Kid nodded. Hawk coughed up some steamy phlegm into the snow. “Well,”
he said, “at least we both got it. If it’d just been me, and they’d kept you around, I woulda
killed you outta jealousy and anger.” Hawk laughed.
“That’s not the last bit funny, Mr. Thompson,” a voice called from the porch.
Hawk stopped laughing, but the mirth did not leave his face. Sue stood in thick skirts,
piled one on top of the other, and a wool hat, open in the back, pulled over her hair,
which was tied in a bun. She seemed to have climbed, finger hold by finger hold, out of a
dark place. There was fire in her face again, and life in the hands she clasped to her hips.
“Come on in and get some coffee and a biscuit, Sam,” she said. “No use workin’ your last
few days on an empty stomach.”
Before walking to the big house, The Kid gave a quick glance at Hawk, who
sipped his coffee and nodded to himself. Sue was already inside, removing her fur-lined
boots. As The Kid came in behind her he heard her whispering, “These damned boots.”
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“Sam,” she hissed, “I swear, my feet are about to fall off in these things.” She
paused. “Not such a good time, though, to go askin’ for a new pair, huh?” She looked at
The Kid and smiled. He nodded. Mrs. Krueger stepped from the kitchen with a tin cup of
coffee, and a biscuit on a piece of wax paper.
“When you’re done, Sam,” Mrs. Krueger said, “Just fold up that wax paper real
nice and put it safe in your pocket to bring back. We have to start reusing everything
around here. Next we’ll be drinking our bath water and making bread out of last year’s
long johns.” Mrs. Krueger tried to laugh but it came out as a harsh, wet cough.
The Kid took the food and sat down in the living room. Mr. Krueger clumped
down the stairs in his thick, black boots, with the pants tucked into the sides, and extra
layers. His hands went uncovered, as well as his head. He always said he could think
better this way, and know if he was handling the right too. His hands might have told a
different story, as they were ash white and cracked red.
“Mornin’ Sam,” he said. “I’m glad to see you’re comfortable.”
The Kid looked at him cagily.
“Get the hell up,” Mr. Krueger said, not unkindly. “God damn, what am I even
payin’ you for, for you to sit around and enjoy some damn crumpets? You the Queen of
England all a sudden?” Mr. Krueger placed a heavy, warm hand on The Kid’s shoulder,
patting it twice.
“Let off him, Pa,” Sue said.
“Aw, Sue, it’s good to see you up and about,” Mr. Krueger said. “I’m just foolin’
him. He knows that.”
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Sue looked at The Kid, who nodded and quickly shoved the rest of the biscuit in
his mouth for fear Mr. Krueger would make him leave it behind. He handed the wax
paper to her and stepped outside, with Mr. Krueger close behind.
The Kid followed Mr. Krueger out in a frozen field where they took turns hacking
at a pile of rock hard earth, scooping it in their cold shovels and tamping it into the
troublesome holes dug by the gophers.
“You got any plans for the New Year, Sam?” Mr. Krueger asked with a grunt, the
pointed tip of his shovel chipping uselessly at the ground.
The Kid shook his head. “Get by.”
Mr. Krueger nodded. The Kid took a turn at the dirt, got a little, and poured it into
the hole. Mr. Krueger picked up a pickaxe and swung evenly and sharp, breaking off
many clods with each tchock of the metal tooth. He looked at the hole. “Wish we’d a
done this when the ground was soft and it could really fill it in. All we’re gettin’
accomplished now is givin’ them gophers some extra shade for their nap.”
Mr. Krueger broke apart most of the pile and stood back, breathing hard. The Kid
scooped some into the hole, and then some more. The hole took as much as they could
give it. The dirt simply rolled deep inside and, when more dirt followed, it pushed the
previous clods further along, without any packing. There were a good thirty holes still
remaining.
“Me,” Mr. Krueger said, “I like to make a plan when a New Year is comin’.
Y’know, set up a little goal. Say to myself, Michael Krueger, by this time next year you
will be this blank doin’ blank and blank. Y’see? Helps me to get excited for the next
days. Otherwise, sometimes, you got nothin’ to look toward.”
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The Kid nodded. “So,” he said, “what’s your plan for the upcomin’ year, Mr.
Krueger?”
Mr. Krueger stopped, jammed the shovel into the ground and leaned his weight on
the handle. He looked hard at The Kid. “Get by, Sam, get by.”
***
Sue came out to call them in for lunch, and then they returned to their filling until
darkness. At dinner, Michael Eben Jr. sat stonily, chewing his food. The conversation fell
again into the hands of Jane, who attempted to regale the table with a story of Jenny
Withers, whose family was having real champagne for New Year’s Eve, brought in from
France. Jenny’s parents, Jane explained, didn’t mind if she got drunk because they said it
was French culture. They loved everything French over at the Withers’. But, Jane
explained, Jenny was a big old fake who put on airs like you and I put on socks, so it was
hard to know when she was telling the truth.
Mr. Krueger nodded softly to his daughter but kept his eyes on his eldest son.
This time it was Sue who broke Jane’s hold on the room.
“Sam, what do you think you’re going to do? When you leave.”
Jane stopped her story, which had turned from Jenny Withers to another
classmate, John Simpson, whose father had just died of the cancer, and who had been
seen out by the O’Greary quarry, doing donuts in his deceased father’s old Hudson Super
Six and drinking from a bottle of homemade corn whiskey. Mr. Krueger turned his
burning eyes from Michael Eben Jr. to look at The Kid, and there was a heavy, important
pause that squeezed The Kid tight to his chair.
“Well,” he said, searching. “I’m gonna probably try to get on down to California.”
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Hawk coughed. “You should try Arizona, Sam, I heard there’s a lot of work down
in Arizona.”
The Kid could have kicked himself. Hawk’s smile turned to a smirk, and he
shoved a hot chunk of potato into his mouth.
Mr. Krueger shook his head. “Don’t listen to him, Sam, there’s nothin’ but a
bunch of wildmen down there, and hot trouble. No, California, I’ve heard plenty about
them. Good place for a man to get a fresh start. Ever think about ownin’ your own land?”
The Kid shook his head. Mr. Krueger laughed lightly. “Probably for the best,
then,” he said.
“You know anybody in California?” Sue asked.
The Kid shook his head. “I got an uncle down there, but I ain’t never met him.”
“What’s your uncle do?” Sue asked.
“Gettin’ a little on the personal side now, Sue,” Mr. Krueger chided.
“That’s okay,” The Kid said, looking at Sue. “I don’t know, never met him, like I
said. Don’t even know where in California he lives, but I think I heard somethin’ about
San Francisco one time so maybe I’ll look him up there. Nobody never talked about him
back home on account of he always worked straight. Kinda made him the black sheep of
the family, I think.”
There was a short silence. Mr. and Mrs. Krueger were looking at him funny. Mr.
Krueger asked, “What’s that mean, work straight.”
Something sunk inside The Kid and he wished for one of Detroit’s quick
responses. He was putting his foot in his mouth over and over, as if he wouldn’t stop until
he had swallowed it. He wouldn’t have had to talk at all if Detroit were there. Hawk
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looked at him, watching him walk all over his own words, waiting for him to slip over
flat on his face. Hawk’s lip pulled up over his teeth.
It was Jane who saved The Kid. “Got a girlfriend in California?” she asked with a
scowl.
Sue laughed. “He’s never even been there, Jane.”
Jane’s cheeks flushed. Normally, The Kid would have been immune to her
emotions, but he was feeling on the spot, so he attached himself to her red face.
Mrs. Krueger frowned at Jane, who stood and left the table without excusing
herself. On her way out of the room she accidentally kicked the leg of The Kid’s chair.
“You don’t have to get violent, Jane,” John said, jokingly. Jane ran.
“And you, Mr. Thompson?” Mr. Krueger asked.
The Kid breathed. His body seemed to loosen in his seat. His face was burning as
if a spotlight had been shining on it, and now he felt the skin cooling. He looked at his
plate.
“Interesting that you ask, Mr. Krueger,” Hawk said. “I think I’ll be heading out
west myself. Know a man down in Nevada who’s got some gopher holes of his own to
fill in, so to speak.” The Kid looked up, and Hawk was staring at him with eyes like drill
bits.
Mr. Krueger nodded. “Gophers’ll do a world of damage,” he said.
The meal sank into silence again.
***
The Kid walked into Rose’s, and no one gave him a second glance. Rose poured a
rye without even looking at him. He casually slid his fifteen cents over the counter.
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Mr. Krueger had refused to let the boys take the Hudson out anymore, so to get to
Rose’s they would have to walk. The Kid had thought he was the first to leave the spread.
His throat had been parched for a drink ever since the suppertime interrogation, and he
had practically run into town. But there was Hawk, sitting in a chair with his feet propped
up on another, swinging his eyes wide over the rest of the room. It was uncanny how he
could be everywhere all the time.
There was no band, so Rose had a phonograph set up on the bar. Hawk waved
The Kid over. There weren’t any free tables, so The Kid walked slowly, hoping someone
would suddenly remember their house was on fire, their cattle drowning in a flash flood
after an unexpected, unseasonable thaw, something, and vacate a seat. Hawk slid his feet
off the chair and stared at it until The Kid’s body filled his view.
“What’s in California?” Hawk asked, not looking at The Kid now but staring over
his head toward the door.
The Kid shrugged. “Dunno. Nothin’. Anythin’.”
Hawk turned his eyes on The Kid. “Close tonight. You nearly cooked it.”
“What would they have done?”
It was Hawk’s turn to shrug. “You want to find out?”
The Kid downed his drink. “I know it was you, took the money from the black jar.
That was our money. With Detroit dead, makes it my money.”
Hawk grinned his sickly grin. “What are you gonna do about it?”
“I don’t know,” The Kid said, honestly. “Probably nothin’. But now you’ve stolen
from me. And you stole from my friend.” He paused, drained his glass. “I’m on the small
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side. Compared to you especially. But one day I won’t be so small. And one day I’ll pack
myself a suitcase and go on a trip, and when I come back home you’ll be dead.”
Hawk laughed. “You want the money back?” He rummaged in his pocket and
pulled out three one-dollar bills. He tossed them on the table. “There’s what’s left. Use it
for bus fare when you come huntin’ me down.”
The Kid looked at the money. He didn’t touch it.
“I told Detroit I wanted my share. You were there, in the coffeepot down the
street. The two of you were gettin’ the big nickel while all I got was a splintered ass
sittin’ on a log. So, I took it. If I feel I’m owed somethin’ then I get it, and you can put
that on a piece of paper and keep it in your wallet for an easy reminder. Took it right after
Detroit turned up dead. Figured you’d just think he was plannin’ on runnin’ out on you
when it got lifted of his croppy. So you caught me out, I guess that’s worth a couple
bucks prize money. Let me buy you a drink, and we’ll toast to your brilliance.”
Hawk slid his chair back and went to the bar. When he returned, he held two
glasses of rye. The Kid took his but set it on the table without drinking. Hawk sat, and
lifted his glass. “To The Kid with the golden brain,” he said. “May he dedicate his
precious organ to science when he dies so that humanity can be better itself. How’d you
figure me out?”
“You was the only one that made sense. Eli didn’t kill Detroit, so he also didn’t
rob him. Nobody else even knew we were saving the money.”
“Fine. I robbed him. But I didn’t kill him.”
“I was there at the coffeepot when you put the bite on Detroit for your share,
threatened to kill him,” The Kid said.
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“Cowboy stuff, Kid. Guns blazing, meet you at high noon. Bluff.”
“You’re an enforcer. You were a hired gun in Chicago.”
Hawk nodded. “I’ve made some ghosts. But that was for good money. I’m not
putting my neck on the line for the chump change you had hidden in your shack.”
The Kid stared at the three dollars on the counter.
“I don’t believe you,” he said.
“So?” Hawk said. “You say it like it means somethin’. I’m shakin’ in my
wingtips.”
“You had to kill Detroit.”
“Why? ‘Cause you can’t think of anybody else?”
Yes, The Kid wanted to say, because no one else could have. Just then, the door
opened at the other end of the bar and Michael Eben Jr. walked in. He stopped to buy a
beer. His eyes shot from man to man. The room had quieted, and many of the men had
turned in their seats to watch Michael Eben Jr. make his way to the back. He fingered the
brim of his hat to people along the way. They nodded. Finally, one man, in overalls and a
thick wool cap, shouted from the corner, “Tomorrow night, then, Krueger?” Michael
Eben Jr. turned a hard stare on the man, and the farmer’s friend said, “Keep it down
O’Greary, gol-damn. Ain’t he puttin’ himself enough in front of the bullet without you
pullin’ the trigger?” Michael Eben Jr. nodded his thanks to the friend and then said,
simply, “Tomorrow.” Another man, with a heavy beard and a scar near his eye, said,
“Fireworks on New Year’s Eve!” and was quickly hushed. Rose stared at Michael Eben
Jr. with a maternal look of disappointment.
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The bar slowly returned to its noisy conversations. Michael Eben Jr. joined The
Kid and Hawk. He sat quietly, sipping his beer.
“Hey there, Mikey,” Hawk said. “Sam and I were just talkin’ about a local
robbery.”
Michael Eben Jr. nodded absently.
“Havin’ some fireworks tomorrow?” Hawk asked.
Michael Eben Jr. turned to look at him.
“Keep it down, Tom. Jesus.”
Hawk nodded solemnly. “Of course, sure. It’s a surprise then, I guess.”
Michael Eben Jr. smiled. “Yeah,” he said. “A surprise.”
“I don’t like surprises myself,” Hawk said. “Hey, Sam, you like surprises?”
The Kid saw Michael Eben Jr. standing over him in the barn, the shovel raised.
Hawk repeated his question. The Kid had somehow gotten the shovel back, and now it
was Michael Eben Jr. lying in the hay, his hands pushed together in prayer, begging for
his life. The shovel came down, again and again, and Michael Eben Jr.’s face split open.
“I think Sam likes surprises,” Hawk said. “Maybe he loves them.”
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Chapter Twenty-Three
The Kid woke and fingered the twenty-dollar bill in his coat. He had borrowed a
needle and some thread from Sue and rudely sewn it into the lining with his knife. He had
also taken the money from under the bucket, and kept it in his pocket at all times. The
three dollars Hawk had put on the table were there, along with the last of the quarters
Detroit had in his dead pocket. He threw his clothes on over his long johns and walked to
the big house for his morning coffee and biscuit. Mr. Krueger was already sitting at the
dining room table, his boots laced and his hat pulled on his head. His face was lined like a
frantically written letter.
The Kid met Mrs. Krueger in the kitchen. She handed him his biscuit on a stained
and crumpled piece of wax paper. His coffee was cooler than he liked, but it would do the
work. Mrs. Krueger spoke to him quietly.
“Today’s going to be rough on him, Sam. He barely slept last night and he’s been
worse than a sliced bunion all morning. Don’t take it too much on yourself.”
The Kid nodded. He went and sat at the dining room table. He ate his biscuit and
slurped his coffee. Mr. Krueger did not look at him until he was finished, and then the
man nodded once and stood.
They filled holes all morning. The work went slower than it had the day before,
and Mr. Krueger’s silent black mood made the winter wind bite that much harder. Its
thin, high whistling in The Kid’s ear did not make for interesting conversation.
After they had been working for a couple hours, when the gray blanket of the sky
was at its brightest, Mr. Krueger spoke, as if to himself.
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“I’ve always worked hard,” he said. “I’ve always worked as hard as I could. I’ve
given everythin’ I have to this family, and when I had somethin’ left over I gave it to this
town.”
He was silent for another hour. Just before lunch he spoke again.
“You’ll be wantin’ to leave, Sam,” he said. “Soon as you can, you’ll want to go.
This farm’ll bring nothin’ but trouble after tomorrow.”
“What’s tomorrow?” The Kid asked.
Mr. Krueger shook his head. “I wanted to wait until after the New Year, but I’ve
got to tell them sometime. If I don’t tell ‘em soon, they’ll find out some other way and
that’ll be worse. I got to. At least they’ll have tonight. Let them celebrate tonight.
Tomorrow is a black day, Sam. Go on west.”
They filled in two more holes before eating some salted pork.
In the afternoon, they cut out early. Mr. Krueger had been more and more
talkative until it had become a constant monologue. He analyzed what his options were,
remembered he didn’t have any, and then complained about being trapped in a corner.
Sue had walked out into the field in the middle of his speech and told them both to come
in.
“There’s still work to do here, Sue. Besides, Sam and I was talkin’.”
“Well, it doesn’t seem right to work ‘til dark on a holiday. So come on in. If it’s
so important, you can keep talkin’ to Sam inside.”
They had a cup of coffee at the dining room table, and Mr. Krueger continued his
tirade until he tired out and excused himself to go upstairs and lie down. The Kid ducked
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out of the big house and walked into town. He wanted to get to McKellen’s while it was
still open and get himself a bottle.
The bell jangled on the door, and old Mr. McKellen appeared with a variety of
scissors tucked into a pocket on his smock, and shaving mousse smeared down the front.
The Kid realized that, as the town barber, Mr. McKellen had mad, unkempt hair. The old
man’s wild eyes watched The Kid, waiting.
“A bottle,” The Kid said.
McKellen cocked his head to the side like a bird. Then, he slowly moved to the
counter and looked over the floor to ceiling shelves lined with salves, ointments, tonics,
alcohols of both the rubbing and drinking variety. He stared up, with one hand on his hip
and the other on the edge of a lower shelf. McKellen sighed.
“A bottle...” he echoed. “A bottle...a bottle...”
“Rye,” The Kid said, and pointed at the one he wanted. But McKellen hadn’t
turned around and did not see The Kid’s indication.
“Rye...” he echoed. “Rye...rye...yes, okay, rye...”
It took the old man five minutes to pick the rye bottle out from the rest, a nice
new pint with an off-set label and a real cork made out of cork in the top. Five men
waiting for the New Year’s shaves were beginning to holler in the other room.
“Quit yer yippin’,” McKellen hollered back. “Gettin’ m’nerves jangled like a
twisted stirrup. You want the razor to be steady or you want me to cut whatever I have a
mind?”
The jabbering from the other room quieted.
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The Kid asked for a pack of Durham. McKellen nodded, and his hands quickly
found the tobacco, on a lower shelf next to a row of Wilson Seeds—The Best Seeds in
The Earth. He wrapped the shiny pint, along with the soft pouch, in paper, and looked at
The Kid for payment. His eyebrows knitted.
“How old’re you?” he asked. “This here is whiskey.”
The Kid put his dollar on the counter. “It’s for my grandpa,” he said.
McKellen looked at him hard and then nodded. He slid the package across the
counter. The Kid took it. “Tell ‘im I said hello, then, and happy New Year,” McKellen
said quickly, before rushing back to the barbershop.
***
Dinner didn’t have the holiday feel. Mrs. Krueger had laid out a fair spread, but
there was no beer, and most of the family stared at Mr. Krueger’s tortured face. He sat at
the head of the table, silent, staring into his plate and doing mental calculations of
difficult human equations. Even Jane had run out of stories, and the conversation fell to
John, who talked enthusiastically about all the different trucks he admired in the country.
No one stopped him, and he was on to tractors by coffee time.
The Kid planned to spend the rest of the evening in his lean-to, enjoying his
bottle, but Jane caught him on the porch. She had on a coy face. He looked at her and
waited.
“Happy New Year, Sam,” she said.
The Kid nodded.
“We been steppin’ on each other’s toes so much lately,” she said. “I almost near
forgot how much I liked you.”
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The Kid looked at his feet.
“So...you got plans for New Year’s Even, then?”
The Kid shrugged.
“They got a double feature playin’ tonight at the picture show, and they say there
won’t be any news reels to mess up the fun. Wanna come?”
The Kid looked up at her, and her eyes were big and bright with hope and
anticipation. He was silent. Jane went for the harder sell.
“There won’t be no dancin’, so you don’t have to worry about that. You don’t
even have to sit with me if you really don’t want. Just walk me. You could leave a girl all
alone on New Year’s Eve if that was your desire.”
The Kid nodded. “Okay,” he said.
Jane did a little skip-jump and turned inside. The Kid rolled a cigarette. When
Jane reappeared she had on her winter clothes, thick wool coat, tight knit cap pulled tight
over her ears, scarf wrapped triple around her white neck. She looped her arm through
his.
“Your Pa know we’re goin’?” The Kid asked.
“Pa’s so worked up he don’t know his own head from a grease soaked biscuit. Ma
knows.”
“She don’t mind?”
“She might.”
They walked in silence for awhile. Then:
“You want me to come with you to California?” Jane asked.
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The Kid stopped in his tracks and looked at her. “No, I don’t want you to come to
California with me.”
Jane’s face crumpled. “You don’t have to say it like that, like you can taste throw
up in your mouth when you say it. You don’t have to say it mean when you can just say it
nice.”
“Fine,” The Kid said, walking again. “Sorry.”
“I didn’t think you’d say yes, Sam, it was just a fait hope against hope.”
“Okay, okay.”
“It was just an idea I had for fun.”
“You can cool it with the play-acting, I’ve had enough.”
“It’s not play-acting. I want to see things. I want to go places, with you maybe.”
“Uh-huh.” The Kid pulled the bottle from his pocket and popped the cork. He
stopped for a moment to drink.
“That’s whiskey,” Jane said.
The Kid nodded. Jane held her hand out. “Gimme a nip.” The Kid handed her the
bottle. She drank a quick sip and wiped her mouth with the back of her hand. The Kid
expected her to cough and choke on it, but she simply passed the bottle and smiled
warmly. He took another slug, and they kept walking.
It was quiet in town, except for Rose’s and the people lined up at the picture
house. The theater was built in proportion like a giant crate. There were no windows,
except for a sliding glass fronted booth where a wrinkled woman with thick glasses sold
tickets. Jane and The Kid put down their dimes. She took two green stubs, tore them in
half, and waved them inside.
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Jane moved quickly, pulling on The Kid’s hand, to the vendor who had set up his
cart in the back of the room, selling popcorn and hardboiled eggs. She got a pouch of
candied peanuts. They found two seats in the middle of the room, toward the end of the
row. The Kid was used to going to the pictures in the city. Here, the rows were set up of
wooden chairs that you could pick up and smash over somebody’s head if you wanted.
There was no balcony, no velvet curtain, no organist. It didn’t even have the burlesque
funfair of the cheaper city theaters, with clowns and a musical act. Still, the theater filled
up. Jane slid her arm through his and whispered in his ear, “When they turn the lights
down how about another nip.” She giggled and tapped her feet on the floor.
The lights clicked off, and the noise in the room grew. When the screen flickered
into action, people began to whoop and holler. Someone set off a bottle rocket, and The
Kid ducked his head. Jane laughed. The firework popped near the screen, and a man in
the back roared with joy. Jane slapped The Kid on the arm. He passed her the bottle.
There was a small suction pop and then a soft slip as she drank. She passed the bottle, and
he drank, and it warmed him.
The first film was a stale comedy of mistaken identity with no fewer than three
scenes of interrupted marriage vows and two instances of cross-dressing newspaper men
getting on the telephone to their editors. During the big laughs of the film, Jane would
squeeze his hand and give a high-pitched hiccup. By the time the Fleischer inkwell
cartoon played, the pint was half empty, and Jane was nuzzling her face against The
Kid’s shoulder. The cartoon filmstrip broke, and the room was black for three minutes
while they switched reels. Jane leapt at the darkness and grabbed The Kid’s face and
kissed him hard. He didn’t push her away. The lights clicked back on and a small boy, in
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suspenders and a collarless shirt, laughed at them until his mother pulled him away. Jane
broke off and pushed down her skirts. The Kid slugged from the bottle, and damned who
saw.
The lights clicked back off and the second film began. People had tired
themselves out by midway through the comedy, but now they took to it again, and the
whooping and hollering reached a wild intensity. Another firework was lit and people
cheered at its sulfuric hiss, but then the pop was muffled, and a man screamed. The lights
clicked on, and everyone turned to see a young man, in overalls and a straw hat, with a
bandanna wrapped around his ears, getting dragged out, holding onto his leg. The room
was hushed except for the man’s bloody-wet cries. Then the doors shut behind him,
people faced forward, the lights clicked off, the reel ticked around again, and the cheering
began again, only slightly muted.
The second feature, The Mystery of Mr. X, was a year old pic that The Kid had
walked out on in New York. A rich guy gets murdered, and the police send a known thief
on the trail of the killer. It was during the scene in which Nicholas Revel, the thief,
played by Robert Montgomery, is hiding a $25,000 diamond in three fingers of stout, that
the whispering began. It moved like a soft wave in a tide pool. Jane got it first, and she
turned to look worriedly at The Kid. A man, crouched low, was moving along the rows in
the darkness, telling the person nearest the edge and having them pass it along to the
middle. He leaned into The Kid’s ear and hissed, “Tell ‘em to rally up at the Krueger
place. Ever’body’s goin’ now.” Jane was tugging on his sleeve, and her eyes were large.
Mostly the room remained rapt to the screen, but some of the shadows began to move,
and a group of men slowly kissed their wives and children goodbye, or tapped their friend
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on the shoulder and headed to the doors. The projectionist watched over the railing.
Someone signaled him with two fingers, and he nodded. The Kid stood and moved into
the aisle so Jane could get out. Someone yelled at him to sit the hell down, and he yelled
back to shut the hell up.
Outside, it was strangely quiet except for a few automobiles. There was the light
laugh or whoop from inside the picture house, but otherwise it was dead. Most of the
silence was coming from Rose’s.
He dragged Jane into the bar. Although she had been scared by the whispers, she
delighted at the thrill of entering the otherwise forbidden club. He motioned to her to stay
by the door. Her gleaming face took it all in. Rose stood at the bar, polishing glasses.
There were a few scattered drinkers taking their medicine in silent solitude. Rose nodded
at The Kid and frowned at Jane.
“Okay, Sam. You get her on out of here or you’re not gettin’ any rye tonight. It’s
bad enough I gotta sterilize one baby bottle.”
“What’s happenin’ tonight?” The Kid asked, steel behind his eyes.
“It’s New Year’ s Eve, or didn’t they tell you.”
“I mean out at the Kruegers’?” The Kid jerked a thumb back towards Jane, who
was staring at Rose with saucer eyes.
Rose stopped grinning. “Aw, shoot,” she said. A man across the room hollered
that it was cold and only one thing could warm him. Rose ignored him. “You’re Jane
Krueger, aren’t ya?”
Jane didn’t hear the question. The Kid looked over and could tell that her brain
was swimming in harder waters than she was probably used to. He nodded at Rose.
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“I just thought you had some holiday chippie from Durant. Hell, you better get
over there, and fast. Somethin’s happenin’, and I’ve seen enough bad in my life to know
when somebody’s up to no good.”
“What is it, Rose?” The Kid asked. “What are they plannin’ on?”
Rose shook her head. “I don’t know. The worst part is I think it’s all Michael Jr.’s
doin’. You better get her on home quick. The family’ll need to be together tonight. If I’m
sure of anythin’, I’m sure of that.”
The Kid looked at Jane and then back at Rose. “Better give us two slugs.”
Rose shook her head. “She looks like she’s had enough, and anyway you’d better
hurry.”
“Come on, Rose, give our feet wings. She’s gonna need more than a finger of
whiskey to get to sleep tonight if there’s as much trouble as you say.”
Rose sighed and poured two glasses of rye. The Kid’s was filled normal, but in
the other she poured only enough to numb the tip of Jane’s tongue. The Kid dropped
twenty cents on the counter. “I ain’t payin’ full for that little one,” he said. “There’s not
enough to drown an ant in there.” He passed the glass to Jane, and she drank. “Toughen
that glass up a bit, huh, come on Rose.” She filled his glass to the brim. The Kid knocked
it back. He smiled at Rose. “Happy New Year,” he said.
Rose nodded as The Kid opened the door. Jane stepped out, and he followed.
Before the door closed behind him, he heard Rose say, “Okay, kid, happy it is.”
***
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They were long in getting back. Jane’s feet were beginning to slosh like her
thinking, and The Kid had to support her. She smiled a lot and asked The Kid what was
happening. He shook his head and stayed quiet.
The noise grew as they crept forward, and there was a dim glow coming along the
turn-off. The Kid thought of the last time he had walked in the snow with Jane, of the
electric lights show at Mr. Ferguson’s place. This light was different; it was less ghostly,
more alive. More dangerous.
The Kid grabbed Jane and pulled her through the brush along the turn-off,
keeping hidden as flames danced up. Voices were crying out in the darkness, shouts of
anger cracking like lightning.
Half the men from town had gathered on the front lawn. The flickering flames
were cast by torches some of them held. They were calling for Mr. Krueger to come out.
Their faces were dark with stubble and dirt and anger. The Kid couldn’t see Michael
Eben Jr. anywhere.
Jane broke free from The Kid’s grasp and ran into the mob. He didn’t call out to
her. She ducked and weaved between the bodies, screaming for her Ma and Pa. Some of
the men quieted when they heard the piercing wail of the girl and saw her small body
cutting quickly through their ranks. One man made a catcall. Jane ran straight up to the
door and found it locked. She pounded as the men returned to their shouting. The door
opened, enough for her to tumble inside, and closed again. A man threw a bottle at the
house, where it smashed next to a curtained window. Someone groaned in
disappointment.
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The Kid watched and waited, as the men moved around each other like boiling
seawater. A dark figure crept in the shadows to the left of the house. No one but The Kid
saw him, at first. He stood, leaning against the side wall. He took a step forward into a
swath of torchlight, and raised his arm to gather attention. Michael Eben Jr. looked older,
his face chiseled from something harder than stone. The men quieted when they saw him.
There was a rifle at his side, and a bottle poked its clear head from his pocket.
“Where’s your Pa?!” shouted a barrel of a man, with a full dark beard and one leg
shorter than the other.
Michael Eben Jr. stayed silent, and slowly the noise began to build around him
again. The men grew bolder, throbbing towards the porch steps, swirling around the
house, making their way to Michael Eben Jr. to poke thick fingers in his face and shout
demands. He scratched his chin and pushed slowly through the crowd to the porch, where
he climbed to the top step and faced them. He rested the butt of his rifle on the ground
and waited. The shouting continued, and someone threw another bottle, this time
glancing it off the porch steps near Michael Eben Jr.’s feet, where it clunked and spun
into the dirty snow. He did not move. The men grew quiet.
“Bring out the bank-teller’s wife! The robber-baron!” shouted a man standing
only five feet from The Kid’s hiding place.
Michael Eben Jr. stood straight and addressed the men. “My Pa has made a deal
with a Chicago bank.” The crowd went into a fury. “At the break of spring he’ll buy a
tractor and the land will be worked by the family. Those of you who’ve been living off of
Krueger kindness will have to move on.” A war cry went up. “My Pa would have wanted
to tell y’all himself. He would’ve wanted to sit you down one at a time, give you a mug
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of beer and a cigarette, and lay things out the way they are. My Pa has always been
generous with you.” The mob’s wail went to a low rumble. “Probably, my Pa would have
given each a you whatever little extra he had around the house, a couple bits and a jar of
somethin’ homemade for the road. He would have tried to make you see the strain he was
under.” The yard was still. “My Pa’s a trustin’ fool. I know how y’all act. I know what
stuff you’re made of. It makes no sense to me, my Pa helpin’ you out ‘til the end, when
all you’re after is a piece of somethin’ that ain’t rightfully yours.” The crowd backed
away from the house. Michael Eben Jr. stiffened. “I told y’all to come on out here tonight
because I knew you’d be angry. I knew you’d want to see somethin’ happen, maybe put a
little blood on the snow. I hoped you’d get enough drink in your stomachs, and enough
hate in your hearts, that you’d try and do somethin’ stupid. Because then my Pa would
have to shoot one of you to teach a lesson, and then maybe you’d leave us be.”
The men in the crowd looked from one to the other. A man who stood toward the
farthest edge of the crowd, arms folded and his wide back almost touching the trees,
turned and winked at The Kid. Hawk then moved into the middle of the crowd and
started a cry for action. “Burn ‘em,” he shouted. “Send ‘em back to Germany.” At first
the shout stood tall on the air, but it was quickly trampled by the rising cries of a hundred
men. The torches leapt into the sky. Fists were raised. Michael Eben Jr. smiled quietly
and turned into the house. The men were left alone with their fury and Hawk, who was
now clapping people on the back and disappearing before they saw who had done it.
Hawk’s work was quick, and soon the shouts became unintelligible, mostly just roars and
broken threats.
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The door to the big house opened, and Mr. Krueger stepped out. He was thin and
wan. His clothes seemed to hang looser on him than the picked-bone scarecrow. The
crowd grew quiet and still again. Hawk ducked his way to the back, unnoticed. Mr.
Krueger held a pistol dangling at his side. His hands trembled.
“I can’t go through this again,” he said quietly.
A few men shouted for him to speak up. Before he could, Hawk dove back into
the bodily mass and knocked someone to the ground, hard, then drew himself from the
fray. Men began to shove each other. They stopped spitting at the ground and aimed for
the eyes. Shouts turned to screams.
Mr. Krueger’s face was pinched, and he looked on the fight as if Cain and Abel
themselves battled before him. With a shaking hand, he raised the gun into the air and
fired once. The Kid saw the gun flash. No one else seemed aware of the shot, although to
The Kid it was a sight that could have stopped the world. With his thoughts clicking
together audibly, he stared at Mr. Krueger, whose face went soft and lip, and whose hand
dropped. The fighting continued and he watched in anguish, unable to raise the gun
again.
The screen door opened and Mrs. Krueger stood next to her husband, a shotgun
slung over her arm. She watched for a moment, her face still. She raised the gun and fired
a roaring blast into the sky. The fight stopped suddenly. Torches hissed in the snow and
went out. It grew dark on the land except for the lights of the big house, which
silhouetted the Kruegers. Mrs. Krueger lowered the shotgun at the crowd.
“Get off our land,” she said smoothly.
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Over the heavy breathing of the men, a car could be heard chewing gravel. Soon,
it pulled up along the road, shining beams on the hunched men and their sweaty faces.
The engine cut out, but the lights still burned. Officer Hopwood stepped down. He didn’t
pull a gun or a blackjack, but walked steadily towards the big house as if there was not a
mess of bodies to step through. His footsteps were firm and sure. The men watched him
and slowly straightened out their crooked backs, unclenched their fists, set their jaws.
When he reached the porch he set a hand on the barrel of Mrs. Krueger’s shotgun.
It lowered with a fluid ease, as if he had sapped the power from the gun itself.
“Well,” he said calmly, but loud enough to cover the land. “It’s 1935. Seems to
me it might be a hard year the way you folks have ushered it in.” He paused. The crowd
seemed to thin, although no one had moved. “Why don’t you go home now. Your wives
and children are waiting. There’s nothing but more trouble for you here. Go on. You’ll
feel better in the morning. Or worse, I suppose. But the important thing is you’ll be in
your own bed, rather than mine, if you catch my meaning.”
There was a low mumble, and the men began to disperse. The Kid looked for
Hawk, but he had disappeared. The curtain fell in Sue’s upstairs window, and the light
went out. Officer Hopwood waited for the ground to clear, then turned and said a few soft
words to Mr. and Mrs. Krueger before returning to his car.
Mrs. Krueger placed a hand on her husband’s arm and then turned to the house.
He stood on the porch, looking out over the empty expanse. The gun dangled in his
fingers. Finally, as a cloud slowly covered the moon, and the ground went dark, he turned
and went inside.
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The Kid waited another long moment, his feet gone numb in the snow. When all
but the dining room light had gone out—meaning everyone was in bed except for a
worried Mr. Krueger, sitting up at the table and rubbing at the raw spot on his hand—The
Kid crept forward from the brush and moved to the front of the house. The cloud had
drifted off, and moonlight made the snow glow.
The Kid bent low towards the ground in front of the porch. He stayed up most of
the night, digging with frozen hands at the fine cold snow, looking for the bullet casing
with the etched initials. The one that had made the night flash a bright blue.
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Chapter Twenty-Four
The Kid tied everything up in a horse blanket. It wasn’t much, just the items he
had stolen from McKellen’s the day before Detroit died, and his long johns, which he had
decided to hold on to. He took one last, quick turn-around in the lean-to. The tin stove
burned dully. The jars and crates sat where they had first been. He took Detroit’s chain
from the hook and looped it around his neck. He slipped it under his shirt, and the cold
bullet casing tapped against his chest. When he had finally found it, he had taken it back t
the shed and hammered a hole through it and hung it on the chain. He took Detroit’s hat
off the nail and pulled it down over his head.
Hawk was sitting on the porch, drinking coffee, and smoking a cigarette. He lifted
a steaming cup. “Got ya one,” he said. The Kid dumped his scratchy woolen sack next to
the door and sat on the top step. Hawk handed him the tin cup. He drank.
“When are you headin’ out?” The Kid asked.
“Tomorrow probably,” Hawk said. “There’s a bus leaves Durant for Minneapolis,
then I can change for Las Vegas. Be there by the end of the week.”
The Kid nodded.
“Listen,” Hawk said, draining the rest of his cup, “I don’t know what Detroit told
you about California, but seein’ as you don’t know nobody or nothin’ to do once you get
there...I’m thinkin’ that once I get down to Nevada I might be startin’ up a team for a
quick run. If you’re interested, I can wire you. We could use a good picker, I’m sure.”
The Kid looked at Hawk, who was staring off down the road.
“Thanks, Hawk.”
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“Don’t get all wet in the eyes about it. Just wanted you to know, so that you don’t
do somethin’ silly in Cally if it doesn’t work out, like go straight or somethin’.”
The Kid didn’t answer. Hawk stood and wiped his hands on his pants. He did not
turn or say goodbye, but descended the stairs, rounded the house, and disappeared to
work. The Kid stared into his coffee. He felt the brass lighter—the initials TRJ engraved
into the side—with his fingers and slipped it in his pocket, along with Hawk’s cigarettes.
A large laugh boomed over the house. “Keep it, Kid.”
The screen door opened behind The Kid. Mr. Krueger walked to the bottom of the
stairs and turned to face him. “Well, Sam,” he said, “good luck to ya.” Mr. Krueger’s face
was so pale it was almost blue. His lips were a light, thin pink. His eyes were red-rimmed
and sunken. He held out a hand to shake. The Kid took it.
“Take care a yourself. Mrs. Krueger’s got a little care package for you in the
kitchen,” Mr. Krueger said, and then he, too, was gone.
The Kid kicked snow off his shoes in the front entryway. Sue stood at the bottom
of the stairs. She was smiling, her face soft with thoughts of other times, other places. Her
hand touched the bottom of the railing lightly, as if to remind her it was there at all.
“Good morning, Sam,” she said.
“Mornin’, Sue,” he said.
“I didn’t want you to go before I had a chance to say goodbye.”
“That’s nice.”
“You’ll be okay? You’ve got what you need?”
“Yeah, sure,” The Kid said.
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Sue nodded with small motions of her head. “Send a postcard when you get there.
I’ve never seen California.”
“Okay.”
Sue wished him luck and gave him a quiet kiss on the cheek before disappearing
upstairs. Jane was nowhere to be seen, and neither was Michael Eben Jr. John came
running down the stairs, trying to get his coat on without losing a second. He slapped The
Kid on the shoulder. “Oh, hell, forgot. See ya, Sam. Have fun! Damn!” As the door
closed behind him he yelled, “Wish I was goin’ to California.”
Mrs. Krueger stood over a large, steaming stockpot that boiled on the stove. She
had a small pile of pink-lined-beige bones on the table, along with some peeled carrots
and onions and two bowls of beans. “Soup,” she said as he walked in. “Can feed the
whole family for a week on good soup.” She threw a handful of salt into the pot. She
rubbed her hands on her apron and invited The Kid to have a cup of coffee and a biscuit
with her before he left. She handed him a plain white handkerchief tied around some jars
and cans. Then, she poured two cups of coffee and moved into the dining room. The Kid
followed.
Mrs. Krueger’s face was still warm compared to her husband’s, but the night’s
disturbance was faintly visible in a heaviness at the corners of her mouth. The image of
composure was nevertheless complete, with her hair pulled back in a tight bun, and even
her apron looked like it had been recently ironed. The Kid watched her eyes, which were
dark and quick. Finally, she asked him about California, and he told her, and she asked
about the road, and he told her, and she told him to send a postcard, and he said he would.
Mrs. Krueger stood, exclaiming over the forgotten biscuits, and disappeared into the
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kitchen. When she returned, The Kid was staring at the bullet on the chain. Mrs. Krueger
eyed him like an exotic animal in the zoo and took her seat slowly.
“Biscuit...Sam?” she asked.
The Kid looked up.
“Why?” he asked.
“You’ll need something for the road. Just because you’re between work doesn’t
mean you don’t have to eat.”
“Why did you kill him?” The Kid asked.
Mrs. Krueger’s face lost its warm composure for a second, but it returned quickly,
and with a flourish. “I’m sure I don’t know what you’re saying, Sam.”
“Yes, you do,” he said. “And please, don’t call me Sam.”
“Well what am I supposed to call you then? Boy?”
“Most people call me The Kid.”
Mrs. Krueger’s eyes drew tight. “You have some nerve coming into my home and
accusing me of something so terrible.”
“I know you killed him, ma’am. You killed him with the same knife you’re
probably usin’ to cut up onions for your soup.”
“You know nothing,” she said.
“I know you had Michael Eben Jr. help you cover it up by gettin’ Eli to confess. If
it’d been somebody like Eli out on the road, though, Detroit woulda had his guard up and
fought back. But not with you, and by then you already had him stuck and bleeding.”
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Mrs. Krueger was quiet for a moment. They stared at each other. “Your story
doesn’t make any sense, Sam. Eli’s in jail, isn’t he? You don’t just go to jail for no
reason. It was robbery.”
“See, that’s the thing, Mrs. Krueger. You tried to make it look like a robbery, but
you didn’t barely take nothin’. Personally, I know what a robbery looks like, and the
wool gets fleeced a bit more thoroughly. Even if a toeless man with snow-caked feet
doesn’t bother to steal the brand new shoes off another man’s feet, he’ll at least get the
fifty cents out of his pocket and have a steak dinner. That’s assumin’ that by robbery you
mean theft of property rather than just the takin’ of a man’s life.”
Mrs. Krueger sipped her coffee.
“But I figure you just didn’t feel them. That’ s what Eli said, he said his fingers
were so numb he couldn’t feel the quarters. He was just makin’ that up, but I figure it’s
probably pretty much what happened. Isn’t it?”
Mrs. Krueger said nothing.
“Eli also said he stole twenty bucks, but that doesn’t make any sense. Between the
two of us, me and Detroit had almost thirty-five dollars saved, and that money was stolen.
But when he went out that night I saw, he only took one dollar. So how do you find
twenty dollars in his pocket? What happened to the other fifteen? You tell me, ‘cause my
daddy never did put me through no private school.” There was a weighted pause. “But
you still did a pretty good job, though, ma’am, if I may say so. I never would have
suspected you. I was always after Mr. Thompson, or Michael Eben Jr. They would have
been guilty as hell, too, if they’d a done it. That was the problem, ma’am. Everybody
seemed guilty, but no one was.”
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“Okay,” Mrs. Krueger said finally, “Kid. So if no one is guilty then how come
you’re talking to me like this?”
The Kid held up his finger with Detroit’s chain dangling at the tip, the bullet
casing swinging low to the table. He laid it out flat and turned it so the initials would be
facing her. “These are my Pa’s initials,” he said. Mrs. Krueger looked at the bullet and up
at him. “He gave me this bullet. Detroit won it off me in a pool game. When he showed
up dead, I figured I’d get it back, but I didn’t, because you took it. You were trying to
make it look like a robbery, so you took whatever you could find. Which wasn’t much, I
guess, but you found this.”
Mrs. Krueger picked up the bullet, the chain hissing on the tabletop, and
examined the casing. She shrugged. “I still don’t see what makes you think—“
The Kid interrupted her, “ My Pa had a special thing about bullets. His make a
bright blue flame when you fire them, and this bullet made fireworks with Mr. Krueger’s
gun last night. But, see, if he had take the bullet off of Detroit himself he would have
gotten rid of it. There’s no use jamming up a perfectly good gun with a bullet you don’t
know if it’s good or not. What if the powder’s damp and it blows up in your hand? I
figure you threw the bullet in a drawer and forgot about it, and Mr. Krueger found it
when he was scrambling to get that gun loaded last night.”
The Kid absently pushed some crumbs into the tablecloth.
“Don’t do that, Kid,” Mrs. Krueger snapped. “Not in my house, don’t make that
mess. I knew from the first time I saw you and that man that you were nothing but trouble
and mess. No more.”
The Kid stopped and laid his hand flat on the table.
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Mrs. Krueger let out a long hiss, like a kettle at full boil. “So, what do you want?”
“Why?”
Mrs. Krueger shook her head and smiled, as if he had asked her why the sky was
blue. “Why? Where do you want me to start, Kid? Should we start with the fire of 1915,
or earlier? How about with my wedding, when my own father didn’t show—“
“Bull,” The Kid spat. “Don’t feed me a line, lady. All that’s got nothin’ to do with
Detroit, with my brother.” The Kid felt his anger rising, not simply from the
confrontation, but from the realization that it would be no more painful if Detroit had
truly been his brother.
“Nothing? Hell, it’s got everything to do with it,” she whipped back. “Do you
know how much we’ve put into this goddamned town? How much we have put up with
from these Neanderthals? They nearly killed us twenty years ago, and the only thing that
has kept them from finishing the job is the fear of failing again. This trouble we’ve been
having with the banks, do you think this kind of thing happens suddenly? Mr. Ferguson
from Chicago had been sending us threatening letters for a year and a half before you
showed up, and the only reason he came down here in his fancy car was because we
never bothered to reply. So, what does this have to do with your friend? Maybe less than
it has to do with you.”
Mrs. Krueger sat back, breathing slowly.
“Whattaya mean, with me?” The Kid asked, his breath coming slower now, too,
as he waited.
Mrs. Krueger sipped her coffee. “A few days before the two of you arrived, we
had received the worst of Mr. Ferguson’s letters, threatening to send an entire courthouse
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of lawyers on our heads if we didn’t do something about our debts. Michael Sr. knew
what was coming, what came last night, that he would have to send people off his hand,
and what that would mean for the safety of the family. It wasn’t until you’d already been
on the farm a week or so when I figured that the only way to take everyone’s attention
from us was if there was something real big, like a murder. That would get the grist to the
gossip mill.”
“So you killed him just so nobody would notice your farm was broke?”
“You’re not listening to my story, Kid. I didn’t plan on killing Detroit, I planned
on killing you.”
The room was silent, and The Kid could feel cold air creeping through the
window and down his neck.
“Nobody cares about a two-bit drifter, so I didn’t figure it would do much good to
kill your brother. Once he was dead, it only proved my point. You, on the other hand,
well, a dead kid is news just about anywhere. That night the boys were down at Rose’s,
even John, although he’d told me he was going to work on some motorcycles with the
Krist’s boy. With them at Rose’s, that’d remove almost all suspicion from us having
anything to do with it. I was just going to wake you up with some story, I don’t even
remember anymore, something about a broken mule train blocking the road, and that
would be that, they’d find you in the morning.”
“But something happened,” The Kid said, feeling his heart pushing blood through
his body.
“He showed up. I had just stepped out of the house, and he was coming up the
road. At first I thought I would make up some excuse and go back inside, bide my time.
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Hell, maybe I would have just forgotten the whole thing. But your friend, Detroit, he
walks right up and says ‘You got a beautiful daughter, Mrs. Krueger, a real peach.’ I
knew he was fawning all over her, and I’m not about to see Sue’s life ruined for the
passing pleasure of a piece of trash who shows up on the doorstep like a bottle of sour
milk. That was it. I told him that I needed help clearing out the drive, as the snow was
falling pretty hard. He was a little drunk and followed me easily enough.”
“And then you took the bullet.”
“No. Unlike your theory, which was very pretty and thorough, I didn’t go through
any of his pockets. It’s hard to make a man with nothing look like he’s been robbed, you
know, so you simply stab him and leave him to bleed alone in the snow. After the knife
had gone in a few times, he was clutching at his chest and blubbering, it was pitiful, and
he pulled that—“ she swung her hand over the bullet—“out of his pocket. He told me to
give it to you. But how could I?”
The Kid looked at the bullet, the only meaningful gift anyone had ever managed
to give him.
“That was the only part of your story that actually fits facts. I put it in a drawer
and forgot about it, and why I didn’t just throw it in the trash is beyond me. But, there it
is, so I suppose you can keep it.”
The Kid looked out the window. It began to snow slightly, but the sun was still
shining. Mrs. Krueger finished her coffee with a shaking hand.
“I don’t want no more trouble in my house,” Mrs. Krueger said.
They stared silently at each other. The Kid thought of his knife, of it slipping into
the pale skin of Mrs. Krueger’s neck, of her old blood pouring out onto the tablecloth,
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and then it was his own body he saw, not Detroit’s, bent and half buried at the side of the
road, dead. He patted for his knife and felt the heft of its thick handle, the heavy
uselessness of a weapon in his situation, and then moved his hand to his pocket and
pulled out a cigarette and lit it, inhaling deeply.
“Give me one of them cigarettes,” Mrs. Krueger said.
The Kid handed her one. She waited for him to light it. He pulled the brass lighter
from his pocket and rolled out the flame. She went to the kitchen, the cigarette tucked
meanly between her lips, and when she returned she held a short glass of the sweet red
wine she drank at Christmas. She raised the glass. “To you, Sam Kid,” she said. “For
getting the hell out of here.”
***
The Kid untied his sack and slipped the kerchief full of food inside. He slung the
stuffed blanket over his shoulder and walked down the steps of the big house. The sun
was shining and the ground was wet with melting snow. He wanted to make it to Durant
by nightfall, before the water froze again and the roads were all ice.
Before The Kid turned south, he stopped at the side of the road and stepped into
the brush. He set his sack down and knelt in the mushed snow, mud and leaves. With
both hands, he dug at the ground until the sludge had been cleared, and then he used his
fingers to pull up the soil. Into the hole he placed Detroit’s chain with the bullet. He
pulled the quarter from his pocket, the last of the two that had been found on Detroit’s
body, and dropped it in the hole. Then he thought better and took the coin out, bushed the
dirt off, and put it back in his pocket.
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“It’ll still buy us a couple of stiff drinks,” he said, “won’t it, Deet?” And then The
Kid covered the ole over and walked down the road, his thumb stuck out.
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Chapter Twenty-Five
San Francisco was written in a worried scrawl across the terminus line of The
Kid’s ticket. The counterman had a forehead folded like a fat woman’s belly, and dark
raccoon circles around his eyes. He barely looked up from under his brimmed visor as he
counted out change and stamped the paper. The ticket was stapled into a sleeve and
looked very professional. The Kid smoothed it out on the polished top of the coffeepot
counter. He swiveled slightly in his stool and looked around. Through the windows he
could see the sky clotted with smoke purged from the textile mill smokestacks, and the
thin long trolley cable wires that stretched down the perpendicular street and between the
piled up rows of shanty-houses that made home for the workers.
The bus station was just next to the diner, and it had been quiet between
departures. There were lonely couples with too many suitcases, waiting on long stiff
benches, and a couple clean men with wet hair and pale hands, wearing dirty work blues
and turning the pages of the classifieds with the tender care of lovers. The Kid had gotten
a ride for the final stretch of the hitch from a traveling salesman who stopped at every
filling station and tried to trade bibles for gasoline. When they had pulled in at Durant,
the bus station doors were unlocked, but the counterman had gone home for the night.
The Kid stretched out on one of the benches in the corner and fell asleep, his lumpy
blanket tucked underneath him. But a somber looking skeleton of a man woke him all
night, telling him that he didn’t have to leave, but they couldn’t allow people sleeping in
the bus station as it was bad for business. Except for one other man, heavyset and reading
the comics section of the paper over and over, there was no one in the room, and the
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street beyond the window was empty. The gaunt man would disappear behind a side door
after waking The Kid, and seemed only to reappear as he drifted off again. In the
morning, the counterman showed up a half hour late and then had to listen to his favorite
serial before pulling up the shade and opening the gated slot under the glass for business.
The Kid bought his ticket and wandered out into the street. The line started in Detroit, of
all places, and he had five hours to kill before he could pick it up.
The coffeepot was small and dim—despite the picture windows giving on the
street—with worn out tiles on the floor, and yellowing, nicotine stained plaster on the
ceiling. There was a fan that turned the air like a spatula to batter. Behind the counter, a
thin man with thinner hair stood hunched over a crossword puzzle, tapping a pencil
against his teeth. At the far end of the room, a blond man with what looked like burn
scars on his cheeks called out, “Come on, Harry, just one egg. Lend a man an egg why
don’t ya.” The hunched man ignored him and scratched something onto his puzzle.
The Kid took a seat near the door where a thin stream of sunlight broke through
the gloom and burned into the dark counter. He laid out his hands and waited. The
counterman did not turn from his puzzle, but lifted a cup and saucer from under the
counter and filled it with hot coffee. The Kid moved down to the stool in front of him. He
sipped the coffee.
“What’ll ya have?” the counterman asked, without looking up.
“Two eggs, toast, beans if you got ‘em, some bacon, some sausage, some
potatoes, two biscuits with gravy, and give that guy down there an egg on me.”
The man looked up. “You got money, kid?”
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The Kid slid one of the three dollars Hawk had returned across the counter. The
man nodded. “Looks like you’ll be gettin’ your damn egg today, Vic.”
The blond man nodded slowly. “About time,” he said.
The counterman turned and heated up the flat griddle stove. He cracked the eggs,
laid out the meat, and put some white bread in a dry corner where it browned slowly.
When the food came, The Kid asked for a glass of tomato juice. The man walked down to
an icebox and pulled out a sweaty, thick-glassed bottle and poured a tall one.
While The Kid ate, the man asked him about the puzzle. “Six letter word for
‘solution’?”
The Kid shrugged and dipped his toast into the spreading yolk on his plate.
When he had finished eating he smoked a cigarette and waited for the time to
pass. He drank another cup of coffee and then smoked another cigarette. The light began
to dip a little through the windows.
The Kid pulled out his bus ticket and smoothed it on the counter. He looked at it
carefully, and one word repeated in his head like a heartbeat: California.
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